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The crystalline solid state is invaluable to both the pharmaceutical and fine chemical sectors. The
advantages primarily relate to reducibility criteria required during processing of stable solid state
materials and delivering purification, which is inherently performed by the crystal growth process. A
major challenge is achieving control through crystallising solids with the desired physico-chemical
properties. If this can be achieved the crystalline solid is of great financial and practical benefit. One
emerging methodology for manipulating the solid crystalline form is the application of co-crystals.
This work relates to key steps in the understanding of rational design of co-crystals utilizing crystal
engineering concepts to determine systems before then applying screening criteria to the selected
sub-set. Co-crystal screening is routinely undertaken using high-throughput solution growth. We
report a low- to medium-throughput approach, encompassing both a melt and solution crystallization
step as a route to the identification of co-crystals. Prior to solution studies, a melt growth step was
included utilizing the Kofler mixed fusion method.

This method allowed elucidation of the

thermodynamic landscape within the binary phase diagram and was found to increase overall
screening efficiency. This led to the discovery of a number of co-crystal systems with the co-former
nicotinamide, with the single crystal structures determined for the following systems; R/S ibuprofen:
nicotinamide, S ibuprofen: nicotinamide, R/S flurbiprofen: nicotinamide and salicylic acid:
nicotinamide.
To assess the crystallization and phase behaviours of determined co-crystals the R/S ibuprofennicotinamide system was selected and successful studies were undertaken determining the aqueous
ternary phase behavior and the pre-nucleation speciation in methanol. There have, as yet, been a
limited number of published examples which are concerned with pharmaceutical property
enhancement by co-crystals, as vast proportion of the literature concerns the growth and isolation of
these novel phases. To elucidate further the pharmaceutical relevance of co-crystals the properties
of the R/S ibuprofen- nicotinamide system were then assessed showing a positive profile for this
material.
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Chapter 1- Background, Concepts and Aims
Chapter 1 is concerned with the background to the crystalline solid state in the context of
crystallisation, crystal growth and crystal engineering.
pharmaceutics and pre-formulation issues.

The focus is within the context of

This review develops the concepts which were

applied to assessing and addressing the screening and crystal growth issues seen in co-crystals
containing active pharmaceutical ingredients. The overall aims of the thesis are presented at the
end of chapter 1.

1.0 General introduction
The crystalline solid state is invaluable to both the pharmaceutical and fine chemical sectors. The
advantages primarily relate to reducibility criteria required during processing of stable solid state
materials and delivering purification, which is inherently performed by the crystal growth process.
A major challenge is achieving control through crystallising solids with the desired physicochemical properties which if achieved the crystalline solid is of great financial and practical
benefit. One emerging methodology for manipulating the solid crystalline form is the application
of co-crystals (defined as a crystal containing two or more molecular components is covered in
section 1.1).

In chapter 1 an outline of the integral concepts associated with crystalline

molecular materials will be covered (section 1.2). This will include the definitions and basic
principals surrounding the crystalline solid state. A review of the concepts of crystal engineering
pertaining to pharmaceutical material will also be covered (section 1.3-1.6).

1.1 Definition of the crystalline solid state

Within the literature an exact definition of what constitutes a crystal is subject to considerable
1

debate. Due to a number of subtleties no strict definition has been found to date , but generally
an agreement can be made with Mullin

2

who defines a crystal as: ‘a solid state regular

arrangement of constituent molecules, atoms or ions, into a fixed and regular repeating pattern

1

known as a lattice’. When two or more chemical entities are present in the lattice a co-crystal can
be formed.
A co-crystal (the word thought to have been introduced by Etter in 19883) is a crystal containing
two or more molecular, charge neutral components held together by non-covalent interactions4.
5

Much debate exists over the definition of a co-crystal; Desiraju is unhappy with the term’s current
use and supports the use of molecular complexes to describe multi-component non-covalently
bonded solids. Desiraju believes this is necessary as a true co-crystal would contain two lattices
6

bound together at an interface; examples of which have been reported by Herbstein .

The

counter argument presented by Dunitz7 proposes that although the term co-crystal is imperfect,
molecular complex would encompass molecular compounds, molecular complexes, solvates,
inclusion compounds, channel compounds, clathrates and other multi-component crystals and
therefore be non-specific. Currently both terms are used in the literature almost interchangeably.
Further uncertainty prevails when considering liquid phase co-crystal components. Almarsson et
al8 suggested that if one of the components is in liquid state at room temperature then any
derived product should be described as a solvate. A more rational definition has been proposed
9

since. In this system solvates are considered either as co-crystals or clathrates (inclusion
complexes), where a co-crystal requires bonding of the solvent which is integral to the stability of
the crystal form, and clathrates contain solvent molecules which don’t directly participate in the
bonded network. What can be agreed is that co-crystals fit into the broad category of multi
component crystals that includes salts and solvates (pseudo-polymorphs) amongst others. This
does not include solid solutions, which differ from co-crystals by their lack of long range order,
this will be discussed further when dealing with phase considerations.
Evolution of the nomenclature is commonly encountered when a new area is explored5 and is
usually only brought to the fore when a subject becomes mature. Although it is impossible to
quantify a subject’s popularity within the last three years the number of co-crystal structures
appearing on the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)

10

has risen exponentially, suggesting

significant scientific interesting this area. The major participants in this area being the crystal
engineering community, on whose work the backbone of the subject is based.

2

1.2 Crystallisation and crystal growth
In this section the basic concepts of crystal growth will be dealt with this will be done by first
discussing the thermodynamic considerations for crystal growth (section1.2.1) before moving to
supersaturation (1.2.2), nucleation (1.2.3) and finally the concepts of growth themselves(1.2.4 to
1.2.5).

1.2.1 Thermodynamic considerations for crystal growth
As with all physical processes, the act of crystallisation within a given system is governed by the
laws of thermodynamics. The laws of thermodynamics are as follows;

Zeroth law: If A is equilibrium with B and B is in equilibrium with C, then C is also in equilibrium
with A.
First law: The internal energy of a system may be changed by doing work on the system or
heating it.
Second law: No process is possible in which the sole result is the absorption of heat from a
reservoir and its complete conversion to work. The entropy of a system increases in the course
of a spontaneous change.
Third law: The entropy change accompanying any physical or chemical transformation
approaches zero as the temperature approaches zero.

Application of these thermodynamic laws allows the notion that once a crystalline solid reaches a
certain temperature the packing forces (enthalpy) within the crystal will be overcome by the
entropy gain of a system and it will melt transforming to the liquid phase. Subsequent cooling of
this phase should, at the given temperature, cause re-crystallisation, with the entropy gain
provided by the release of the heat of fusion disordering the surroundings. It is beyond the scope
of this work to discuss comprehensively the thermodynamic principals of the crystallisation of
molecular solids, but the salient points will be presented. In depth reviews of the principles have
11

been presented by Westrum and McCullough .
If the process of crystallisation was governed solely by thermodynamics then crystals would form
in the most stable crystalline orientation at a given temperature (further discussion of the
implications of stability vs. temperature will be dealt with later in this section). This is not always
the case though as crystallisation is also a kinetic process and molecules within a crystal lattice
may conform to an unstable orientation (polymorph) or an amorphous solid phase.

3

Polymorphism, where a molecular entity orientates differently within the crystal lattice, leads not
only to differing physical appearance but also to differing physical properties. This effect is very
well documented in both single component entities and co-crystals12. Differing polymorphs of a
given molecular entity are considered to be independent phases, where a phase can be defined
as a mechanically separable homogenous portion of a heterogeneous system, ie a solid liquid or
a gas. Thermodynamic considerations dictate that it is not possible for an indiscriminate number
of phases to co-exist13 leading to the phase rule (Eq. 1.1).

F

C P 2

(Eq. 1.1)

where F is the number of degrees of freedom of the system, C the number of components and P
the number of phases.
A phase P is defined as any homogeneous and physically distinct part of a system which is
separate from other parts of the system by definite bounding surfaces14. Therefore a gas and a
liquid are a single phase as they are by definition homogenous. A solid may be homogenous
(e.g. solid solutions or metal alloys), but this is not always the case, mix of two polymorphic
forms contains two phases.
The number of components C in a system is the minimum number of independent chemical
species required to define the composition of all phases present. So to use water as an example,
describing a system containing liquid water and ice would only have one component.
The number of degrees of freedom F (or variance) describes the number of permissible changes
to the system whilst maintaining the same behaviour. This generally includes factors such as
temperature, pressure, and concentration. For the water and ice system this would be one (1 = 1
– 2 + 2). For a two component co-crystal system crystallised from ethanol we would have 3
components (C = 3). If other factors allowed a co-crystal solid phase and a homogenous solution
mixture of the starting components and ethanol (P = 2), this would lead to three degrees of
freedom (3 = 3 – 2 + 2).
The relative stability of a given polymorphic phase is based on the free energy of that form, with
the most stable form having the lowest energy.
The free energy (A) of a solid phase (assuming constant temperature and pressure) is given by
the Helmholtz relationship (Eq. 1.2);
4

A = E - TS

(Eq. 1.2)

where E Internal energy, T the absolute temperature, S entropy. Therefore at absolute zero the
TS term is removed and the free energy is equal to the internal energy. Therefore the most
stable polymorph should have the lowest free energy.15 Above absolute zero the entropy term will
play a role and this may differ between a given set of polymorphs and therefore a certain
configuration though more stable at absolute zero, may not be more stable at a higher
temperature. This can be described diagrammatically, with the most common means of being the
application of Gibbs free energy diagrams (Eq1.3).

G = H – TS

(Eq. 1.3)

where H is the enthalpy (replacing E) and G is the Gibbs free energy (replacing A). Gibbs free
energy is more commonly used then a Helmholtz free energy as the data is more accessible
experimentally.
These diagrams are useful as they offer a simple visual interpretation of the phase behaviour in
complicated systems. They possess two isobars not present on Helmholtz diagrams that of
enthalpy of liquidus (Hliq) and the free energy of liquidus (Gliq). The enthalpy vs temperature
diagrams can be constructed experimentally by determination of the heat capacity (Cp) from
Equation 1.4.

H
T

Cp

(Eq. 1.4)

p

where H is the enthalpy change, T the change in temperature, (Cp) the heat capacity of an ideal
crystal at 0 K must always be zero therefore the slope of the diagrams at 0 K is zero. The
derivative of Gibbs free energy with respect to temperature is shown in equation 1.5.
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G
T

S

(Eq. 1.5)

p

Within thermodynamics at fixed pressure, S (entropy) cannot be negative, G becomes a
constantly decreasing function and the G isobars then follow differing paths with their intersection
representing the transition point between phases. This leads to the thermodynamic basis for the
definition between enantiotropic polymorphism and monotropic polymorphism.
In enantiotropic systems the thermodynamic transition point falls at a temperature below the
melting point of the lower melting form (Figure 1.1). The melting point and transition points are
defined by the crossing of the G curves for liquids and component phases (in Figure 1.1 showing
transformation from form I to II). The enthalpies of transition (ΓHt) or fusion (ΓHf) appear at the
corresponding temperatures as the vertical differences between the corresponding H curves.

Figure 1.1. Energy vs. temperature diagram for a dimorphic system. G is the Gibbs free energy
and H the enthalpy. This diagram shows an enantiotropic system in which form I is stable below
the transition point (Tp I/II).Adapted from reference.

15

For a monotropic system the relationship between the two forms is such that the free energy
curves do not cross at a temperature below the two melting points (Figure 1.2). As can be seen
in this form of polymorphism, the less thermodynamically stable from is less stable at all
temperatures and thus as previously discussed the only means to achieve growth of such
polymorphic forms is by kinetic growth.
6

Figure 1.2. Energy vs temperature diagram for a monotropic dimorphic system. In this situation
the crossing of the GI and GII lines occurs after the melting point and therefore there is no
transition before melting. Adapted from reference.15

1.2.2 Supersaturation
For a crystal to be grown a driving force is required.

In the case of crystallisation this is

supersaturation with respect to the crystallising component. A supersaturated solution is one
which contains more component then is contained at the equilibrium composition (the
thermodynamic solubility) and can simply be prepared by cooling an undersaturated solution (one
below this solubility limit).

Ostwald was first to introduce the terms ‘labile’ and ‘metastable’

supersaturation in 189716; these described solutions in which spontaneous primary nucleation
would or would not occur respectively. This then led to further research by Miers and Isaac17
resulting in the diagrammatic representation below (Figure 1.3). This diagram encompasses
three regions; a region which is unsaturated (stable), a supersaturated region where nucleation is
possible (metastable) and a supersaturated region where nucleation is probable (labile).

7

Figure 1.3. The solubility – supersolubility diagram. Adapted from reference.

2

On the diagram line the ‘material added’ vertical line represents an isothermal increase in
concentration to the labile zone at which crystallisation is possible. A second possible route to
crystallisation is by cooling (shown by the horizontal line). A common means of crystallisation
would be to employ both cooling and increasing concentration by slow evaporation.
Supersaturation (σ) is thermodynamically defined as the dimensionless difference in chemical
potential between a molecule in equilibrium state (μeq) and supersaturated state (μss) (Equation
1.6).

(Eq. 1.6)

Supersaturation can also be expressed in terms of the concentration driving force, which is a
useful term for calculating overall yield (Equation 1.7).

C

C ss

C eq

(Eq. 1.7)

In this case C is expressed in appropriate concentration units.
For crystal growth to occur supersaturation alone is not sufficient. A nucleus must form to act as
a centre on which crystals will grow.
8

1.2.3 Nucleation
Nucleation and the formation of a nucleus from which crystal growth proceeds is the first step
during the crystallisation process, and maps the transition form a isotropic state to a anisotropic
state of a crystal.

How a nucleus is formed within a homogenous solution

is not known with any degree of certainty. Consideration of the process involved in nucleation
leads to the assumption that nuclei are formed in regions of high supersaturation by a sequence
of bimolecular additions as spontaneous collision on the required scale would be very unlikely.
This nucleus (or at this stage cluster) is unstable until it reaches a critical size at which point it
becomes stable in the average supersaturation conditions of the bulk fluid and crystal growth
starts in earnest. This critical point would usually be found in the labile zone, but could occur in
the metastable zone.
As a nucleus will possess bulk (interior) molecules and surface molecules, coming from solution
phase to the solid, the energetics the composition of the cluster as a whole must be accounted
for. Therefore if a cluster posseses z molecules zb of these will have bulk properties and zs will
have surface properties. The free energy of the cluster (gz) can be written as the sum of bulk (gb)
and surface free energies (gs) (Equation 1.8);

gz

zb g b

zs g s

(Eq. 1.8)

For a spherical cluster of z molecules when considering chemical potentials the free energy of the
cluster becomes (Equation 1.9);

gz

z

b

z 2/3

(Eq. 1.9)

where μb is the chemical potential of a molecule in the bulk cluster, β is the area shape factor and
is dependant on nucleus shape and γ is the interfacial tension between cluster and solution. This
equation can be altered to include terms for the moles of substance present (Equation 1.10);
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G

zkT ln( xss / xeq )

z 2/ 3

(Eq. 1.10)

In this equation ln(xss/xeq) is the supersaturation. When this is described diagrammatically (Figure
1.4) it can be seen that upon reaching a critical cluster size, corresponding to the maxima of the
curve, further growth leads to a decrease in free energy and thus further growth. Clusters smaller
then this critical size can only achieve free energy decreases by dissolution. Clusters reaching
this specific size are known as critical nuclei and the chance of reaching this size is dependant on
the free energy barrier relative to kT. As supersaturation increases the free energy barrier and
the size of the critical nuclei decreases until it becomes possible for spontaneous nucleation to
occur. The rate of nucleation is defined as the rate at which clusters grow through the critical size
and become crystallites.

Figure 1.4. The free energy changes as a function of cluster size and supersaturation. (a) a
curve at low supersaturation (b) a curve at high supersaturation. Note the drop in the free energy
barrier and decrease in critical size. Adapted from reference.18

Nucleation, as has been shown, can happen spontaneously, but within a system in the
metastable zone it can be induced by a variety of things. Two common mechanisms are
2

2

mechanical shock and ultrasound . Mullin describes nucleation by division into two categories
primary and secondary, primary being when a nucleus spontaneously forms, and secondary
when a solution is seeded (Figure 1.5). Primary nucleation is either of the type already discussed
i.e. spontaneously from a supersaturated solution in the labile/metastable zone (homogeneous),
or of a heterogeneous form.

In this mechanism a foreign particle such as hair, dust or an
10

unwanted foreign crystallite acts as a template for further crystal growth. Secondary seeding
involves inoculating a supersaturated solution with a desired crystallite again with the hope of
templating any subsequent growth.

Figure 1.5. Nucleation subdivisions. Adapted from reference.2

In polymorphic systems more then one phase has the potential to nucleate. Ostwald16 proposed
a generalised rule based on many observations called the rule of stages. This rule is now
considered a rule of thumb but still has widespread application. This rule dictates that a system
progresses from supersaturation to equilibrium taking a number of steps, each representing the
smallest possible change in free energy. So in a polymorphic system all possible polymorphic
transformations will be undertaken before the most stable form is realised. Justification for the
rule is shown in Figure 1.6. This figure shows a system with two polymorphic forms. At point Xi
the composition is such that either of the two phases posses the potential to nucleate at point Xb
only the stable form I can nucleate. Therefore at point Xi two supersaturations are required to be
defined, both with respect to the more stable phase I. The first is the initial supersaturation
(Equation 1.11);

i

( xi

xI ) / xI

(Eq. 1.11)
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while the second must be considered from a solution saturated with respect to form II (Equation
1.12);

x

( xII

xI ) / xI

(Eq. 1.12)

Figure 1.6. The solubility curves for two polymorphic forms describing the potential for nucleation
of the two phases. Adapted from reference.18
When nucleation rate expressions for these forms are solved simultaneously, to explore the
nucleation behaviour in such a bi-phasic system, it has been shown

19

that three potential

situations exist;

 Above some value of supersaturation the metastable form II has the highest nucleation rate

and appears more rapidly.
 The stable phase I has the highest nucleation rate and is stable at all supersaturations.
 The metastable phase has a higher nucleation rate over an intermediate range of

supersaturations.

This approach also shows that it is seldom that the nucleation rate for form II is substantially
greater then form I, which Oswald's rule implies2. The phase having the greater nucleation rate
can vary with supersaturation and is dependant on surface and bulk parameters.
12

1.2.4 Crystal growth
Once stable nuclei are available for further growth the capture of growth units from solution takes
place.

Diffusional theories for crystal growth were first proposed by Noyes and Whitney

20

who

considered crystallisation to be the opposite of dissolution, with the differences in both processes
governed by the concentration differences between the growing/dissolving surface and the bulk
solution (Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.7. Diagrammatic representation of the diffusional model of crystal growth. Adapted from
reference.

2

This model is not considered a suitable explanation alone for the growth of crystals as diffusion is
not necessarily the reverse of diffusion. A substance usually dissolves faster then it crystallises
under the same conditions of temperature and concentration.2
This led to the refinement of the theory21 based on two steps- the first being a diffusion to the
solid surface and the second a first order 'reaction' as the solute molecules are arranged in the
crystal lattice. These processes can be described as such (Equation 1.13 and 1.14 respectively);
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dm
dt

k d A(c ci )

diffusion

(1.13)

dm
dt

kr A(ci c*)

reaction

(1.14)

where dm/dt is the mass m of solid deposited in time (t), A is the surface area of the crystal, c is
the solute concentration in the supersaturated solution, c* is the equilibrium saturation
concentration and ci is the solute concentration in the solution at the surface interface. Kd is the
coefficient of mass transfer by diffusion, Kr is a rate constant for surface integration process; i.e.
the rate at which molecules are added to a given surface.

Usually the term for interfacial

concentration is eliminated due to a difficulty in measuring such a concentration and an overall
driving force, the crystal growth coefficient (KG ) is used to describe whether a crystallisation is
predominantly diffusional or reaction based.2
An obvious disadvantage of diffusional models is that they do not attempt to describe the growth
in terms of a molecular growing surface whilst energetic models have been utilised to an extent.
Commonly in such a model, growth can be classified according to the number of contacts made
with the surface of the growing crystallite. There are three options for such growth (Figure 1.8);
three contacts (3-D) - kinked face; two (2-D) contacts stepped face; one contact (1-D) - flat face.

Figure 1.8 1-D, 2-D and 3-D contact points on a growing crystallite.22

Each of these growth operations roughen the surface of a given face and the associated energy
change is the product of dissolution then adsorption23 and is shown by Equation 1.15:
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E

4

sf

2

ss

2

Equation 1.15.

ff

In this equation Φ denotes the binding energy of a growth unit, with the subscript relating to the
type of binding undertaken; s indicating solid, and f indicating fluid (therefore ss for solid to solid
interaction).
Which type of growth a crystallographic face undergoes depends on a surface roughness factor α
which is a function of ΔE/kT.24 There are three possible mechanisms; rough unregulated growth,
island growth (nucleation then spread) and spiral growth (Figure 1.9). Spiral growth is caused by
a dislocation within the growing crystallite; the relative propensities of these growth mechanisms
will be discussed shortly.

I. Rough growth

II. Spiral growth (from a screw dislocation)

III. Spread growth (island growth)
Figure 1.9 Mechanisms of crystal growth. I. Rough growth, II. Spiral growth, III. Spread growth.
Adapted from reference.

23

Davey and Mullin proposed an empirically derived factor which could be applied to growth
mechanisms, the α-factor.

25

This includes parameters accounting for the contributions from
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Face

supersaturation, the binding energy of crystallographic plane ( ESS
crystal

the lattice ( E ss

) and the binding energy of

) under consideration, see Equation 1.16:

Essface / Esscrystal [ E / kT ln

]

Equation 1.16.

where Ω denoted the solubility relative to the density of the crystallising solute.
An alternative form is shown in Equation 1.17 26

H / kT

Equation 1.17.

where ξ is an anisotropy factor relating to the bonding energies of the crystal surface layers, ΓH is
the enthalpy of fusion and k is the Boltzmann constant.
Values of α can then be usefully applied to prediction of growth mechanisms. In this scheme a
low supersaturation will lead to an α-factor of < 2-3 and rough growth without crystallographically
defined orientation should occur.

If 3 > α > 5 then growth is dominated by nucleation with

subsequent layer growth (commonly of the spiral type). When α > 6 sequential layer growth
occurs; at this point the solution has reached the metastable zone of the solubility curve. These
observations lead to ‘rules of thumb’ where by the energy change decreases according to the
following means of attachment; kinked (3-D) > stepped (2-D) > flat (1-D). This indicates that
growth via a flat face is the least energetically feasible process and led to the theory that a screw
dislocation would aid growth as this is an energetically cheap means.
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Many further theories of growth exist and can be found in the literature but centre around the two
basic themes presented here where either a molecular or bulk (diffusional) approach is taken to
the philosophy.
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1.2.5 Geometry of the crystalline state
Due to the repetitive regular arrangement of the molecules in the crystalline state crystal structure
and morphology are best described by reducing the crystal into small repeating units. Geometry
can be classified, first into seven crystal systems and then further (into 32 crystal classes) based
on the differing symmetry elements. The seven crystal systems are defined based upon the
parallelepipeds that make up the crystal. These are described using the lengths of the three
sides a, b, c (sometimes the ratio of these lengths) and the value of the three angles (α, β, γ ).
These are described in Table 1.1 and Figure 1.10
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Table 1.1. The seven crystalline systems and their properties.
System

Other names
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Angles between Length of axes

Examples

axes
Regular

Tetragonal

Cubic

α = β = γ = 90°

a=b=c

Sodium chloride

Octahedral

Potassium chloride

Isomeric

Alums

Tesseral

Diamond

Pyrimidal

α = β = γ = 90°

a = b not equal

Rutile

to c
Quadratic

Zircon
Nickel Sulphate.
7 H2O

Orthorhombic

Rhombic

α = β = γ = 90°

None equal

Potassium
permanganate

Monoclinic

Prismatic

Silver nitrate

Isoclinic

Iodine

Trimeric

Α-Sulphur

Monosymmetric

α = β = 90° not γ None equal

Potassium chlorate

Clinorhombic

Sucrose

Oblique

Oxalic acid
Β-Sulphur

Triclinic

Anorthic

None 90°

None equal

Potassium
dichromate

Asymmetric

Copper sulphate.
5 H2O

Trigonal

Rhombohedral

α = β = γ = NOT

a=b=c

90°

Sodium nitrate
Ruby
Sapphire

Hexagonal

None

Z is

a = b = u not

Silver iodide

perpendicular to

equal to c

Graphite

the a, b and u

Water (ice)

axes, which are

Potassium nitrate

inclined at 60°
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Figure 1.10. The seven crystal systems. Adapted from reference.15

The thirty two crystal classes are made up based on the symmetry that is possible for a given
crystal class. A crystal in the triclinic system can for example be categorised into one of two
classes and will either have no symmetry (a onefold axis denoted with the symbol 1) or a single
centre of symmetry (symbol ).
Crystals are built up from repeating units.

The smallest of these repeating units which can

describe the whole structure is called the unit cell. There are usually a number of potential cells
for any given structure and customarily the unit cell with the highest symmetry is chosen. Any
given unit cell can be described by space lattices, These are defined by points in space which
describe the repetition of the molecules within a crystallite in three dimensions. There are 14 of
these lattices which are known as Bravais Lattices. The simplest lattices in this system are based
on the unit cell shapes appropriate to the seven crystal systems. Six of these are denoted with
the symbol P and one R (for the rhombohedral primitive cell). For those lattices that the 'external'
rhombohedral points don't describe a more complex internal centring is used. The forms of this
centring are described by;
19

C- face centring – here exists a translation vector of ½ a, ½ b in the C faces of the basic unit. A
and B face centring can also occur but the symbol C is still used. If the face centring is undefined
the symbol N is used as in Figure 1.11.
F- face centring – is equivalent to simultaneous A, B and C-centring
I- body centring – where a translation vector ½ a, ½ b, ½ c giving a point at the intersection of
the body diagonals (Figure 1.11)

Figure 1.11. The four crystal lattices. Adapted from reference.15

There are seven of these non-primitive lattices, making a total of fourteen lattices.

Further

description of the unit cell can be achieved by application of space groups of which there are 230.
These space groups define all possible geometric symmetry operations.

These are best

described in volume A of the International Tables for Crystallography. These follow a clearly
defined format, firstly describing the type of lattice before detailing the symmetry operations
associated with the various lattice planes; these symmetry operations fall into one of six basic
groups which can describe all relevant points in space and can therefore be used to describe a
crystal.

Centre of symmetry ( ) This is a point in the unit cell such that if there is an atom at vector
position R then there is an equivalent atom located at point -R.
Mirror plane (m) This is a plane which, if point R exists distance X from the plane in space,
creates the geometrically opposite point ie. point -R distance X from the plane. Both a mirror
plane and centre of symmetry can be seen in the bulk morphology of a crystal.
Glide planes (a,b,c,n,d) This is an operation which combines a mirror reflection and a translation
and is simplified by reference to the vectors a, b and c which represent the unit cell axis. For
20

example point A1 would be reflected to theoretical point Am, it would then undergo a translation (½
a) to point A2.
Rotation axis (2,3,4,6) Rotation of ө about a point generating a new repeating element; the
number of these is dependant on the numerator of the axis.
Screw axis (21; 31, 32; 41, 42, 43; 61, 62, 63, 64, 65) These elements as glide planes are based on
two operations to create a new position; first a rotation to create a theoretical point then a
translation down the relevant axis to give the new position. So point A1 is first rotated by Ɵ then
dispaced by ½ a to give A2. If the same operation was repeated on A2 it would give A'1 in the next
cell. In general the notation RD describes a rotation (2π/R) followed by a displacement (D/R).
Inversion axis ( , , ) The action of this operator is to first rotate about the axis through an
angle of 2π/R and then invert through a point contained in the axis. Since

and

are effectively

a centre of symmetry and mirror plane respectively they are ignored as rotation axis.
A further essential concept when dealing with the understanding of crystal structures is the
means of determining crystallographic direction and distances; this is usually done by a construct
of imaginary parallel planes which intersect the unit cell in various directions. These planes are
defined by integers called the Miller indices. To determine these integers a number of rules must
be applied.

 Locations in the unit cell will always be specified in terms of fractions of the a,b and c edges.

These co-ordinates are derived by taking the absolute x,y,z geometry and dividing by the
corresponding cell edge: x/a, y/b, z/c.
 A valid family of planes will always have one member which passes through the origin of every

unit cell.
 The plane used to determine the Miller indices is always the first plane in a family away from

the origin.
 The Miller indices named h,k and l are the reciprocals of the fractional co-ordinates of the axial

intercepts of the first plane away from the origin.
 When a plane is parallel to an axis it is assumed that I will intersect the axis to infinity, and so

the index is 1/∞ or zero.
On the application of these rules the indices can be drawn and shown in 2D (Figure 1.12), The
application of these indices will be examined in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1.12 Miller indices for families of planes in two dimensions. Adapted from reference.
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1.3 Crystal engineering

The concept of crystal engineering was introduced in the latter half of the last century by Schmitt
pertaining to covalent bond formation in the solid state28 and was defined by Desiraju in 198929 as
‘the understanding of intermolecular interactions in the context of crystal packing and in the
utilisation of such understanding in the design of new solids with desired physical and chemical
properties’. The aim of this area then, as now, was to tailor the physicochemical properties of a
solid leading to the rational design of functional materials. More recent developments in the field
have shifted the focus onto supramolecular synthesis, using complementary functionalities to
produce synthons.

The term synthon was coined by Corey in 1967 for the construction of

complex molecules in organic synthesis30; he described them as such, ‘Structural units which can
be formed and/or assembled by known or conceivable synthetic operations’.

Desiraju revived

the term synthon in 199531 to describe the building blocks in supramolecular synthesis (Figure
1.13). Conceptually supramolecular synthons only differ from Corey’s by involving intermolecular
interactions, hence the term’s applicability to the discipline.
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IV. Building up of crystal structure; be that by homo (self) synthons or hetero synthons
Figure 1.13 Construction of the crystal structure via the use of complementary functionalities
leading to synthons and supramolecular synthesis.

1.4 Hydrogen bonding

The hydrogen bond is the main interaction utilised by crystal engineers when producing cocrystals. This is mainly due its strength, directionality, and relative abundance29. A hydrogen
bond X-H…A is an interaction where the hydrogen atom acts as a bridge between the two atoms
X and A.

This occurs as the hydrogen is attracted to a third atom (A) by an electrostatic

interaction based on the electronegativity of X and A; as such the attraction always increases with
electronegativity difference. The best description of a hydrogen bond when considering crystal
32

engineering is Etter’s elaboration on Pauling’s definition;
A hydrogen bond is an interaction that directs the association of a covalently bound hydrogen
atom with one or more other atoms, groups of atoms, or molecules into an aggregate structure
that is sufficiently stable to make it convenient for chemists to consider it an independent
chemical species.
A distinction must be drawn between hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions which are
interaction; also electrostatic in nature, between dipoles or induced dipoles (polarisation of a
given electron cloud). They differ due to a much shorter energy to distance dependence; r -6 vs. r
-1

to r -3 for hydrogen bonds.33
…

…

Commonly synthons (of the type- OH O and NH O variety) are utilised to generate engineered
crystalline macromolecules, but weaker directional interactions can also be used. 30 These
synthons are usually generated with carboxylic acid and heterocyclic bases

34

(Figure 1.14).
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Figure 1.14 Common bonding synthons utilised in crystal engineering. I and II acid and amide
homosynthons. III. Acid: amide heterosynthon. IV. Acid head to tail chains. V-VII strong
synthon, weaker interation, very weak interaction respectively. Adapted from reference.
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The hydrogen bonding motifs utilised in crystal engineering have been best described by Etter 35
who envisaged a set of rules and a system of nomenclature to describe hydrogen bonding
functionalities.

These rules of hydrogen bonding outlined by Etter, which were based on

energetically favourable types of hydrogen bond, were implemented after an analysis of certain
functionalities and their hydrogen bonding behaviour in published structures.36 The first of these
rules was based on work done by Donohue37; ‘only in very exceptional cases does a hydrogen
atom bonded to nitrogen or oxygen occupy a position such that hydrogen bond formation is
impossible’.

The second and third rules, based on organic co-crystal work by Etter state; ‘all

good H bond acceptors will be used in hydrogen bonding where there are available donors’ and
‘the best H bond donor and the best acceptor will preferentially form H bonds to one another’.38
As such the inferred rules of hydrogen bonding are as follows;

1. All good proton donors and acceptors are used in hydrogen bonding.

2. Six-membered ring intramolecular hydrogen bonds form in preference to intermolecular
hydrogen bonds.

3. The best proton donor and acceptor remaining after intramolecular hydrogen bond formation
will form intermolecular hydrogen bonds to one another (but all acceptors may not necessarily
interact with donors).
24

With the application of these rules against known hydrogen bond strengths and geometries it is
possible, to an extent, to predict classes of hydrogen bond motifs.31
As a further means of outlining important structural elements, hydrogen bonding motifs can be
described using graph set notation, the system of nomenclature proposed by Etter.38a In this
system ‘motifs’, in the hydrogen bonded molecules present, are described by sets of the
hydrogen bond donors and acceptors.

These bonding sets are then designated into four

categories which describe whether a motif is infinite or finite, cyclic or not. Designators (G) are; C
(chain) R (ring) D (dimer or other finite set) and S (intermolecular). The number of donors (d) and
acceptors (a) are then assigned superscripts and subscripts respectively and then the size of the
motif (the number of atoms in the repeating unit, n) is indicated (Figure 1.15).
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O
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I. Standard designation

6
O

H

O

1

8

7

II. Acid dimerisation with graph set descriptor.
Graph set notation (Ring motif, a=2, d=2, n=8)

Figure 1.15 Graph set notation. Adapted from reference.34

With the application of graph set notation a structure can then be broken down into common
motifs as defined by the synthon elements present, allowing ease of understanding and
description of the strong binding forces present in any given crystal structure. The ambition for
future is that robust synthon motifs should remain intact over a family of structures and will allow
production of rationalised novel materials.
Much of the study of these interactions and their properties across many structures has been
possible due to the CSD.

10

This database currently totalling over 300,000 crystal structures is

compiled by the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) and has been accumulating
published crystal structures since 1965.

Another hope for the future is that a comparable

situation to the current understanding of the strong interactions will one day be possible for the
weaker, less directional, interactions truly opening the crystalline solid state to the engineering
ideals held today.
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1.5 Methods for preparation of co-crystals

1.5.1 Co-crystal growth from solution (ternary growth)
The standard means of producing co-crystal material is currently from solution.34 This involves
finding a solvent in which the components share some degree of mutual solubility.

Upon

dissolution of the components subsequent crystallisation leads potentially to co-crystal a single
starting component, or to a mixture of phases. A means of ensuring the desired product grown is
by seeding the solution.39 In this methodology a small crystal 'seed' is used to eliminate primary
nucleation and templates further growth. This methodology requires the investigators to possess
a quantity of desired crystallite.
A further pathway to pure co-crystal material from solution is to determine the phase diagram 40 of
a given system and use the desired region of 'phase space' to achieve the desired product.
Currently this methodology requires a large amount of experimental data but advances are being
made in the field.41

1.5.2 Co-crystal growth from solids (binary growth)
Binary growth methodologies remove the use of solvent from growth experiments. This offers the
advantage that there is either no interaction with solvent phase or reduced interaction and
therefore 'directed' growth associated with solution interactions is nullified. As the solid state
inherently possesses less molecular mobility, some addition of energy is usually required to
produce interaction between the solid phases.42 This energy has been applied via a number of
methodologies the most common to date being grinding.
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1.5.3 Co-crystals from grinding
When preparing co-crystals, the product obtained from grinding is generally consistent with that
obtained from solution.43 This may indicate that hydrogen-bond connectivity patterns are not
idiosyncratic or determined by non-specific and unmanageable solvent effects or crystallisation
conditions.

Nevertheless, there are exceptions where a given co-crystal phase can only be

obtained through grinding.44 An example is given by the co-crystallisation of 1,3,5-trinitrobenzoic
acid and indole-3-acetic acid, where different crystal forms are obtained from solution compared
with grinding.

45

Co-crystal formation by solid-state grinding has been established since the mid-nineteenth
century.46 The recent technique of adding small amounts of solvent during the grinding was
shown to enhance the kinetics and promote co-crystal formation and this has lead to increased
interest of solid-state grinding as a method of co-crystal preparation.47 Cyclohexane-1,3cis,5cistricarboxylic acid with bipyridine,48 was previously found to co-crystallise from methanol solutions,
while grinding an equimolar mixture for 60 minutes results in partial conversion. The addition of
~0.05 ml of methanol to the milling accelerated co-crystallization and complete conversion was
achieved in 20 minutes.

When a solvent in which neither starting component was soluble was

added to the milling process (cyclohexane), kinetic enhancement was not observed and reaction
did not occur even after 90 minutes grinding. This kinetic enhancement was rationalised by the
additional degrees of orientational and conformational freedom open to the molecules at the
various interfaces with increased opportunities for molecular collisions. The details of a possible
mechanism are starting to emerge.

42, 49

1.5.4 Co-crystals from melts
Thermal methodologies have also been applied to the binary growth of co-crystals; both in the
form of Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and thermal microscopy. These are applicable
as they allow determination of the binary phase behaviour of the two materials. There are three
fundamental types of these diagrams which are obtained due to the differences in solid phase
mixtures when melting and re-crystallising two compounds. These three types can be seen in
mixtures of A, B, C and D in Figure 1.16.
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Figure 1.16. The three fundamental types of binary phase diagram.

In Figure 1.16.A we see a eutectic binary phase diagram where the two components are
immiscible in the solid phase with no additional phases present with the melting point represented
by the liquidus line, which is driven down by the second component. Figure 1.16.B shows the
situation at which in the correct stoichiometric composition a homogenous phase is created; this
is the case of a congruently melting co-crystal. Figure 1.16.C shows the situation where there is
no additional phase, but the components are miscible in the solid state and such mixes are
known as solid solutions. These diagrams can be probed by thermal methods to reveal the
existence of new phases.
In the DSC methodology50 sample pans were loaded with both samples in a variety of
stoichiometries, with salicylic acid and nicotinamide used as co-crystallising agents with the API
carbamazepine. On checking the formation with hot-stage powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) it
was found that results corroborated well between DSC co-crystal production and the hot-stage
experiments with the nicotinamide co-crystal system showing no obvious eutectic point and a
peak associated with co-crystal formation.
In thermal microscopy the Kofler method is used to form co-crystal materials. These are then
used as crystal seeds and such a methodology51 will be described in this thesis.
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1.5.5 Practical considerations for co-crystals
An example is given from the study into carbamazepine co-crystals. For the 10 new co-crystals of
carbamazepine reported, approximately 50 co-crystal agents were used, giving a success rate of
20%.52 This is partly because such a heteromeric system will only form if the non-covalent forces
between two (or more) molecules are stronger than between the molecules in the corresponding
homomeric crystals. Design strategies for co-crystal formation are still being researched and the
mechanism of formation is far from being understood.
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Once an API has been selected for co-crystallisation studies, a pharmaceutically acceptable, nontoxic co-crystallising agent(s) should be chosen. This limits the co-crystallising agent to those
that have been approved for consumption by humans.

This would include pharmaceutical

excipients and compounds classified as ‘generally regarded as safe’ (GRAS) for use as food
additives (as classified by the U.S. department of Health and Human Services).

A number of

co-crystals have been formed with co-crystallising agents classified as GRAS.53 For a viable
application in drug development, the required therapeutic level will have to be balanced with the
level of active drug. Therefore, unless the resulting stoichiometric amount of co-crystal agent is
less than the allowed additive level, their pharmaceutical applications will not be realised.

1.6 Pharmaceutical properties
As briefly described the solid state and knowledge of its properties has important implications on
a number of industries notably the pharmaceutical industry.

As can be elucidated from the

preceding pages the crystalline form of a drug is an inherent property of a molecule, but some
degree of control can be achieved to yield the desired properties for a given application. Stability
(both chemical and thermodynamic), solubility, compaction, drying and hydration behaviour are
but a few of the factors directly influenced by the solid state that have an importance influence on
the compatibility and usefulness of a chemical species as a medicinal drug. This is because it is
of great importance that a drug is dosed and delivered in a reproducible and measurable manner,
for both efficacy of the medicine and the safety of patients. Specific alterations of the properties
of an API can be achieved by crystal engineering54 and further discussion of this will be
addressed in Chapter 6.
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A notable example where substantial monies were earned as a direct consequence of alteration
of the solid state properties is that of ranitidine.

Polymorphism (discussed in section 1.2.1) not

only brings the consideration of variable thermodynamic stability, but also gives differing physical
properties such as solubility and obviously stability.

Alteration of a physical property is

intrinsically bound to intellectual property (IP) rights. IP issues in this area were first made
profitable, and therefore brought to the fore, by Glaxo SmithKline (GSK) in the early eighties. In
1977 a patent (U.S. patent No. 4,128,658) for the production procedure for Zantac was filed,
outlining the preparation of ranitidine hydrochloride from base material.

Two production

processes were employed and on the production of the 13th batch using the second process, a
new polymorph was found. In 1981 GSK applied to patent the production procedure for this new
form (II) and in June 1985 and 1987 on the basis of increased stability and better drying
properties were given two patents respectively. By 1991 Zantac sales had reached nearly $3.5
billion and generic companies were preparing to go to market with the drug on the extinction of
the 1977 patent. Unfortunately for these companies both patented processes were found to lead
to polymorph form II, either alone or in a mixture with the desired form I and GSK undertook legal
action.

This delayed the launch via the generic companies and thus ensured a longer

competition free period for GSK’s product and substantial profit. The same intellectual property
rights exist around the production of pharmaceutical salts and co-crystals.
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1.7 Aims and Objectives
Co-crystals are rapidly emerging as one of a number of potential solutions for solid state property
improvement as part of a crystal engineering strategy. As such the following aims were set to
assess key themes in the design, discovery and production of co-crystalline materials. These
aims were;

Find novel co-crystalline materials and define an efficient screening methodology.

Investigate novel mechanisms for co-crystal growth.

Determine the properties of co-crystalline materials and assess the applicability of co-crystals
to pharmaceutical issues.

Determine the applicability of current phase space considerations to co-crystal growth.

Objectives to meet these aims were as such;

Find novel co-crystalline materials and define an efficient screening methodology.
Conduct a solution and solid state screen of a number of APIs with compatible co-formers to
determine new co-crystal systems and relate the findings to the drug discovery process in
order to create more efficient methodologies to obtain functional APIs.
Analyse the literature for further methods and create a set of data which directly assesses
the efficiency of the various screens in order to create an optimised screening methodology.

Investigate novel mechanisms for co-crystal growth.
Conduct investigation into solid state and thermal methodologies of co-crystal growth.
Assess the usefulness of combined methods in co-crystal screening.
Define methodologically efficient means to the growth of co-crystal phases.
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Determine the properties of co-crystalline materials and assess the applicability of cocrystals to pharmaceutical issues.

Test the co-crystals produced, for their pharmaceutical properties and compare these with the
current solid state tools in order to assess the applicability of such materials to the
pharmaceutical industry.

Determine the applicability of current phase space considerations to co-crystal growth
This will be assessed by use of isothermal ternary phase diagrams and attempt to determine if
ternary phase growth can efficiently be applied to discovery of new co-crystal phases.

1.8 Scope of thesis
These themes will be addressed over the following chapters which are presented as follows;

Chapter 1- General overview and literature review
Chapter 2- Materials and methods
Chapter 3- Co-crystal screening comparison
Chapter 4- Co-crystal growth studies
Chapter 5- Phase growth studies
Chapter 6- Pharmaceutical properties of co-crystals
Chapter 7- Conclusions and future work
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Chapter 2- Materials and Methods
Within chapter 2, the materials and the concepts behind the characterization techniques employed
in the research are presented.

2.0 Specification of materials used in this thesis
2.0.1 Solids
All the molecular structures of the drug and co-former compounds employed in the co-crystal
studies within this thesis are contained in Figure 2.1.

All APIs and co-crystal formers were

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich at a minimum of 98% purity with no further purification performed.
The selection criteria for these APIs, carboxylic acids, nitrogenous heterocycles and sugars, are
detailed in Chapter 3 (section 3.0.1).
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Figure 2.1. Drugs and Co-formers used in this work.
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The commonly reported pKa values for these compounds are listed in Table 2.1. Please note the
pKa’s for glucose, lactose, mannitol, sorbitol, nicotinamide, isonicotinamide and 4,4-bipyridine are
not listed due to inconsistent reporting of the values.

Table 2.1. Commonly reported experimental pKa values for materials.
API / Excipient

pKa

Excipient

pKa

Carbamazepine

7.0

Benzoic acid

4.20

Ibuprofen

4.8

2,5-Dihydroxybenzoic acid

4.97

Paracetamol

9.5

Fumaric acid

3.03, 4.38

Piracetam

15.6

Glycolic acid

3.28

Acetic acid

4.76

Lactic acid

3.08

Anthranilic acid

2.11, 4.95

Malonic acid

2.82, 5.70

Adipic acid

4.43, 5.41

Stearic acid

5.00

4-Amino benzoic acid

4.65, 9.35

Succinic acid

4.16, 5.61

4-Amino salicylic acid

3.25, 10.00

Saccharin

2.2

Ketoprofen

5.2

Fenbufen

4.51

Flurbiprofen

4.2

Salicylic acid

2.97

2.0.2 Solvents
All solvents employed were of HPLC grade purity and again obtained through Sigma, except
water which was obtained from the Purelab still on site.

These solvents were:
toluene, tetrahydrofuran (THF), acetone, ethanol, methanol, water, and nitromethane.

.
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Methods
2.1 X-ray diffraction
2.1.1 Production of X-rays and X-ray scattering
X-rays are relatively short wavelength (around 1.5 Angstroms for lab sources) high-energy beams
of electromagnetic radiation and arise when matter is bombarded with high-energy electrons,
usually for scientific purposes in X-ray tubes. This energy when greater than that binding the
electron to the nucleus displaces the electron (photo electron) leaving the atom in an ionised
state. To return to the ground state an electron from a higher orbital can be transferred into the
vacant position, releasing a fluorescent X-ray photon in the process. An alternative means of de1

excitation can occur through the Auger effect , where the energy which could potentially be
released as an X-ray, is absorbed by an electron in a higher orbital and produces an electron of
unique energy.
When elemental matter is bombarded with energy above the threshold a characteristic spectrum
is obtained; this consists of a broad band of continuous radiation (bremsstrahlung or white
radiation) with regions of high intensity at discrete wavelengths. The most common source used
experimentally for X-ray generation is copper, which yields CuK radiation at various discrete
wavelengths (Kα1 1.5406 Ang. Kα2 1.5444 Ang. Kβ1 1.3922 Ang.).
If an X-ray is absorbed and excites an electron (by means of an oscillating electric field) the
phenomenon known as scattering occurs if incident energy is re-irradiated.

In the case of

coherent scatter the photon changes direction but transfers none of its energy to the electron (a
perfectly elastic collision). This situation leaves the emitted photon with the same phase and
energy as the incident photon. The alternative is that the X-ray photon looses part of its energy in
2

the collision in this case the scatter is said to be incoherent (or Compton) scatter. In this case the
X-ray emitted is of lower energy and out of phase with the incident X-ray photon.
It was shown by Huygens3 that each scattering point may be treated as a new source of spherical
waves. Thus, waves scattering from two objects will expand in space until they interfere with each
other; this interference can be constructive or destructive. When a periodic array of objects (such
as molecules in a crystal) each scatter radiation coherently the constructive interference at
specific angles is called diffraction. This can happen at all wavelengths of the electromagnetic
spectrum and depends on the spacing of the diffraction grating. X-rays are used in the case of
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crystals as the angstrom distances between atoms is of the same magnitude as the X-ray region
of the spectrum, the reason for this is important will be discussed later.

2.1.2 X-ray Diffraction from crystals
As a given crystal posses many three dimensional periodic relationships between the atoms of
which it is composed, it may diffract a monochromatic wave in a number of directions in three
dimensional space.

The angles of this diffraction depend directly on the various periodic

relationships within the lattice, making the diffraction of a given crystal phase identifiable. Max
Von Laue was the first to describe this effect and was followed in 1913 by the Braggs (William
Henry, and son William Lawrence) who developed an accessible description of understanding the
diffraction phenomenon using a number of analogies (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2. Bragg's law based on an optical analogy, with the crystallographic planes reflecting X4
rays. Adapted from reference.
In the Bragg model the three crystallographic planes may be described by the Miller indices (hkl)
with the incident beam coming from the left (1,2,3) and reflecting from the related planes. We
assume the initial waves are in phase with one another and that the waves reflect from each plane
in the family. Reflection requires the angle of incidence (θ) to match that of reflection. In Figure
2.2. the wave reflecting from the second plane must travel ABC further then the beam reflecting
from the upper plane; the same applies for line 3 which travels DEF further.

Thus all waves

reflecting from the lower planes will be phase retarded with respect to the first wave, causing
interference. The geometry of the planes is such that when the distance ABC is equal to the
wavelength (λ), the distance DEF will be equal to 2λ and the reflections from any depth will
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emerge in phase creating the constructive interference known as diffraction (Bragg peaks). This
is explained by the Bragg equation (Equation 2.1);

n  2d hkl sin 

(Equation 2.1)

where nλ is the wavelength (from n differing planes), dhkl is the distance between the lattice
planes and θ the angle of incidence of the X-ray beam. The concepts relating to these lattice
plane distances are outlined in section 1.2.5. Due to this relationship all waves penetrating into
the crystal will have a phase lag of multiple wavelengths. The reflecting planes analogy used to
produce the Bragg model can be made redundant, and the law proven rigorously correct by
considering diffraction in reciprocal space.

The reciprocal lattice and reciprocal space were

developed by P. P. Ewald5 and allow the number of dimensions of the crystal lattice to be
reduced to ease understanding of the inherently three-dimensional problem. This is done by
taking the three-dimensional co-ordinates (dhkl ) of each two-dimensional plane and reducing them
to a vector, defined as the perpendicular distance from the origin of the unit cell to the first plane in
the family (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3. Vector d(110) with magnitude equal to the value of d (Angstroms) from the origin
meeting the plane at right angles. Adapted from reference.2

Ewald noted that this led to a 'sheaf' of vectors which got more dense when approaching the
centre, actually complicating the picture. By taking the reciprocal of these vectors (thus switching
from infinite sum to a finite sum for the diffraction distance) and plotting them, a simpler picture
emerged (Figure 2.4). In this picture, where each point represents a lattice plane vector, the
distances are the reciprocal of the actual Angstrom distances thus leading to the name reciprocal
space.
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Figure 2.4. A comparison of the lattice plane vectors in real space (A) and reciprocal space (B).
Adapted from reference.2

The regular periodicity which is evident from the reciprocal space construction (and the evident
comparability to the crystalline lattice) led to the term the reciprocal lattice which can be
'navigated' along vectors a*, b* and c* using angles α*, β*, γ*; this allows clear visualisation of the
Bragg planes as any vector in the lattice can be resolved into its components and translated back
into real-space.
The reciprocal space construction becomes useful for considering diffraction in the geometry of
real-space when considering an imaginary sphere of radius 1/λ (Figure 2.5). To construct this
model a line of distance 1/λ is drawn from the primary beam direction; this line acts as the
hypotenuse of a right angle triangle with d*/2 as the side opposite, with the adjacent plane falling
on the direct lattice direction. Doubling the vector to d* shows that the reciprocal scattering point
occurs at the intersection with the circle (the three dimensional analogue of this being the Ewald
sphere). If the Bragg angle is satisfied (i.e. a reciprocal lattice point exists) but the lattice point
does not intersect with the surface of this sphere in that geometry, diffraction is not seen and
either the crystal or x-ray source would have to be rotated so a different set of lattice planes could
be brought into reflecting position. As the reciprocal lattice shows all points where Bragg peaks
may occur for a given crystallite, any experimental record of Bragg peaks is, therefore a means of
visualising the reciprocal lattice.
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Figure 2.5. The Ewald construction showing the relationship between the reciprocal lattice and
real space. Adapted from reference.2
As the radius of the Ewald sphere is dependant on the wavelength of the incident radiation (1/λ)
the smaller the wavelength the larger the Ewald sphere. In the case of electron diffraction the
sphere is so large that when a small crystallite is bathed in an electron beam all or the reciprocal
lattice points in the plane normal to the beam will be simultaneously be touching the sphere of
reflection and thus diffract. In the case of X-rays however a smaller sphere will lead to a greater
curvature with respect to the lattice planes, reducing the number of diffraction peaks seen by a
static beam. In the case of synchrotron X-ray radiation where a number of wavelengths are
available simultaneously, the Ewald sphere is of various sizes, allowing a greater quantity of the
lattice to be explored without movement of the crystallites; the application of such synchrotron
sources will be discussed in greater length in chapter 4. Where the Ewald sphere is smaller then
the smallest period in the reciprocal lattice, no point can intercept the surface of the reflection
sphere.

This is why we do not observe diffraction from visible light (wavelength ≈ 5000

Angstroms) in crystals.
It becomes clear therefore that the only reflections which can be observed occur where d* ≤ 2 /λ
(diameter of the Ewald sphere). This condition defines the limiting sphere, so called as only
points which sit inside this sphere will diffract.

Therefore the likelihood that a point of the

stationary reciprocal lattice will lie on the surface of the Ewald sphere is quite low when using Xrays as a radiation source; to overcome this problem it is usual to rotate the crystal (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6. Rotation of the limiting sphere, lattice points highlighted in red show those currently
excited. Adapted from reference.2

When collecting single crystal diffraction data most instruments have four degrees of orientational
freedom which allows the positioning of each reciprocal lattice point onto the sphere of reflection
and an electronic detector to measure the intensity of these points.

In most cases these

instruments are now largely automated. Specific instrumentation used for single crystal X-ray
analysis will be documented for each structure presented.
Considerations so far can be termed kinematic, as they deal only with the interference effects
between the waves and the internal volume of the crystal.

This neglects two important

phenomena. 1. As the beam penetrates the crystal its intensity decreases as it is transferred to
the scattered beam or is absorbed. 2. The diffracted waves interfere with each other and with the
incident beam. The theory which describes this phenomenon in detail is called the dynamic
theory of diffraction and is beyond the scope of this thesis. A full treatment of this can be found
elsewhere.6 The importance of these effects is that they have an impact on the intensity of the
diffracted radiation.

2.1.3 Intensity of diffracted radiation
X-rays have been described earlier (in section 2.1.1) as an oscillating electromagnetic field (with
respect to a fixed point in space); this field will cause an electron to oscillate. The electron is
limited when re-irradiating this energy via the dictates of electrodynamics. J.J Thompson7 was the
first to describe the process of this and the subsequent intensity (Equation 2.2);
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I  e 2  1  cos2 (2 )
I  02 

r  me c 2 
2

(Equation 2.2)

where I0 is the intensity of the incident beam; e the charge on the electron; me the mass of the
electron; c the speed of light and r the distance from the scattering electron to the detector. The
final term involving the cosine function relates to the fact that the incident beam is un-polarised
and through the process of scattering becomes polarised. This term is called the polarisation
factor. This equation only deals with the cohesive scatter from the electron; all other mechanisms
(such as Compton scatter) are ignored.
The scatter from a single electron is then mediated by a scattering factor (f 0) based on the number
of electrons an atom posses and their relative distribution about the nucleus. Two factors which
affect this scattering factor are anomalous scatter and thermal motion. Anomalous scatter is
governed by the fact that an electron bound to an atom has a number of quantum limits on the
energies it can scatter.

If the absorbed radiation possess enough energy to approach the

ionisation limit for that electron, then the excited state will have a lifetime such that the fluoresced
photon will lag behind the normally scattered photon leading to a phase shift and an anomalous
change in the scattered intensity. As the anomalous scatter is commonly described8 as vectors in
a complex plane, the phase lag is viewed as a rotation of the vector in the complex plane.
Therefore correction for this to the normal scattering factor (f 0) will have a real (Δf') and an
imaginary (Δf'') term leading to equation 2.3;

 f 2   f0  f '2  (f ")2

(Equation 2.3)

Values for Δf' and Δf” may be found in the international tables for crystallography9.
It has been noted that the larger the atom (i.e. the number of electrons it possesses) the greater
the destructive interference. Thermal motion has additional effects on this as vibrations from a
given atom about its lattice site causes an effective increase in atomic size leading to a greater
interference. This is defined by relating the amplitude of vibration to a number of thermal factors
(Equation 2.4);
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(Equation 2.4)

where B is the Debye-Waller temperature factor and is related directly to the mean-square
amplitude of vibration of the atom.

The extent and direction of this factor depends on

temperature, atomic mass, and the strength, direction and extent of the bonds holding the atom in
place. This factor only describes the isotropic motion due to temperature and as such is called
the isotropic temperature factor. A further derivation of B can be used which describes anisotropic
motion in six terms.
A further means of destructive interference to affect the intensity is by systematic absences.
These occur in certain lattice situations where an atom lies in a position which will leave the
diffracted radiation perfectly out of phase with the constructive interference.

2.1.4 Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
Not all crystals are large enough or correctly formed for use in single crystal experiments and
often powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) is used. In single crystal diffraction a set of atomic planes
oriented towards the X-ray beam will diffract at an angle θ determined by the distance between
the planes.

In the case of powders many small crystallites are presented to the beam,

theoretically, in all possible orientations allowing all inter-atomic planes to be seen. Diffraction will
only occur however at the characteristic diffraction angle θ for each reflection, thus by changing
the experimental angle 2θ, all possible diffraction peaks will be seen. It must be stressed though
that the potential exists to see all reflections simultaneously from a single unvarying X-ray source,
due to the random orientation of crystallites showing lattice planes at differing angles. It has been
shown in two dimensions (see section 2.1.2) that diffraction from Bragg peaks occurs when
reciprocal lattice points coincide with surface of the Ewald sphere. In three dimensions this would
not simply relate to single points, and a cone of diffraction intensity would be produced. This cone
is related to the annulus produced on the surface of the Ewald sphere and originates from the
crystallite (Figure 2.7 A). This cone is commonly referred to as a Debye ring; of which there is one
for each lattice plane reflection (hkl). In a powder sample the Debye ring is seen not as single
points (as a single crystal would produce) but as a 'smear' of lattice points which originates from
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the random size and orientation of small crystallites and can be visualised as bands of reflection;
which can be recorded by various means to create the powder X-ray diffraction pattern. As stated,
in theory within a randomly oriented powder all lattice planes should satisfy the criteria for
reflection producing the reflections characteristic of that material when irradiated from a single
source, and in fact General Area Detector Diffraction Systems (GADDS), in which a large area
detector is used, work on this principal.

Figure 2.7.

A. Intersection of vectors from a reflection with the Ewald sphere creating the
Debye ring
B. The origin of Debye rings and their interaction with a detection media
11
Adapted from reference.

The intensity considerations for multi-crystalline materials follow the same general rules as single
crystals with a few exceptions which lead to anisotropic distortions to the diffraction pattern. One
of these is an effect called preferred orientation. This effect is based on the relative relationships
between growth faces and their size. A small face is less likely to be presented to the X-ray beam
due to Newtonian mechanics dictating that a larger base will offer a more stable position. This
leads to reduced relative presentation of a set of lattice planes and reduced intensity. This is
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more problematic in reflectance geometry (Bragg-Brentano) as the sample is not packed into a
capillary and is presented to the X-ray beam flat. A means of determining the extent of preferred
orientation is the determination of a pole vector; this measurement encompasses the intensity of
10

the Bragg reflections from three dimensions .
Crystallite size can also affect the intensity measurements by causes a broadening in peak width.
This occurs due to the fact that a certain number of planes are required for certain extinctions
along angles close to the Bragg angle. If the crystallite is too small to possess such planes then
broadening of the Bragg peaks will be seen. Crystallites greater in size then 1μm are said to allow
the diffraction to display the Darwin width11 i.e. that width which is defined by the uncertainty
principal and peak broadening is thought to be seen under this size.
It is possible to take these factors into consideration and calculate a diffraction pattern using the
following intensity equation (Equation 2.5).

I ( hkl) 

K e K ( hkl)

s

Equation 2.5

In this equation we neglect air absorption and assume a flat briquette-shaped sample, with
intensity measured by a diffractometer with a fixed receiving slit. Ke is the constant for a particular
experimental system (Equation 2.6).

I 3  e 2 

K e  o 
64r  me c 2 

2

Equation 2.6

where I0= incident beam intensity, r= distance from the specimen to the detector, λ= wavelength of
X-radiation, (e2/mec2)2= the square of the classical electron radius, µs=linear coefficient of the
specimen, να= volume fraction.
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2.1.5 Instrumentation
The powder X-ray equipment used in the course of this thesis was as follows; all equipment was
run in Bragg-Brentano geometry from a range of 2-Theta 2-40°.



Bruker D8 Powder machine operated in Bragg-Brentano geometry.



Bruker D8 advance with GADDS



Siemens D5000 with hot-stage

2.2 Thermal analysis
There are a number of methodologies which can be utilised to gain full appreciation of thermal
properties of a given material. The three of those used in thesis will be outlined here; differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and thermal microscopy.

2.2.1 Thermodynamic principals of thermal methods
All of these thermal methods discussed here are based on the exploration of a materials
properties and behaviour as governed by the laws of thermodynamics (Chapter 1).
Application of the First Law tells us that as a material absorbs heat under specific conditions e.g.
constant pressure, the heat energy of that system changes. This is represented by a change in
the enthalpy and each substance has a differing tolerance to such an event, called the heat
capacity at constant pressure. This is defined by the amount of heat which is needed to raise the
temperature of a substance by 1K at a defined pressure (Equation 2.7).

C p  (H / T ) p

(Equation 2.7)

where Cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure, δH is the change enthalpy and δT the change
in temperature. Changes in a phase pure substance occur at a definite temperature with a
definite ΔH referred to as the latent heat, and such changes are utilised when calibrating
equipment.
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Reactions occur based on a system’s tendency toward increased entropy (Second Law).
Entropies of perfect crystalline solids at 0K may be assigned to zero, reading to Gibbs equation
for free energy, which for a process at constant temperature for a reaction to precede
spontaneously ΔG must be negative.
The kinetics of reactions in thermal methods are complex and beyond the scope of this work, but
the rate of any change will be heavily dependant on both the amount of a substance and its
temperature.

2.2.2 Experimental considerations
Unlike spectroscopic techniques, thermal methods don’t provide information which is specific to a
single compound or offer any clues as to the structural elements which it possesses.

For

example, whilst the NMR or IR spectra will always be specific for paracetamol and give
information as to the types of group present, a thermal trace could potentially be similar for a
variety of materials although this is seldom the case.

Another key difference with thermal

methods is that the sampling method can greatly affect the result, a feature seen to a much lesser
extent in spectroscopic methods. Great care is therefore required when preparing a thermal
experiment in the preparation of the sample and its purity. The rate of heating will affect the
outcome greatly as thermal lag between components and the apparatus exists potentially yielding
artificially high temperatures for events. This can be minimised by heating rates lower then 1
K/min. The atmospheric environment of the sample can have a great impact, as placing a sample
in an inert atmosphere can reduce thermal decomposition and different gases vary greatly in
thermal conductivity. The flow of any gas about the sample is also important as a static gas will
not remove any reaction products or act as a heat transfer medium. Sample size and packing will
also alter the results as a small sample would have a very low signal and if not in mutual contact
could lead to multiple peaks. Larger samples will give a greater signal, but if several changes
occur within a narrow temperature band they may be masked and therefore not fully resolved.
Therefore it is important whenever running a thermal experiment to ensure that the various
parameters discussed are held constant as to allow comparison between samples.
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2.2.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential thermal techniques compare the difference in a thermal property between two points;
12

Le Chatelier is often credited with being the first to use differential thermal techniques .
Historically when two thermometers attached by a thermocouple, one measuring the sample and
one used as a reference, the difference in temperature plotted against time could yield useful
information. This is the basis of differential thermal analysis (DTA) which measures changes in
the temperature of a sample. The difference between this technique and DSC being that DSC
measures the difference in heat flow, not the difference in temperature. The basic set up for both
processes is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8. General DSC/DTA setup. Adapted from reference.14

There are two main types of DSC which are Power-compensated DSC and the more commonly
used Heat flux DSC. Power-compensated DSC is run by using two separate heaters, measuring
the difference in electrical power used to maintain an equal temperature (as close to zero
difference as possible) in both. In heat flux DSC the sample and reference are connected by a
low-resistance flow path (a metal block) and heated from the same furnace with the difference in
temperature monitored and then converted to a power difference. The energy needed to keep the
samples at constant temperature is conducted through the metal disc (a feature absent in DTA
instruments) with the small heat flow between the sample and reference proportional to the
difference in temperature.

For the measurement of the temperature difference a variety of
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thermocouples are employed, with the material or quantity used dependant on manufacturer.

13

Thermal resistance in the system changes with temperature and as such experiments are run
using calibration measurements from certain standards.

14

Due to the thermocouples being

positioned beneath the sample and reference pans, any shift in the baseline measurement will be
due to changes in the sample’s specific heat capacity; when thermal conductivity or density are
changed, no change in baseline will be observed. Changes due to the pans are corrected for to
the greater extent, by calibration. The area under any peak, relative to the baseline, is directly
proportional to the heat of reaction (Equation 2.8).

H  K  Tt  K ( peakarea)

(Equation 2.8)

where H is the enthalpy, T is the temperature, and K the calibration constant. This constant is a
thermal factor and may vary with temperature. Proper calibration of an instrument will yield a
value for this. Experimentally when using small quantities of organic materials the sample and
reference pans are made of the same material15. Many pans and crucibles have been employed
but, for most organic applications aluminium pans and lids are used with roughly 10-20mg of
sample. The lid is commonly attached by means of a crimping tool, with the reference pan left
empty.

For experiments requiring temperatures in excess of the 660°C melting point of

aluminium, platinum pans are often used. The technique is useful for crystallisation experiments
as the ΔHfusion is an essential term when attempting to construct Gibbs free energy diagrams or
phase diagrams (Chapter 1) and is not yielded easily by another technique.

2.2.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis
In thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) the changes in the mass of a sample is monitored against
the temperature change, supplied by a furnace. Such properties as moisture/solvent content,
oxidation and reduction can be monitored as a mass change accompanies such transitions.
There are four main components of a given TGA system (Figure 2.9); the electro-balance and its
controller, the furnace and temperature sensors, the programmer, and a recording device. Often a
computer performs both the programming and recording operations.
The balance used in many systems is a form of electronic microbalance16 with a typical resolution
of 1μg. With such high sensitivity freedom from vibration is essential. A gas purge is also often
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used (typically nitrogen) as corrosive oxidising gases near the balance are undesirable; baffles or
a suitably designed furnace then compensate for the noise of convective effects.

Figure 2.9. The main elements present in a TGA instrument. Adapted from reference.14

2.2.5 Hotstage Microscopy
Many of the transitions which can be monitored thermally for a given material are also
accompanied by a physical transformation which alters the material’s interaction with polarised
light. This polarisation is usually achieved by passing light first through a first polar filter, then the
sample, then a second filter set at 90° to the first (cross polarisation). If the sample is isotropic in
all directions, such as a liquid or a cubic crystal, then the polarisation of the light will not be
changed as it passes through the sample and no colour will be observed; this will appear black
under the microscope as all light has been blocked out.

Liquid crystals or solids of other

crystallographic systems will lead to characteristic interference colours due to differences in the
refractive index in the different crystallographic directions. When a transition takes place the
observed colour and light intensity will change as the material’s physical properties and refractive
index alter. These changes can then be monitored visually or recorded.
Specific thermal micro-methods will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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2.3 Ultra Violet spectroscopy
Many molecules and functional groups are transparent in regions of the electromagnetic spectrum
which we call the ultraviolet (UV) and visible regions (VIS). These regions correspond to
wavelengths roughly from 190-400nm for UV and from 400-800nm for VIS. For those groups and
molecules which are not transparent useful information can be derived from absorption
spectroscopy.

2.3.1 Electronic excitement and the absorption spectra

When continuous radiation passes through a material a proportion of that radiation may be
absorbed. This will lead to an incomplete spectrum called the absorption spectrum. This energy
is absorbed by promotion of an electron to a higher electronic molecular orbitals, normally from
the highest occupied molecular orbital to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO-LUMO).
In most molecules the lowest-energy occupied molecular orbitals are the ζ orbitals which
correspond to ζ bonds. The π orbitals lie at higher energy levels and hold unshared electron pairs,
with the non-bonding (n) and the anti-bonding (π* and ζ*) lying at higher energy levels (Figure
2.10).

Figure 2.10. The energy transitions common to UV spectroscopy. Adapted from reference.

17

For a given substance certain restrictions exist over whether it can undergo energy transitions.
These are called the selection rules, one of which being that it is not possible for a transition which
involves the change of a quantum spin number of an electron to take place. Other rules deal with
the number of electrons which can be excited at any one time, determined by the symmetry
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properties of the molecule and the electron states. One would expect that the quantised nature of
the transitions would lead to sharp lines relating to the transitions.

This is not the case as

molecules possess a large number of closely spaced vibrational and rotational modes as well as
the electronic energy levels already discussed. Therefore the subsequent absorbance spectra
show a broad band of absorption centred near the transition of the major transition.

17

The greater the number of molecules capable of absorbing light of a given wavelength, and the
greater a molecules ability to absorb, the greater the extent of absorption from a set of molecules.
These concepts led to the expression of the Beer-Lambert law at a given wavelength. (Equation
2.9)

A  log( I 0 / I )  cl

(Equation 2.9)

where A is the absorbance, I0 the intensity of light upon the sample cell, I the intensity of light
leaving the sample (log(I/I0) (can be represented by A), ε is the molar absorptivity, c the
concentration of the sample and l the length of the sample cell (cm). The Beer-Lambert law is
rigorously obeyed when a single species gives rise to the observed absorption; there are
instances however where the law is not obeyed rigorously. When a number of species are used
in a single experiment (be they independent or differing forms of a single molecule), where solvent
and solute form a complex, when thermal equilibrium exists between the ground electronic state
and a low-lying excited state or where a molecule fluoresces, such deviations may occur.
Solvent choice is a further consideration when planning a UV experiment, as a suitable solvent
will not absorb UV radiation in the same band as the compound under investigation. A list of
common solvent cut-off point can be found in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Cut-off points (λ) for UV radiation in the solvents commonly used.17
Solvent
Acetonitrile
Chloroform
Cyclohexane
1,4-Dioxane
95% Ethanol

Wavelength (λ)
190nm
240nm
195nm
215nm
205nm

Solvent
n-Hexane
Methanol
Isooctane
Water
Trimethyl phosphate

Wavelength (λ)
201nm
205nm
195nm
190nm
210nm

2.3.2 Instrumentation
Typically a UV spectrophotometer consists of three main components, a light source, a
monochromator and a detector. The light source is usually a deuterium lamp, which produces
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radiation in the UV region of the spectrum (~160-375nm), with a tungsten lamp producing those
wavelengths which exist in the visible region (~350-2500nm). The monochromator is a diffraction
grating, allowing the light to be split into the component wavelengths which are then focussed
onto the sample. The detector is usually a photomultiplier tube or a number of photodiodes (more
common in modern instruments).

Each diode records a narrow band of the spectrum and

therefore speeds the collection of a full spectra although a small drop in resolution, usually offset
by this increase in speed, is seen from such systems.

In a double beam instrument the light

emanating from the source is split into a sample and reference beam, thus allowing measurement
of I and Io as one beam passes through the sample with the other directed directly into the
detector . In single beam instruments I is calculated by subtraction from a reference value of I0.
The sample holders must be constructed from a material which is transparent to wavelengths of
radiation being utilised. For measurements of those portions of the spectra in the visible spectrum
glass and plastic are suitable. They are not however transparent in the UV region and absorb at
these wavelengths. In these regions of the spectrum quartz cells must be used.
In this work a Jasco V-530 spectrophotometer was used in dual beam mode.

2.4 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy
Most elements possess a naturally occurring magnetic isotope. When such an isotope is placed
in a magnetic field it adopts one of a number of permitted orientations. For example a proton can
only adopt two positions, one with the magnetic moment in line with the field and one with it
against. These two states are separated by a specific energy (ΔE) dependant on the strength of
the interaction between the field and the nucleus. This energy gap can be measured by applying
electromagnetic radiation of the required frequency, i.e. that which satisfies ΔE = hν (where h is
Planks constant).
As each nucleotide observed has a characteristic magnetic moment this enables determination of
the element being observed e.g.

2

H,

13

C. The resonant frequency is also dependant on the

chemical environment of a given nucleus within the molecule leading to the concept of the
chemical shift and the ability to discriminate between said environments and structural elements.
This is the basis for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.
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2.4.1 Spin and nuclear magnetism

For the process of NMR to function we require the nucleus to possess a magnetic moment which
is linked to an intrinsic angular momentum, commonly referred to as spin. For any given element
there is usually a naturally occurring isotope which possesses spin.18 This spin is measured by
the spin quantum number, the magnitude of which is usually denoted with I. This number is
dependant on the number of spin paired protons and spin paired neutrons within the nucleus. If in
the given isotope they are of an even number then I = 0 and there is no overall spin e.g.

16

O,

12

C

(I = 0). For an isotope where the number of protons and neutrons are equal but odd (e.g. 7 and 7
resulting in uneven spin coupling) we see a non-zero spin quantum number e.g.

14

N (I = 1). In

this case I will equal one, as each of the unpaired nucleons will add ½ to the number, as protons
neutrons and electrons are all said to be 'spin ½ particles'. It is difficult to predict which sets of
nucleons will be paired even when even numbers of nucleons are present but rough prediction of
the spin quantum number can be made (Table 2.2).19

Table 2.2 Rule of thumb for prediction of nuclear spin quantum numbers (I) from nucleon
number.19
Number of protons
Even
Odd
Even
Odd

Number of neutrons
Even
Odd
Odd
Even

I
0
1 or 2 or 3 or.....
½ or 3/2 or 5/2 or.....
½ or 3/2 or 5/2 or.....

I defines the spin quantum number. To describe further the spin in terms of angular momentum,
another term is required I (not to be confused with I). This term comes about due to the quantised
nature of I leading to several discrete values for angular momentum as defined by Equation 2.10.

I z  m

(Equation 2.10)

where Iz is the projection of I down arbitrary axis z, ħ is the reduced Planck's constant, m is the
magnetic quantum number which has 2I+1 values in integer steps between I and -I (Figure 2.11).
1

As such a spin ½ nucleus ( H,

13

C) has two permitted directions Iz= +/- ½ħ, while a nucleus with I

= 1 has three potential spin states Iz= 0, +/- ħ.
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Figure 2.11. Space quantisation of spin -½ and spin -1 nuclei. Adapted from reference.

18

A nucleus with spin also has an associated magnetic moment (μ). This quantity is directly
proportional to I and inversely proportional to I (mμ/I), so that μ also has 2I+1 components. In the
absence of a magnetic field all spin states possess the same potential energy, but if a magnetic
field is applied then they each take different energy values. The magnetic moment and the
angular momentum behave as if they were parallel or anti-parallel vectors, i.e. they either point in
the same direction or differing directions, and it is common to define the ratio between them. This
ratio is called the magnetogyric ratio γ (Equation 2.11).



2  

h I I

or

μ = Iγ

(Equation 2.11)

where h is Planck's constant and all other factors have been defined previously.

The

magnetogyric ratio has a characteristic value for each magnetically active nucleus and is positive
for positive vectors and vice versa.
Once in a magnetic field a nucleus can adopt 2I+1 orientations, each orientation with a different
angle (θ) to the field direction and a different potential energy. In a magnetic field (B0) the energy
of a nucleus of magnetic moment μ is – μzB0 where μz is the component of μ in the direction of the
field. The energy of the various spin states is then as follows (Equation 2.12);
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E

m
B0
I

(Equation 2.12)

The energy separation between the levels is constant and equal to μB0/I (Figure 2.12). The value
of m changes sign as it is altered from I to -I, and as such its total contribution to the nuclear
energy can either be positive or negative; this energy contribution increasing when m is positive
and vice versa. The total energy is decreased if the nuclear magnetic vectors have a component
aligned with the field; an increase is associated with alignment opposing the field. A difference
between NMR and other spectral phenomena is that the high energy state in a magnetic field is
indefinitely stable.
In common with other spectral phenomena an interaction with electromagnetic radiation of the
correct frequency can cause transitions between energy states, with the frequency obtained as
follows (Equation 2.13);

h 

B0
I

(2.13)

where h is Planck's constant, υ the frequency and μB0/I corresponding to the change in energy
(ΔE) between the energy states.

Figure 2.12. The nuclear spin energy for a single nucleus with I=1 and a positive magnetogyric
ratio plotted as a function of magnetic field B0. Adapted from reference.18
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The selection rule for NMR is that m= +/- 1, therefore transitions can only occur between adjacent
energy levels and as such the frequency relationship is commonly expressed as follows (Equation
2.14);



B0
2

(Equation 2.14)

Thus the nucleus can interact with radiation whose frequency depends on the applied magnetic
field and the nature of the nucleus. To an extent the resonant frequency can be selected by
choice of magnet. Practically, due to the availability of magnetic fields, this falls within a limited
range roughly between 800MHz and a few kHz.20

2.4.2 The source of the NMR signal
The energy separation between spin states is small, with similar numbers in either state; the lower
energy spin state will contain a greater number of nuclei due to a Boltzmann distribution. This
number is extremely small though20 with, for example, 1 additional nuclei per 300,000 in the lower
energy state (for hydrogen in a 9.39 Tesla magnetic field, resonating at 400MHz). This small
difference gives rise to an observable magnetic effect at very low temperatures, but by resorting to
a resonance technique we are better able to observe a signal. The size of the excess low-energy
population is proportional to B0, therefore the signal intensity is increased as the magnetic field is
made stronger.
The nuclear moments are polarised in line with the field or against it.

The total angular

momentum and the angle (θ) at which it lies to the field direction are given by Equation 2.15;

cos 

m
I ( I  1)

(Equation 2.15)

The factors in this equation have been defined in section 2.4.1. The angle (θ) can also be
calculated by considering the motion of a magnet (of moment μ) in an applied magnetic field. The
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magnet axis inclines to the field axis and rotates around it describing a conical surface around the
field axis; this can also be called precession (Figure 2.13 A). The half apex angle of the cone is
equal to θ and the angular velocity around the cone γB0 so the frequency of complete rotations is
the resonant frequency (γB0/2π). Such precession is known as Larmor precession. Where I=1/2
there are two such cones pointing in opposite directions, one for nuclei with m = +1/2 and one for
m = -1/2; it is common to only consider the precession cone of the excess low-energy nuclei
(Figure 2.13 B, shows this for a number of nuclei). In this figure the nuclei are all rotating at the
same angular velocity around the magnetic field axis z.

Since all of the nuclei have vector

components along the z axis pointing in the same directions they give a net magnetisation Mz
along the Z axis. Individual nuclei also components transverse to the field axis i.e. those in the xy
plane, these average to zero and thus do not lead to net magnetisation.

Figure 2.13.

A. Larmor precession of a single nucleus in a magnetic field of strength B0.
B. Excess low energy nuclei, in a given sample, precessing to give net
magnetisation in the z direction.
Adapted from reference.18

The paramagnetism due to Mz is very small and usually undetectable. In order to detect
resonance we must alter the high-energy to low-energy population ratios within the system; this is
done by applying a sinusoidally oscillating magnetic field in the form of Radiofrequency (RF)
radiation.

This stimulates both upward and downward spin transitions and results in net

absorption of energy as more low-energy nuclei are available to be promoted to the high energy
state. The magnetic vector which originates from the RF radiation is conventionally called B1 and
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is stationary relative to the nuclei as it has the same angular velocity. The net nuclear magnetism
(M) arising from this rotates around B1. This results in magnetisation transverse to the field (Mxy)
rotating at the nuclear procession frequency. As such the magnetism of the system is no longer
static and will induce RF current in coils placed around the sample; this can then be detected if
detection of B1 can be avoided. This is achieved by making B1 a very short pulse which leads to a
non-monochrome band of radiation causing resonance and precession in all nuclei which have
resonant frequencies within this band. The resonance then decays until Mxy= 0, with an output
being observable from 1ms to 10s.

20

If a single nuclei is present then the result of the excitation is

a single decaying cosine wave, when a variety are present then the result is the sum of a number
of such waves. The recorded waves are then treated by subtracting the spectrometer frequency,
leaving a low frequency cosine wave which contains the difference frequencies between the
spectrometer and the nuclear resonant frequencies. This is called a free induction decay (FID).
Fourier transform of this function gives a time dependant frequency which is seen as a common
NMR spectra with maxima at each nuclear difference frequency. This allows us to define the
standard components in a basic NMR spectrometer (Figure 2.14), which involve a crystal
controlled frequency synthesiser, the signal from which leads to the probe and phase detector (to
allow production of the FID). This synthesiser sends it signal to transmitter/receiver coils which
are positioned in a strong highly stable magnet. Further 'shim' coils are also present to give
greater homogeneity in the magnetic field (the sample is also spun at high speed to average the
field it experiences). Once received from the coils the frequency is recorded digitally and then
treated to produce the FID and subsequently the NMR spectrum.
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Figure 2.14. The basic setup for a Fourier transform NMR spectrometer, where fc is the
frequency of
monochromatic radiation, and f n the nuclear output frequency. The time periods
associated with signal input and output are arbitrary. Adapted from reference.18

2.4.3 Chemical shifts
The frequency at which a nucleus resonates is determined principally by its gyromagnetic ratio (γ)
and the strength of the magnetic field (B) it experiences (Equation 2.12- section 2.1.4). Not all
nuclei for a given isotope within a molecule have identical resonant frequencies, however, and the
frequency depends slightly on the electron distribution. This effect, termed the chemical shift, is
what makes NMR such a powerful technique. Chemical shifts arise due to the electrons altering
the magnetic field that the nucleus experiences. This occurs as the external field (B0) causes
electrons to circulate within their orbitals. This motion generates a small magnetic field (B') in the
opposite direction to the external field (Figure 2.15).
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Figure 2.15. The applied magnetic field (B0) creating a second (B') due to the motion of
18
electrons. Adapted from reference.
The induced field is proportional to the original field as the stronger the magnet the faster the
electrons circulate. As such the field at the nucleus may be written (Equation 2.16);

B  B0  B'  B0 (1   )

(Equation 2.16)

where B is the field experienced by the nucleus, B0 the external field, B' the field opposing the
external field and ζ the constant of proportionality between B0 and B' called the shielding
constant. This condition alters the resonance calculation (Equation 2.12) accordingly (Equation
2.17);



B0 (1   )
2

(Equation 2.17)

where all terms have been previously defined. The resonance frequency of a nucleus is slightly
lower then the bare nucleus stripped of electrons. The example given describes the behaviour of
one atom. When in a molecule the same effect occurs, but due to the more complicated
conditions associated with bonding may either oppose or augment the field. It is very difficult and
unnecessary

20

to measure the shielding constant directly and it is common practice to define the

chemical shift as the difference between the nucleus of interest and a reference nucleus (Equation
2.18- overleaf);
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(  ref )

(Equation 2.18)

 ref

where ν is the resonant frequency of the nucleus of interest, νref the frequency of a reference
nucleus, the subtraction and division of these values means that δ (the chemical shift) is a unitless molecular property independent of the magnetic field used to measure it.

Scaling is

undertaken to make the number more convenient, and δ values are quoted in parts per million
(ppm). The material commonly used to give the reference frequency is tetramethylsilane (CH3)4Si
(TMS). Conveniently TMS has 12 identical 1H and four

13

C nuclei which fall at the low frequency

end of the spectrum, with most 1H and 13C chemical shifts positive in comparison (δ > 0); it is
now common for this internal standard to be replaced with an absolute frequency programmed
into a spectrometer and therefore not be added to each experiment.
Many further factors play a role in determining the chemical shift in a given experiment, some of
which will be discussed further in Chapter 5. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to fully discuss all
of these and a more comprehensive treatment can be found in a number of texts.18-20
One further piece of useful information, easily extracted from NMR spectra which has not been
discussed, is the relative magnitude of integrals of NMR peaks. As different nuclear environment
alters the chemical shift it will be easy to discriminate in simple small molecules between peaks, a
greater number of nuclei in a given environment will increase the peak integral; thus giving clues
to the molecular structure.

In ethanol for example (Figure 2.16) we have three different 1H

environments, OH, CH2 and CH3 as these each contain a proton more then the next we obtain
three integrals, with the ratio of the relative integral magnitude showing the number of protons
within that environment.

Figure 2.16. Relative integral magnitudes for the differing proton environments in ethanol.
Adapted from reference.18
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2.5 Pharmaceutical properties
2.5.1 Solubility

A solution is defined as a homogenous mixture of two or more substances, with this solubility in a
second component being an intrinsic property of the given materials. Solubility can be measured
in a number of ways. Typically this is done by UV analysis, gravimetrically or by HPLC.21 This
property has bearing on the production and ease of processing of a pharmaceutical ingredient
when various solvents are used. From a practical perspective sufficient aqueous solubility enables
delivery to the patient at a manageable cost and if a drug has reasonable aqueous solubility water
can be used as the manufacturing solvent. Aqueous solubility also has a large bearing on the
bioavailability (the body’s ability to absorb and distribute an API).
In this work the methodology utilised to measure solubility was by weight (gravimetric) or by UV
analysis (utilising the spectrometer already described in Section 2.3). The method used will be
indicated where appropriate with a minimum of n=2 saturated solutions with 3 samples from each
taken for a given temperature.

2.5.2 Dissolution

The process of dissolution of a solid in a liquid can be regarded as a two phase process; where
liberation of the solute is followed by dispersion into the bulk of the solvent. It is thought that the
rate determining step in this case is the rate of diffusion of solute across a static boundary layer
(as described in Chapter 1). Where this is the case the rate of dissolution can be quantitatively
described by the Noyes-Whitney equation (Equation 2.19)

dm
 kA(Cs  C )
dT

Equation 2.19

where m is the mass of solute that has passed into solution in time (t), A is the surface area of the
solid in contact with the solvent, Cs is the concentration required to saturate the solvent (at the
experimental temperature), C is the concentration at time t. k is the dissolution rate constant and
is measured in dimensions of length

-2

time

-1

and is described by Equation 2.20;
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k

D
Vh

Equation 2.20

where D is the diffusion co-efficient of the solvent, V is the volume of dissolution with h the
thickness of the boundary layer.
If the solute can be removed from the solution, by a process, at a faster rate than it passes into
the solution then the term Cs – C (Eqn. 2.19) can be approximated to Cs. If dissolution occurs
under these circumstances it is said to have occurred under sink conditions; such a situation can
occur in vivo where the gastrointestinal tract is capable of removing solute by absorbtion from
solution faster than dissolution.
Measurement of dissolution rates is important to the pharmaceutical industry as the rate at which
a formulated product disperses is often directly related to its clinical profile and efficacy.

22

This

measurement is achieved via a number of methodologies mostly based on whether the mixing
processes are by natural convection or stirring.23 Of the stirring methods the rotating and static
disc are those which are large methodological differences from the others, due to measurement of
the intrinsic dissolution rate as opposed to that of a whole tablet/capsule. In this method the
compound under investigation is compressed into a non-disintegrating disc, mounted with only
one face (of known surface area) showing. It is therefore assumed that this surface area remains
constant and it is possible to determine the amount of material dissolved per unit time, yielding the
intrinsic dissolution rate. This method was used in this work and will be further described in
Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3- Co-crystal screening comparison

3.0 introduction
Chapter 3 deals with the design and screening strategy employed in this study for drug cocrystals and a comparison between the various screening techniques is also given. Co-crystal
screening is routinely undertaken using high-throughput solution growth which can potentially
be time consuming and inefficient.

We report a comparison between screening approaches

undertaken utilising a two tier approach. This encompasses melt and solution methodologies as
a route to the identification of co-crystals. We also demonstrate the advantage of a melt step
prior to solution studies (combined screen section 3.2.5). This latter approach utilises the Kofler
mixed fusion method and allowed elucidation of the thermodynamic landscape within the binary
phase diagram and was found to increase overall screening efficiency. The outcomes from the
growth of the five newly determined phases will be discussed in Chapter 4.

3.0.1 Crystal engineering strategy
There are two sets of API used in this investigation, those in the initial solution/thermal
comparative study and those used in the optimized combined screen. The details of these can
be seen in Figure 3.0. Criteria for selecting the APIs was defined by the need to probe the
effect of steric hindrance on the formation of co-crystalline material, as the size of the aromatic
moieties varies across the selected API’s, along with the functional H-bonding available within
the molecules. Two APIs warrant specific note. Flurbiprofen is of interest due to the potential
effect of the fluorine on the hydrogen bonding and packing of the system, while salicylic acid
was included to study the changes an intramolecular hydrogen bond would bring to the
intermolecular bonding patterns.

Flurbiprofen has well documented polymorphic behaviour,1

but again only the stable form has a published single-crystal structure, although powder X-ray
diffraction data have been recorded for the three polymorphic forms.

The differing behaviour

due to chiral form was also investigated in this group, with both racemic (R/S) and single
enantiomer (S) ibuprofen being included.
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I. Carbamazepine (form III)

II. Paracetamol (form I)

III. Piracetam (form I)

IV. R/S Ibuprofen (stable form)

V. Flurbiprofen (form I)

VI. Ketoprofen (stable form)

VII. S Ibuprofen (stable form)

VIII. Salicylic acid (stable form)

IX. Fenbufen (stable form)

Figure 3.0. Parts I-IV show the H-bonding in the stable form of compounds used in the
comparative screen. Parts V-IX show the H-bonding in the stable form of compounds used in
the combined screen.
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Of the APIs, co-crystals have been reported for flurbiprofen, ibuprofen, salicylic acid,
paracetamol, piracetam and carbamazepine. These literature examples will be now discussed,
and the relevant reference codes from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) will be given
where applicable.
heterocycles

Flurbiprofen has been shown to co-crystallise with the two nitrogenous

4,4-bipyridine

and

trans-1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene

(HUPPEN,

HUPPIR).

Ibuprofen is also reported to form a co-crystal with 4,4-bipyridine (HUPPAJ). These molecules
all display the same hydrogen bonding with the carboxylic acid interacting with the ring nitrogen.
Salicylic acid has ten reported co-crystal structures; the most interesting with respect to this
study is that of the isonicotinamide co-crystal (XAQQEM).

This structure will be discussed

later.
Paracetamol has been co-crystallised with a set of 7 hydrogen-bond-accepting heterocycles
containing nitrogen or oxygen (AHEPUY, MUPPES, MUPPIW, MUPPOC, MUPPUI, MUPQAP,
and MUPQET).

Overall the hydrogen bonding behaviour commonly observed consists of a

motif involving the electronegative atom of the heterocycle accepting from the nitrogen of the
acetamide group, leading to a chain through the paracetamol molecule, OH...O.

The second

common bonding motif involves the hydroxyl group donating to the heterocycle, with chains
running through the acetamide group.

There is potential for this bonding to occur with

nicotinamide. Two co-crystals have been reported with piracetam, contain gentesic acid and 4hydroxybenzoic acid (DAVPAS, DAVPEW), both showing a motif involving the acid groups
binding to the amide. There are currently 21 co-crystal systems containing carbamazepine
within the CSD. Analysis of these published structures led to a design strategy based on
utilisation of the primary amide functionality. From the CSD search it becomes apparent that
carbamazepine readily forms an amide dimer, an example of this structure can be seen in the
case of the acetone solvate. Co-crystals containing carboxylic acid groups, of which there are
8, form a cyclic system in all reported structures; as such it can be predicted that further
carboxylic acids will also adopt this conformation. Due to the weak hydrogen bond donors and
acceptors available on sugars it is likely that the carbamazepine dimer would not be broken, and
that any interaction would only be through weak hydrogen bonding.
The co-crystal formers outlined in Chapter 2.1 were chosen to probe a number of homo and
hetero interactions which can be supported by the selected APIs. The most common interaction
of these involves the carboxylic acid group, hence the selection of a number of such co-formers.
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An unrestricted search of the CSD for carboxylic acids shows 5098 hits, in which the majority Hbonding interaction is a homomeric ring (see Figure 3.1) which occurs in 1244 of the reported
structures. The second most common interaction is through the hydroxyl group which interacts
with a nitrogenous heterocycle in 289 of the reported structures. Third most common is a
hydroxyl-group chain occurring in 170 of the reported structures. When restricting the search to
two component phases within the CSD (2701 hits) the majority interactions are maintained but
the ordering differs with the most prevalent interactions from the previous search switching,
making an interaction between the hydroxyl group and a nitrogenous heterocycle most
common. These interactions can be supported by the APIs under investigation and as such
carboxylic acids present a good option for success in terms of the production of API phases.
O
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H2N
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O

5. COOH...CONH2
Figure 3.1. Ranked common H-bonding interactions seen in carboxylic acids within the CSD (1
being most prevalent)

A broad set of structural factors are also probed by this set of adducts such as structural
flexibility and possessing a mono or dicarboxylate motif. In terms of those adducts chosen,
2

acetic acid is found to utilise the COOH R2 (8) dimer in 7 out of 40 structures, whereas adipic
acid is only found in this conformation in the single component structure out of 14 reported
structures. Fumaric acid also follows this trend and within the 43 reported structures 14 show
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the nitrogenous ring binding common in two component entities. Such a story is also apparent
for malonic, succinic, antranilic, benzoic, 4-amino benzoic and 2,5-dihydroxy benzoic acid,
which all display more structures with this bonding then any other. Unfortunately no structures
exist in the database for glycolic, lactic and stearic acid so no assessment could be made.
Nicotinamide and isonicotinamide will be discussed in depth in section 3.2.5 but their inclusion
is based on the ability to support acid amide interaction. This is the same in the case of
saccharin, albeit a secondary amide instead of primary. Bipyridine was included due to the
ability to support the aromatic nitrogen to acid interaction and has been widely used to this end
with 88 reported structures, 54 of which possess this bonding pattern.
Along with the molecules studied the pKa has also been reported (Table 2.1). This is because a
molecule’s pKa is an important indicator, as it defines its tendency to ionise in a solution of
given pH, a process often described by the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (Equation 3.0).

pKa

pH log

cu
ci

Equation (3.0)

where Cu / Ci = Concentration of unionised and ionised species respectively.
This equation also applies to bases where Cu / Ci = Concentration of the protonated and
unionised species respectively.
In the case of an acid a low pKa indicates a greater chance of deprotonation in a pH neutral
solution. The pKa of a molecule is important as it denotes the likelihood of salt formation when
associated with a second moiety. This can be seen in Banjeree’s2 paper where saccharin was
used as a salt former. Salts are usually formed when the pKa of two groups is greater than
three pKa units apart although this is not always the case and increasing evidence is now
3

suggesting a continuum between salts and co-crystals. Proton migration is of importance as it
has been shown that a significantly greater degree of supra-molecular control is available when
uncharged species are combined.4 This is because when a salt forms there is a much greater
likelihood for water sorption and integration into the resultant structure, leading to unpredictable
hydrogen bonding behaviours.
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3.1 Screening Methods
3.1.1 Solution growth
All crystallisations conducted in this section were from supersaturated solutions using slow
evaporation; where there are changes to this methodology they will be specified. Solutions
loading at 1:1 stoichiometric ratios of one component versus the other were calculated based on
the solubility of the drug component. A variety of solvents were used as detailed in section 2.1.
Details of all crystallisations can be found in Appendix 1 presented in the format found in Table
3.1.

Table 3.1 Crystallisations with nicotinamide.
appendices.

An example of the format found in the

Nicotinamide
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

100mg: 50mg

480mg: 200mg

200mg: 246mg

50mg: 43mg

5mL ethanol

5mL ethanol

5mL ethanol

2mL ethanol

Published co-crystal
New phase grown
Nicotinamide as
grown
starting component
Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct.

Mixture of starting
components

Table 3.1 indicates each of the API’s combined with the specific co-crystallising agent, in this
case nicotinamide. It then outlines the amount of drug to add to the agent and the amount of
solvent, in which they were dissolved to yield the final product.
If material of interest was grown, seeding (secondary nucleation) was employed to induce
nucleation and grow bulk quantities of the crystal of interest.

3.1.2 Hot-stage Polarised Optical Microscopy
The mixed fusion (or contact) method was first described by Lehmann5 in 1877 and Kofler and
Kofler6 then refined the methodology as instrumentation improved. McCrone has also published
extensively on the subject.7 The technique has also been mentioned in texts by Kitaigorodsky8
9

and Bernstein and is recognised as an effective means to identify phase behaviour in a twocomponent system, hence its use in this screening strategy.

In the mixed fusion method one
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component is melted then allowed to solidify, before another molten component is brought into
contact with it, solublising a proportion of the first component (Figure 3.2) as described in the
literature.

Figure 3.2. Higher melting point component (A) melted and recrystallised before molten
component (B) is brought into contact with it, creating a zone of mixing.

Once all material is re-crystallised a zone of mixing is created.

This zone is then comparable

to the composition of the binary phase diagram for two components, with one side of the mixing
zone representing 100% of one component and the other side 100% of the other component,
and with a concentration gradient across the zone.

It is then possible to elucidate the number

of phases present within a system, when viewed under crossed polar filters on a light
microscope, whilst heating.

This is done by visualising the number of eutectic melting points

within the viewed system. It is then possible to collect crystalline seeds from this experimental
matter and then apply these to solution growth experiments. In such cases homogenous
solutions of formers and solvent were seeded. Homogeneity was achieved by filtration or by
heating.
Microscopy was performed on a Zeiss Axioplan-2 microscope using a Linkam10 hot stage
(THMS600). Data were visualized using Axiovision (4.5) software with the linksys 32 patch for
hot stage control.

Contact thermal microscopy was conducted by heating from room

temperature using a 1˚C per minute heating rate and discontinued on melting of all material.
Ascertainment of possible co-crystal formation was verified visually and by powder X-ray
diffraction.

X-ray analysis was achieved by comparison of the X-ray pattern of the mixture

obtained from the Kofler melt with the calculated patterns of the starting materials and
subsequent single-crystalline material.

X-ray powder patterns were collected by mounting the

whole bulk of melt material for each system on the D8 advance powder diffractometer. In some
cases a different D8 diffractometer equipped with GADDS was used; where applicable this will
be indicated.

Due to the methodology for detection all data from Kofler melts will contain

mixtures of starting components and potential new phases.
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3.2 Results
In section 3.2 the results from the individual co-crystal screens will be discussed before moving
to discussion of the combined melt-solution screen.

3.2.1 Solution Screen

Selection of co-formers and drugs was based on previous literature description of the APIs
ability to form robust synthons10,11,12,13,14 along with the commonly reported pKa (Figure 2.1 and
Table 2.1).

This led to the selection of an acid (ibuprofen), a neutral compound

(carbamazepine) and the bases (paracetamol and piracetam) which were combined with a
series of co-crystal formers. The results from the solution screen are presented in Table 3.2.
Here the resultant matter for each drug-excipient system is classified in terms of positive or
negative result in terms of co-crystal production, Yes (Y) or No (N) respectively. The resulting
component of the crystallisation is also specified with the given short code. Table 3.3 displays a
summary of the co-crystal systems determined from the solution screen and whether or not
these systems have been previously published. The results from this screen were disappointing
in terms of new systems determined, with only three novel co-crystals grown as crystal
engineering concepts would suggest a much greater hit rate.

This low hit rate will be

rationalised in the following section.
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Table 3.2. Resultant matter for each drug-excipient system is classified in terms of positive or
negative result in terms of co-crystal production (Yes (Y) or No (N) respectively) and the
resultant component identified by the given short-code.
Adduct

Carbamazepine

R/S Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

(CBZ)

(Ibu)

(PA)

Piracetam (PI)

Cocrystal

Resultant
crystal

Cocrysta
l

Resultant
crystal

Cocrystal

Resultant
crystal

Cocrystal

Resultant
crystal

Acetic acid (AC)

N

CBZ

N

Ibu

N

PA

N

PI

Glycolic acid (GA)

N

CBZ

N

Ibu

N

PA

N

PI

Lactic acid (LA)
Components in
solution
Lactic acid (LA)
components in excess
LA
Stearic acid (SA)

N

CBZ

N

Ibu

N

PA

N

Glass

N

CBZ

N

Ibu

N

PA

N

Gel

N

SA

N

Mixture

N

SA

N

SA

Adipic acid (AD)

N

CBZ

N

Ibu

N

AD

N

PI

Fumaric acid

N

Mixture

N

Ibu

N

PA

N

PI

Malonic acid (MA)

N

CBZ

N

Ibu

N

PA

N

PI

Anthranilic acid (AN)

N

CBZ

N

Mixture

N

PA

N

Glass

Benzoic acid (BA)

N

Mixture

N

Mixture

N

PA

N

Glass

4-Amino benzoic acid

Y

Mixture

N

Mixture

N

4AB

N

4AB

(4AB)

and
Published

4-Amino salicylic acid

N

CBZ

N

Mixture

N

PA

N

4AS

N

CBZ

N

Mixture

N

PA

N

PI *

α –Glucose (AG)

Y

NPD

N

Ibu

N

PA

N

PI

β – Glucose (BG)

N

CBZ

N

Ibu

N

PA

NA

NA

α –Lactose (AL)

N

CBZ

NA

NA

NA

NA

N

Glass

β –Lactose (BL)

N

CBZ

NA

NA

NA

NA

N

Glass

Mannitol (M)

N

CBZ

NA

NA

NA

NA

N

PI

Sorbitol (SO)

N

CBZ

NA

NA

NA

NA

N

Glass

Saccharin (SC)

Y

PUB

N

Ibu

N

PA

N

Glass

Nicotinamide (NI)

Y

PUB

Y

NPD

N

N

N

PI

Isonicotinamide (IN)

Y

NPD

Y

NPD

N

PA

N

PI

4,4-Bipyridine (4B)

Y

PUB

Y

PUB

Y

PUB

Y

PUB

(4AS)
2,5-Dihydroxy benzoic
acid (25DH)

Drug: former systems are classified in terms of positive or negative result in terms of co-crystal production (Y or N
respectively) and the resultant component identified by the given short-code.
Mixture relates to the isolation of both starting materials.
*A co-crystal of this system has been published, but growth didn’t occur in this screen.
NA: Not attempted, screening was not attempted in these compounds.
NPD: New phase determined.
PUB: Previously published co-crystal grown.
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Table 3.3. Co-crystal systems determined from the solution screen
API
Carbamazepine

Co-crystal former
4-Aminobenzoic acid

Published Yes/No
Yes

Saccharin

Yes

Nicotinamide

Yes

Isonicotinamide

No

4,4-Bipyridine

Yes

Nicotinamide

No

Isonicotinamide

No

4,4-bipyridine

Yes

Paracetamol

4,4-bipyridine

Yes

Piracetam

4,4-bipyridine

Yes

Ibuprofen

3.2.2 Discussion of Solution Growth
The reported success rate for a co-crystal production from a screen is 20%.14 Growth of cocrystalline material has occurred in 10/88 systems which is approximately 9% below the
published ‘hit rate’. Of the co-crystal systems grown only 3 are novel. Of these systems only
one crystal structure has been determined due to an inability to grow suitable crystalline
material for structural determination. From the published systems in this screen of which there
are 8 (Table 3.2), only one has not been grown (piracetam and 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid).
Crystal structures of the novel system found here and from the melt screen will be discussed in
the following chapter.
The low rate of success from this screen can be partially explained when looking at the three
component phase diagrams. These diagrams show each of the three components as 100% of
the composition at each of the triangular axis, movement about the triangle gives varying
composition (Figure 3.3). Further explanation of the thermodynamic relevance and application
of these diagrams will be presented in Chapter 5; here fabricated diagrams will be used to
describe the relevant concepts.
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Figure 3.3. Ideal isothermal ternary phase diagram for a three-component system where
components show similar solubility. This diagram shows a system at constant temperature and
pressure, with each apex representing a 100% composition of the stated component. Every
point within the diagram represents the thermodynamic ground state for a given composition.

Figure 3.3 represents a system comprising of two solids possessing similar solubility in a given
solvent. In this instance a co-crystal phase exists and a loss of solvent from a 1:1 stoichiometric
mixture will lead to the growth of this phase.

Many systems however do not show this

behaviour; they are skewed due to differing component solubilities (Figure 3.4) and may also
contain a greater number of phases.

Figure 3.4. Ternary phase diagram for a three-component system where component solubility
differs, meaning a loss of solvent will initially lead to growth of the API phase.
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In this non-ideal diagram (Figure 3.4) a loss of solvent will yield API as the thermodynamically
stable phase if a 1:1 stoichiometric composition is used. This increase in complexity can be
seen in the system containing sulphathiazole and sulphanilamide, for which the ternary phase
15

diagram has been published (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5. Ternary phase diagram for the sulphanilamide: sulphathiazole system in water

In Figure 3.5 a and b represent the solubility’s of sulphathiazole and sulphanilamide
respectively. C represents the composition of the solution, in which the molecular compound is
incongruently saturating.

c’, the composition of the metastable saturated solution of the

molecular compound in pure water.

e, the composition of the mixture of the molecular

compound and water, where sulphathiazole solid begins to deposit.

d, represents the

composition of the solution in which the solution co-exists with both solids of the molecular
compound and sulphanilamide hydrate. The binary phase from this system, described in Figure
3.5, has been proved to be a co-crystal by single crystal X-ray diffraction and a large body of
work on this system was published by Ito and Sekiguhi,16 with the crystal structure published by
Shefter and Sackman17 in 1971 under the title of a molecular compound.
In this diagram different solubilities affect the component gained from simple loss of solvent.
Another pertinent point is that of stoichiometry. In the ideal system shown (Figure 3.3) it is
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assumed that a 1:1 co-crystal will be resultant. This would not necessarily be the case in all
systems and some display a 2:1 as well as a 1:1 co-crystal.18 The skew of these diagrams when
in non-ideal solvents makes the discovery of co-crystalline material a challenge in the solution
state.

Examples from this work would be a combination of paracetamol and nicotinamide,

where at room temperature in ethanol, paracetamol is the less soluble component and as such
is the resultant crystal formed. Further evidence supporting this theory is the similar solubility of
ibuprofen and nicotinamide in ethanol and the subsequent discovery of a co-crystal. Solubility is
only one of many considerations though and if a thermodynamically stable phase and a
pathway to such a phase don't exist the state in which crystallisation is attempted is an
irrelevancy. Solution state screening for co-crystal material is therefore a largely redundant
tool

18

if accuracy and efficiency are prime concerns. Solution state growth remains the major

method of obtaining good quality single crystal material.
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3.2.3 Melt Screen
As means of comparison of the techniques for screening, a melt screen was undertaken,
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 display the format in which data are collected (as discussed in section
3.1.3).

1
Figure 3.6. Paracetamol (left) and nicotinamide (right) simple eutectic mixture (115˚C)

In Figure 3.6 a simple eutectic mixture is displayed upon heating, with no co-crystal phase
present; relating to the phase behavior displayed by a simple eutectic mixture. Figure 3.7
shows the behaviour of a co-crystal system upon heating.

A

B

A

C

I. Ibuprofen (racemic mixture): nicotinamide
(58.2˚C)

B

C

B

C

II. Appearance of the first eutectic
(65.7˚C)

C

III. Co-crystal phase present, ibuprofen melted IV. Co-crystal phase melted (95.1˚C)
Phases (74.7˚C)
Figure 3.7. Ibuprofen and Nicotinamide co-crystal system as it is heated I-IV.
Phases; A= Ibuprofen B= Co-crystal C= Nicotinamide
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The results for the Kofler hot stage screen can be found in Table 3.4. It is clear from Table 3.4
that not all of the compounds analysed in the solution screen were used in the hot-stage screen.
Where compounds were omitted this was based on poor thermal properties. Fumaric acid
sublimes upon melting for example; the same problem is witnessed in sugars, where before
melting thermal degradation occurs, bringing the total of analysed compound to 12 (instead of
the 22 used in the solution screen).

These entities were checked for new phase formation

using GADDs powder X-ray analysis.

Table 3.4. Results of the Kofler screen, three phase and two phase systems denoted with
Yes (Y) or No (N) respectively.
Adduct

Carbamazepine
(CBZ)
Co-crystal Y/
N

Ibuprofen
Paracetamol
Piracetam
(Ibu)
(PA)
(PI)
Co-crystal Y/N Co-crystal Y/N Co-crystal Y/N

Glycolic acid

N

N

N

Y

Citric acid

N

Y

N

X

Malonic acid

N

Y

N

Y

Adipic acid

Y

N

N

N

Succinic acid

Y

N

Y

Y

Anthranilic acid

N

N

N

Y

Benzoic acid

Y

N

N

Y

4-Amino benzoic acid

Y

N

Y

Y

4-Amino salicylic acid

N

N

N

N

2,5-Dihydroxy benzoic
acid
Nicotinamide

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Isonicotinamide

Y

Y

N

Y

3..4 Discussion of Kofler Hot-Stage Screen

From the systems analysed 20 out of 44 (45.4%) presented with three phase behaviour
indicative of co-crystallisation. When compared against all screened compounds this gives a hit
rate of 20/88, double that of the solution screen. This is comparable to the reported success
rate (previously mentioned 3.2.2) when considering all components and is greater for those
compounds which were thermally stable, demonstrating the power of the Kofler technique as a
screening tool. As is evident, this screen observed many compounds previously tested and has
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exposed previously omitted co-crystal phases. These can be seen in Table 3.5. It is possible
that with a greater variety of solvents or a knowledge of the phase diagrams these phases can
be grown from the solution state, but evidence exists that suggests that certain phases can only
be obtained from the solid state- specifically by grinding.19 Since the screen was undertaken a
number of the carbamazepine systems determined here have been published

20

with the

acknowledgement that they have been jointly determined by other groups.

Table 3.5. Phases found in the Kofler screen not seen in the solution screen.
API
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

Co-crystal former

Published Yes/No

Adipic acid

No

Benzoic acid

No

Succinic acid

No

4-Aminobenzoic acid

Yes

Citric acid

No

Malonic

No

Succinic acid

No

4-Aminobenzoic acid

No

2,5-Dihydroxybenzoic
acid
Glycolic acid

No

Malonic acid

No

Succinic acid

No

Benzoic acid

No

4-Aminobenzoic acid

No

No

Specific comment on the potential causes of co-crystallisation in one system versus another is
problematic at this juncture as the outcome of single crystal structure determinations would
have to be taken into account; though it is clear that trends seen so far indicate that molecular
shape and mobility and the molecules pKa are having an impact for the following reason. In
systems involving ibuprofen for example, the acids which have combined to form co-crystals
possess a pKa greater than 5.70 on one or more of their groups (cf. pKa 4.8 for ibuprofen).
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Systems involving 4-aminobenzoic acid and 4-aminosalicylic acid are also important as they are
structurally only one group apart, with little difference in pKa’s, yet the salicylate fails to form cocrystal phases with the amide containing APIs.

This is therefore either due to packing

hindrance due to the additional group or an alteration in the H-bonding landscape. As Etters
rules would dictate an intra-molecular hydrogen bond preferentially forming, thus removing the
potential for inter-molecular interaction. Neither piracetam or paracetamol led to the production
of a new phase when combined with nicotinamide, with both systems displaying simple (single)
eutectic profiles. Carbamazepine however does form a co-crystal. Paracetamol, which would
be expected to hydrogen bond to the amide or the ring nitrogen of nicotinamide, was a failure;
this is potentially suggestive that the carbamazepine molecule aids the packing and allows the
commonly displayed nicotinamide amide dimer to be broken. Further structures and energetic
profiles of these systems are required for comparison and further, ongoing, study is needed to
prove this hypothesis.
Further study is also required into the structures of the novel systems above, to ascertain
structural relationships and the production of co-crystals as opposed to salts. This will not be
covered in this thesis, as the results of this screen would not allow systematic study into a
specific bonding type and was therefore postponed in deference to a systematic study involving
nicotinamide and a range of APIs.
Due to the success of Kofler method as a screening tool it was then employed as part of a
systematic study into the acid amide synthon of nicotinamide. The success of this solid state
screen further displays the pertinence of knowledge of solvent effects.

3.2.5 Crystal Engineering strategy for the Combined Screen
Having identified the Kofler method as a viable screening tool for co-crystal screening it was
then also utilised as a means of co-crystal growth, as seeds can be harvested from the zone of
mixing. As a means of further exploring synthon stability a number of acidic APIs (Table 3.6)
were combined with nicotinamide as a molecular scaffold former. Nicotinamide (also known as
niacinamide) was chosen as it is the amide of niacin, one of the vitamin B family (B 3).
Nicotinamide has been used extensively in man and is largely considered to be safe. 21 Worthy
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of note is the polymorphic behavior of nicotinamide, which has been reported to possess six
polymorphs.

22

The literature indicates that only one form can be obtained from solution (form 1),

the others being metastable with respect to it (further investigation of these growth properties
will be outlined in Chapter 4). The other forms are obtained by supercooling of the melt23 or by
sublimation. The polymorphic state of the starting components was not examined in this work.
With regard to the crystal engineering strategy of these co-crystals, with the potential synthon
compatibilities of amines, amides and carboxylic acids, the following was undertaken.
Searches of the CSD identified twenty-three structures containing nicotinamide. Twenty-one of
these structures were in the CSD, of which only nineteen entries possessed coordinates.
these nineteen, four are re-determinations of nicotinamide form I, and seven are salts.
leaves eight molecular adducts or co-crystals.

Of
This

Visual inspection of the packing present

indicates that these are predominantly isostructural, with five [FIFLAI (heptadecanoic acid),
IACNCA (indole-3-acetic acid), JEMDIP (palmitic acid), PEQBES (octadecanoic acid), VCOTUC
(lauric acid)] displaying a nicotinamide-to-nicotinamide amide dimer and linkages to carboxylic
acids via the pyridyl ring of nicotinamide (Figure 3.8). The remaining three feature an amide-toamide structure with the API carbamazepine [UNEZES], an acid-to-amide structure [XAQQIQ
(3-hydroxybenzoic acid)] and a three-component co-crystal [XAQPUB].

Recently nicotinamide

co-crystals with mandelic acid and cinnamic acid have also been reported.24,25 The mandelic
acid co-crystal takes the ‘standard’ conformation (Figure 3.6) whereas the structure of the
cinnamic acid co-crystal has not yet been reported.
While this is not a representative sample, we would expect, from the acid structures reported, to
see a common binding structure in nicotinamide co-crystals involving the group I acidic APIs
under investigation (Figure 3.8.I).

The expected structure would involve four-membered

molecular assemblies, held together via N-H...O and O-H...N hydrogen bonds.

In each

assembly, the central part would consist of a nicotinamide dimer, based on a supramolecular
2

amide-amide homosynthon involving an R2 (8) hydrogen bond ring motif.

Carboxylic acid

moieties would be positioned in the peripheral part of the assembly, attached to the
nicotinamide dimer through O-H...N bonds. Indeed, such a structure has earlier been proposed
for the nicotinamide co-crystal with either S- or RS-ibuprofen, and has been often encountered
in carboxylic acid co-crystals of isonicotinamide, a nicotinamide isomer. Likewise, amide-to-
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amide/amine bonding patterns could arise from group II adducts, with amide laddering like that
seen in the case of carbamazepine a possible option for the amide-to-amide motif (Figure 3.8.II)
although there is reported difficulty in the prediction of such motifs.26

I. ‘Common’ acid-to-amide bonding pattern

II.Carbamazepine and
nicotinamide amide ladder

(Shown- benzoic acid to isonicotinamide)
Figure 3.8. Nicotinamide hydrogen bonding patterns

Historically nicotinamide has been regularly used as an adduct for the formation of
molecular complexes. Although hot-stage data for these systems have been published, few of
the reported combinations have reported single-crystal structures.

Nicotinamide is used to

hydrotropically increase the solubility of other adducts such as riboflavin27 and it has been found
to increase the solubility of ibuprofen.28 Powder X-ray diffraction evidence of a co-crystal of
nicotinamide and ibuprofen has been published, but to date no single-crystal structure exists.
In the hydrotropy work a complex of ibuprofen and nicotinamide was reported to be 62 times
more soluble in aqueous solutions then the parent drug.

There is a suggestion from this

literature that a link can be made with the current activity within API co-crystals and work on
hydrotropy. Expansion of this realisation could lead to a link between the historical work on
hydrotropy, molecular complexes and what are currently thought of as co-crystals.

3.2.6 Results of the Combined Screen
Five out of six potential co-crystal systems were identified using the Kofler hot-stage method
(Table 3.6).

These were ibuprofen (R/S and S), salicylic acid, flurbiprofen and fenbufen, each
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of which displayed three eutectic points over the course of the hot-stage profile. A composition
was verified for the ibuprofen systems, with the previously reported29 melting points (82˚C for S,
91˚C for R/S) agreeing well with those seen in the melt material here, confirming (in combination
with X-ray data) growth of the identified co-crystal phase. There is no indication that the cocrystal phases are polymorphic as no morphological changes within the binary (co-crystal)
phases were observed during the heating process.
Table 3.6. New phases found in the hot-stage screen.
API

Structure

Ibuprofen
(R/S and S)

OH

O

O

Salicylic acid

New
phase
formed
Yes
Yes

Melting
point of
new phase
89.5˚c
80.3˚c

Polymorphic
API

Part of Figure3.9
showing melt

No

S= I-III
R/S= Fig. 3.7

Yes

138˚

No

IV

Yes

150.8˚c

No reported
polymorphism

V

Yes

73.4˚c

Yes

VI

No

N/A

No

N/A

OH
OH
O

Fenbufen

OH

O

Flurbiprofen

OH

O

F

Ketoprofen

O
OH

O

The hot-stage images for the systems studied can be seen in Figure 3.9.

Each image shows

progression through the heating cycle and displays one or more eutectic points which appear as
black regions; the temperature at which this occurs is displayed.

Figure 3.9 Parts I-III are for

the S-ibuprofen system with the co-crystal phase present centrally.

Parts IV, V, and VI show

four separate systems: IV for salicylic acid, with the co-crystal appearing centrally, V for
Fenbufen, displaying the co-crystal phase and the second eutectic region, and VI for
flurbiprofen, showing nicotinamide polymorphism and a co-crystal phase.
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A

B

C

B

C

A= S-Ibuprofen B =Co-crystal Phase
B= Co-crystal C= Nicotinamide
C= Nicotinamide
I. Ibuprofen S-Enantiomer (co-crystal system) II. Co-crystal phase present, S-ibuprofen
melted appearance of the first eutectic.(47.1˚C)
(51.1˚C)

A

B

C

C
C= Nicotinamide

A= Salicylic acid B= Co-crystal
C= Nicotinamide
IV. Salicylic acid: nicotinamide- Co-crystal
present (central) (119.0˚C)

III. Co-crystal melted (85.1˚C)
phase

A
A

B

C D

B
A= New phase B= Fenbufen

A= Nicotinamide polymorph
B= Nicotinamide polymorph
C= New phase (central in melt zone)
D= Flurbiprofen

V. Fenbufen: nicotinamide (149.8˚C)
polymorphism
nd
Nicotinamide melted 2 eutectic present

VI. Flurbiprofen: nicotinamide displaying
(71.9˚C)

Figure 3.9. Parts V-VI outline the new phases determined in the hot-stage screen
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From these acid APIs only ketoprofen fails to form a new phase.

This suggests that the

position of the ketone group may cause energetic unfavourability in the packing, or changes in
the hydrogen bonding. One could hypothesise that a packing discrepancy would be the more
likely outcome, but without further structures with which to compare there is little means of
attaining proof for the hypothesis and computation methods would be the only route to an
answer.
Systems in which a new phase was formed were taken forward to a solution screen to obtain
single-crystal structures. For our work the elucidation of the thermodynamic landscape, before
conducting a solution screen, is a critical step in our screening philosophy, from the
perspectives of both efficiency and green chemistry. For completeness a solution screen was
also conducted on systems where no co-crystal was observed during thermal analysis. The
results remained the same and no co-crystal phase was found.

3.2.7 Solution growth of single crystals identified from the combined
screen
The nicotinamide co-crystal systems containing ibuprofen (R/S and S) have been previously
reported to grow directly from unseeded solutions of nitromethane or acetonitrile. 24 In this work
the unseeded solution screen yielded one co-crystal system, that of R/S ibuprofen and
nicotinamide, giving a crystalline powder of the co-crystal phase.

All other unseeded

crystallizations resulted in starting materials as determined by powder X-ray diffraction analysis;
this includes those systems in which co-crystal formation was not expected.
This issue of solvent selection highlights the importance of a thorough understanding of the
phase behavior of a system when attempting to grow co-crystals. In the absence of such
knowledge solutions were templated by seeding supersaturated solutions with materials grown
from the Kofler melt.

Suitable crystals for single-crystal structure determination were not

always obtained when seeding was employed (Table 3.7) and single-crystal structures have
been identified for only four of the five possible systems: R/S ibuprofen, S ibuprofen, flurbiprofen
and salicylic acid. Growth of crystals suitable for single-crystal determination has not been
possible to date for the fenbufen system and thus it cannot be confirmed as a co-crystal,
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although powder X-ray data shows evidence for the growth of the new phase. Full discussion of
the new co-crystal structures will be undertaken in Chapter 4.

Table 3.7 co-crystals found vs. single crystal structures.
API
Fenbufen
Flurbiprof
en
Salicylic
acid
Ibuprofen
R/S
Ibuprofen
S

New
grown?
Yes
Yes

phase

Single crystal structure
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3.2.8 Fenbufen: nicotinamide (new phase)
Fenbufen powder mixtures were grown from a seeded mixture of fenbufen (1.968 mmol) and
nicotinamide (1.965 mmol) in 35 mL of ethanol, the temperature being cycled utilising a Grant
LTC 6-30 water bath. The sample was sequentially cooled and heated in a saw-toothed cycle
from 288K to 283K over 50 hrs.
For this system it has not yet been possible to grow suitable single crystals from seeded
solutions, but evidence of new phase formation can be seen in the Kofler melt and PXRD
(Figure 3.10). As can be seen, there is a clear peak at 2θ 3.2° for both the Kofler material and
the solution-grown crystals, indicative of a new phase with a long unit cell axis. Further peaks
at 2θ 9.6° and 14.4° help confirm this.

Only mixtures have been obtained to date, so further

study into the phase behavior is required for this system; as will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Intensity

I. Nicotinamide (calculated)

II. Fenbufen (calculated)

III. Kofler hot-stage melt
material

IV. New phase and starting materials
(mixture)
2

7

12

17

22

27

32

37

42

2-Theta angle

Figure 3.10. Peaks at 2θ 3.2, 9.6 and 14.4° indicate growth of a new phase. These peaks can
be seen for the Kofler melt material (III). Please note, the kofler material is the XRD pattern
recorded for the whole slide, not just seed material, so both starting materials will be seen.

3.3 Conclusions
This work has shown that in a selected number of systems it is possible to screen more
efficiently (when compared to solution growth) for co-crystals using thermal micro-methods.
This has allowed systematic investigation into the acid amide synthon formed between
nicotinamide and acid APIs. It has also shown that it is possible to isolate crystal seeds from
Kofler melt material to allow the production of further co-crystal materials from solutions; this
has been shown in the ibuprofen (R/S and S), salicylic acid and flurbiprofen systems. The
implications of these findings will be dealt with in future chapters.
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Chapter 4- Co-crystal Growth studies
4.0 Introduction
Chapter 4 will deal with the crystal chemistry resulting from the successful formation of a series
of nicotinamide co-crystals, which were identified during screening as described in Chapter 3.
The focus of Chapter 4 is to detail, develop and rationalise the results in terms of the resultant
crystal structures, molecular packing and the overall crystal engineering strategy.

Within this

context allied studies on the crystal growth of nicotinamide, the co-crystal former, were
conducted to attempt to confirm the structure of the polymorphic forms and to probe their
propensity to form from the solution state.

4.1 Nicotinamide growth studies
4.1.1 Nicotinamide polymorphism
As mentioned in Chapter 3, nicotinamide is reported in the literature1,2 to possesses six
polymorphic forms; of which the structure for only one is currently known (Figure 4.1).

A. Crystal packing in nicotinamide form I.
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B. Hydrogen bonding in nicotinamide form I.
Figure 4.1. A & B. The crystal structure of form I of nicotinamide.

2

This structure of nicotinamide utilises a chain motif ( C 2 (11) ) through the amide functionality
without pi-pi interactions seen between the rings. A feature of this structure that one may
expect, but is not seen, that being a dimer within the amide groups. It is therefore logical that
this synthon would appear in one of the polymorphic forms already mentioned. A number of
attempts have been made, to isolate the various polymorphic forms but to date these have not
been largely successful in determining the existence beyond the melt behaviour of the various
phases.1,2 Six polymorphic forms have been identified with melting points at; form I 129˚C, form
II 116˚C, form III 113˚C, form IV 111˚C, form V 110˚C, and VI 105˚C. These are reported to be
monotropic with respect to form I.

Limited success has yet been had in determining the

conditions by which these polymorphs can be sought from solution media, with most data from
melts or sublimed material with no crystal structures produced.
As far as we aware no single crystal materials or indeed XRPD patterns of these phases can
currently be found in the literature. Such data would allow rationalisation of this polymorphic
system and the subsequent physical forms. Attempts were made within the context of this work
to grow such single crystals and were unsuccessful. Details of the experiments can be seen in
Appendix 2.
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4.1.2 Synchrotron studies
Synchrotron radiation (SR), as opposed to standard lab X-rays is polychromatic, intense highly
collimated, plane polarized radiation.

The source of such radiation is an electron beam

travelling close to the speed of light, retained within an evacuated storage ring (in the case of
Daresbury labs this is approximately 2 kilometers long) via the application of bending magnets.
Synchrotron radiation is emitted when electrons are accelerated and a change in momentum
occurs as the electrons are circulated along a circular path and thus the release of SR. Most of
this radiation is wasted by collision with the storage ring shielding, but by use of designated
ports, placed at specific positions, SR can be utilized at beam stations.

At Daresbury

Laboratories Warrington the beam-lines at station 9 and 16 were enhanced by the use of
specific insertion devices known as wigglers and undulators.

These devices focus and

increases the momentum change experienced by the electrons, thus producing a beam of
higher energy and improved collimation; this is possible as the angle of cone emitted is
inversely proportional to the beams deflection. The smaller cone width has the advantage of
greater intensity, leading to highly collimated, high intensity radiation with a smooth output,
polarized in the plane of the ring. This intensity is an order of magnitude greater than that of
conventional lab sources and is spread over a wide spectral range (~0.3-2.5Å).
In energy dispersive mode the angle of the detector remains fixed and a full diffraction pattern
can be collected in approximately 30 seconds, thus allowing phase changes and polymorphic
transition to be studied. The intensity of this radiation conveys the advantage that it is possible
to detect diffraction through liquids, thus in-situ solution mediated transitions can be monitored.
Previously within the Blagden group,3 a purpose-built clarifying crystalliser cell with a cooling
over the range 10 to 80 ºC has been utilised to examine the polymorphic inter-conversions of
piracetam during crystallisation.3 For this reported study the nootropic drug piracetam was
crystallised from different solvents using a multistep quench-cooling method and three
polymorphs were isolated (forms I, II and III).

The respective solution crystallisations were

monitored in situ by Energy Dispersive X-ray Diffraction (ED-XRD) performed with synchrotron
radiation at station 16.4 of Daresbury Laboratory CCLRC, UK. The modifications implemented
4

to the previously used ED-XRD protocol at Station 16.4 enabled good temperature and stirring
control throughout and generated consistent results.

Figure 4.2 shows a diagrammatic
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representation of this Teflon cell and the set-up for experiments.

Figure 4.2. Experimental set-up for Synchrotron experiments.
vessel, with the beam passing through the crystallization region.

Solution stirred in a Teflon

The step heating cooling system enabled good control over experimental conditions and
generated consistent results from which polymorphic inter-relationships were examined. With
this approach, as was the case with piracetam, complementary observations from the diffraction
monitoring indicated the link with Raman data that provides key insights into the molecular
organisation of the studied environments and how this initial molecular recognition process
translates to polymorph crystallisation in solution.3
Building on the success of this methodology samples of nicotinamide were subjected to the
same protocol utilising the reactor as described above at station 16.4 at the Daresbury research
laboratories.

Note the powder diffraction patterns are expressed as D-spacing due to the

multiple wavelengths of radiation produced by the synchrotron, as opposed to the 2-theta values
reported throughout the rest of this thesis. The D-spacing values for nicotinamide form I can be
found in Table 4.1.
Two solutions, the composition of which is described in parenthesis, one water (36.203g in
60ml) and one ethanol (20.012g in 60ml) were heated to supersaturation and then sequentially
cooled and re-heated whilst subjected to the beam at one minute intervals. A typical cooling
profile for these experiments can be seen in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. A typical cooling curve for solutions in the crystallising cell.
The subsequent patterns were recorded on one of three nitrogen cooled germanium detectors.
These detectors were separated by 2.8° 2θ and allowed a continuous d-spacing spectral range.
These were adjusted to allow collection within the standard 2θ range using patterns measured
against the known positions for benzoic acid and the exact positions for these three detectors
can be found in Appendix 2.1.
Manipulation of EDXRD data is required before comparison can be made with standard XRD
data, due to reflections being collected in terms of energy. Software was developed for the
automatic conversion to RAW files (MEDD- manipulation of energy dispersive data). This is
done by the application of the Planck-Einstein relationship (Equation

5.1) to Braggs Law

(Equation 2.1) to create Equation 5.2.

Equation 5.1

Equation 2.1

Equation 5.2
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In equation 5.1 and 5.2 E is the energy (KeV), C is the speed of light (3x108ms-1), and h is the
-34

Planck-Einstein constant (6.62x10

Js), λ is the wavelength (Å). In equation 5.2 dhkl is the

cross sectional space between diffracting planes (Å), and θ is the angle of diffraction as
determined by the detector calibration. In the experiments presented here the middle detector
was used with an angle of 4.52 degrees.
The form found in water was consistent at all temperatures with the stable form I material
(Figure 4.4); with subsequent cooling and re-heating of a solution of 36.203g in 60ml yielding
diffraction consistent with the stable form when compared to those values seen in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. D-space values for nicotinamide form I.
D- spacing (Å)

Intensity (counts)

Intensity %

5.97710

3160

100.0

3.26146

2033

64.3

3.44372

1932

61.2

3.50526

1352

42.8

3.49271

1154

36.5

3.80957

655

20.7

3.79856

635

20.1

3.53415

609

19.3

4.00119

515

16.3

3.98845

471

14.9

As can be seen in Figure 4.4 initially form I can be seen in solution and on heating the solution
from 40°C to 60°C the signal is lost. At this point only dispersive scatter from the solution is
seen; this is visible in the region of 2.5 to 4.5 Å d-spacing range. On cooling to ten degrees at
2°C minute re-crystallisation occurs again of form I material.

This confirms the reported

monotropic nature of the other polymorphs with respect to form I in water.
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Figure 4.4. Time resolved synchrotron XRPD traces for nicotinamide in water, showing form I
dissolution (on reaching 60°C) and growth (on reaching 10°C).

In ethanol changes in peak intensity profile are apparent as the sample undergoes cooling and
then subsequent heating (Figure 4.5). Some of these changes are not consistent with form I and
suggest a partial inclusion of a second unknown phase which is shown by peaks at 2.6, 2.3, 2.0
Å. Although this is the case a number of apparent peak changes could be due to preferred
orientation as different crystals pass the detector.
In this instance the experiments were run with 20.012g in 60ml of ethanol, again with a cooling
rate at 2°C minute, onset of crystallisation occurs at around 60°C with the crystalline material
not dissolved until around 50°C on re-heating.
The Koflers report2 that form III is reliably produced from ethanol when formed through
accelerated crystallisation, attempts to confirm this and grow form III have failed so there is
currently no way of correlating the new peaks to a known nicotinamide phase.
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Figure 4.5. Time resolved synchrotron XRPD traces for nicotinamide in ethanol, showing
preferred orientation upon heating of form I and unknown peaks.
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4.1.3 Hot-stage microscopy studies
Utilising the previously reported melting points a thermal profile was created to determine a
reliable means to attain a number of the reported polymorphs. Unfortunately a cycle that could
reproducibly lead to the production of all polymorphic forms was not found, as a number of the
unstable polymorphs exist simultaneously before transformation to the stable form.

Super-

cooled samples presented a number of morphologies; these have not been reported as they
could not be properly characterised or reproduced. This was due to erratic transformations and
simultaneous forms found in the samples. An example of such a transformation can be seen
overleaf (Figure 4.6). Here a super-cooled sample transforms to the stable form I material at
94 C, before a melt at 134 C.
It was found that if the sample was held above (or isothermally at) 80 C then reproducible
production of form II (as correlated from melting point) was possible. The cycle utilised to
achieve this reproducibly was a ramp at 1°C/minute to 140°C (from room temperature) then a
cool at 10°C/minute to 85°C, this was then held for 10 minutes to allow nucleation before
repeating the ramp to 140°C (again at 1°C /minute) and noting any changes. Nucleation from
the melt occurred within 1 minute on average.
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Figure 4.6. (Cycle 1) Transformation from the meta-stable super-cooled sample to form I
before a melt.

A second form was reliably reached by utilising the above procedure; this was confirmed as
form II by melt onset (117°C). This is melt onset is slightly higher then the reported temperature
but the experiment was conducted at a faster heating rate (1°C /minute vs 0.5°C /minute) so
such marginal rises are expected. Form II was usually accessed through a transformation
involving a less stable form, which remained present for an average of approximately two
minutes. This is thought to be form V which has been reported to reliably transform into form II2,
although without further evidence this is merely conjecture.

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show

temperature cycling of the material seen in Figure 4.5 to reliably produce form II. This cycle was
utilised in hot-stage X-ray experiments (section 4.1.4).
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Figure 4.7. (Cycle 2) Production of form II through a meta-stable transformation (A-E), F-J
show form II alone and then the melt of this phase.
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Figure 4.8. (Cycle 3) Production of form II through a meta-stable transformation (A-E), F-H
show form II alone and then the melt of this phase.
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4.1.4 Hot-stage powder X-ray studies
Having determined the correct heat/cooling protocol for the production of pure form II material
from the optical microscopy experiments, hot-stage X-ray was utilised to determine the powder
pattern for this form. The single change from the temperature cycle reported in Section 4.1.3
was a 15 minute delay once cooled to 85°C to remove the possibility of contamination with the
meta-stable form. Achieving a phase pure powder pattern allows potential solution of a crystal
structure, be that via structure solution from powder methods or through comparison with
structure derived from purely in-silico polymorph prediction. This will be discussed further in the
future work section (Chapter 7). Figure 4.9 shows the first cycle of the cooling reheating after
the initial melt and Figure 4.10 shows the next cycle. The XRPD data for form II of nicotinamide
suggests a long unit cell which may be indicative of the dimer previously described (4.1.1);
structure prediction/elucidation would be required for proof. Figure 4.11 shows a comparison of
form I and form II’s respective powder XRD patterns.

This diffraction patterns and the

subsequent 2ө values do not match the d-spacing values determined from ethanolic solutions in
the synchrotron experiment.

Further study is therefore required to characterise fully the

polymorphism of nicotinamide and determine the bonding/packing landscape for this material.
The most efficient approach would be through combined computational and experimental
studies.
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Figure 4.9. Powder X-ray data for form II of nicotinamide, grown from an in-situ melt cooled
then re-heated (bottom to top).
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Figure 4.10. Powder X-ray data for form II of nicotinamide, grown from an in-situ melt (2nd
cycle) cooled then re-heated (bottom to top).
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Figure 4.11. Comparison of the powder XRD pattern for form I and form II of nicotinamide.
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4.2 Co-crystal growth studies
In section 4.2 the co-crystal systems identified in the previous chapter will be discussed in terms
of their molecular structures, hydrogen bonding and the impact this has on their crystal growth.

4.2.1 Co-crystal growth conditions
Crystal seeds of around 2-5µm for the racemic (R/S) ibuprofen nicotinamide system were
prepared via slow evaporation of a heated then cooled solution in boiling methanol or ethanol
(5ml), containing a 1:1 stoichiometric mixture of R/S ibuprofen (480mg) and nicotinamide
(200mg).

20 mg of seed was used in the preparation of single crystals. Suitable crystals for

single-crystal diffraction were prepared via slow cooling, utilising a Grant LTC 6-30 water bath,
of a seeded mixture of R/S ibuprofen (9.69 mmol) and nicotinamide (9.82 mmol) in ethanol (15
mL).

The sample was sequentially cooled and heated in a saw-toothed cycle from 288K to

278K over 72h; crystalline material consisting of colorless slabs was then harvested by filtration.

Crystal seeds for salicylic acid, flurbiprofen, fenbufen and single enantiomer (S) ibuprofen were
prepared by removal of the material from the ‘zone of mixing’ of the Kofler contact method
sample corresponding to the composition of the co-crystal. This was done by determining the
relevant zone by optical microscopy and removing the re-crystallised material with a scalpel
(approximately 10 mg). These seeds were not independently analysed by PXRD and patterns
relating to the Kofler material show the diffraction of the whole sample. Seeding serendipitously
led to single phase material in the reported examples, there is clearly potential for mixed phase
growth utilising this methodology.

S-ibuprofen co-crystals were grown from a seeded mixture of S-ibuprofen (2.42 mmol) and
nicotinamide (2.45 mmol) in 1 mL methanol utilising a Grant LTC 6-30 water bath. The sample
was sequentially cooled and heated in a saw-toothed cycle from 288K to 275.5K over 150 hrs.

Salicylic acid co-crystals were grown from a seeded mixture of salicylic acid (0.724 mmol) and
nicotinamide (0.7 mmol) in 2 mL ethanol via slow evaporation in a 25˚C incubator.

Crystalline

material consisting of colorless needles was then harvested by filtration.
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Flurbiprofen single crystals were grown from a seeded mixture of flurbiprofen (R/S) (0.614
mmol) and nicotinamide (3.7 mmol) in 500 μL of ethanol, the temperature being cycled utilising
a Grant LTC 6-30 water bath.

The sample was sequentially cooled and heated in a saw-

toothed cycle from 288K to 283K over 50 hrs. The skew of this molecular ratio was based upon
the skew seen in the ibuprofen nicotinamide system ternary phase diagram (see chapter 5).

4.2.2 Crystallography
All crystal structures reported here were solved through the EPSRC crystallography service,
Department of Chemistry at the University of Southampton, by Drs. Simon Coles and Peter
Horton, and Professor William Clegg (Daresbury). CIFs can be found on the attached CD and
full data sets can be found in Appendix 2.
Co-crystals of racemic ibuprofen, flurbiprofen and salicylic acid with nicotinamide were
examined at 120 K on a Bruker-Nonius KappaCCD diffractometer with rotating-anode MoKα
radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å), while those of (S)-ibuprofen with nicotinamide were small and weakly
diffracting, requiring access to synchrotron radiation (Daresbury Laboratory SRS station 9.8,
Bruker APEX2 diffractometer at 120 K, λ = 0.6926 Å).

Standard methods and software were

used; the structures were solved by direct methods and refined on all independent F2 values,
with anisotropic displacement parameter and constrained riding H atoms (except for those
bonded to N in the relatively small salicylic acid co-crystal structure, which were refined).
Selected details are given in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2. Crystallographic data of the reported co-crystal systems
API

(RS)-ibuprofen

(S)-ibuprofen

salicylic acid

Formula

C13H18O2 C6H6N2O

C13H18O2 C6H6N2O

C7H6O3 C6H6N2O

form wt

328.4

328.4

260.3

(RS)flurbiprofen
C21 H20 F N2
O3
367.39

cryst. syst.

orthorhombic

Monoclinic

monoclinic

monoclinic

space group

Pca21

P21

P21/n

P21/c

a, Å

11.652(2)

5.4110(6)

11.0751(2)

27.4599(12)

b, Å

5.4473(11)

55.883(6)

4.9441(1)

5.6654(2)

c, Å

56.607(11)

11.9006(13)

22.8470(5)

11.4275(5)

90.004(2)

97.556(1)

92.250(2)º

βdeg
V, Å3

3593.0(12)

3598.5(7)

1240.16(4)

1776.42(13)

Z’

4 (2 x ibu)
(2 x nic)

8 (4 x ibu)
(4 x nic)

2 (1 x sal)
(1 x nic)

4 (2 x Flur)
(2 x nic)

Reflns.

17958

27400

18385

17171

3110

7159

2853

3958

Rint

0.062

0.057

0.056

0.0651

Refined params.

441

883

182

263

R (F2, F > 2σ)

0.058

0.051

0.046

0.0543

0.155

0.138

0.123

0.1033

GoF (F , all data)

1.09

1.05

1.03

1.040

max,

0.33, 0.28

0.25, 0.19

0.28, 0.34

0.27, -0.33

Collected
Independent
reflns.

2

Rw (F , all data)
2

min

density, e Å

el
3

See Appendix 2 for full data set.
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4.2.3 Flurbiprofen
A single crystal has been grown from for the flurbiprofen: nicotinamide system and was found to
have a monoclinic unit cell and is in the space group P21/c (Figure 4.12). The phase pure
growth of this co-crystal was based on phase space data from the ibuprofen system and will be
discussed further in the next Chapter (Section 5.1.2). The structure possesses one molecule of
each component in the asymmetric unit, with disorder on the position of the fluorine atom.
Hydrogen bonding in this system is isostructural to those motifs seen in the ibuprofen structures,
and comparison with these will be discussed later. The hydrogen bonding motifs present are a
2

2

ring dimer with the nicotinamide molecules ( R2 (8) ) and an infinite chain ( C 2 (10 ) ) bridging
through the carboxylic acid group of the flurbiprofen molecule (Figure 4.13).

Again, as in the

ibuprofen structures the racemates of flurbiprofen are separated by the nicotinamide dimer; the
flurbiprofen system, due to the increased crystalline symmetry does possess a shorter unit cell.
As can be seen in Figure 4.12 there is disorder in the position of the fluorine atom. The
hydrogen bond lengths and geometries for this structure can be found in Table 4.3.

Figure 4.12. The unit cell of the flurbiprofen: nicotinamide co-crystal system.
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Figure 4.13. Hydrogen bonding in the flurbiprofen:nicotinamide co-crystal system.

Table 4.3. Hydrogen bonds in the flurbiprofen structure.
D–H...A
N(2)–H(2N)…O(1)
O(2)-H(2)...N(1)
N(2)–H(1N)…O(3i)

d(D–H)
0.85
0.84
0.93

d(H...A)
2.10
1.80
2.15

d(D...A)
2.948
2.633
3.069

(DHA)
172
169
174

When comparing the powder and Kofler samples of this system it can be seen that there is
corroboration that the co-crystal phase is present (Figure 4.14); peaks at 9.6 and 10.4 most
clearly display this. The low intensity of these peaks in the Kofler material is not surprising, as
the intensity of all co-crystal peaks in the Kofler melt material is low.

This is due to the minor

fraction of ‘melt-phase’ present, versus starting material.5 This phenomenon is evident in all
Kofler melt material subjected to X-rays. A number of those peaks present in the Kofler sample
match those of one of the published polymorphs of flurbiprofen; of which there are three.6 Only
the single-crystal structure of flurbiprofen form I has been determined to date; for the other two
modifications (II and III) only powder data have been reported. When compared to the reported
powder pattern, form III of flurbiprofen is clearly evident in the Kofler melt. This is of interest as
this form is unstable at room temperature both thermodynamically and kinetically and is
reported to transform to form I in minutes.

In this case the material was subjected to X-rays
7

after standing at room temperature for 8 hours, suggesting a stabilization mechanism which
warrants future study.
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Figure 4.14. Comparison of the PXRD of flurbiprofen and nicotinamide. A. Co-crystal
(calculated), B. Nicotinamide (calculated), C. Flurbiprofen (calculated), D. Kofler hot-stage
material, E. Mixture of forms. Peaks shared with the co-crystal and powder samples can be
seen at 9.6 and 10.4 .
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4.2.4 Salicylic acid
The salicylic acid nicotinamide system was found to have a monoclinic unit cell and is in the
space group P21/n (Figure 4.15) with one molecule of each component in the structural
asymmetric unit. The structure contains 4 discrete hydrogen bonds (Table 4.4), one of which is
intramolecular.

The second level of hydrogen bonding involves two infinite chains (Figure

2

4.16), one C 2 (12 ) through both the salicylic acid and nicotinamide molecules and one C(4)
through the amide group of nicotinamide, stacking in the b axis direction. Interestingly, in the

C 22 (12 ) chain the intermolecular donor oxygen atom (O3) accepts to continue the chain.
6

large ring ( R6 (30 ) ) underpins the packing.

A

This system lacks amide or acid dimerisation, as

seen in other two-component nicotinamide structures so far reported.

In contrast the

isonicotinamide co-crystal (XAQQEM) possesses an isonicotinamide amide dimer and salicylic
acid hydrogen bonding to the ring nitrogen of isonicotinamide.

Figure 4.15. Unit cell contents of the salicylic acid: nicotinamide co-crystal

Table 4.4. Salicylic acid: nicotinamide hydrogen bond geometries.
...

...

...

D–H A
d(D–H)
d(H A)
d(D A)
O(1)–H(1)…N(1)
0.84
1.75
2.5849 (18)
O(3)–H(3)…O(2)
0.84
1.81
2.5546 (17)
i
N(2)–H(1N)…O(4 )
0.89
1.96
2.8442 (18)
ii
N(2)–H(2N)…O(3 )
0.96
2.02
2.9660 (18)
Symmetry operators: (i) x, 1+y, z; (ii) ½+x, 3/2y, ½+z

(DHA)
176
147
174
175
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C22(12)

C(4)

Figure 4.16. Salicylic acid: nicotinamide hydrogen bonding viewed down the a axis

As can be seen from the X-ray powder patterns the bulk of the new phase is in good agreement
with the powder pattern predicted from single-crystal data (Figure 4.17); there are clear peaks at
2θ 7.8, 8.4 and 9.4°.
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Figure 4.17. Comparison of X-ray powder diffraction data for the salicylic acid and nicotinamide
system A. Nicotinamide (calculated), B. Salicylic acid (calculated), C. Salicylic acid:
nicotinamide co-crystal (calculated). D. Kofler hot-stage melt material. E. Co-crystal from
ethanol. In E bulk of powder is in good agreement with the pattern predicted from the singlecrystal structure (C).
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4.2.5 Ibuprofen
An ibuprofen and nicotinamide co-crystal was grown for both the racemic (R/S) form and the Senantiomer (S) of ibuprofen.

In the R/S ibuprofen nicotinamide system, co-crystal growth is

achieved directly from ethanol or methanol.

However, crystals suitable for single-crystal

structure determination were grown from slow-cooled seeded solutions for both systems (R/S
and S).
The single-crystal structures of these co-crystals feature a long cell axis (56.6 Å for the R/S and
55.9Å for the S); this is an uncommon feature for small organic materials and has contributed to
the low data completeness (75.3%) of the R/S structure.
The R/S crystals are orthorhombic, with the non-centrosymmetric space group Pca21.

A

pseudo-inversion center is also present, a situation which is not uncommon and has been
8

previously discussed in the literature. The S co-crystal is monoclinic, with the spacegroup P21,
but the cell parameters are very similar to those of the racemic co-crystal (with the axes in a
different order to conform to standard conventions for the space groups). It shares the same
hydrogen bonding motif as the R/S and the structures are almost isostructural (Figure 4.18). To
study this, the XPac program 9 was used. In both structures there are discrete sheets of either
nicotinamide or ibuprofen and it is best to split the crystal structures into their two components.
These nicotinamide sheets are two molecules thick and are identical in both co-crystals (Figure
4.18, 4.19). It is the ibuprofen sheets (also two molecules thick) where the differences occur,
but even then they are quite small. Both structures (R/S and S) contain an infinite 1-D ‘tape’
(two molecules thick) of the S enantiomer of ibuprofen. The next tape in the sheet is either the
R enantiomer only in the racemic co-crystal, or the S enantiomer again in the pure S structure
(Figure 4.20). The R tape is still very similar to the S tape, giving rise the similarity in unit cells
and structures between the two co-crystals.
The structures of ibuprofen R/S and S as pure single components are also very similar and,
although the packing of the two differs slightly (Figure 4.20), they share a carboxylic acid dimer
motif; the packing of the single components is not comparable to that of the two co-crystals
(Figure 4.21).
The S co-crystal suffers from poorer crystal growth than the R/S (i.e. smaller, poorly defined
crystal) and so synchrotron-based structure determination was required.

Both systems exhibit

Z’ > 1; the Z’ of the S co-crystal is 4, with Z’= 2 for the R/S co-crystal. The higher Z’ appears to
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have been ‘carried over’ from the single-component ibuprofen structures, where the S-form
again has lower crystallographic symmetry and a Z’ of 2.

Current literature debate on this

subject10,11,12,13,14 suggests that higher Z’ is often associated with poorer crystal growth and
thermodynamically unstable crystal forms.

The thermodynamic vs. kinetic argument in this

case is nullified due to the Kofler melt results, for both materials, showing a single co-crystal
phase with no polymorphism, although crystal growth has been shown to be worse for the S
form.

Figure 4.18. Comparison of hydrogen bonding motif (Blue R/S Red S)

I. S-Ibuprofen co-crystal

II. R/S Ibuprofen co-crystal (Blue R Red S)

Figure 4.19. Packing of the ibuprofen co-crystals, displaying similarity.
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I. R/S ibuprofen, Z’ = 1, P21/c (IBPRAC)

II. S-ibuprofen, Z’ = 2, P21 (JEKNOC10)

Figure 4.20. Comparison of the unit cell contents of ibuprofen (as a single component).

I. Unit cell contents of the R/S ibuprofen co-crystal

II. Unit cell contents of the S-ibuprofen co-crystal
Figure 4.21. Though the axes are labelled differently as a consequence of the different crystal
systems, a half-cell shift down the c-axis of the S-ibuprofen co-crystal (II) would allow
approximate overlap of the unit cells and their contents.
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The crystal structures of the R/S and S co-crystals, like the flurbiprofen structure, are dominated
by the formation of 6 discrete H-bonds, which are based on three bond types.

The bond

distances and angles can be found in Table 4.5. Two major interactions dominate: a ring motif

R22 (8) formed by the non-centrosymmetric dimerisation of nicotinamide (N—H···O) and a chain
C 22 (10 ) forming infinite ladders along the b axis in the R/S (Figure 4.22). The short-range
organisation of molecules in both co-crystals resembles the one that was expected from
database searches.

15

In particular, nicotinamide and ibuprofen molecules assemble to form four-

member molecular assemblies containing a central nicotinamide dimer to which ibuprofen
molecules are attached by hydrogen bonding to the pyridine groups of nicotinamide. However,
in contrast to the expected structures, the molecules of ibuprofen attach to nicotinamide
molecules through a simple O-H...N hydrogen bond, rather than through a carboxylic acidpyridine synthon that would involve a pair of O-H...N and C-H...O bonds organized into a

R22 (7) ring. As a result of this difference, the arrangement of the assemblies differs significantly
from the one proposed for each co-crystal. In particular, the assemblies in both co-crystals
connect via N-H...O hydrogen bonds that are formed between amide and carboxylic acid groups
from adjacent assemblies, rather than between amide groups of neighbouring assemblies.
The nicotinamide amide dimer is of note in this case as it is coplanar with the ring (torsion
angles of 170–174˚); this flattening does not occur in nicotinamide co-crystal structures, other
than those reported here. The chain utilises the carboxylic acid group of ibuprofen to link both
nitrogen functionalities (pyridine ring and amide) of independent nicotinamide molecules. This
is achieved by donating (O—H···N) from the hydroxyl group to the pyridine ring of the first
nicotinamide molecule and accepting (N—H···O) from the amide of the second molecule to the
carbonyl group of the acid.

This interaction leads to a herringbone ladder for the ibuprofen

molecules, developing a hydrophobic region.
6

( R6 ( 24 ) ) which underpins the layering.

The major ternary structure present is a ring

It is interesting to note that beyond the co-crystals

reported here the only comparable structure exists in the squaric acid: nicotinamide salt
(EMINUJ), further strengthening arguments that salts and co-crystals are merely two ends of a
common scale.16 Also of note is that the pKa difference between ibuprofen and flurbiprofen has
had no effect on the bonding structures, or to proton migration at the temperature of collection.
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Table 4.5. Hydrogen bonds [Å and °] for the ibuprofen co-crystals.
I. Hydrogen bonding in the R/S co-crystal
DH···A
d(DH)

d(D···A)

(DHA)
165

O(1)H(1)...N(42i)

0.84

d(H···A
)
1.84

O(21)H(21)...N(52ii)

0.84

1.83

N(41)–H(41A)...O(51)
N(41)H(41B)...O(2)

0.88

2.05

2.658
(11)
2.664
(10)
2.901 (8)

0.88

2.25

3.116 (6)

167

N(51)H(51A)...O(41)
N(51)H(51B)...O(22)

0.88

2.06

2.916 (8)

164

0.88

2.25

3.113 (6)

165

170
164

Symmetry operators: (i) x, 1+y, z; (ii) x, 1+y, z

II. Hydrogen bonding in the S co-crystal
...
...
D–H A
d(D–H)
d(H A)
O(2)–H(2O)...N(1)
0.84
1.82
O(5)–H(5O)...N(3)
0.84
1.81
O(8)–H(8O)...N(5)
0.84
1.82
O(11)–H(11O)...N(7)
0.84
1.81
N(2)–H(2N1)...O(12i)
0.88
2.04
N(2)–H(2N2)...O(1i)
0.88
2.11
N(4)–H(4N1)...O(9ii)
0.88
2.07
N(4)–H(4N2)...O(4ii)
0.88
2.28
N(6)–H(6N1)...O(6i)
0.88
2.02
N(6)–H(6N2)...O(7i)
0.88
2.10
N(8)–H(8N1)...O(3ii)
0.88
2.03
ii
N(8)–H(8N2)...O(10 )
0.88
2.30
Symmetry operators: (i) 1+x, y, z; (ii) 1+x, y, z

...

d(D A)
2.652 (6)
2.625 (5)
2.653 (5)
2.632 (5)
2.898 (5)
2.971 (5)
2.924 (5)
3.135 (6)
2.883 (5)
2.968 (5)
2.897 (5)
3.157 (6)

(DHA)
168
163
174
166
164
167
164
165
167
167
166
166
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A

B
Figure 4.22. Hydrogen bonding patterns in the R/S co-crystal of ibuprofen: nicotinamide (A)
and the R/S co-crystal of flurbiprofen (B).

For the ibuprofen systems, as previously suggested,15 the extensive hydrogen bonding in the
two co-crystals explains why each co-crystal exhibits a higher melting point than the
corresponding API. Furthermore, that the hydrogen bonding is equivalent in both co-crystals
suggests that the differences in melt behaviour of individual co-crystals can be explained by
crystal packing arguments.

Packing co-efficients calculated in PLATON

16

reflect this, with the

R/S enantiomer filling 67.5% of the volume of the unit cell and the S enantiomer filling, 67.3%.
This tallies with the melt behaviour (89.5˚C for R/S vs. 80.3˚C for S).

Calculation of packing

energetics would further elucidate the reasons for these differences.
It is evident from the powder patterns (Figure 4.23) that the co-crystal phase is present in the
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Kofler melt (as seen most clearly by the peak at 3.1°) and that the bulk of the material harvested
correlates with the single crystal examined.
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I. Comparison of X-ray powder diffraction data for the R/S ibuprofen and nicotinamide system.
A. Nicotinamide (calculated), B. Ibuprofen (calculated), C. Ibuprofen: nicotinamide co-crystal
(calculated), D. Kofler hot-stage melt material, E. Co-crystal from ethanol. In the R/S
ibuprofen: nicotinamide co-crystal system (C-E). The peak at 2θ 3.1° most clearly displays
growth of the new phase.
Figure 4.23. Ibuprofen co-crystals powder pattern comparisons. I. R/S ibuprofen system, II.
S-ibuprofen system.
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II. Comparison of X-ray powder diffraction data for the S ibuprofen and nicotinamide system.
A. Nicotinamide (calculated), B. Ibuprofen (calculated), C. Ibuprofen: nicotinamide co-crystal
(calculated), D. Kofler hot-stage melt material, E. Co-crystal from ethanol. In the S ibuprofen:
nicotinamide co-crystal system (C-E). The peak at 2θ 3.1° most clearly displays growth of the
new phase. In the S-ibuprofen: nicotinamide co-crystal system (C-E) again the peak at 2θ 3.1°
clearly shows growth of the new phase.
Figure 4.23. Ibuprofen co-crystals powder pattern comparisons. I. R/S ibuprofen system, II.
S-ibuprofen system.

4.3 Laser confocal Microscopy of ibuprofen co-crystals.
Differences in crystal quality were seen on the large scale between the RS- ibuprofen and Sibuprofen systems as confirmed by the need for synchrotron structure solution for the Sibuprofen crystals.
Confocal laser microscopy was utilised to view the surfaces of these crystals to determine if
these differences could be attributed to a clear surface phenomena and if growth mechanisms
could be attributed to the differences. Representative crystals of roughly 1mm x 1mm x 0.2mm
were selected from a multi-crystalline sample and microscopy was undertaken on an Olympus
OLS3000.
Images of the RS- ibuprofen (Figure 4.24, 4.25) show a clear step growth mechanism with a
smaller number of fines then are apparent in the S-ibuprofen (Figure 4.26). This suggests that
the difference in free energy or packing arrangement between the racemic mix and single
enantiomer co-crystals has led to a greater number of stable nucleation sites (since the
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supersaturation is theoretically identical due to similar conditions and quantities of material
being used- section 4.2.1).

Again further study would be required to fully explore these

differences and regrettably few conclusions can be drawn from this work.

Figure 4.24. RS-ibuprofen displaying step growth on the large scale.

Figure 4.25. RS-ibuprofen displaying step growth on a smaller scale.

Figure 4.26. S-ibuprofen displaying step growth with a number of fractured fines.
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4.4 Conclusions
Single crystal structure determination for the polymorphs of nicotinamide has not yet been
reported to date, but synchrotron and thermal studies support the reported monotropic
relationship. A good route to production of the structures for these polymorphs may be the
application of computational structure modelling. This could produce a structure directly from
the powder XRD data or produce a structure based purely on the free energy landscape,
allowing production of a calculated powder pattern with which to compare physical data.
The initial outcomes of the crystal engineering strategy employed here have been successful,
though optimization of the crystal growth, via ternary phase knowledge, is required for the
attainment of phase purity as has been seen in the fenbufen and flurbiprofen systems.

From

the crystal structures generated it is apparent that some of the common hydrogen bonding
patterns predicted are present, but not all in all cases. Salicylic acid co-crystals show amide
laddering but lack the expected amide dimer, whereas the ibuprofen co-crystals lack the amide
ladder, replacing it with a large ring structure, both of which are minority interactions when
compared to the CSD structures. Thermodynamic and energetic studies of nucleation and
crystal growth would be needed to characterize the reasons for such differences, along with
further structures to allow statistical comparisons to be made. These structures do show that
common bonding can be seen across homologous series in APIs, and as such is directly
applicable to the discovery chemistry process within the pharmaceutical industry and could be
used in conjunction with other structural factors for optimisation of APIs.
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Chapter 5- Phase Growth studies
5.0 Introduction
Having examined the molecular behaviours within the determined co-crystal systems in the solid
state it is logical to determine the reproducibility of their growth from solution as this has been
previously shown (Chapter 3) not to be a facile process. Within chapter 5 the application of
ternary phase diagrams to the growth of the ibuprofen and nicotinamide co-crystal was
examined.

The focus of these phase diagram studies was to address the impact of solution

composition on co-crystal formation, in order to assess in a rational manner the role of solvent
as indicated by the outcomes form melt versus solution screens. In order to achieve this it was
important to refine an approach to the experimental production of such phase diagrams.
This chapter also addresses the solution mediated interaction between components in the
ibuprofen nicotinamide system (as demonstrated by the phase diagram studies) and probes the
solution speciation with an aim to assess the impact on the subsequent crystal growth and the
pharmaceutical properties.

5.1 Ternary phase space determination
5.1.0 Introduction to phase diagrams
As indicated in Chapter 1 section 1.2.1, a phase is defined as a mechanically separable,
homogenous portion of a heterogeneous system, i.e. a solid liquid or a gas. It is therefore
possible to track the interaction and composition of phases at equilibrium. When considering
co-crystals such diagrams are produced in order to determine the impact of composition on cocrystal formation. A binary phase diagram shows the behaviour within a system against the
temperature and any underlying eutectics between components, new phases, along with
polymorphism.

As discussed and shown in Chapter 3, thermal microscopy offers an

‘experimentally cheap’ methodology for the determination of such diagrams.
It is less experimentally cheap to produce ternary phase diagrams; therefore the impact of
temperature is a variable which is studied to a lesser extent than in the case of the binary
counterparts. This is because each component must be shown and are therefore required to be
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seen as 100% on the various axes; the diagrams are usually represented as a triangular prism
when considering temperature (Figure 5.1), and as a triangle under isothermal conditions (T x).
The composition of each component is normally expressed as a mass fraction, a mole fraction,
mass percentage or mole percentage.

Figure 5.1. 3D ternary phase diagram, showing the relationship between the phases and
temperature.

Expression of these diagrams in terms of fraction (be that mole or mass) can lead to difficulty in
determination of absolute composition so convention is to draw in terms of either mass or molar
percentage.1 To determine the composition at a single point within a diagram consisting of
components A, B and C one must draw three lines parallel to the three axis (Figure 5.2).
Progressing along axis of A-B, B-C and C-A (as stated by convention) through the point of
interest (X). The composition of this point is then given by the point of intersection on the axes;
as such point X has a composition of 25% B, 25% C and 50% A. The thermodynamically stable
phase derived by this % molar composition is then superimposed onto the diagram.
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A

B

Figure 5.2. A)Determination of the composition of point X on a ternary phase diagram and
B) superimposition of the thermodynamically stable phases determined at that composition.
Recent advances2 have shown that for screening purposes full phase space determination is
not required, although for completeness the ternary phase diagram constructed in this work was
determined in full.
Ternary phase diagrams have had, as of yet, limited literature application when growing phase
pure co-crystal phases, although as displayed in Chapter 33 there is older literature available.
The first example specific to the growth of co-crystals was of the trans-cinnamic acid and
nicotinamide co-crystal system in methanol and water at 20 and 50°C using HPLC.4 In this
system it was found that in methanol there was a stoichiometric equivalence with the product
and the solution (congruent dissolution), so a 1:1 mixture led directly to the co-crystal product.
In water this was not the case and 1:1 mixtures led to a mixture of co-crystal and cinnamic acid
(incongruent dissolution).
Phase diagrams have been used more extensively for the separation of chiral components
5

(which can be considered as a special case co-crystal). In the context of chiral resolution these
diagrams as well as giving a route to chirally pure material also lead to an understanding of the
system’s kinetic factors.

Consequently, Polenske et al5 reported that even when working in a

‘two solid phase’ region only one enantiomer was obtained. Such kinetic influences were also
reported by Mughal et al5 who used the ternary phase diagram of R/S mandelic acid in water to
design a crystallisation process for enantiomeric enrichment. This work was typified by the
observation that when crystallising in the two phase region a greater enantiomeric excess than
calculated was witnessed.

Recently a phase diagram for the urea and glutaric acid co-crystal

system has been reported6 and has shown the use of such diagrams in determining the
existence of new solid forms. In this case only 23 data points were used to probe isothermal
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phase space. Extensive work has also been conducted on the benzoic acid: isonicotinamide
system7, and has probed the link between starting component composition, solution templating
and the phase derived. This was achieved by determining the ternary phase behaviour in
methanol, ethanol and water and comparing the derived phases with in vacuo energetic
calculations to appreciate the potential for stable interactions in solution. It was shown that a
2:1 phase was hard to isolate from these alcohols, but remained a thermodynamically stable
phase as opposed to the kinetic phases seen previously.5
Utilising ternary phase growth as a screening tool has also been explored by Childs and
Rodriguez-Hornedo2,8, who used the solubility product principal.

This states that the more

soluble component can drive co-crystal solubility and be used to ensure that the solubility
product is driven towards the co-crystal phase as, if such a phase exists in an incongruently
saturated system, then co-former excess will drive the production of this phase.

This

methodology generates saturation first through an incongruently saturated region, leading to
mixed phases, before finding pure co-crystal. This allowed the researchers to determine 27
new co-crystal systems with carbamazepine.

5.1.1 Constructing ternary phase diagrams
The first requirement for construction of full phase diagrams is to find the solubility of the
respective components in the selected solvent media to define the liquidus point at 100% of
component; within the context of this work the solution media was water.

Differing

methodologies had to be employed for the two components due to the large difference in
solubility. An HPLC method has been used in many of the literature examples both for solubility
and to determine solution composition throughout phase space.1
For the solubility determination of nicotinamide a gravimetric methodology was employed,
where saturated solutions were typically equilibrated at temperature for 72 hrs before 5 ml
aliquots of these solutions were filtered (2µm filter) and then dried until constant weight in a
50°C oven. The results of this study can be seen in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. Gravimetrically determined solubility of nicotinamide in water

For the ibuprofen to water system solubility was such that suitable amounts were not available
for gravimetric determination so a UV spectroscopy method was employed using the BeerLambert law to construct a calibration curve (Figure 5.4). This chart was constructed from
methanol solutions as suitable solubility did not exist in water to get a range of concentrations.
This led to a methodology where saturated aqueous solutions were produced, equilibrated and
filtered (using the same methodology as nicotinamide); they were then left to dryness and
subsequently re-dissolved in methanol to determine the absorbance and therefore the solubility
(Figure 5.5).
Having determined the solubility of the components these can then be applied to the axes of the
phase diagram to show the extremities of the liquidus line. It is possible to calculate the liquidus
line behaviour using the Schroeder-Van Laar and Prigogine-Defay9,10 equations Equation 5.1
and 5.2 respectively with a good degree of accuracy in ideal systems. These equations have
been predominantly used for the prediction of melting point diagrams in enantiomer/racemate
10

systems but have been applied to co-crystal systems with some success
clear deficiencies in this methodology as shown by Seaton et al.

although there are

7

Equation 5.1
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Where x is the mole fraction of a mixture, ΔHfa is the enthalpy of fusion of pure components, R is
f

f

the molar gas constant, T a the melting point of pure components and T the melting point of
mixtures.

Equation 5.2

Where x is the mole fraction of a mixture, ΔHfab is the enthalpy of fusion of the combined
components, R is the molar gas constant, Tfab the melting point of combined components and Tf
the melting point of mixtures.
As stated these equations are predominatly related to the discovery of the thermal behaviour in
binary systems, but have been applied to the production of ternary phase diagrams.6 In this
work these were not used as the accurate application of these equations requires ideality, as
there is a reported solution interaction between the components in this case.11 Ideality could not
be assumed and the position of the liquidus line had to be determined experimentally. This was
done by creating a number of sets of eighteen mixtures of ibuprofen and nicotinamide. Each of
these eighteen mixtures varied in solid-solid composition ranging from 5% to 95% (mole
percentage) in 5% increments. These were then set down in sets of three dilutions each with
increasing quantities of water. These ‘data points’ were then left for 14 days to equilibrate at
20°C before residual solid was tested by XRPD to determine the composition of product at a
given point; and thus determining the phase boundaries. These sets were re-made as required
and diluted to composition.

Dilution was halted when no solid was seen in the sample,

signifying that the liquidus line had been reached. These data given in Appendix 3 were then
plotted in terms of Mole percentage using the Chemix software ternary diagram plotting tool.
Tie lines were added to separate the phases, these must start from the respective 100% points,
and from the 50% point on the A-B line for the co-crystal to accurately reflect composition.
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Figure 5.4. Calibration chart for ibuprofen in methanol

Figure 5.5. Solubility of ibuprofen in water.
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5.1.2 Ibuprofen and nicotinamide ternary phase diagrams
Due to the high solubility of nicotinamide, the only phases seen were the aqueous phase, pure
co-crystal, co-crystal and ibuprofen and ibuprofen alone. For this system, (Water: Nic: Ibu) the
construction a phase diagram over the full compositional range is according to Figure 5.6. This
diagram is limited in terms of exact tie line position as it is not possible to clearly define the
liquidus line at this level of magnification when set to true compositional scale range. In order
to identify exact tie lines two further diagrams have been constructed to show accurately the
position of the various phases (Figure 5.7 & 5.8). These diagrams are effectively zoomed
images of the top 10% and 0.1% of Figure 5.6 (Figure 5.7 and 5.8 respectively). It should be
noted that, as they are no longer to scale on all axes they can no longer be read to the
conventional standard.

To interpret theses diagrams the same rules must be applied (as

specified in Section 5.1.1, Figure 5.2) but one must remember that 90% (in the case of Figure
5.7) and 99.9% (Figure 5.8) must be added to the water axes. Even at these magnifications it is
difficult to interpret the exact composition of the liquidus line, so for ease of replication the
composition has been compiled into Table 5.1 in mg/ml format, after Figures 5.6-5.8.
The skewing of ternary phase space described in Chapter 3, due to significant difference in
solubility of the components in the chosen solvent, can be clearly seen in this diagram, thus
showing why the co-crystal phase is unlikely to form from 1:1 solution loading in this or a similar
system (with respect to solubility behaviour). This knowledge allowed the growth of single
crystals for the flurbiprofen nicotinamide as the skew here was applied to the solubility
difference seen in flurbiprofen and nicotinamide and good single crystals were grown from 20:1
loading (as specified in section 4.2.1).

Such application to a second compound from a

homologous series is useful within the drug discovery setting, where a degree of similarity is
held between compounds of a given series to maintain activity.
This situation with regards the skewed nature of the phase diagram, would go some way to
explain the success of solvent grinding methodologies as the use of such small quantities of
solvent, as are required by a drop grinding experiment, would place one in the region of phase
space where a 1:1 charge would lead to a 1:1 component, if such a thermodynamically stable
phase exists.
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Figure 5.6. Mock up of the full scale ibuprofen: nicotinamide isothermal ternary phase diagram
(20°C), the red dots represent the solubility of nicotinamide and ibuprofen respectively. A key to
the phases shown can be seen on the upper left.
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Figure 5.7. The upper 10% of the ibuprofen: nicotinamide isothermal ternary phase diagram
(20°C). Axes = 100% water, 10% ibuprofen, 10% nicotinamide. The blue coloured region (right)
represents liquidus, red dots show solubilities of the two components and blue dots show
liquidus points.
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Figure 5.8. The upper 0.1% of the ibuprofen: nicotinamide isothermal ternary phase diagram
(20°C). Axes = 100% water, 0.1% ibuprofen, 0.1% nicotinamide. In this diagram red triangle
represent points on the liquidus line (note the deviation from ideality). The solubility of
nicotinamide is NOT shown on this diagram.

Table 5.1. Composition of the liquidus line in the ibuprofen nicotinamide phase diagram in
terms of mg/ml.
Molar % of
ibuprofen
10
15
20
25
45
55
65
75
90

Mass of
nicotinamide (mg)
18.1
17.2
16.2
15.2
11.4
9.3
7.6
5.7
2.9

Mass of ibuprofen
(mg)
3.2
4.8
6.4
8.0
14.5
17.7
21.0
24.2
29.0

Amount of water
added (mL)
10
35
45
50
55
65
100
200
300
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As predicted, and can be seen in Figure 5.8, there is deviation from ideality in the position of the
liquidus line. Such deviation shows interaction between the components that would not occur in
an ideal system.

This deviation confirms an interaction in the solution state between the

components and in order to corroborate the link between the bonding in the solid state, this
12

solution interaction, and the interaction proposed for the hydrotropic solubilisation of ibuprofen
with nicotinamide, experiments in the solution state were undertaken.

Such an interaction

would be desired from the industrial perspective as this would drive solubility improvements as
seen in the work on hydrotropy.

12

The origin of this interaction is accessible through examining

the solution chemistry and speciation in a solution containing a co-crystal. A number of routes
exist to discern this interaction and rely on determination of the binding isotherm of the
components in solution; this can be measured by UV or NMR. For our purposes an NMR
approach was adopted, this was carried out in collaboration with Prof Chris Hunter FRS,
(Sheffield).

5.2 NMR modelling of solution interaction
A co-crystal has been identified in the R/S ibuprofen and nicotinamide system and a solution
state complex between these components and water has been identified from the phase
diagram work.

In order to probe this solution state interaction an NMR methodology was

employed in collaboration with the Hunter group at the Department of Chemistry, University of
Sheffield who utilised the SHIFTY algorithm13 to determine the likely solution architectures. This
approach relies on monitoring the chemical shift changes through a number of NMR
titrations/dilutions to determine the binding isotherms between the two species. This involves
dilutions of both the individual components and a 1:1 solution and titration of 1 species into the
other (held at constant concentration). The subsequent modelling calculations are performed
using a genetic algorithm as outlined in the literature. The method is well documented in the
literature, and the validation, toward the experimental design herein, has also discussed in the
literature from this group.

14

The caveats for the methodology are that success requires a good solubility in a deuterated
solvent; as such water could not be used due to the low solubility of ibuprofen (Figure 5.5). This
is because in titrations and dilutions of host and guest, the fraction of guest present
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hyperbolically tends towards insignificance as the fraction of host tends towards 1. As such a
high initial concentration of guest is required to probe adequately the curve and give an
accurate measure of the binding constant (K).
A solvent with similar hydrogen bonding behaviour was selected; this solvent was methanol 15,
which due to the calculations being based upon the binding co-efficient between two
components is not included in the subsequent model. DMSO was also tested but the required
chemical shifts were not present across the concentration range for modelling to be feasible.
The titrations, collection of NMR spectra and collation of hydrogen shifts were conducted by the
author at Bradford. Titrations and dilutions were conducted in deuterated methanol purchased
from Cambridge Scientific in 2ml aliquots and used within 24hrs of opening. Four experiments
were conducted in an n = 2 study, making a total of eight solution studies.

The initial

composition of these solutions was as follows (detail of dilution/titration are found in Appendix
3); Ibuprofen dilution (x 2 masses shown as a/b) 1209/1212mg in 2.2mL MeOD, nicotinamide
dilution 9994/9996mg in 4ml MeOD, ibuprofen-nicotinamide dilution 600/599mg-298/301mg in
2.5ml, ibuprofen-nicotinamide titration 1002/997mg-804/803mg.

NMR spectra were then

recorded on the dilutions/titrations of these solutions on a JOEL JNM-GX270 spectrometer in
single pulse experiments. Hydrogen chemical shifts were recorded for the relevant protons and
sent to Sheffield for processing. These data can be found in Appendix 4, and an example of
proton shifts can be seen in Table 5.2. Upon application of the Shifty algorithm a number of
potential solution architectures were found within the energy landscape; the 12 highest ranking
solutions are presented here.
Figures 5.9 to 5.11 show the 12 highest ranking modelling solutions, with the associated figure
of merit seen in Table 5.3. The highest ranking solutions are in pink, orange, red, yellow and
green respectively and all display a very weak interaction with the carboxylate group of
ibuprofen. Although these are of the highest reported merit, values are still low in global terms.
The stronger interaction within all of the modelling solutions is that of a pi-pi stacking between
the amide ring and ibuprofen’s central ring.

This would logically be due to an interaction

between the H-bonding components and the un-modelled methanol, and corroborates the
interaction reported in the literature.

11,12

This adds to the evidence linking the hydrotropic

solubilisation of a drug and a thermodynamically stable co-crystalline form, meaning that a
literature evaluation of known hydrotropic solubilising agents and their crystal forms should be
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assessed. This will be discussed in the future work section.
Table 5.2 Typical proton shifts and associated host-guest concentrations as used to determine
the binding constant. This example shows dilution of a solution containing both ibuprofen and
nicotinamide.
Concentration
of Ibuprofen
(Mol/L)

Concentration of
Nicotinamide
(mol/L)

Chemical shift
changes (nicotinamide
proton)

Chemical shift changes
(ibuprofen proton)

0.001119

0.00110804

8.6749

2.3471

0.000839

0.00083103

8.6813

2.3507

0.000559

0.00055402

8.6932

2.3699

0.00042

0.00041552

8.6951

2.3764

0.00028

0.00027701

8.6987

2.3892

0.00021

0.00020776

8.6997

2.3956

0.00014

0.00013851

8.7015

2.4047

0.000105

0.00010388

8.7015

2.4066

6.99E-05

6.9253E-05

8.7024

2.4112

3.5E-05

3.4626E-05

8.7024

2.4148

1.75E-05

1.7313E-05

8.7033

2.4176

8.74E-06

8.6566E-06

8.7033

2.4176

4.37E-06

4.3283E-06

8.7033

2.4176

2.19E-06

2.1641E-06

8.7033

2.4176

1.09E-06

1.0821E-06

8.7033

2.4176

5.46E-07

5.4104E-07

8.7033

2.4148

Table 5.3 Figures of merit for the NMR modelling solutions, higher numbers show greater
figures of merit.
Modelling solution number

Figure of merit

1

17.145

2

12.821

3

12.701

4

12.643

5

12.275

6

11.678

7

11.474

8

11.379

9

11.1

10

9.913

11

8.971

12

8.655
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Figure 5.9. Ibuprofen (centre) to nicotinamide solution state binding in methanol. Highest
ranking solutions top right.

Figure 5.10. Ibuprofen (centre) to nicotinamide solution state binding in methanol. Highest
ranking solutions top left.
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Figure 5.11. Ibuprofen (centre) to nicotinamide solution state binding in methanol. Highest
ranking solutions bottom left.

When the high ranking structures are compared to the binary binding of the molecules in the
solid state it becomes apparent that the unseen methanol is having a large effect on the binding
landscape; this can be seen in Figure 5.12 - 5.14. Here we see an overlay where the ibuprofen
molecules are constrained to overlay through the central ring. The pi-pi interaction between the
ring and the nicotinamide becomes apparent, as opposed to the hydrogen bonded structure
seen in black. In terms of the solution structure H-bonding the shortest distance between the
acids hydroxyl donor and the ring nitrogen is 4.058Å, which is slightly shorter then the usual
distance for an H-bonded methanol bridge (usually around 4.5 to 4.7Å in reported CSD
methanolates), but due to the dynamic nature of the solution state and the lack of data
surrounding the structure of solutions such a bridge could satisfy the hydrogen bonding within
the ternary system.
Figures 5.15-5.19 show overlays constrained with respect to the carboxylic acid. This simply
shows that although the bonding is within scope of the correct geometry and length this is not
the bonding structure in this case.
These display that the interaction between nicotinamide and ibuprofen in methanol is due to pipi stacking and suggests that in water the solubilising effect is in fact due to a pi-pi stacking
interaction. Further work would be needed to characterise the binding of further systems but
once achieved could lead to more rational selection of co-crystallising adducts to drive
development targeted at specific improvements to a target molecule.
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Figure 5.12. Overlay of the R/S co-crystal structure (black) and modelling solutions (grey), with
overlay constrained with respect to ibuprofen. Potential methanol position marked with a red
dot.

Figure 5.13. Overlay of the R/S co-crystal structure (black) and modelling solutions (grey), with
overlay constrained with respect to ibuprofen. Potential methanol position marked with a red
dot.
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Figure 5.14. Overlay of the R/S co-crystal structure (black) and modelling solutions (grey), with
overlay constrained with respect to ibuprofen. Potential methanol position marked with a red
dot.

Figure 5.15. Overlay of the R/S co-crystal structure (black) and modelling solutions (grey), with
overlay constrained with respect to the carboxylic acid.
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Figure 5.16. Overlay of the R/S co-crystal structure (black) and high ranking modelling
solutions (grey), with overlay constrained with respect to the carboxylic acid.

Figure 5.17. Overlay of the R/S co-crystal structure (black) and high ranking modelling
solutions (grey), with overlay constrained with respect to the carboxylic acid.
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Figure 5.18. Overlay of the R/S co-crystal structure (black) and high ranking modelling
solutions (grey), with overlay constrained with respect to the carboxylic acid.

Figure 5.19. Overlay of the R/S co-crystal structure (black) and high ranking modelling
solutions (grey), with overlay constrained with respect to the carboxylic acid.
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5.3 Conclusions
This work has shown that knowledge of the ternary phase space is invaluable for growth of
phase pure co-crystal material.

Rational use of such knowledge can be applied to further

systems and the growth of novel co-crystal material in the discovery arena. Further validation of
ternary knowledge could be distilled to allow consideration of phase space without a full ternary
phase diagram, allowing faster access to novel phases.
A primary consideration when manufacturing phases on the bulk scale would be the ability to
cost effectively produce a pharmaceutical phase. As the excess of counter-ion may need to be
an order of magnitude greater than that of the API, tailoring the solvent system to a position of
mutual solubility may be important for the realisation of a marketed co-crystal.
In the case of ibuprofen and nicotinamide deviation from ideal solubility shows an interaction in
solution, such properties would be desired to create phases with higher solubility then that of
the parent drug.
This deviation has been charted and as has been shown by NMR binding models to be driven
not through H-bonding but instead by pi-pi stacking in methanolic solutions.
speciation of single components vs.

Work on the

the co-crystal would be required to draw further

conclusions in relation to the eventual crystallisation landscape within a co-crystal/solution
system. Further work is needed in this area to rationalise the H-bonding behaviour with the
solvent phase and further the advanced selection of solubilising co-crystal formers.
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Chapter 6- Pharmaceutical properties of co-crystals

6.0 Introduction
Within this thesis the preceding chapters have developed a methodology for screening and
assessing the crystallisation of co-crystals, the design toolkit for engineering co-crystals, and the
impact of solubility and solution composition on optimising the formation of a molecular complex
or co- crystal phase.

However although the literature shows an emerging body of work within

the solid state aspects of drug co-crystal, of which this thesis has contributed, comparatively few
studies exist linking the desired pharmaceutical properties to the application of these concepts.
Consequently, this chapter will be concerned with determining a number of the pharmaceutically
relevant physical properties (as determined by the early development of a drug) within the
ibuprofen: nicotinamide co-crystal system and elucidate the key advantages of this phase vs.
that of the pure API or the marketed form.

6.1 Co-crystal application in the literature
There have, as yet, been a limited number of published examples which are concerned with
pharmaceutical property enhancement by co-crystals, as the vast proportion of the literature
concerns the growth and isolation of these novel phases. Chapter 6, aims to address a few of
the key desired physical features of a pharmaceutical solid and address these with literature
examples of property enhancement. The overall motivation of examining an API co-crystal as
an alternative during the drug development is one of physiochemical property adjustment to
improve the overall stability and efficacy of a dosage form.
The melting point of a pharmaceutical phase is intrinsically linked through the lattice enthalpy to
the solubility of that phase1 and it is essential for a number of processing steps that this is within
boundaries.

As a means of altering melting point, supramolecular complexes of thirteen

carbamazepine co-crystals have been prepared, with only two having a melting point higher
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2

than pure carbamazepine, a high melting solid. However, many of the systems formed with
materials that are liquids at room temperature e.g. acetone and acetic acid.

In addition, only

three of these co-crystallizing agents are generally regarded as safe (GRAS); saccharin,
nicotinamide and acetic acid, limiting the pharmaceutical applications of this work.
Another important intrinsic property of APIs is stability to hydration, as hydrate formation alters
the physical behaviour. Again co-crystals have proved useful in this area as displayed by a
number of caffeine systems.3 In this work the model API (caffeine) was found to be more stable
to 98% relative humidity (for up to 7 weeks) when a caffeine:oxalic acid 2:1 co-crystal was
employed. Recent advances have also tied this effect to crystalline symmetry.4
Dissolution is a key step in the absorption and therefore activity of a pharmaceutical. Remenar
et al.5 compared the dissolution of co-crystals of itraconazole (a triazole drug) with succinic acid,
malic acid and tartaric acid, with that of the pure crystalline and amorphous drug.

In general,

the co-crystals behaved in a similar manner to the amorphous form compared with the
crystalline drug in achieving and sustaining from x4 to x20 fold higher concentrations on
dissolution testing.

The practical implications of this finding are important, as the capacity to

form and sustain a supersaturated solution can have a dramatic impact on drug absorption and
bioavailability.6 Other studies in which dissolution improvements have been shown include the
celecoxib: nicotinamide system where the dissolution of the co-crystal has been superior to that
7

8

of the marketed celecoxib form III and in fluoxetine HCL where transient improvements (over
15 minutes) in peak concentration were seen for the salt co-crystal.
It has also been shown that glutaric acid co-crystals of a development candidate API have
eighteen times the aqueous dissolution rate compared to the homomeric crystalline form. 9
Studies in beagle dogs showed the co-crystal form also gave notably increased plasma
bioavailability compared with the parent crystal form. Further evidence of such bioavailability
improvements have recently appeared in the literature.10
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6.2 Resistance to hydration
Resistance to hydration is an important property from the perspective of the long term physical
11

and the chemical stability of a drug. This resistance to hydration is assessed by exposing the
dosage form at specific humidities.

For this work these humidities were generated using

saturated aqueous solutions of sodium chloride and potassium chloride were prepared to give
relative humidity (R/H) measurements within a sealed chamber of 75% and 85% R/H at 25°C
respectively. This humidity was verified by sampling the chamber atmosphere with a calibrated
humidity probe and the impact on the dosage form was assessed from powdered co-crystal.
Samples were left in these environments at 25°C (in an N = 3 study) for 7 months. Powder Xray diffraction spectra were collected on a monthly basis, with the results displayed in Figures
6.1 and 6.2 and Table 6.1. As can be seen no discernable changes in X-ray spectra were seen
over the testing period, showing that the co-crystal phase is stable to hydration above the levels
of ambient humidity (generally 20 - 40% R/H). Good crystallinity conveys an advantage to
chemical stability11 in the discovery process, indicating this phase could be considered as a
marketable pharmaceutical preparation. Figure 6.1 and 6.2 both show a small reduction in peak
intensity over the tested period; this may be due to loss of crystallinity but could also be due to
sample preparation changes. In Figure 6.2 an additional peak not corresponding to the starting
materials or co-crystal can be seen after 1 month at around 10° 2θ. As this was not seen in any
other sample, be they from that time point or subsequent months, this was not considered of
importance and was attributed to inappropriate cleaning in sample preparation.
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Figure 6.1. Powder X-ray diffraction of the co-crystal samples at 75% R/H showing no changes
in form over time.
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Figure 6.2. Powder X-ray diffraction of the co-crystal samples at 85% R/H showing no changes
in form over time. After 1 month an additional peak can be seen at 10° 2θ.
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Table 6.1. Stability to hydration of the ibuprofen: nicotinamide co-crystal.
Sampling time

75% relative humidity

85% relative humidity

Co-crystal stable (/X)

Co-crystal stable (/X)

1 Month





























2 Months
3 Months
4 months
5 months
6 months
7 months

6.3 Hygroscopicity
The specific water sorption behaviour of a compound is another important factor both from the
perspective of transformation to a hydrated crystalline phase and from an analytical perspective.
In the latter issue this is because high degrees of water sorption lead to inaccuracy in weighing
and complicate a number of manufacturing processes such as tabletting and compression.
Absorption of water at greater than 2% total mass would lead to a sample being considered as
hygroscopic and uptake of greater than 6% with no phase conversion would lead to a strong
chance of product failure in the drug development setting.

12

To this end samples were run on the Surface Measurement Systems (SMS) Advantage dynamic
vapour sorption (DVS) instrument utilising a set of sorption, desorption cycles in 10% humidity
steps, where samples were weighed until of consistent mass at a given humidity.

This

technique allows phase stability assessment over the full humidity range as well as displaying
the stability of any potential hydrate phases with respect to humidity.
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Samples of nicotinamide, and the ibuprofen: nicotinamide co-crystal can be seen in Figures 6.3
and 6.4. Ibuprofen as a single component is not shown in the results here. This is because its
13

cohesive nature

did not allow penetration of the water vapour and led to runtimes in excess of
13

two weeks, running over the available instrument time. Literature values for ibuprofen base
show maximum moisture uptake of 0.5% mass at 90% relative humidity with no hysteresis. The
sodium salt, which is the marketed form of the drug, shows a profile with much greater uptake of
water leading to a stoichiometric dihydrate above relative humidities of 10-15% and
deliquescence (as signified by uptake of greater than 40% mass) at 90% relative humidity.

Figure 6.3. Nicotinamide DVS showing a maximum uptake of 0.22% total mass when at 90%
R/H.
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Figure 6.4. Ibuprofen nicotinamide co-crystal DVS showing a maximum uptake of 0.056% total
mass when at 90% R/H.

The first critical observation is that this co-crystal is superior with respect to hygroscopicity as
compared to the individual components. This can be seen from Figures 6.3 and 6.4 as there is
a notable difference in maximum mass uptake between nicotinamide (0.22% uptake) and the
co-crystal (0.056% uptake) although in practical terms both compounds would be considered
low risk from a development perspective. With this in mind the absolute improvement of the cocrystal when compared to both ibuprofen and nicotinamide is of nearly an order of magnitude in
the case of ibuprofen and four times less than nicotinamide. This is presumably due to differing
availability of groups on the crystalline faces. By calculating the Bravais, Friedel, Donnay and
Harker (BFDH) morphologies one can assess the likelihood of a certain crystalline face being
dominant; this is performed based entirely on dhkl spacings, with the lowest predicted growth
rates occurring on those faces with the greatest spacing.14 BFDH crystal morphology prediction
can therefore allow assessment of the potential magnitude in terms of physical effect due the
groups present on a crystalline face.

These morphologies do not take crystal growth

considerations into account so the role of solvent mediated morphological changes cannot be
underplayed when assessing such data and to accurately predict facial dimensions indexing of
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single crystal faces would have to be performed manually. Calculation of these morphologies is
now a routine operation and can be achieved in the program Mercury (CCDC)15 as was
performed here, with the results shown in Figures 6.5-6.10.

Figure 6.5. Ibuprofen BFDH morphology showing carboxylic acid groups on the major growth
faces [100 and -100]

Figure 6.6. Ibuprofen BFDH morphology showing carboxylic acid groups on the major growth
faces [100 and -100]
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Figure 6.7. Nicotinamide BFDH morphology showing H-bond compatible groups on all major
crystalline faces.

Figure 6.8. Nicotinamide BFDH morphology showing H-bond compatible groups on all major
crystalline faces.
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Figure 6.9. Ibuprofen- nicotinamide co-crystal showing the potential for the aliphatic region of
ibuprofen to be present on both major crystalline faces [002 and 00-2].

Figure 6.10. Ibuprofen- nicotinamide co-crystal showing the potential for the aliphatic region of
ibuprofen to be present on both major crystalline faces [002 and 00-2].
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As can be seen from the morphology analysis, the potential for H-bonding groups to be on the
major crystal faces is reduced in the co-crystal vs. the starting components with the [002] and
[00-2] faces showing potential for presentation of the aliphatic portion of ibuprofen. Further work
to prove this hypothesis would be energetic calculation on the likelihood of an unsatisfied Hbond on a crystal face when combined with the energy deficit from breaking of the R to S dimer;
as is reported to exist in solutions.16
When considered in comparison to the sodium salt the co-crystal offers a major processing
advantage, reducing the maximum uptake from around 30% to 0.056% and with no hydrate
phases this, from a stability and processing perspective, would prove the better phase.
The improved handling properties of the co-crystal vs. ibuprofen have been displayed here as
the reduced stickiness and cohesion allowed the hygroscopicity experiment to run easily to its
conclusion; although powder flow studies would have to be undertaken to fully assess this.

6.4 Dissolution
As previously described in Chapter 2 (2.5.2) dissolution is the process by which an
amalgamated solid, be that a crystal or a pharmaceutical preparation, is dissipated throughout a
solution media. This is an important first step in the process of drug absorption and the British
Pharmacopeia lays down regularity limits for marketed products for the time taken for
dissolution.

Dissolution is a means to assess the potential bioavailability of the ibuprofen

nicotinamide co-crystal, and intrinsic dissolution was carried out for this work.
Intrinsic dissolution was performed using the rotating disc method, and was run at 37°C in
500mL of phosphate buffer at pH 7; which mimics the pH environment of the lower intestine.
The discs were made from compacts of 150mg of pure components which were compressed at
a pressure of 1 metric tonne for 1 minute.

In-situ UV probes were used to measure the

concentration within the solution media (in an N = 2 study). These probes were calibrated with
1mg/mL aqueous methanol solutions of the respective solids. The dissolution concentration
was then calibrated against the λmax of the various adducts (260nm ibuprofen, 276nm
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nicotinamide) allowing good mapping of concentration against time.

The results for this

experiment can be seen in Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11. Intrinsic dissolution of ibuprofen (red, lower), ibuprofen nicotinamide co-crystal
(blue, middle), nicotiamide (green, top).

As can be seen in Figure 6.11 the dissolution of the co-crystal was slowed when compared to
nicotinamide which reached saturation within 15 minutes and as shown in Chapter 5 had
significantly greater solubility. The performance when compared to the pure ibuprofen has
shown an improvement, with full dissolution of the 600mg disc taking place after 2 hours have
passed. Although apparently slow this result would not negate the use of this phase as transit
time through the large intestine (the pH environment modelled here) is significantly longer then
this in most individuals17 and this may convey an advantage as a slow release preparation as
good solubility would be maintained throughout the gut. Evidence for this advantage would be
the relatively fast in vivo clearance of ibuprofen which is eliminated from the body in 2 hours. 18
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The slow release would not be a problem for a relatively weak acid such as ibuprofen which,
due to a large proportion of a given dose remaining unionised throughout the gastrointestinal
tract, has good permeability; but may cause problems for developmental compounds with
greater molecular masses, which would have to be absorbed in the highly permeable small
intestine.

19

The dissolution profile seen in Figure 6.11 is consistent with the behaviours already witnessed in
solutions where nicotinamide is acting as a solubilising agent due to a stable solution
architecture. When compared to other literature dissolution profiles,

7,8,20

which have used a

similar methodology, the concentration remains consistently high, as opposed to dropping after
an initial peak. This may be indicative of an improved bioavailability in vivo, but studies in
animals on a formulated batch would have to be performed to corroborate this and ethical
approval would have to be sought.

6.5 Conclusions
The ibuprofen: nicotinamide co-crystal phase possesses no polymorphs or hydrates, has only
one stoichiometry (which can be accessed in a batch crystalliser, Chapter 5) that of the 1:1 cocrystal, and nicotinamide is comparable in price to adducts used in pharmaceutical salts21; as
such it would be suitable to process on scale as a pharmaceutical.
The phase is stable to humidities greater than those experienced in Europe or America and
shows an improvement in hygroscopicity vs. the two individual components. This may be due
to those groups present on the major crystalline faces, but more study is required to prove this
hypothesis. A major hygroscopicity improvement is seen when compared to the marketed form
(the sodium salt).
The intrinsic dissolution of the co-crystal is greater than that of ibuprofen alone and would
suggest an advantage in vivo, a further study would be required to prove this hypothesis.
This chapter suggests that this particular phase could be used as a marketable pharmaceutical,
although a large degree of further safety testing would have to be conducted.

From the

perspective of co-crystals as a whole this is also indicative that other co-crystal phases could be
developed.
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Chapter 7- Conclusions and future work
7.1 Introduction
Within Chapter 7 the focus will be to address the conclusions as determined by this work and
assess the future work which stems from this thesis. This will be done in line with the aims and
objectives as outlined in Chapter 1.
The overall intent of the work described in this thesis was to follow a set of distinct themes,
these being to design novel co-crystalline materials and define an efficient screening
methodology to realise these phases and investigate novel mechanisms for their growth. The
second phase within the themes was to determine the applicability of current phase space
considerations to co-crystal growth, and determine the properties of co-crystalline materials and
assess the applicability of co-crystals to pharmaceutical issues.

For this to be achieved specific aims were identified for the themes, and these were:

Find novel co-crystalline materials and define an efficient screening methodology
Conduct a solution and solid state screen of a number of APIs with compatible co-formers
to determine new co-crystal systems and relate the findings to the drug discovery process
in order to create more efficient methodologies to obtain functional APIs.
Analyse the literature for further methods and create a set of data which directly assesses
the efficiency of the various screens in order to create an optimised screening
methodology.

Investigate novel mechanisms for co-crystal growth.
Conduct investigation into solid state and thermal methodologies of co-crystal growth.
Assess the usefulness of combined methods in co-crystal screening.
Analyse the structure of co-crystal phases to identify stable synthons as applicable to the
drug discovery arena.
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Determine the applicability of current phase space considerations to co-crystal growth.
This will be assessed by use of isothermal ternary phase diagrams and attempt to
determine if ternary phase growth can efficiently be applied to discovery of new co-crystal
phases.

Determine the properties of co-crystalline materials and assess the applicability of cocrystals to pharmaceutical issues.
Test the co-crystals produced, for their pharmaceutical properties and compare these with
the current solid state tools in order to assess the applicability of such materials to the
pharmaceutical industry.

From these themes and aims the programme of work was generated and the respective set of
results and outcomes along with discussion and conclusions have been presented in Chapters
3-6. The chapter map, themes therein and aims have been presented previously; however the
overall outcomes and impact of the findings from one theme to another have up till know only
been mentioned broadly in the context of that theme.

With this mind, the purpose of this

chapter is to develop further these outcomes and their impact, compiling an overall perspective
of the findings reported in this thesis.

7.2 Find novel co-crystalline materials and define an efficient screening
methodology.
Work conducted to satisfy this theme was outlined in Chapters 3 and 4.
The screening for co-crystals was first attempted via solution state methods and as can
be seen in Chapter 3, the efficiency of this screening methodology was found to be low (10/88
systems tested gave hits for potential co-crystals) in the absence of prior phase knowledge.
This efficiency could be improved as knowledge of phase space growth improves across the
pharmaceutical industry, but currently screening in solution is of lower efficiency then thermal
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alternatives, as has been shown here.
Assessment of the literature led to use of the Kofler binary fusion method. By using this
method as part of a medium throughput screen thermal methods were found to greatly improve
the overall efficiency (20/44 for those systems that were thermally stable and 20/88 for all
original systems) showing that a number of false negatives were seen in the solution screen.
By adding a melt then solution growth step it has been shown that it is possible to not only
reproducibly access the ‘co-crystal’ region of phase space but also grow suitable crystals for
structure determination, as has been shown in the nicotinamide to ibuprofen (R/S and S),
salicylic acid and flurbiprofen systems; this has allowed systematic investigation into the acid
amide synthon formed.
Screening using thermal techniques have not been assessed vs. grinding methods here in
terms of efficiency but it is clear that more phase knowledge is available from a single
experiment in the Kofler methodology.
This leads to the belief that a screening methodology involving the process outlined in Figure
7.1 would be appropriate for future medium throughput screens. The situation with regards the
skewed nature of the phase diagram, would explain the success of solvent grinding
methodologies where solution methodologies fail, as the use of such small quantities of solvent
as are required by a drop grinding experiment would place one in the region of phase space
where a 1:1 charge would lead to a 1:1 component, if such a thermodynamically stable phase
exists.
As has been mentioned above further work in this area must first address the efficiency
differences against all of the various screening strategies and also assess these against their
ability to be applied to high throughput screening. It would prove difficult to automate analysis
and preparation of Kofler hot-stage samples, so the benefit of the phase knowledge gained vs.
the time cost would have to be weighted in any assessment. Ideally this cost could be reduced
by utilising a combined methodology involving a thermal screen with a computational pre-screen
step. This could gauge the likelihood of co-crystal formation from a vast number of adducts
allowing experimentation to be done on only a small subset. The advantages of this would be a
faster screen involving less material (amenable to the early development arena, where often
little material is allocated for solid form assessment) which could yield a large quantity of
information on both the available binary-phases and the potential polymorphism of these
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phases.
Other additional work is required to determine the structures for those systems outlined in Table
3.5. This is required to firstly determine if these systems are indeed co-crystals and not salts
and secondly to assess both the structural relationships between the phases and the properties
these lead to; as currently little work exists to correlate structure and physical properties for cocrystals.
One outcome from the work to date on screening and crystal engineering concepts is the
development of a protocol for the optimised screening of API co-crystal (Figure 7.1). In this
model it is believed that if a small molecule API is thermally stable the most efficient
methodology for screening is by the Kofler mixed fusion method as this gives visualisation of the
full thermodynamic landscape and seed material for further co-crystal growth.
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Figure 7.1. A flow diagram displaying the pathway to the production and development of an API
co-crystal.
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7.3 Investigate novel mechanisms for co-crystal growth.
Within this theme, the impact of the screening elements and conclusions drawn from
these as addressed in section 7.1 will be correlated with the conclusions drawn from the
assessment of the structures of co-crystals outlined in this thesis in Chapter 4.
Single crystal structure determination for the polymorphs of nicotinamide has not yet
been achieved with synchrotron and thermal studies supporting the reported monotropic
relationship. A good route to production of the structures for these polymorphs may be the
application of computational structure modelling tied to the use of thermal PXRD. This would
allow the comparison of X-ray powder patterns and thus validate any predicted structures. Such
knowledge will allow better understanding of the growth mechanisms for nicotinamide cocrystals and will allow mapping of the energy landscape which may better feed into a
computational co-crystal screen by proving the energetic model to be correct.
The hydrogen bonding structures are similar in both of the ibuprofen co-crystal structures and
that of flurbiprofen. These compounds are structurally more similar then salicylic acid is to them
with neither ibuprofen (R/S and S) nor flurbiprofen possessing H-bonding groups in close
proximity to the carboxylic acid group, removing the potential for an intramolecular bond. This
would suggest that the fenbufen co-crystal would share similar bonding once the structure is
determined; this is clearly a piece of work for the future. Salicylic acid co-crystals show amide
laddering but lack the expected amide dimer, whereas the ibuprofen co-crystals lack the amide
ladder, replacing it with a large ring structure, both of which are minority interactions when
compared to the CSD structures.

Thermodynamic and energetic studies of nucleation and

crystal growth would be needed to characterize the reasons for such differences, along with
further structures to allow statistical comparisons to be made. These structures do show that
common bonding can be seen across homologous series in APIs, and as such is directly
applicable to the discovery chemistry process within the pharmaceutical industry and could be
used in conjunction with other structural factors for optimisation of APIs with quality by design.
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7.4 Determine the applicability of current phase space considerations to cocrystal growth.
The implication for understanding the phase space of solution crystallisation for cocrystals as a species was addressed in Chapter 5. Once the information on the ibuprofennicotinamide co-crystal system was obtained the outcome on a number of themes were reenforced. These themes were; design of novel co-crystalline materials and define an efficient
screening methodology, investigate novel mechanisms for co-crystal growth.

This was

achieved as it was shown that knowledge of the ternary phase space is invaluable for growth of
phase pure co-crystal material, with single crystals of the flurbiprofen system only grown after
ternary phase space concepts were applied. This was achieved by a 20:1 co-former to API
solution loading as guided by the phase behaviour seen in the ibuprofen nicotinamide system.
Therefore rational use of such knowledge can be applied to further systems and the growth of
novel co-crystal material in the discovery arena when applied to further homologous series.
Further validation of ternary knowledge could be distilled to allow consideration of phase space
without a full ternary phase diagram, allowing faster access to novel phases. In future this could
potentially be applied to a computational screen, although a robust solubility prediction tool
would first have to be in place.
A primary consideration when manufacturing materials on the bulk scale would be the ability to
cost effectively produce a pharmaceutical phase. As the excess of counter-ion may need to be
an order of magnitude greater than that of the API, tailoring the solvent system to a position of
mutual solubility may be important for the realisation of a marketed co-crystal; future work would
involve adaption of the solubility by altering the solvent composition to optimise scale up.
In the case of ibuprofen and nicotinamide deviation from ideal solubility shows an interaction in
solution. Such properties would be desired to create phases with higher solubility then that of
the parent drug.

As this interaction has been documented in the literature as hydrotropic

solubilisation it would be rational to assume that assessment of other hydrotrope assemblies
would lead to further co-crystal systems and dramatically increase the quantity of characterised
co-crystal systems with increased solubility with maximum efficiency of effort.
The deviation from ideality has been charted and as has been shown by NMR binding models to
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be driven not through H-bonding but instead by pi-pi stacking between the components in
methanolic solutions. Assessment of the interaction of solubilising co-formers in water through
the NMR methodology would have to be performed with structurally similar highly water soluble
compounds, as APIs themselves offer too low a solubility in water to allow proper assessment of
the aqueous behaviours. There is potential that such a compound could be indentified from the
historical literature on hydrotrope assemblies although this is unlikely due to the rationale behind
the use of hydrotropes. Further work is therefore needed in this area to rationalise the Hbonding behaviour with the solvent phase and further the advanced selection of solubilising cocrystal formers.

7.5 Determine the properties of co-crystalline materials and assess the
applicability of co-crystals to pharmaceutical issues.
A critical issue was to confirm that the co-crystal of an API possessed properties which were an
improvement over those exhibited by a given API in its pure form, or as an altered form for
market. The findings to date indicate that improvements are indeed viable (as specified in
Chapter 6) thus this theme was also addressed with major success.
Work to determine these properties for the R/S ibuprofen: nicotinamide system was
documented in Chapter 6. Obvious future work stemming from this section of the work is to fully
characterise the other documented co-crystal systems to validate fully a structure property
relationship between this group.
The improved handling properties of the co-crystal vs.

R/S ibuprofen have been

displayed here as the reduced stickiness and cohesion allowed the DVS experiment to run
easily to its conclusion, although powder flow studies would have to be undertaken to fully
assess this. Further analysis of the surface interactions would be required on a bulk sample of
material to determine the manufacturability risks for this system as problems such as static
build-up are not obvious on the small scale.
The ibuprofen: nicotinamide co-crystal phase possesses no polymorphs or hydrates, has only
one stoichiometry (which could be accessed in a batch crystalliser, Chapter 5) that of the 1:1 co171

crystal, and nicotinamide is comparable in price to adducts used in pharmaceutical salts. It
would thus be suitable to process on scale as a pharmaceutical.
The phase is stable to humidities greater than those experienced in the world’s leading markets
Europe, Japan and America and shows an improvement in hygroscopicity vs. the two individual
components.

A dramatic improvement is seen when compared to the marketed form (the

sodium salt).
The intrinsic dissolution rate of the co-crystal is greater than that of ibuprofen alone and would
suggest an advantage in vivo, although further study would be required to prove this hypothesis.
This particular phase could be used as a marketable pharmaceutical, although a large degree of
further safety testing would have to be conducted to fully validate the use of nicotinamide on the
levels required to dose as ibuprofen can be dosed to a maximum of 2400mg per day. This
problem leads to a number of further avenues of study as this is suggestive that this co-crystal
would not be applicable to the top of the dosage range due to the increased material required to
be in a tablet. The largest tablet on the market in terms of the included mass of ibuprofen is
800mg, to produce a tablet containing 1:1 co-crystal the mass would increase to 1.2g before
additional excipients were added, making this most probably unpalatable. The other issue this
brings is that of safety as although nicotinamide is generally regarded to be safe in small doses
safety studies across a large dose range would have to be conducted to show a safety profile
amenable to the regulatory authorities. As such for any co-crystal to reach the market at a
reasonable cost such safety studies would have to be carried out either at a late stage of
development, when the compound stood greater chance of being marketed, or co-crystals to be
confined to those adducts already tested.
This work has indicated that, from the perspective of co-crystals as a whole, it is likely that other
co-crystal phases could be designed, determined, and utilised as medicinal products.
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Appendices
In this section the raw data for solution growth (1), nicotinamide form II growth attempts (2), ternary phase
diagram points (3) and NMR peak shifts (4) can be seen. Raw data pertaining to these experiments (Xray powder diffraction patterns and NMR spectra) can be found on the attached compact disk.

Appendix 1- Crystallisation conditions for the solution screen
Acetic acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

500mg

500mg

500mg

500mg

In excess acetic acid

In excess acetic acid

In excess acetic acid

In excess acetic acid

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Ibuprofen as individual
component

Paracetamol as
individual component

Piracetam as individual
component

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

Glycolic acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

800mg : 275.5mg

600mg:221.5mg

500mg: 251.8mg

500mg: 285mg

10mL absolute ethanol

1mL absolute ethanol

5mL absolute ethanol

5ml water

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Ibuprofen as starting
component

Paracetamol as starting
component

Piracetam as starting
component

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct., then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

Lactic acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

800mg: 304.5mg

600mg: 262.4mg

500mg: 298.3mg

500mg: 303.6mg

10mL ethanol

1mL ethanol

5mL ethanol

5mL water

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Ibuprofen as starting
component

Paracetamol as starting
component

Awaiting crystallisation

In excess lactic acid

In excess lactic acid

In excess lactic acid

In excess lactic acid

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Ibuprofen as starting
component

Paracetamol as starting
component

Awaiting crystallisation

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.
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Stearic acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

714mg: 850mg

450mg: 850mg

620mg: 850mg

500mg: 958mg

30mL ethanol

30mL ethanol

30mL ethanol

10mL methanol

Stearic acid as starting
component

Mixture of starting
components

Stearic acid as starting
material

Stearic acid as starting
material

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

Adipic acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

500mg: 309.3mg

705mg: 500mg

500mg: 484mg

500mg: 515mg

50mL ethanol

10mL ethanol

10mL ethanol

5mL methanol

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Ibuprofen as starting
component

Adipic acid as starting
component

Piracetam as starting
component

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

Fumaric acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

500mg: 245mg

400mg: 224.9mg

500mg: 384mg

500mg: 408mg

20mL ethanol

7mL ethanol

15mL ethanol

15mL ethanol

Mixture of starting
components

Ibuprofen as starting
component

Paracetamol as starting
component

Piracetam as starting
component

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

Malonic acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

800mg: 351.7mg

500mg: 303.1mg

500mg: 344.5mg

500mg: 350mg

10mL ethanol

1mL ethanol

5mL ethanol

5mL water

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Ibuprofen as starting
component

Paracetamol as starting
component

Piracetam as starting
component

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.
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Succinic acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

500mg: 250mg

400mg: 230mg

500mg: 390mg

500mg: 415mg

45mL ethanol

10mL ethanol

10mL ethanol

15mL ethanol

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

Anthranilic acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

500mg: 290mg

400mg: 297mg

500mg: 507mg

500mg: 540mg

20mL ethanol

5mL ethanol

10mL ethanol

8mL ethanol

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Mixture of stating
components

Paracetamol as starting
component

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

Benzoic acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

500mg: 258mg

618mg: 366mg

500mg: 404mg

500mg: 408mg

50mL ethanol

5mL ethanol

10mL ethanol

5mL methanol

Mixture of starting
components

Mixture of starting
components

Paracetamol as starting
component

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

4-Amino benzoic acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

500mg: 290mg

400mg: 266mg

500mg: 455mg

500mg: 482.7mg

8mL ethanol

5mL ethanol

5mL ethanol

10mL ethanol

Mixture of starting
components and
published co-crystal

Mixture of starting
components

4-Amino benzoic acid
as starting component

4-Amino benzoic acid
as starting component

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.
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4-Amino salicylic acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

500mg: 325mg

400mg: 297mg

500mg: 507mg

500mg: 540mg

20mL ethanol

5mL ethanol

10mL ethanol

8mL ethanol

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Mixture of starting
components

Paracetamol as starting
component

4-Amino salicylic acid
as starting component

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

2,5-Dihydroxybenzoic acid
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

800mg: 520.9mg

600mg: 450mg

500mg: 510mg

500mg: 518g

10mL ethanol

1mL ethanol

5mL ethanol

5mL methanol

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Mixture of starting
components

Paracetamol as starting
component

Piracetam as starting
material (Published cocrystal)

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

α-Glucose
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

708mg: 540mg

1020mg: 1200mg

906mg: 1080mg

500mg: 606mg

Mixed solvent system
5mL water: 10mL
ethanol

Mixed solvent system
10ml water: 5mL
ethanol

Mixed solvent system
10mL water : 10mL
ethanol

5mL water

New phase awaiting
determination

Ibuprofen as starting
material

Paracetamol as starting
material

Awaiting crystallisation

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

β-Glucose
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

708mg: 540mg

618mg: 540mg

906mg: 1080mg

Not attempted

Mixed solvent system
5mL water: 10mL
ethanol

Mixed solvent system
5ml water: 10mL
ethanol

Mixed solvent system
10mL water : 10mL
ethanol

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Ibuprofen as starting
material

Paracetamol as starting
material

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.
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α-Lactose monohydrate
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

500mg: 761.7mg

Not attempted

Not attempted

500mg: 1214mg

Mixed solvent system
10mL water: 15mL
ethanol

10mL water

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Awaiting crystallisation

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

β-Lactose
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

500mg: 738.7

Not attempted

Not attempted

500mg: 1152mg

Mixed solvent system
10mL water: 15mL
ethanol

10mL water

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Awaiting crystallisation

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.
Mannitol
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

500mg: 385.5mg

Not attempted

Not attempted

500mg: 614mg

Mixed solvent system
5mL water: 10mL
ethanol

5mL water

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Piracetam as starting
component

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.
Sorbitol
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

500mg: 385.5mg

Not attempted

Not attempted

500mg: 614mg

Mixed solvent system
1mL water: 10mL
ethanol

5mL water

Carbamazepine as
starting component

Awaiting crystallisation

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.
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Saccharin
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

2360mg: 1878mg

100mg:150mg

300mg: 357mg

500mg: 616mg

100mL methanol

10mL ethanol

10mL methanol

5mL methanol

Published co-crystal
grown

Ibuprofen as starting
component

Paracetamol as starting
component

Awaiting crystallisation

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

Nicotinamide
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

100mg: 50mg

480mg: 200mg

200mg: 246mg

50mg: 43mg

5mL ethanol

5mL ethanol

5mL ethanol

2mL ethanol

Published co-crystal
grown

New phase grown

Nicotinamide as
starting component

Awaiting crystallisation

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

Isonicotinamide
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

944mg: 488mg

2060mg: 1200mg

10mL ethanol

10mL methanol

New phase awaiting
determination

New phase awaiting
determination

Paracetamol

Piracetam

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.

4,4-Bipyridine
Carbamazepine

Ibuprofen

Paracetamol

Piracetam

400mg: 300mg

412mg: 312mg

510mg: 520mg

500mg: 550mg

20mL Ethanol

10mL Methanol

10mL Ethanol

10mL Ethanol

Published co-crystal
grown

Published co-crystal
grown

Published co-crystal
grown

Published co-crystal
grown

Weights are expressed as weight of API: weight of stated adduct, then solvent and crystallisation outcome.
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Appendix 2- Crystallography and nicotinamide crystallisation
2.1 Crystallography
CIF files can be found on the attached CD, information from these files can be found below

2.1.1 R/S ibuprofen: nicotinamide CIF information
Symmetry_cell_setting

orthorhombic

Symmetry_space_group_name_H-M

'P c a 21'

loop_
_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz
'x, y, z'
'-x, -y, z+1/2'
'x+1/2, -y, z'
'-x+1/2, y, z+1/2'

_cell_length_a

11.652(2)

_cell_length_b

5.4473(11)

_cell_length_c

56.607(11)

_cell_angle_alpha

90.00

_cell_angle_beta

90.00

_cell_angle_gamma
_cell_volume

90.00
3593.0(12)

_cell_formula_units_Z

8

_cell_measurement_temperature

120(2)

_cell_measurement_reflns_used

?

_cell_measurement_theta_min

?

_cell_measurement_theta_max

?

_exptl_crystal_description
_exptl_crystal_colour

Slab
Colourless

_exptl_crystal_size_max

0.42

_exptl_crystal_size_mid

0.24

_exptl_crystal_size_min

0.16

_exptl_crystal_density_meas

?
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_exptl_crystal_density_diffrn

1.214

_exptl_crystal_density_method
_exptl_crystal_F_000

'not measured'

1408

_exptl_absorpt_coefficient_mu

0.082

_exptl_absorpt_correction_type

multi-scan

_exptl_absorpt_correction_T_min 0.966
_exptl_absorpt_correction_T_max 0.987
_exptl_absorpt_process_details

'SADABS V2.10 (Sheldrick, 2003)'

_exptl_special_details
;
SADABS was used to perform the Absorption correction
Parameter refinement on 12670 reflections reduced R(int) from 0.0620 to 0.0433
Ratio of minimum to maximum apparent transmission: 0.646
The given Tmin and Tmax were generated using the SHELX SIZE command
;

_diffrn_ambient_temperature

120(2)

_diffrn_radiation_wavelength

0.71073

_diffrn_radiation_type

MoK\a

_diffrn_radiation_source

'Bruker-Nonius FR591 rotating anode'

_diffrn_radiation_monochromator

'graphite'

_diffrn_measurement_device_type 'Bruker-Nonius KappaCCD'
_diffrn_measurement_method

'\f and \w scans'

_diffrn_detector_area_resol_mean 9.091
_diffrn_standards_number

?

_diffrn_standards_interval_count ?
_diffrn_standards_interval_time ?
_diffrn_standards_decay_%
_diffrn_reflns_number

?
17958

_diffrn_reflns_av_R_equivalents 0.0623
_diffrn_reflns_av_sigmaI/netI

0.0806

_diffrn_reflns_limit_h_min

-12

_diffrn_reflns_limit_h_max

14

_diffrn_reflns_limit_k_min

-5
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_diffrn_reflns_limit_k_max

6

_diffrn_reflns_limit_l_min

-72

_diffrn_reflns_limit_l_max

72

_diffrn_reflns_theta_min

4.84

_diffrn_reflns_theta_max

27.43

_reflns_number_total

3110

_reflns_number_gt

2058

_reflns_threshold_expression

I>2\s(I)

_computing_data_collection
'COLLECT (Hooft, R.W.W., 1998)'
_computing_cell_refinement
'DENZO (Otwinowski & Minor, 1997) & COLLECT'
#Although determined using DirAx, the cell is refined in the HKL
#package during data reduction
_computing_data_reduction
'DENZO & COLLECT'
_computing_structure_solution

'SHELXS97 (Sheldrick, 1997)'

_computing_structure_refinement 'SHELXL97 (Sheldrick, 1997)'
_computing_molecular_graphics

'ORTEP3 for Windows (Farrugia, 1997)'

_computing_publication_material 'WinGX (Farrugia, 1999)'

_refine_special_details
;
Refinement of F^2^ against ALL reflections. The weighted R-factor wR and
goodness of fit S are based on F^2^, conventional R-factors R are based
on F, with F set to zero for negative F^2^. The threshold expression of
F^2^ > 2sigma(F^2^) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is
not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based
on F^2^ are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and Rfactors based on ALL data will be even larger.
;

_refine_ls_structure_factor_coef Fsqd
_refine_ls_matrix_type

full
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_refine_ls_weighting_scheme

calc

_refine_ls_weighting_details
'calc w=1/[\s^2^(Fo^2^)+(0.0806P)^2^+1.8262P] where P=(Fo^2^+2Fc^2^)/3'
_atom_sites_solution_primary

direct

_atom_sites_solution_secondary

difmap

_atom_sites_solution_hydrogens

geom

_refine_ls_hydrogen_treatment

constr

_refine_ls_extinction_method

none

_refine_ls_extinction_coef

?

_refine_ls_abs_structure_details indeterminate
_refine_ls_abs_structure_Flack
_refine_ls_number_reflns

?
3110

_refine_ls_number_parameters
_refine_ls_number_restraints

441
111

_refine_ls_R_factor_all

0.1097

_refine_ls_R_factor_gt

0.0582

_refine_ls_wR_factor_ref

0.1547

_refine_ls_wR_factor_gt

0.1323

_refine_ls_goodness_of_fit_ref
_refine_ls_restrained_S_all
_refine_ls_shift/su_max
_refine_ls_shift/su_mean

1.093
1.080

0.002
0.000

loop_
_atom_site_label
_atom_site_type_symbol
_atom_site_fract_x
_atom_site_fract_y
_atom_site_fract_z
_atom_site_U_iso_or_equiv
_atom_site_adp_type
_atom_site_occupancy
_atom_site_symmetry_multiplicity
_atom_site_calc_flag
_atom_site_refinement_flags
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_atom_site_disorder_assembly
_atom_site_disorder_group
C1 C -0.0058(6) 0.2123(12) 0.51678(10) 0.0214(13) Uani
11dU..

H13A H 0.2670 0.0538 0.6644 0.067 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H13B H 0.3890 -0.0138 0.6532 0.067 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C2 C -0.0950(6) 0.1858(13) 0.53667(10) 0.0285(14) Uani
11dU..
H2 H -0.1360 0.3460 0.5384 0.034 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C3 C -0.1795(11) -0.0022(12) 0.5309(2) 0.035(3) Uani 1
1dU..
H3A H -0.1406 -0.1597 0.5285 0.053 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H13C H 0.2928 -0.2213 0.6561 0.067 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
O1 O 0.0686(4) 0.3893(11) 0.52130(7) 0.0320(11) Uani 1
1dU..
H1 H 0.1182 0.3941 0.5105 0.048 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
O2 O -0.0053(4) 0.0877(11) 0.49882(8) 0.0288(11) Uani
11dU..

H3B H -0.2203 0.0440 0.5165 0.053 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H3C H -0.2345 -0.0172 0.5440 0.053 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C21 C 0.2581(6) 0.2888(12) 0.31753(10) 0.0220(14) Uani
11dU..

C4 C -0.0329(7) 0.1315(14) 0.55995(10) 0.0233(15) Uani
11dU..

C22 C 0.3451(6) 0.3153(13) 0.29750(10) 0.0267(14) Uani
11dU..

C5 C -0.0445(6) 0.2884(13) 0.57920(10) 0.0242(14) Uani
11dU..

H22 H 0.3830 0.1517 0.2957 0.032 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H5 H -0.0890 0.4336 0.5776 0.029 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C6 C 0.0074(6) 0.2367(12) 0.60046(11) 0.0256(14) Uani
11dU..

C23 C 0.4418(10) 0.5029(14) 0.3026(2) 0.036(3) Uani 1 1
dU..
H23A H 0.4994 0.4946 0.2900 0.055 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H23B H 0.4779 0.4640 0.3178 0.055 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H6 H -0.0019 0.3483 0.6132 0.031 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H23C H 0.4093 0.6687 0.3032 0.055 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C7 C 0.0731(10) 0.0260(13) 0.60391(16) 0.0195(19) Uani
11dU..
C8 C 0.0857(6) -0.1304(12) 0.58452(11) 0.0256(15) Uani
11dU..

C24 C 0.2846(6) 0.3690(13) 0.27410(10) 0.0215(15) Uani
11dU..
C25 C 0.2938(6) 0.2121(13) 0.25515(11) 0.0254(15) Uani
11dU..

H8 H 0.1315 -0.2739 0.5859 0.031 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H25 H 0.3380 0.0666 0.2568 0.030 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C9 C 0.0306(7) -0.077(2) 0.56263(11) 0.0267(16) Uani 1
1dU..

C26 C 0.2401(6) 0.2602(13) 0.23360(11) 0.0284(14) Uani
11dU..

H9 H 0.0382 -0.1874 0.5498 0.032 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H26 H 0.2483 0.1466 0.2210 0.034 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C10 C 0.1298(11) -0.0251(14) 0.62796(15) 0.027(2) Uani
11dU..

C27 C 0.1755(11) 0.4698(15) 0.2303(2) 0.029(2) Uani 1 1
dU..

H10A H 0.0954 0.0842 0.6400 0.033 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H10B H 0.1137 -0.1967 0.6327 0.033 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C11 C 0.2592(13) 0.0148(13) 0.6275(2) 0.036(3) Uani 1 1
dU..
H11 H 0.2948 -0.0977 0.6156 0.043 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C12 C 0.2891(7) 0.2757(15) 0.62161(17) 0.055(2) Uani 1
1dU..

C28 C 0.1651(6) 0.6283(13) 0.24963(12) 0.0302(16) Uani
11dU..
H28 H 0.1203 0.7732 0.2481 0.036 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C29 C 0.2186(7) 0.579(2) 0.27093(13) 0.0290(16) Uani 1
1dU..
H29 H 0.2101 0.6909 0.2837 0.035 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H12A H 0.2553 0.3194 0.6063 0.083 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C30 C 0.1195(11) 0.5241(15) 0.2074(2) 0.038(2) Uani 1 1
dU..

H12B H 0.3727 0.2931 0.6208 0.083 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H30A H 0.1579 0.4245 0.1951 0.046 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H12C H 0.2588 0.3848 0.6339 0.083 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H30B H 0.1340 0.6987 0.2036 0.046 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C13 C 0.3064(12) -0.047(2) 0.6526(2) 0.045(3) Uani 1 1 d
U..

C31 C -0.0073(12) 0.4795(14) 0.2056(2) 0.031(2) Uani 1
1dU..
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H31 H -0.0443 0.5927 0.2172 0.038 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

N41 N 0.0902(5) 0.0971(12) 0.44741(9) 0.0215(12) Uani
11dU..

C32 C -0.0399(8) 0.2197(16) 0.21313(17) 0.058(2) Uani 1
1dU..

H41A H 0.0610 0.2175 0.4390 0.026 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H32A H -0.1232 0.1990 0.2119 0.088 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H41B H 0.0643 0.0686 0.4618 0.026 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H32B H -0.0159 0.1926 0.2295 0.088 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

N42 N 0.2156(9) -0.5118(9) 0.48668(16) 0.023(2) Uani 1
1dU..

H32C H -0.0014 0.1008 0.2028 0.088 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C33 C -0.0569(12) 0.5401(19) 0.1823(2) 0.048(3) Uani 1
1dU..
H33A H -0.0207 0.4387 0.1701 0.071 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H33B H -0.0434 0.7139 0.1788 0.071 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

O41 O 0.2127(8) -0.0067(7) 0.41818(11) 0.019(2) Uani 1
1dU..
C51 C 0.0795(8) 0.5441(14) 0.39637(14) 0.0152(17) Uani
11dU..
C52 C 0.0313(5) 0.7489(10) 0.38160(9) 0.0134(12) Uani
11dU..

H33C H -0.1397 0.5081 0.1826 0.071 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
O21 O 0.1839(4) 0.1126(10) 0.31303(7) 0.0298(11) Uani
11dU..

C53 C 0.0770(5) 0.8249(12) 0.36007(10) 0.0186(13) Uani
11dU..
H53 H 0.1419 0.7397 0.3541 0.022 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H21 H 0.1395 0.0957 0.3246 0.045 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
O22 O 0.2563(4) 0.4109(11) 0.33543(8) 0.0271(11) Uani
11dU..

C54 C -0.0563(6) 1.1303(12) 0.35612(10) 0.0229(14)
Uani 1 1 d U . .
H54 H -0.0883 1.2609 0.3472 0.027 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C41 C 0.1738(8) -0.0420(14) 0.43848(15) 0.0174(18)
Uani 1 1 d U . .

C55 C -0.1065(7) 1.0735(17) 0.37758(13) 0.0226(15)
Uani 1 1 d U . .

C42 C 0.2202(5) -0.2486(10) 0.45253(10) 0.0161(12)
Uani 1 1 d U . .

H55 H -0.1693 1.1666 0.3834 0.027 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C43 C 0.1751(5) -0.3262(12) 0.47407(10) 0.0175(13)
Uani 1 1 d U . .

C56 C -0.0630(5) 0.8782(12) 0.39031(11) 0.0188(13)
Uani 1 1 d U . .

H43 H 0.1108 -0.2397 0.4802 0.021 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H56 H -0.0971 0.8322 0.4049 0.023 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C44 C 0.3084(5) -0.6313(12) 0.47781(10) 0.0226(14)
Uani 1 1 d U . .

N51 N 0.1618(4) 0.4042(12) 0.38686(8) 0.0180(11) Uani
11dU..

H44 H 0.3393 -0.7656 0.4864 0.027 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H51A H 0.1902 0.2799 0.3949 0.022 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C45 C 0.3594(6) -0.5644(17) 0.45668(11) 0.0180(14)
Uani 1 1 d U . .

H51B H 0.1875 0.4364 0.3726 0.022 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H45 H 0.4255 -0.6492 0.4512 0.022 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

N52 N 0.0343(8) 1.0122(10) 0.34729(15) 0.019(2) Uani 1
1dU..

C46 C 0.3144(5) -0.3762(12) 0.44381(11) 0.0189(14)
Uani 1 1 d U . .

O51 O 0.0401(7) 0.5073(7) 0.41640(12) 0.020(2) Uani 1
1dU.

H46 H 0.3471 -0.3326 0.4290 0.023 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
.

loop_
_atom_site_aniso_label
_atom_site_aniso_U_11
_atom_site_aniso_U_22
_atom_site_aniso_U_33
_atom_site_aniso_U_23
_atom_site_aniso_U_13
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_atom_site_aniso_U_12
C1 0.029(4) 0.018(4) 0.017(2) 0.004(2) 0.000(2) 0.005(3)

C31 0.024(5) 0.043(5) 0.027(4) 0.001(3) -0.002(4) 0.002(3)

C2 0.039(4) 0.029(4) 0.017(2) 0.003(2) 0.008(2) 0.002(3)
C3 0.040(6) 0.043(8) 0.022(5) -0.004(3) 0.008(4) 0.007(3)
C4 0.026(4) 0.027(4) 0.016(2) 0.005(2) 0.008(2) -0.007(3)
C5 0.025(4) 0.026(4) 0.022(3) 0.003(2) 0.005(2) 0.000(3)
C6 0.028(4) 0.027(4) 0.021(3) -0.006(3) 0.004(2) 0.002(3)
C7 0.020(5) 0.024(4) 0.015(3) -0.001(2) 0.013(3) 0.008(3)

C32 0.038(4) 0.047(5) 0.091(7) 0.014(5) -0.017(5) 0.014(4)
C33 0.032(6) 0.069(6) 0.041(5) 0.003(5) -0.018(4) 0.014(5)
O21 0.035(3) 0.034(4) 0.020(2) -0.002(2) 0.013(2) 0.008(2)
O22 0.037(3) 0.023(3) 0.021(2) -0.002(2) 0.009(2)
0.000(3)
C41 0.021(5) 0.015(4) 0.016(3) 0.000(3) -0.005(3)
0.002(3)

C8 0.030(4) 0.021(4) 0.026(3) 0.000(3) 0.003(3) -0.001(3)
C9 0.033(5) 0.029(4) 0.018(3) -0.006(3) 0.004(3) 0.005(4)
C10 0.036(5) 0.033(5) 0.013(3) 0.008(3) 0.006(3) 0.006(3)
C11 0.033(5) 0.033(5) 0.043(5) 0.008(3) 0.001(5) 0.001(3)
C12 0.036(4) 0.042(5) 0.087(6) 0.020(4) -0.012(4) 0.013(4)
C13 0.036(6) 0.061(6) 0.037(5) 0.006(4) 0.000(4) 0.001(5)
O1 0.040(3) 0.033(4) 0.024(2) -0.003(2) 0.012(2) 0.009(2)

C42 0.018(3) 0.013(3) 0.016(2) 0.003(2) -0.002(2) 0.002(2)
C43 0.016(3) 0.018(3) 0.018(3) -0.001(2) 0.001(2) 0.002(3)
C44 0.021(4) 0.027(4) 0.020(3) 0.003(3) -0.003(2) 0.001(3)
C45 0.010(4) 0.026(3) 0.018(3) 0.001(3) -0.004(2)
0.002(3)
C46 0.014(3) 0.025(4) 0.017(3) -0.001(3) -0.001(2)
0.002(3)
N41 0.033(4) 0.018(3) 0.013(2) 0.003(3) 0.004(2)
0.006(3)

O2 0.038(3) 0.028(3) 0.021(2) -0.005(2) 0.008(2) 0.003(3)

N42 0.036(5) 0.014(5) 0.019(4) 0.004(2) 0.009(3)
0.005(2)

C21 0.027(3) 0.019(4) 0.020(2) 0.004(2) -0.001(2)
0.004(3)

O41 0.023(5) 0.022(6) 0.012(3) 0.0035(16) -0.001(3)
0.0018(18)

C22 0.022(3) 0.036(4) 0.021(2) -0.003(3) 0.002(2) 0.002(3)

C51 0.016(5) 0.014(3) 0.015(3) -0.005(3) 0.002(3) 0.005(3)

C23 0.014(4) 0.068(10) 0.027(5) 0.000(3) -0.004(3) 0.006(3)

C52 0.016(3) 0.011(3) 0.013(2) -0.004(2) -0.001(2) 0.004(2)

C24 0.021(4) 0.023(4) 0.020(2) 0.001(2) 0.003(2) 0.002(3)

C53 0.016(3) 0.020(3) 0.019(3) -0.003(2) 0.006(2)
0.000(3)

C25 0.030(4) 0.021(4) 0.025(3) 0.000(2) 0.002(3) 0.002(3)

C54 0.031(4) 0.019(4) 0.019(3) 0.002(3) -0.001(2)
0.002(3)

C26 0.032(4) 0.032(4) 0.021(3) -0.004(3) 0.005(3) 0.006(3)

C55 0.017(4) 0.021(4) 0.030(3) 0.004(4) 0.005(3)
0.004(4)

C27 0.024(6) 0.028(5) 0.037(4) 0.000(3) -0.006(4) 0.012(3)

C56 0.018(3) 0.021(4) 0.018(3) 0.001(3) 0.008(2) 0.003(3)

C28 0.030(4) 0.021(4) 0.039(3) 0.008(3) 0.000(3)
0.001(3)

N51 0.017(3) 0.020(3) 0.017(2) 0.007(3) 0.004(2)
0.006(2)

C29 0.032(5) 0.026(4) 0.029(3) -0.003(4) 0.008(3) 0.001(4)

N52 0.018(5) 0.024(6) 0.015(3) 0.001(2) -0.005(3)
0.005(2)

C30 0.028(5) 0.041(6) 0.046(4) 0.003(3) -0.013(4) 0.006(3)

O51 0.023(5) 0.017(5) 0.021(3) 0.0042(16) 0.010(3)
0.0036(17)
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_geom_special_details
;
All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes)
are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken
into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles
and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only
used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic)
treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes.

loop_
_geom_bond_atom_site_label_1
_geom_bond_atom_site_label_2
_geom_bond_distance
_geom_bond_site_symmetry_2
_geom_bond_publ_flag
C1 O2 1.222(8) . ?

C8 H8 0.950 . ?

C22 C24 1.528(9) . ?

C1 O1 1.321(8) . ?

C9 H9 0.950 . ?

C22 C23 1.548(12) . ?

C1 C2 1.539(9) . ?

C10 C11 1.52(2) . ?

C22 H22 1.000 . ?

C2 C3 1.457(12) . ?

C10 H10A 0.990 . ?

C23 H23A 0.980 . ?

C2 C4 1.532(9) . ?

C10 H10B 0.990 . ?

C23 H23B 0.980 . ?

C2 H2 1.000 . ?

C11 C12 1.501(11) . ?

C23 H23C 0.980 . ?

C3 H3A 0.980 . ?

C11 C13 1.563(17) . ?

C24 C25 1.376(9) . ?

C3 H3B 0.980 . ?

C11 H11 1.000 . ?

C24 C29 1.389(12) . ?

C3 H3C 0.980 . ?

C12 H12A 0.980 . ?

C25 C26 1.395(9) . ?

C4 C9 1.362(12) . ?

C12 H12B 0.980 . ?

C25 H25 0.950 . ?

C4 C5 1.391(9) . ?

C12 H12C 0.980 . ?

C26 C27 1.380(12) . ?

C5 C6 1.377(8) . ?

C13 H13A 0.980 . ?

C26 H26 0.950 . ?

C5 H5 0.950 . ?

C13 H13B 0.980 . ?

C27 C28 1.399(12) . ?

C6 C7 1.393(11) . ?

C13 H13C 0.980 . ?

C27 C30 1.482(16) . ?

C6 H6 0.950 . ?

O1 H1 0.840 . ?

C28 C29 1.384(10) . ?

C7 C8 1.397(11) . ?

C21 O22 1.213(7) . ?

C28 H28 0.950 . ?

C7 C10 1.539(14) . ?

C21 O21 1.316(8) . ?

C29 H29 0.950 . ?

C8 C9 1.426(10) . ?

C21 C22 1.528(9) . ?

C30 C31 1.50(2) . ?
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C30 H30A 0.990 . ?

C41 C42 1.481(10) . ?

C51 N51 1.338(11) . ?

C30 H30B 0.990 . ?

C42 C46 1.390(9) . ?

C51 C52 1.503(11) . ?

C31 C33 1.476(16) . ?

C42 C43 1.393(8) . ?

C52 C53 1.393(8) . ?

C31 C32 1.526(12) . ?

C43 N42 1.324(10) . ?

C52 C56 1.395(9) . ?

C31 H31 1.000 . ?

C43 H43 0.950 . ?

C53 N52 1.346(9) . ?

C32 H32A 0.980 . ?

C44 N42 1.358(11) . ?

C53 H53 0.950 . ?

C32 H32B 0.980 . ?

C44 C45 1.385(9) . ?

C54 N52 1.334(11) . ?

C32 H32C 0.980 . ?

C44 H44 0.950 . ?

C54 C55 1.383(9) . ?

C33 H33A 0.980 . ?

C45 C46 1.363(10) . ?

C54 H54 0.950 . ?

C33 H33B 0.980 . ?

C45 H45 0.950 . ?

C55 C56 1.381(11) . ?

C33 H33C 0.980 . ?

C46 H46 0.950 . ?

C55 H55 0.950 . ?

O21 H21 0.840 . ?

N41 H41A 0.880 . ?

C56 H56 0.950 . ?

C41 O41 1.250(12) . ?

N41 H41B 0.880 . ?

N51 H51A 0.880 . ?

C41 N41 1.333(11) . ?

C51 O51 1.239(11) . ?

N51 H51B 0.880 . ?

O2 C1 O1 124.3(6) . . ?

C2 C3 H3C 109.5 . . ?

C6 C7 C8 116.7(8) . . ?

O2 C1 C2 124.0(6) . . ?

H3A C3 H3C 109.5 . . ?

C6 C7 C10 120.6(7) . . ?

O1 C1 C2 111.7(5) . . ?

H3B C3 H3C 109.5 . . ?

C8 C7 C10 122.6(7) . . ?

C3 C2 C4 112.0(7) . . ?

C9 C4 C5 118.5(7) . . ?

C7 C8 C9 120.7(7) . . ?

C3 C2 C1 111.1(7) . . ?

C9 C4 C2 120.9(6) . . ?

C7 C8 H8 119.7 . . ?

C4 C2 C1 109.2(6) . . ?

C5 C4 C2 120.6(6) . . ?

C9 C8 H8 119.7 . . ?

C3 C2 H2 108.2 . . ?

C6 C5 C4 121.1(6) . . ?

C4 C9 C8 120.8(8) . . ?

C4 C2 H2 108.2 . . ?

C6 C5 H5 119.5 . . ?

C4 C9 H9 119.6 . . ?

C1 C2 H2 108.2 . . ?

C4 C5 H5 119.5 . . ?

C8 C9 H9 119.6 . . ?

C2 C3 H3A 109.5 . . ?

C5 C6 C7 122.2(7) . . ?

C11 C10 C7 112.6(8) . . ?

C2 C3 H3B 109.5 . . ?

C5 C6 H6 118.9 . . ?

C11 C10 H10A 109.1 . . ?

H3A C3 H3B 109.5 . . ?

C7 C6 H6 118.9 . . ?

C7 C10 H10A 109.1 . . ?

loop_
_geom_angle_atom_site_label_1
_geom_angle_atom_site_label_2
_geom_angle_atom_site_label_3
_geom_angle
_geom_angle_site_symmetry_1
_geom_angle_site_symmetry_3
_geom_angle_publ_flag
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C11 C10 H10B 109.1 . . ?

H23A C23 H23C 109.5 . . ?

C31 C32 H32C 109.5 . . ?

C7 C10 H10B 109.1 . . ?

H23B C23 H23C 109.5 . . ?

H32A C32 H32C 109.5 . . ?

H10A C10 H10B 107.8 . . ?

C25 C24 C29 117.0(7) . . ?

H32B C32 H32C 109.5 . . ?

C12 C11 C10 111.6(9) . . ?

C25 C24 C22 121.4(6) . . ?

C31 C33 H33A 109.5 . . ?

C12 C11 C13 109.0(9) . . ?

C29 C24 C22 121.6(6) . . ?

C31 C33 H33B 109.5 . . ?

C10 C11 C13 107.5(10) . . ?

C24 C25 C26 122.0(7) . . ?

H33A C33 H33B 109.5 . . ?

C12 C11 H11 109.5 . . ?

C24 C25 H25 119.0 . . ?

C31 C33 H33C 109.5 . . ?

C10 C11 H11 109.5 . . ?

C26 C25 H25 119.0 . . ?

H33A C33 H33C 109.5 . . ?

C13 C11 H11 109.5 . . ?

C27 C26 C25 121.2(7) . . ?

H33B C33 H33C 109.5 . . ?

C11 C12 H12A 109.5 . . ?

C27 C26 H26 119.4 . . ?

C21 O21 H21 109.5 . . ?

C11 C12 H12B 109.5 . . ?

C25 C26 H26 119.4 . . ?

O41 C41 N41 121.7(8) . . ?

H12A C12 H12B 109.5 . . ?

C26 C27 C28 116.9(9) . . ?

O41 C41 C42 118.6(8) . . ?

C11 C12 H12C 109.5 . . ?

C26 C27 C30 121.6(9) . . ?

N41 C41 C42 119.7(7) . . ?

H12A C12 H12C 109.5 . . ?

C28 C27 C30 121.5(9) . . ?

C46 C42 C43 117.2(5) . . ?

H12B C12 H12C 109.5 . . ?

C29 C28 C27 121.4(8) . . ?

C46 C42 C41 118.5(6) . . ?

C11 C13 H13A 109.5 . . ?

C29 C28 H28 119.3 . . ?

C43 C42 C41 124.3(6) . . ?

C11 C13 H13B 109.5 . . ?

C27 C28 H28 119.3 . . ?

N42 C43 C42 124.7(7) . . ?

H13A C13 H13B 109.5 . . ?

C28 C29 C24 121.5(8) . . ?

N42 C43 H43 117.7 . . ?

C11 C13 H13C 109.5 . . ?

C28 C29 H29 119.3 . . ?

C42 C43 H43 117.7 . . ?

H13A C13 H13C 109.5 . . ?

C24 C29 H29 119.3 . . ?

N42 C44 C45 122.4(7) . . ?

H13B C13 H13C 109.5 . . ?

C27 C30 C31 117.4(10) . . ?

N42 C44 H44 118.8 . . ?

C1 O1 H1 109.5 . . ?

C27 C30 H30A 108.0 . . ?

C45 C44 H44 118.8 . . ?

O22 C21 O21 123.4(6) . . ?

C31 C30 H30A 108.0 . . ?

C46 C45 C44 119.6(7) . . ?

O22 C21 C22 125.4(6) . . ?

C27 C30 H30B 108.0 . . ?

C46 C45 H45 120.2 . . ?

O21 C21 C22 111.2(5) . . ?

C31 C30 H30B 108.0 . . ?

C44 C45 H45 120.2 . . ?

C24 C22 C21 110.8(5) . . ?

H30A C30 H30B 107.2 . . ?

C45 C46 C42 119.3(6) . . ?

C24 C22 C23 111.8(7) . . ?

C33 C31 C30 114.2(11) . . ?

C45 C46 H46 120.3 . . ?

C21 C22 C23 114.0(6) . . ?

C33 C31 C32 111.0(9) . . ?

C42 C46 H46 120.3 . . ?

C24 C22 H22 106.6 . . ?

C30 C31 C32 112.1(9) . . ?

C41 N41 H41A 120.0 . . ?

C21 C22 H22 106.6 . . ?

C33 C31 H31 106.3 . . ?

C41 N41 H41B 120.0 . . ?

C23 C22 H22 106.6 . . ?

C30 C31 H31 106.3 . . ?

H41A N41 H41B 120.0 . . ?

C22 C23 H23A 109.5 . . ?

C32 C31 H31 106.3 . . ?

C43 N42 C44 116.8(8) . . ?

C22 C23 H23B 109.5 . . ?

C31 C32 H32A 109.5 . . ?

O51 C51 N51 122.8(8) . . ?

H23A C23 H23B 109.5 . . ?

C31 C32 H32B 109.5 . . ?

O51 C51 C52 119.3(7) . . ?

C22 C23 H23C 109.5 . . ?

H32A C32 H32B 109.5 . . ?

N51 C51 C52 117.8(7) . . ?
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C53 C52 C56 117.4(5) . . ?

N52 C54 H54 118.1 . . ?

C52 C56 H56 120.2 . . ?

C53 C52 C51 124.3(6) . . ?

C55 C54 H54 118.1 . . ?

C51 N51 H51A 120.0 . . ?

C56 C52 C51 118.2(6) . . ?

C56 C55 C54 118.4(7) . . ?

C51 N51 H51B 120.0 . . ?

N52 C53 C52 123.7(6) . . ?

C56 C55 H55 120.8 . . ?

H51A N51 H51B 120.0 . . ?

N52 C53 H53 118.2 . . ?

C54 C55 H55 120.8 . . ?

C54 N52 C53 117.2(8) . . ?

C52 C53 H53 118.2 . . ?

C55 C56 C52 119.5(6) . . ?

N52 C54 C55 123.8(7) . . ?

C55 C56 H56 120.2 . . ?

loop_
_geom_hbond_atom_site_label_D
_geom_hbond_atom_site_label_H
_geom_hbond_atom_site_label_A
_geom_hbond_distance_DH
_geom_hbond_distance_HA
_geom_hbond_distance_DA
_geom_hbond_angle_DHA
_geom_hbond_site_symmetry_A
O1 H1 N42 0.84 1.84 2.658(11) 165 1_565
O21 H21 N52 0.84 1.83 2.664(10) 170 1_545
N41 H41A O51 0.88 2.05 2.901(8) 164 .
N41 H41B O2 0.88 2.25 3.116(6) 167 .
N51 H51A O41 0.88 2.06 2.916(8) 164 .
N51 H51B O22 0.88 2.25 3.113(6) 165 .

_diffrn_measured_fraction_theta_max
_diffrn_reflns_theta_full

0.753

27.43

_diffrn_measured_fraction_theta_full 0.753
_refine_diff_density_max

0.329

_refine_diff_density_min -0.283
_refine_diff_density_rms

0.067
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2.1.2 S ibuprofen: nicotinamide
_audit_creation_method

SHELXL-97

_chemical_formula_moiety
'C13 H18 O2, C6 H6 N2 O'
_chemical_formula_sum
'C19 H24 N2 O3'
_chemical_formula_weight

328.40

_chemical_absolute_configuration syn

loop_
_atom_type_symbol
_atom_type_description
_atom_type_scat_dispersion_real
_atom_type_scat_dispersion_imag
_atom_type_scat_source
'C' 'C' 0.0033 0.0000
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'
'H' 'H' 0.0000 0.0000
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'
'N' 'N' 0.0061 0.0000
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'
'O' 'O' 0.0106 0.0000
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'

_symmetry_cell_setting

monoclinic

_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M

'P 21'

_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz
'x, y, z'
'-x, y+1/2, -z'
_cell_length_a

5.4110(6)

_cell_length_b

55.883(6)

_cell_length_c

11.9006(13)

_cell_angle_alpha

90.00

_cell_angle_beta

90.004(2)

_cell_angle_gamma

90.00
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_cell_volume

3598.5(7)

_cell_formula_units_Z

8

_cell_measurement_temperature

120(2)

_cell_measurement_reflns_used

9930

_cell_measurement_theta_min

3.33

_cell_measurement_theta_max

29.41

_exptl_crystal_description
_exptl_crystal_colour

rod
colourless

_exptl_crystal_size_max

0.15

_exptl_crystal_size_mid

0.05

_exptl_crystal_size_min

0.05

_exptl_crystal_density_meas

?

_exptl_crystal_density_diffrn

1.212

_exptl_crystal_density_method
_exptl_crystal_F_000

'not measured'

1408

_exptl_absorpt_coefficient_mu

0.082

_exptl_absorpt_correction_type

none

_exptl_absorpt_correction_T_min ?
_exptl_absorpt_correction_T_max ?
_exptl_absorpt_process_details

?

_exptl_special_details
;
?
;

_diffrn_ambient_temperature

120(2)

_diffrn_radiation_wavelength

0.6926

_diffrn_radiation_type

synchrotron

_diffrn_radiation_source

'Daresbury SRS station 9.8'

_diffrn_radiation_monochromator 'silicon 111'
_diffrn_measurement_device_type 'Bruker APEX2 CCD diffractometer'
_diffrn_measurement_method

'thin-slice \w scans'

_diffrn_detector_area_resol_mean ?
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_diffrn_standards_number

0

_diffrn_standards_interval_count ?
_diffrn_standards_interval_time ?
_diffrn_standards_decay_%
_diffrn_reflns_number

5
27400

_diffrn_reflns_av_R_equivalents 0.0573
_diffrn_reflns_av_sigmaI/netI

0.0580

_diffrn_reflns_limit_h_min

-6

_diffrn_reflns_limit_h_max

6

_diffrn_reflns_limit_k_min

-69

_diffrn_reflns_limit_k_max

69

_diffrn_reflns_limit_l_min

-14

_diffrn_reflns_limit_l_max

14

_diffrn_reflns_theta_min

2.19

_diffrn_reflns_theta_max

25.65

_reflns_number_total

7159

_reflns_number_gt

6318

_reflns_threshold_expression

I>2\s(I)

_computing_data_collection

'Bruker APEX2'

_computing_cell_refinement

'Bruker SAINT'

_computing_data_reduction

'Bruker SAINT'

_computing_structure_solution

'Bruker SHELXTL'

_computing_structure_refinement 'Bruker SHELXTL'
_computing_molecular_graphics

'Bruker SHELXTL'

_computing_publication_material 'Bruker SHELXTL and local programs'

_refine_special_details
;
Refinement of F^2^ against ALL reflections. The weighted R-factor wR and
goodness of fit S are based on F^2^, conventional R-factors R are based
on F, with F set to zero for negative F^2^. The threshold expression of
F^2^ > 2sigma(F^2^) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is
not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based
on F^2^ are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and R-
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factors based on ALL data will be even larger.
;

_refine_ls_structure_factor_coef Fsqd
_refine_ls_matrix_type

full

_refine_ls_weighting_scheme

calc

_refine_ls_weighting_details
'calc w=1/[\s^2^(Fo^2^)+(0.0860P)^2^+0.3779P] where P=(Fo^2^+2Fc^2^)/3'
_atom_sites_solution_primary

direct

_atom_sites_solution_secondary

difmap

_atom_sites_solution_hydrogens

geom

_refine_ls_hydrogen_treatment

constr

_refine_ls_extinction_method

SHELXL

_refine_ls_extinction_coef

0.051(5)

_refine_ls_extinction_expression
'Fc^*^=kFc[1+0.001xFc^2^\l^3^/sin(2\q)]^-1/4^'
_refine_ls_abs_structure_details indeterminate
_refine_ls_abs_structure_Flack
_refine_ls_number_reflns

?
7159

_refine_ls_number_parameters
_refine_ls_number_restraints

883
1

_refine_ls_R_factor_all

0.0582

_refine_ls_R_factor_gt

0.0507

_refine_ls_wR_factor_ref

0.1380

_refine_ls_wR_factor_gt

0.1331

_refine_ls_goodness_of_fit_ref
_refine_ls_restrained_S_all
_refine_ls_shift/su_max
_refine_ls_shift/su_mean

1.052
1.052

0.003
0.000

loop_
_atom_site_label
_atom_site_type_symbol
_atom_site_fract_x
_atom_site_fract_y
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_atom_site_fract_z
_atom_site_U_iso_or_equiv
_atom_site_adp_type
_atom_site_occupancy
_atom_site_symmetry_multiplicity
_atom_site_calc_flag
_atom_site_refinement_flags
_atom_site_disorder_assembly
_atom_site_disorder_group
O1 O -0.3869(7) 0.56487(6) 0.2522(3) 0.0362(8) Uani 1 1
d...

C7 C -0.4868(10) 0.45680(10) 0.3505(4) 0.0296(12) Uani
11d...

O2 O -0.1281(7) 0.53880(6) 0.3305(3) 0.0354(8) Uani 1 1
d...

C8 C -0.6561(10) 0.47511(9) 0.3629(4) 0.0347(11) Uani 1
1d...

H2O H -0.0752 0.5510 0.3638 0.042 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H8 H -0.7976 0.4728 0.4089 0.042 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

O3 O 0.5255(6) 0.64382(6) 0.4606(3) 0.0268(8) Uani 1 1
d...

C9 C -0.6222(11) 0.49691(9) 0.3092(5) 0.0375(11) Uani 1
1d...

N1 N 0.0169(7) 0.57449(9) 0.4617(4) 0.0270(10) Uani 1 1
d...

H9 H -0.7416 0.5092 0.3187 0.045 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

N2 N 0.6283(7) 0.61457(7) 0.3407(3) 0.0263(8) Uani 1 1
d...

C10 C -0.5247(11) 0.43292(11) 0.4073(5) 0.0371(13)
Uani 1 1 d . . .
H10A H -0.4116 0.4211 0.3725 0.045 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H2N1 H 0.7470 0.6231 0.3100 0.032 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H10B H -0.6959 0.4275 0.3926 0.045 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H2N2 H 0.5989 0.6000 0.3164 0.032 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C1 C -0.3032(9) 0.54498(8) 0.2599(4) 0.0271(9) Uani 1 1
d...

C11 C -0.4815(11) 0.43284(12) 0.5342(5) 0.0351(13)
Uani 1 1 d . . .
H11 H -0.5977 0.4446 0.5690 0.042 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C2 C -0.3931(12) 0.52513(9) 0.1846(4) 0.0407(12) Uani 1
1d...

C12 C -0.2163(13) 0.44066(14) 0.5623(5) 0.0612(19)
Uani 1 1 d . . .

H2 H -0.5612 0.5298 0.1574 0.049 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H12A H -0.1859 0.4566 0.5311 0.092 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C3 C -0.221(2) 0.52441(11) 0.0800(5) 0.080(3) Uani 1 1 d
...

H12B H -0.0990 0.4292 0.5296 0.092 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H3A H -0.0519 0.5208 0.1039 0.120 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H12C H -0.1948 0.4411 0.6440 0.092 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H3B H -0.2243 0.5400 0.0423 0.120 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C13 C -0.5350(13) 0.40851(12) 0.5837(6) 0.0464(16)
Uani 1 1 d . . .

H3C H -0.2787 0.5120 0.0280 0.120 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H13A H -0.4150 0.3969 0.5549 0.070 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C4 C -0.4198(10) 0.50104(9) 0.2426(4) 0.0303(10) Uani 1
1d...

H13B H -0.7023 0.4035 0.5625 0.070 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C5 C -0.2442(10) 0.48277(9) 0.2316(4) 0.0349(11) Uani 1
1d...

H13C H -0.5225 0.4093 0.6658 0.070 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H5 H -0.1001 0.4854 0.1876 0.042 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C14 C 0.2029(8) 0.58744(8) 0.4216(4) 0.0244(9) Uani 1 1
d...

C6 C -0.2789(9) 0.46113(9) 0.2839(4) 0.0315(10) Uani 1
1d...
H6 H -0.1592 0.4489 0.2746 0.038 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H14 H 0.2883 0.5817 0.3574 0.029 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C15 C 0.2789(8) 0.60888(8) 0.4684(3) 0.0231(9) Uani 1 1
d...
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C16 C 0.1584(8) 0.61711(8) 0.5632(4) 0.0256(9) Uani 1 1
d...

C27 C 1.4776(10) 0.45634(10) 0.8428(5) 0.0284(11) Uani
11d...

H16 H 0.2074 0.6317 0.5976 0.031 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C28 C 1.2659(9) 0.45990(8) 0.7774(4) 0.0310(10) Uani 1
1d...

C17 C -0.0354(9) 0.60380(10) 0.6075(4) 0.0294(11) Uani
11d...
H17 H -0.1200 0.6091 0.6730 0.035 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C18 C -0.1033(9) 0.58256(8) 0.5541(4) 0.0271(9) Uani 1
1d...
H18 H -0.2373 0.5735 0.5833 0.032 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C19 C 0.4934(8) 0.62369(9) 0.4235(4) 0.0196(10) Uani 1
1d...
O4 O 1.4556(7) 0.56164(7) 0.7430(3) 0.0349(9) Uani 1 1
d...
O5 O 1.1532(7) 0.53960(6) 0.8185(3) 0.0389(8) Uani 1 1
d...

H28 H 1.1459 0.4475 0.7726 0.037 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C29 C 1.2277(9) 0.48106(8) 0.7195(4) 0.0301(10) Uani 1
1d...
H29 H 1.0847 0.4829 0.6740 0.036 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C30 C 1.5171(11) 0.43326(11) 0.9044(5) 0.0343(12) Uani
11d...
H30A H 1.6875 0.4277 0.8896 0.041 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H30B H 1.4023 0.4211 0.8735 0.041 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C31 C 1.4787(10) 0.43473(12) 1.0313(5) 0.0347(13) Uani
11d...
H31 H 1.5990 0.4467 1.0618 0.042 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H5O H 1.1176 0.5524 0.8514 0.047 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
O6 O 0.5445(6) 0.64311(6) 0.9610(3) 0.0273(8) Uani 1 1
d...

C32 C 1.2198(12) 0.44318(15) 1.0617(5) 0.0610(19) Uani
11d...
H32A H 1.2040 0.4442 1.1436 0.091 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

N3 N 1.0640(8) 0.57478(8) 0.9589(4) 0.0281(9) Uani 1 1
d...

H32B H 1.0980 0.4318 1.0322 0.091 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

N4 N 0.4472(8) 0.61383(7) 0.8396(3) 0.0272(8) Uani 1 1
d...

H32C H 1.1906 0.4590 1.0288 0.091 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H4N1 H 0.3257 0.6221 0.8096 0.033 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C33 C 1.5343(14) 0.41076(12) 1.0853(5) 0.0492(16) Uani
11d...

H4N2 H 0.4802 0.5994 0.8146 0.033 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H33A H 1.7045 0.4061 1.0680 0.074 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C21 C 1.3336(9) 0.54360(8) 0.7442(4) 0.0285(10) Uani 1
1d...

H33B H 1.4201 0.3987 1.0560 0.074 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H33C H 1.5140 0.4120 1.1669 0.074 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C22 C 1.3550(9) 0.52290(8) 0.6625(4) 0.0281(9) Uani 1 1
d...

C34 C 0.8736(9) 0.58731(8) 0.9195(4) 0.0262(9) Uani 1 1
d...

H22 H 1.1934 0.5214 0.6224 0.034 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H34 H 0.7889 0.5815 0.8551 0.031 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C23 C 1.5543(11) 0.52733(9) 0.5744(4) 0.0370(11) Uani
11d...

C35 C 0.7933(8) 0.60850(8) 0.9684(3) 0.0235(9) Uani 1 1
d...

H23A H 1.5645 0.5135 0.5239 0.055 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H23B H 1.7139 0.5297 0.6117 0.055 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C36 C 0.9136(9) 0.61668(8) 1.0630(4) 0.0257(9) Uani 1 1
d...

H23C H 1.5125 0.5417 0.5309 0.055 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H36 H 0.8609 0.6310 1.0989 0.031 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C24 C 1.3981(8) 0.49973(8) 0.7276(4) 0.0249(9) Uani 1 1
d...

C37 C 1.1139(9) 0.60375(9) 1.1056(4) 0.0296(10) Uani 1
1d...

C25 C 1.6063(9) 0.49661(8) 0.7933(4) 0.0290(10) Uani 1
1d...

H37 H 1.2001 0.6091 1.1704 0.035 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H25 H 1.7245 0.5091 0.7992 0.035 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C26 C 1.6432(9) 0.47528(8) 0.8507(4) 0.0318(10) Uani 1
1d...
H26 H 1.7858 0.4736 0.8966 0.038 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C38 C 1.1841(9) 0.58283(8) 1.0509(4) 0.0283(9) Uani 1 1
d...
H38 H 1.3204 0.5740 1.0790 0.034 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C39 C 0.5817(8) 0.62321(8) 0.9231(3) 0.0211(9) Uani 1 1
d...
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O7 O 0.1160(8) 0.72299(6) 0.9958(3) 0.0385(8) Uani 1 1
d...

C51 C 0.0193(10) 0.85530(12) 0.7182(5) 0.0326(12) Uani
11d...

O8 O 0.3739(7) 0.74921(6) 0.9176(3) 0.0352(8) Uani 1 1
d...

H51 H -0.0986 0.8435 0.6848 0.039 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H8O H 0.4131 0.7373 0.8783 0.042 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
O9 O 1.0233(6) 0.64415(6) 0.7851(3) 0.0239(8) Uani 1 1
d...

C52 C 0.2762(12) 0.84772(13) 0.6868(5) 0.0581(18) Uani
11d...
H52A H 0.3078 0.8316 0.7158 0.087 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H52B H 0.3958 0.8589 0.7192 0.087 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

N5 N 0.5158(8) 0.71366(8) 0.7847(4) 0.0270(10) Uani 1 1
d...

H52C H 0.2927 0.8477 0.6048 0.087 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

N6 N 1.1296(7) 0.67337(7) 0.9072(3) 0.0264(8) Uani 1 1
d...

C53 C -0.0410(15) 0.88001(13) 0.6689(6) 0.0538(18)
Uani 1 1 d . . .

H6N1 H 1.2518 0.6648 0.9351 0.032 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H53A H -0.0275 0.8794 0.5868 0.081 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H6N2 H 1.0999 0.6878 0.9334 0.032 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H53B H 0.0757 0.8919 0.6984 0.081 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C41 C 0.1975(9) 0.74309(8) 0.9883(4) 0.0266(9) Uani 1 1
d...

H53C H -0.2097 0.8846 0.6899 0.081 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C42 C 0.1090(13) 0.76303(9) 1.0651(4) 0.0409(13) Uani
11d...

C54 C 0.7037(8) 0.70053(8) 0.8271(4) 0.0258(9) Uani 1 1
d...
H54 H 0.7853 0.7062 0.8926 0.031 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H42 H -0.0598 0.7584 1.0915 0.049 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C43 C 0.274(2) 0.76329(12) 1.1681(5) 0.084(3) Uani 1 1
d...

C55 C 0.7837(8) 0.67916(7) 0.7799(3) 0.0215(8) Uani 1 1
d...

H43A H 0.2259 0.7765 1.2174 0.126 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C56 C 0.6568(9) 0.67075(8) 0.6857(4) 0.0264(9) Uani 1 1
d...

H43B H 0.4467 0.7654 1.1448 0.126 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H56 H 0.7016 0.6560 0.6519 0.032 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H43C H 0.2572 0.7481 1.2086 0.126 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C57 C 0.4657(10) 0.68420(10) 0.6426(4) 0.0305(11) Uani
11d...

C44 C 0.0828(10) 0.78679(8) 1.0069(4) 0.0294(10) Uani
11d...

H57 H 0.3780 0.6788 0.5783 0.037 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C45 C -0.1221(11) 0.79122(9) 0.9396(4) 0.0349(11) Uani
11d...

C58 C 0.4033(9) 0.70525(8) 0.6928(4) 0.0298(10) Uani 1
1d...

H45 H -0.2422 0.7790 0.9299 0.042 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H58 H 0.2733 0.7144 0.6608 0.036 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C46 C -0.1557(9) 0.81294(9) 0.8863(4) 0.0326(10) Uani 1
1d...

C59 C 0.9894(8) 0.66440(9) 0.8251(4) 0.0251(11) Uani 1
1d...

H46 H -0.2970 0.8154 0.8404 0.039 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

O10 O 0.9576(6) 0.72640(7) 0.5073(3) 0.0339(8) Uani 1
1d...

C47 C 0.0191(9) 0.83140(11) 0.9001(4) 0.0288(12) Uani
11d...
C48 C 0.2239(10) 0.82691(9) 0.9652(4) 0.0345(11) Uani
11d...
H48 H 0.3448 0.8391 0.9740 0.041 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C49 C 0.2588(10) 0.80517(8) 1.0182(4) 0.0326(10) Uani
11d...

O11 O 0.6593(8) 0.74832(6) 0.4297(3) 0.0411(9) Uani 1
1d...
H11O H 0.6566 0.7371 0.3830 0.049 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
O12 O 0.0450(6) 0.64489(6) 0.2849(3) 0.0245(7) Uani 1
1d...
N7 N 0.5675(8) 0.71317(8) 0.2886(3) 0.0264(9) Uani 1 1
d...

H49 H 0.4023 0.8026 1.0626 0.039 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C50 C -0.0200(12) 0.85536(11) 0.8448(5) 0.0366(13)
Uani 1 1 d . . .

N8 N -0.0539(8) 0.67395(7) 0.4090(3) 0.0269(8) Uani 1 1
d...
H8N1 H -0.1777 0.6656 0.4364 0.032 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H50A H 0.0948 0.8671 0.8789 0.044 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H8N2 H -0.0211 0.6882 0.4363 0.032 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H50B H -0.1906 0.8608 0.8607 0.044 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
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C61 C 0.8336(9) 0.74437(8) 0.5043(4) 0.0278(10) Uani 1
1d...

C71 C 0.9953(11) 0.85337(12) 0.2176(5) 0.0370(14) Uani
11d...

C62 C 0.8581(9) 0.76510(8) 0.5859(4) 0.0283(10) Uani 1
1d...

H71 H 1.1137 0.8414 0.1863 0.044 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H62 H 0.6963 0.7667 0.6259 0.034 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C63 C 1.0537(11) 0.76046(9) 0.6744(4) 0.0341(11) Uani
11d...

C72 C 0.7336(13) 0.84528(15) 0.1891(5) 0.065(2) Uani 1
1d...
H72A H 0.6144 0.8566 0.2209 0.097 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H72B H 0.7044 0.8293 0.2209 0.097 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H63A H 1.0579 0.7739 0.7275 0.051 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H72C H 0.7136 0.8447 0.1073 0.097 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H63B H 1.2154 0.7589 0.6381 0.051 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H63C H 1.0143 0.7457 0.7148 0.051 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C64 C 0.9017(9) 0.78826(8) 0.5216(4) 0.0275(9) Uani 1 1
d...

C73 C 1.0524(14) 0.87761(12) 0.1651(5) 0.0466(15) Uani
11d...
H73A H 0.9468 0.8899 0.1992 0.070 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H73B H 1.0208 0.8769 0.0841 0.070 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C65 C 1.1100(9) 0.79112(9) 0.4549(4) 0.0300(10) Uani 1
1d...
H65 H 1.2248 0.7783 0.4477 0.036 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C66 C 1.1516(9) 0.81242(8) 0.3986(4) 0.0317(10) Uani 1
1d...
H66 H 1.2957 0.8141 0.3537 0.038 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C67 C 0.9883(10) 0.83136(11) 0.4064(4) 0.0296(12) Uani
11d...
C68 C 0.7775(9) 0.82820(9) 0.4718(4) 0.0322(10) Uani 1
1d...
H68 H 0.6600 0.8408 0.4767 0.039 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C69 C 0.7351(10) 0.80703(8) 0.5299(4) 0.0300(10) Uani
11d...
H69 H 0.5918 0.8054 0.5754 0.036 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C70 C 1.0335(11) 0.85466(11) 0.3451(4) 0.0329(12) Uani
11d...
H70A H 1.2051 0.8599 0.3601 0.039 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H73C H 1.2263 0.8816 0.1782 0.070 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C74 C 0.3752(8) 0.70055(8) 0.3300(4) 0.0254(9) Uani 1 1
d...
H74 H 0.2933 0.7062 0.3954 0.031 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C75 C 0.2933(8) 0.67958(8) 0.2804(3) 0.0211(8) Uani 1 1
d...
C76 C 0.4200(9) 0.67127(8) 0.1857(4) 0.0247(9) Uani 1 1
d...
H76 H 0.3722 0.6567 0.1508 0.030 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C77 C 0.6134(10) 0.68426(9) 0.1437(4) 0.0314(10) Uani
11d...
H77 H 0.6986 0.6790 0.0784 0.038 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C78 C 0.6827(9) 0.70502(8) 0.1973(4) 0.0310(10) Uani 1
1d...
H78 H 0.8180 0.7139 0.1681 0.037 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C79 C 0.0849(8) 0.66495(8) 0.3257(4) 0.0241(9) Uani 1 1
d...

H70B H 0.9213 0.8670 0.3762 0.039 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
loop_
_atom_site_aniso_label
_atom_site_aniso_U_11
_atom_site_aniso_U_22
_atom_site_aniso_U_33
_atom_site_aniso_U_23
_atom_site_aniso_U_13
_atom_site_aniso_U_12
O1 0.040(2) 0.0330(19) 0.0360(18) -0.0061(14) 0.0029(16) 0.0029(16)

O2 0.041(2) 0.0314(18) 0.0339(17) -0.0068(14) 0.0098(16) -0.0021(16)
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O3 0.0166(16) 0.025(2) 0.039(2) -0.0068(16) 0.0038(13) 0.0024(13)

O6 0.0236(17) 0.025(2) 0.0336(19) -0.0043(15)
0.0015(13) 0.0007(13)

N1 0.0196(19) 0.034(3) 0.028(2) -0.0030(18) 0.0014(15) 0.0028(16)

N3 0.027(2) 0.029(2) 0.028(2) -0.0012(17) 0.0048(17)
0.0009(17)

N2 0.024(2) 0.0288(19) 0.0259(18) -0.0047(14)
0.0103(16) -0.0038(16)

N4 0.028(2) 0.029(2) 0.025(2) -0.0045(16) -0.0057(16)
0.0017(16)

C1 0.030(2) 0.027(2) 0.025(2) -0.0030(17) 0.0084(18) 0.0046(18)

C21 0.028(2) 0.025(2) 0.032(2) -0.0008(18) -0.0053(19)
0.0018(18)

C2 0.052(3) 0.036(3) 0.034(3) 0.002(2) -0.011(2) 0.008(2)

C22 0.028(2) 0.028(2) 0.029(2) -0.0046(18) -0.0027(19) 0.0010(18)

C3 0.169(10) 0.041(3) 0.030(3) -0.010(3) 0.028(4) 0.030(5)

C23 0.045(3) 0.031(3) 0.035(3) -0.001(2) 0.011(2) 0.006(2)

C4 0.036(3) 0.032(2) 0.023(2) -0.0044(19) -0.008(2) 0.006(2)

C24 0.017(2) 0.031(2) 0.026(2) -0.0056(18) 0.0040(17) 0.0009(18)

C5 0.033(2) 0.045(3) 0.026(2) -0.003(2) 0.0021(19) 0.002(2)

C25 0.022(2) 0.029(2) 0.035(3) -0.003(2) 0.0015(19) 0.0032(18)

C6 0.026(2) 0.035(2) 0.034(2) -0.005(2) 0.0026(19)
0.000(2)

C26 0.026(2) 0.041(3) 0.028(2) -0.0055(19) 0.0030(19)
0.000(2)

C7 0.035(3) 0.028(3) 0.026(3) -0.001(2) -0.0057(19) 0.003(2)

C27 0.031(3) 0.024(3) 0.030(3) -0.005(2) 0.0080(19) 0.0010(18)

C8 0.027(2) 0.045(3) 0.032(2) 0.001(2) 0.0008(19)
0.001(2)

C28 0.030(2) 0.030(2) 0.033(2) -0.0038(19) 0.004(2) 0.0074(19)

C9 0.039(3) 0.030(3) 0.043(3) -0.004(2) 0.000(2) 0.003(2)

C29 0.024(2) 0.035(2) 0.032(2) -0.0064(19) -0.0040(18) 0.0042(19)

C10 0.034(3) 0.035(3) 0.042(3) 0.004(3) -0.006(2) 0.003(2)
C11 0.036(3) 0.040(3) 0.030(3) -0.002(2) 0.000(2) 0.004(2)
C12 0.047(4) 0.100(5) 0.037(3) 0.007(3) -0.011(3) 0.020(4)
C13 0.060(4) 0.039(4) 0.041(3) 0.005(3) -0.012(3)
0.002(3)
C14 0.023(2) 0.028(2) 0.021(2) -0.0028(17) -0.0021(17) 0.0024(18)
C15 0.020(2) 0.028(2) 0.021(2) 0.0027(16) -0.0009(16)
0.0002(17)
C16 0.023(2) 0.032(2) 0.022(2) -0.0020(17) 0.0008(17) 0.0014(18)
C17 0.031(3) 0.032(3) 0.025(2) -0.003(2) 0.0065(19) 0.002(2)
C18 0.023(2) 0.032(2) 0.027(2) 0.0021(18) 0.0001(18) 0.0034(19)
C19 0.017(2) 0.028(3) 0.013(2) 0.0001(18) -0.0018(14)
0.0000(16)
O4 0.038(2) 0.033(2) 0.034(2) -0.0067(15) 0.0062(15) 0.0026(15)
O5 0.0383(19) 0.0329(18) 0.0456(19) -0.0119(15)
0.0138(17) -0.0034(16)

C30 0.038(3) 0.030(3) 0.034(3) -0.001(2) 0.006(2) 0.002(2)
C31 0.029(3) 0.042(4) 0.034(3) -0.003(3) 0.003(2) 0.001(2)
C32 0.036(3) 0.116(6) 0.030(3) 0.006(3) 0.011(2)
0.014(4)
C33 0.071(4) 0.045(4) 0.032(3) 0.009(3) 0.000(3) 0.003(3)
C34 0.029(2) 0.026(2) 0.024(2) -0.0020(17) -0.0025(18)
0.0010(19)
C35 0.021(2) 0.028(2) 0.022(2) 0.0033(16) 0.0018(17) 0.0024(17)
C36 0.026(2) 0.032(2) 0.019(2) -0.0016(18) -0.0020(18)
0.001(2)
C37 0.024(2) 0.036(3) 0.029(2) -0.0010(19) -0.0062(19)
0.002(2)
C38 0.026(2) 0.035(2) 0.024(2) 0.0023(18) 0.0031(18) 0.0006(19)
C39 0.020(2) 0.029(2) 0.0139(18) -0.0025(16) 0.0019(16)
-0.0034(18)
O7 0.042(2) 0.035(2) 0.0385(19) -0.0063(15) 0.0023(16) 0.0051(17)
O8 0.042(2) 0.0295(17) 0.0341(18) -0.0082(14)
0.0099(16) -0.0002(16)
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O9 0.0251(17) 0.028(2) 0.0187(16) -0.0038(14) 0.0018(12) 0.0022(13)

O11 0.041(2) 0.0327(18) 0.049(2) -0.0135(16) 0.0189(18) 0.0055(17)

N5 0.030(2) 0.025(2) 0.026(2) -0.0031(17) 0.0015(16)
0.0018(16)

O12 0.0260(17) 0.030(2) 0.0173(15) -0.0029(14)
0.0031(12) -0.0040(14)

N6 0.0233(19) 0.0294(19) 0.0264(19) -0.0034(15) 0.0007(16) 0.0023(16)

N7 0.024(2) 0.027(2) 0.028(2) -0.0021(17) 0.0030(16) 0.0035(16)

C41 0.028(2) 0.033(2) 0.0188(19) -0.0005(17) 0.0008(17)
0.0070(19)

N8 0.027(2) 0.029(2) 0.025(2) -0.0010(16) -0.0003(16) 0.0029(16)

C42 0.062(4) 0.032(3) 0.029(2) 0.004(2) 0.012(2)
0.013(3)

C61 0.027(2) 0.026(2) 0.030(2) -0.0009(18) 0.0072(18) 0.0010(18)

C43 0.177(10) 0.044(4) 0.030(3) -0.002(3) -0.023(4)
0.035(5)

C62 0.024(2) 0.034(2) 0.026(2) -0.0077(18) -0.0001(18)
0.0000(18)

C44 0.036(3) 0.029(2) 0.023(2) -0.0016(18) 0.006(2)
0.003(2)

C63 0.038(3) 0.037(3) 0.027(2) -0.004(2) 0.002(2)
0.007(2)

C45 0.036(3) 0.034(2) 0.034(3) -0.003(2) 0.009(2) 0.004(2)

C64 0.028(2) 0.029(2) 0.026(2) -0.0060(18) -0.0069(19) 0.002(2)

C46 0.023(2) 0.039(3) 0.036(2) 0.003(2) 0.0033(19)
0.000(2)

C65 0.022(2) 0.036(2) 0.031(2) -0.008(2) -0.0003(19)
0.0063(19)

C47 0.028(2) 0.038(3) 0.021(2) -0.003(2) 0.0085(18)
0.002(2)

C66 0.024(2) 0.037(3) 0.035(2) -0.004(2) -0.0001(19)
0.002(2)

C48 0.032(3) 0.034(2) 0.038(3) -0.004(2) 0.005(2) 0.004(2)

C67 0.030(3) 0.037(3) 0.021(3) -0.005(2) -0.0052(18)
0.001(2)

C49 0.030(2) 0.040(3) 0.028(2) -0.0022(19) 0.0016(19)
0.004(2)

C68 0.030(2) 0.034(2) 0.033(2) -0.0057(19) -0.006(2)
0.006(2)

C50 0.054(4) 0.029(3) 0.027(3) 0.000(2) 0.007(2)
0.004(2)

C69 0.031(2) 0.031(2) 0.028(2) -0.0065(18) -0.0009(19) 0.001(2)

C51 0.032(3) 0.039(3) 0.027(3) 0.000(2) 0.000(2)
0.001(2)

C70 0.040(3) 0.034(3) 0.024(2) -0.005(2) 0.002(2)
0.000(2)

C52 0.044(3) 0.093(5) 0.037(3) 0.014(3) 0.015(3)
0.021(3)

C71 0.048(3) 0.039(4) 0.024(3) 0.001(2) 0.006(2)
0.000(2)

C53 0.074(5) 0.049(4) 0.039(3) 0.015(3) 0.002(3) 0.003(3)

C72 0.044(3) 0.111(6) 0.039(3) 0.006(3) -0.010(3) 0.023(4)

C54 0.023(2) 0.027(2) 0.026(2) -0.0013(17) -0.0021(18) 0.0005(18)

C73 0.053(4) 0.050(4) 0.036(3) 0.006(3) 0.007(3)
0.006(3)

C55 0.021(2) 0.025(2) 0.0187(19) -0.0001(15) 0.0040(16)
-0.0026(16)

C74 0.023(2) 0.031(2) 0.022(2) -0.0001(17) 0.0031(18) 0.0006(19)

C56 0.028(2) 0.029(2) 0.022(2) -0.0038(17) -0.0012(18)
0.0013(19)

C75 0.0178(19) 0.028(2) 0.0171(18) 0.0024(16)
0.0015(15) 0.0000(16)

C57 0.033(3) 0.037(3) 0.021(2) -0.002(2) -0.0036(19)
0.002(2)

C76 0.024(2) 0.033(2) 0.017(2) -0.0043(18) -0.0040(17) 0.001(2)

C58 0.022(2) 0.035(2) 0.032(2) 0.0048(19) -0.0088(19)
0.003(2)

C77 0.039(3) 0.037(3) 0.018(2) -0.0007(19) 0.003(2) 0.001(2)

C59 0.020(2) 0.024(3) 0.032(3) 0.004(2) -0.0008(17)
0.0006(17)

C78 0.028(2) 0.035(2) 0.029(2) 0.0043(19) 0.0003(19) 0.003(2)

O10 0.0275(18) 0.035(2) 0.039(2) -0.0056(16) 0.0008(14) 0.0033(15)

C79 0.016(2) 0.027(2) 0.029(2) 0.0031(18) 0.0034(18)
0.0010(18)
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_geom_special_details
;
All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes)
are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken
into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles
and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only
used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic)
treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes.
;

loop_
_geom_bond_atom_site_label_1
_geom_bond_atom_site_label_2
_geom_bond_distance
_geom_bond_site_symmetry_2
_geom_bond_publ_flag
O1 C1 1.203(6) . ?

C14 C15 1.384(6) . ?

C27 C30 1.498(8) . ?

O2 C1 1.312(6) . ?

C15 C16 1.382(6) . ?

C28 C29 1.384(7) . ?

O3 C19 1.221(6) . ?

C15 C19 1.523(6) . ?

C30 C31 1.528(8) . ?

N1 C14 1.328(6) . ?

C16 C17 1.390(7) . ?

C31 C32 1.522(8) . ?

N1 C18 1.355(6) . ?

C17 C18 1.396(7) . ?

C31 C33 1.516(9) . ?

N2 C19 1.328(6) . ?

O4 C21 1.205(6) . ?

C34 C35 1.390(6) . ?

C1 C2 1.508(7) . ?

O5 C21 1.336(6) . ?

C35 C36 1.378(6) . ?

C2 C3 1.554(9) . ?

O6 C39 1.217(6) . ?

C35 C39 1.509(6) . ?

C2 C4 1.520(7) . ?

N3 C34 1.331(7) . ?

C36 C37 1.398(7) . ?

C4 C5 1.401(7) . ?

N3 C38 1.350(6) . ?

C37 C38 1.391(7) . ?

C4 C9 1.372(8) . ?

N4 C39 1.339(6) . ?

O7 C41 1.210(6) . ?

C5 C6 1.373(7) . ?

C21 C22 1.515(6) . ?

O8 C41 1.317(6) . ?

C6 C7 1.398(7) . ?

C22 C23 1.525(7) . ?

O9 C59 1.241(6) . ?

C7 C8 1.381(8) . ?

C22 C24 1.526(6) . ?

N5 C54 1.352(6) . ?

C7 C10 1.510(8) . ?

C24 C25 1.382(7) . ?

N5 C58 1.337(6) . ?

C8 C9 1.388(7) . ?

C24 C29 1.395(6) . ?

N6 C59 1.335(6) . ?

C10 C11 1.529(8) . ?

C25 C26 1.388(7) . ?

C41 C42 1.518(6) . ?

C11 C12 1.537(9) . ?

C26 C27 1.390(7) . ?

C42 C43 1.518(10) . ?

C11 C13 1.510(9) . ?

C27 C28 1.399(7) . ?

C42 C44 1.504(7) . ?
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C44 C45 1.390(8) . ?

C56 C57 1.377(7) . ?

C65 C66 1.384(7) . ?

C44 C49 1.407(7) . ?

C57 C58 1.362(7) . ?

C66 C67 1.382(7) . ?

C45 C46 1.381(7) . ?

O10 C61 1.208(6) . ?

C67 C68 1.392(8) . ?

C46 C47 1.409(8) . ?

O11 C61 1.314(6) . ?

C67 C70 1.513(8) . ?

C47 C48 1.375(8) . ?

O12 C79 1.240(6) . ?

C68 C69 1.389(7) . ?

C47 C50 1.507(8) . ?

N7 C74 1.350(6) . ?

C70 C71 1.533(8) . ?

C48 C49 1.382(7) . ?

N7 C78 1.333(6) . ?

C71 C72 1.525(9) . ?

C50 C51 1.521(8) . ?

N8 C79 1.341(6) . ?

C71 C73 1.523(9) . ?

C51 C52 1.500(8) . ?

C61 C62 1.517(6) . ?

C74 C75 1.385(6) . ?

C51 C53 1.536(9) . ?

C62 C63 1.515(7) . ?

C75 C76 1.398(6) . ?

C54 C55 1.389(6) . ?

C62 C64 1.522(6) . ?

C75 C79 1.493(6) . ?

C55 C56 1.396(6) . ?

C64 C65 1.388(7) . ?

C76 C77 1.368(7) . ?

C55 C59 1.486(6) . ?

C64 C69 1.386(7) . ?

C77 C78 1.376(7) . ?

C14 N1 C18 118.3(4) . . ?

C6 C7 C10 121.1(5) . . ?

C16 C17 C18 118.7(5) . . ?

O1 C1 O2 124.3(4) . . ?

C8 C7 C10 121.1(5) . . ?

N1 C18 C17 121.8(4) . . ?

O1 C1 C2 120.8(5) . . ?

C7 C8 C9 120.9(5) . . ?

O3 C19 N2 123.0(4) . . ?

O2 C1 C2 114.8(4) . . ?

C4 C9 C8 121.3(5) . . ?

O3 C19 C15 118.8(4) . . ?

C1 C2 C3 107.6(5) . . ?

C7 C10 C11 115.1(5) . . ?

N2 C19 C15 118.1(4) . . ?

C1 C2 C4 114.3(4) . . ?

C10 C11 C12 110.9(5) . . ?

C34 N3 C38 118.9(4) . . ?

C3 C2 C4 113.4(5) . . ?

C10 C11 C13 111.0(5) . . ?

O4 C21 O5 123.2(4) . . ?

C2 C4 C5 122.6(5) . . ?

C12 C11 C13 110.5(6) . . ?

O4 C21 C22 126.1(4) . . ?

C2 C4 C9 119.2(5) . . ?

N1 C14 C15 123.6(4) . . ?

O5 C21 C22 110.7(4) . . ?

C5 C4 C9 118.2(4) . . ?

C14 C15 C16 118.4(4) . . ?

C21 C22 C23 111.8(4) . . ?

C4 C5 C6 120.4(5) . . ?

C14 C15 C19 123.8(4) . . ?

C21 C22 C24 109.5(4) . . ?

C5 C6 C7 121.4(5) . . ?

C16 C15 C19 117.7(4) . . ?

C23 C22 C24 112.2(4) . . ?

C6 C7 C8 117.8(5) . . ?

C15 C16 C17 119.2(4) . . ?

C22 C24 C25 121.2(4) . . ?

loop_
_geom_angle_atom_site_label_1
_geom_angle_atom_site_label_2
_geom_angle_atom_site_label_3
_geom_angle
_geom_angle_site_symmetry_1
_geom_angle_site_symmetry_3
_geom_angle_publ_flag
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C22 C24 C29 119.9(4) . . ?

C43 C42 C44 114.8(5) . . ?

C61 C62 C63 112.0(4) . . ?

C25 C24 C29 118.9(4) . . ?

C42 C44 C45 119.8(5) . . ?

C61 C62 C64 109.9(4) . . ?

C24 C25 C26 120.2(4) . . ?

C42 C44 C49 122.4(5) . . ?

C63 C62 C64 112.7(4) . . ?

C25 C26 C27 121.9(5) . . ?

C45 C44 C49 117.7(4) . . ?

C62 C64 C65 120.8(4) . . ?

C26 C27 C28 117.2(5) . . ?

C44 C45 C46 121.7(5) . . ?

C62 C64 C69 120.5(4) . . ?

C26 C27 C30 122.1(5) . . ?

C45 C46 C47 120.1(5) . . ?

C65 C64 C69 118.8(4) . . ?

C28 C27 C30 120.7(5) . . ?

C46 C47 C48 118.2(5) . . ?

C64 C65 C66 120.5(4) . . ?

C27 C28 C29 121.4(5) . . ?

C46 C47 C50 120.4(5) . . ?

C65 C66 C67 121.5(5) . . ?

C24 C29 C28 120.4(4) . . ?

C48 C47 C50 121.4(5) . . ?

C66 C67 C68 117.7(5) . . ?

C27 C30 C31 114.7(5) . . ?

C47 C48 C49 121.8(5) . . ?

C66 C67 C70 121.5(5) . . ?

C30 C31 C32 112.1(5) . . ?

C44 C49 C48 120.4(5) . . ?

C68 C67 C70 120.8(5) . . ?

C30 C31 C33 110.2(5) . . ?

C47 C50 C51 114.2(5) . . ?

C67 C68 C69 121.4(5) . . ?

C32 C31 C33 110.9(6) . . ?

C50 C51 C52 112.2(5) . . ?

C64 C69 C68 120.1(5) . . ?

N3 C34 C35 122.9(4) . . ?

C50 C51 C53 110.3(5) . . ?

C67 C70 C71 114.6(5) . . ?

C34 C35 C36 118.5(4) . . ?

C52 C51 C53 110.8(6) . . ?

C70 C71 C72 111.0(5) . . ?

C34 C35 C39 123.5(4) . . ?

N5 C54 C55 123.4(4) . . ?

C70 C71 C73 109.7(5) . . ?

C36 C35 C39 118.0(4) . . ?

C54 C55 C56 117.4(4) . . ?

C72 C71 C73 111.2(6) . . ?

C35 C36 C37 119.4(4) . . ?

C54 C55 C59 124.4(4) . . ?

N7 C74 C75 122.2(4) . . ?

C36 C37 C38 118.5(4) . . ?

C56 C55 C59 118.2(4) . . ?

C74 C75 C76 117.9(4) . . ?

N3 C38 C37 121.9(5) . . ?

C55 C56 C57 119.0(4) . . ?

C74 C75 C79 123.4(4) . . ?

O6 C39 N4 122.9(4) . . ?

C56 C57 C58 119.6(5) . . ?

C76 C75 C79 118.7(4) . . ?

O6 C39 C35 119.4(4) . . ?

N5 C58 C57 123.3(5) . . ?

C75 C76 C77 119.6(4) . . ?

N4 C39 C35 117.7(4) . . ?

O9 C59 N6 122.6(4) . . ?

C76 C77 C78 119.1(4) . . ?

C54 N5 C58 117.2(4) . . ?

O9 C59 C55 118.5(4) . . ?

N7 C78 C77 122.6(5) . . ?

O7 C41 O8 123.5(4) . . ?

N6 C59 C55 118.8(4) . . ?

O12 C79 N8 122.0(4) . . ?

O7 C41 C42 121.4(4) . . ?

C74 N7 C78 118.7(4) . . ?

O12 C79 C75 119.0(4) . . ?

O8 C41 C42 115.0(4) . . ?

O10 C61 O11 124.0(4) . . ?

N8 C79 C75 119.0(4) . . ?

C41 C42 C43 107.9(5) . . ?

O10 C61 C62 124.5(5) . . ?

C41 C42 C44 113.6(4) . . ?

O11 C61 C62 111.5(4) . . ?

loop_
_geom_torsion_atom_site_label_1
_geom_torsion_atom_site_label_2
_geom_torsion_atom_site_label_3
_geom_torsion_atom_site_label_4
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_geom_torsion
_geom_torsion_site_symmetry_1
_geom_torsion_site_symmetry_2
_geom_torsion_site_symmetry_3
_geom_torsion_site_symmetry_4
_geom_torsion_publ_flag
O1 C1 C2 C3 92.3(6) . . . . ?

C16 C17 C18 N1 1.0(8) . . . . ?

N3 C34 C35 C39 178.5(4) . . . . ?

O1 C1 C2 C4 -140.7(5) . . . . ?

C14 C15 C19 O3 170.2(4) . . . . ?

C34 C35 C36 C37 1.0(7) . . . . ?

O2 C1 C2 C3 -86.4(6) . . . . ?

C14 C15 C19 N2 -5.9(7) . . . . ?

C39 C35 C36 C37 -178.6(4) . . . . ?

O2 C1 C2 C4 40.5(7) . . . . ?

C16 C15 C19 O3 -11.6(6) . . . . ?

C35 C36 C37 C38 -0.4(7) . . . . ?

C1 C2 C4 C5 -101.3(6) . . . . ?

C16 C15 C19 N2 172.3(4) . . . . ?

C34 N3 C38 C37 0.2(7) . . . . ?

C1 C2 C4 C9 78.2(6) . . . . ?

O4 C21 C22 C23 -0.2(7) . . . . ?

C36 C37 C38 N3 -0.3(7) . . . . ?

C3 C2 C4 C5 22.5(8) . . . . ?

O4 C21 C22 C24 124.8(5) . . . . ?

C34 C35 C39 O6 -169.8(4) . . . . ?

C3 C2 C4 C9 -158.0(6) . . . . ?

O5 C21 C22 C23 178.2(4) . . . . ?

C34 C35 C39 N4 8.1(6) . . . . ?

C2 C4 C5 C6 -178.7(5) . . . . ?

O5 C21 C22 C24 -56.7(5) . . . . ?

C36 C35 C39 O6 9.7(6) . . . . ?

C9 C4 C5 C6 1.8(7) . . . . ?

C21 C22 C24 C25 -62.1(6) . . . . ?

C36 C35 C39 N4 -172.3(4) . . . . ?

C4 C5 C6 C7 -0.9(7) . . . . ?

C21 C22 C24 C29 119.1(5) . . . . ?

O7 C41 C42 C43 90.3(7) . . . . ?

C5 C6 C7 C8 -0.5(8) . . . . ?

C23 C22 C24 C25 62.7(6) . . . . ?

O7 C41 C42 C44 -141.3(5) . . . . ?

C5 C6 C7 C10 179.6(5) . . . . ?

C23 C22 C24 C29 -116.1(5) . . . . ?

O8 C41 C42 C43 -87.1(6) . . . . ?

C6 C7 C8 C9 1.1(8) . . . . ?

C22 C24 C25 C26 -179.2(4) . . . . ?

O8 C41 C42 C44 41.3(7) . . . . ?

C10 C7 C8 C9 -179.0(5) . . . . ?

C29 C24 C25 C26 -0.4(7) . . . . ?

C41 C42 C44 C45 78.1(7) . . . . ?

C2 C4 C9 C8 179.3(5) . . . . ?

C24 C25 C26 C27 1.2(7) . . . . ?

C41 C42 C44 C49 -102.3(6) . . . . ?

C5 C4 C9 C8 -1.2(8) . . . . ?

C25 C26 C27 C28 -2.2(7) . . . . ?

C43 C42 C44 C45 -157.1(6) . . . . ?

C7 C8 C9 C4 -0.3(8) . . . . ?

C25 C26 C27 C30 179.8(5) . . . . ?

C43 C42 C44 C49 22.5(8) . . . . ?

C6 C7 C10 C11 106.4(6) . . . . ?

C26 C27 C28 C29 2.4(7) . . . . ?

C42 C44 C45 C46 178.8(4) . . . . ?

C8 C7 C10 C11 -73.4(7) . . . . ?

C30 C27 C28 C29 -179.6(5) . . . . ?

C49 C44 C45 C46 -0.8(7) . . . . ?

C7 C10 C11 C12 -59.3(8) . . . . ?

C27 C28 C29 C24 -1.7(7) . . . . ?

C44 C45 C46 C47 -0.5(7) . . . . ?

C7 C10 C11 C13 177.4(5) . . . . ?

C22 C24 C29 C28 179.5(4) . . . . ?

C45 C46 C47 C48 1.4(7) . . . . ?

C18 N1 C14 C15 -0.7(7) . . . . ?

C25 C24 C29 C28 0.6(7) . . . . ?

C45 C46 C47 C50 -178.3(5) . . . . ?

N1 C14 C15 C16 1.3(7) . . . . ?

C26 C27 C30 C31 71.7(7) . . . . ?

C46 C47 C48 C49 -1.2(7) . . . . ?

N1 C14 C15 C19 179.4(4) . . . . ?

C28 C27 C30 C31 -106.2(6) . . . . ?

C50 C47 C48 C49 178.6(5) . . . . ?

C14 C15 C16 C17 -0.6(7) . . . . ?

C27 C30 C31 C32 58.5(7) . . . . ?

C47 C48 C49 C44 -0.1(7) . . . . ?

C19 C15 C16 C17 -178.9(4) . . . . ?

C27 C30 C31 C33 -177.5(5) . . . . ?

C42 C44 C49 C48 -178.5(4) . . . . ?

C15 C16 C17 C18 -0.5(7) . . . . ?

C38 N3 C34 C35 0.5(7) . . . . ?

C45 C44 C49 C48 1.1(7) . . . . ?

C14 N1 C18 C17 -0.4(7) . . . . ?

N3 C34 C35 C36 -1.1(7) . . . . ?

C46 C47 C50 C51 -73.0(7) . . . . ?
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C48 C47 C50 C51 107.2(6) . . . . ?

O11 C61 C62 C63 178.4(4) . . . . ?

C68 C67 C70 C71 -106.6(6) . . . . ?

C47 C50 C51 C52 -59.7(7) . . . . ?

O11 C61 C62 C64 -55.4(5) . . . . ?

C67 C70 C71 C72 58.2(8) . . . . ?

C47 C50 C51 C53 176.3(5) . . . . ?

C61 C62 C64 C65 -61.8(6) . . . . ?

C67 C70 C71 C73 -178.6(5) . . . . ?

C58 N5 C54 C55 0.2(7) . . . . ?

C61 C62 C64 C69 119.0(5) . . . . ?

C78 N7 C74 C75 -0.4(7) . . . . ?

N5 C54 C55 C56 -1.9(7) . . . . ?

C63 C62 C64 C65 64.0(5) . . . . ?

N7 C74 C75 C76 1.4(7) . . . . ?

N5 C54 C55 C59 -179.9(4) . . . . ?

C63 C62 C64 C69 -115.2(5) . . . . ?

N7 C74 C75 C79 178.6(4) . . . . ?

C54 C55 C56 C57 1.9(7) . . . . ?

C62 C64 C65 C66 -178.5(4) . . . . ?

C74 C75 C76 C77 -1.9(7) . . . . ?

C59 C55 C56 C57 -180.0(4) . . . . ?

C69 C64 C65 C66 0.7(7) . . . . ?

C79 C75 C76 C77 -179.2(4) . . . . ?

C55 C56 C57 C58 -0.4(7) . . . . ?

C64 C65 C66 C67 -0.4(7) . . . . ?

C75 C76 C77 C78 1.5(7) . . . . ?

C54 N5 C58 C57 1.4(8) . . . . ?

C65 C66 C67 C68 -0.9(7) . . . . ?

C74 N7 C78 C77 0.0(7) . . . . ?

C56 C57 C58 N5 -1.3(8) . . . . ?

C65 C66 C67 C70 180.0(5) . . . . ?

C76 C77 C78 N7 -0.5(8) . . . . ?

C54 C55 C59 O9 170.5(4) . . . . ?

C66 C67 C68 C69 1.8(7) . . . . ?

C74 C75 C79 O12 -170.6(4) . . . . ?

C54 C55 C59 N6 -9.2(7) . . . . ?

C70 C67 C68 C69 -179.1(5) . . . . ?

C74 C75 C79 N8 9.7(7) . . . . ?

C56 C55 C59 O9 -7.5(6) . . . . ?

C62 C64 C69 C68 179.4(4) . . . . ?

C76 C75 C79 O12 6.6(6) . . . . ?

C56 C55 C59 N6 172.8(4) . . . . ?

C65 C64 C69 C68 0.2(7) . . . . ?

C76 C75 C79 N8 -173.1(4) . . . . ?

O10 C61 C62 C63 -1.4(7) . . . . ?

C67 C68 C69 C64 -1.5(7) . . . . ?

O10 C61 C62 C64 124.8(5) . . . . ?

C66 C67 C70 C71 72.5(7) . . . . ?

loop_
_geom_hbond_atom_site_label_D
_geom_hbond_atom_site_label_H
_geom_hbond_atom_site_label_A
_geom_hbond_distance_DH
_geom_hbond_distance_HA
_geom_hbond_distance_DA
_geom_hbond_angle_DHA
_geom_hbond_site_symmetry_A
O2 H2O N1 0.84 1.82 2.652(6) 168 .
O5 H5O N3 0.84 1.81 2.625(5) 163 .
O8 H8O N5 0.84 1.82 2.653(5) 174 .
O11 H11O N7 0.84 1.81 2.632(5) 166 .
N2 H2N1 O12 0.88 2.04 2.898(5) 164 1_655
N2 H2N2 O1 0.88 2.11 2.971(5) 167 1_655
N4 H4N1 O9 0.88 2.07 2.924(5) 164 1_455
N4 H4N2 O4 0.88 2.28 3.135(6) 165 1_455
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N6 H6N1 O6 0.88 2.02 2.883(5) 167 1_655
N6 H6N2 O7 0.88 2.10 2.968(5) 167 1_655
N8 H8N1 O3 0.88 2.03 2.897(5) 166 1_455
N8 H8N2 O10 0.88 2.30 3.157(6) 166 1_455

_diffrn_measured_fraction_theta_max
_diffrn_reflns_theta_full

0.964

25.00

_diffrn_measured_fraction_theta_full 0.961
_refine_diff_density_max

0.248

_refine_diff_density_min -0.195
_refine_diff_density_rms

0.045

#===END
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2.1.3 R/S Flurbiprofen: nicotinamide
_audit_creation_method

SHELXL-97

_chemical_name_systematic
_chemical_formula_sum
'C21 H20 F N2 O3'
_chemical_formula_weight

367.39

loop_
_atom_type_symbol
_atom_type_description
_atom_type_scat_dispersion_real
_atom_type_scat_dispersion_imag
_atom_type_scat_source
'C' 'C' 0.0033 0.0016
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'
'H' 'H' 0.0000 0.0000
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'
'N' 'N' 0.0061 0.0033
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'
'O' 'O' 0.0106 0.0060
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'
'F' 'F' 0.0171 0.0103
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'

_symmetry_cell_setting

Monoclinic

_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M

P2(1)/c

loop_
_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz
'x, y, z'
'-x, y+1/2, -z+1/2'
'-x, -y, -z'
'x, -y-1/2, z-1/2'
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_cell_length_a

27.4599(12)

_cell_length_b

5.6654(2)

_cell_length_c

11.4275(5)

_cell_angle_alpha

90.00

_cell_angle_beta

92.250(2)

_cell_angle_gamma
_cell_volume

90.00
1776.42(13)

_cell_formula_units_Z

4

_cell_measurement_temperature

120(2)

_cell_measurement_reflns_used

8342

_cell_measurement_theta_min

2.91

_cell_measurement_theta_max

27.48

_exptl_crystal_description
_exptl_crystal_colour

blade
colourless

_exptl_crystal_size_max

0.60

_exptl_crystal_size_mid

0.20

_exptl_crystal_size_min

0.03

_exptl_crystal_density_meas

?

_exptl_crystal_density_diffrn

1.374

_exptl_crystal_density_method
_exptl_crystal_F_000

'not measured'

772

_exptl_absorpt_coefficient_mu

0.100

_exptl_absorpt_correction_type

multi-scan

_exptl_absorpt_correction_T_min 0.9427
_exptl_absorpt_correction_T_max 0.9970
_exptl_absorpt_process_details

'SADABS V2.10 (Sheldrick, G.M., 2003)'

_exptl_special_details
_diffrn_ambient_temperature

120(2)

_diffrn_radiation_wavelength

0.71073

_diffrn_radiation_type
_diffrn_radiation_source

MoK\a
'Bruker-Nonius FR591 rotating anode'

_diffrn_radiation_monochromator graphite
_diffrn_measurement_device_type 'Bruker-Nonius KappaCCD Area Detector'
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_diffrn_measurement_method

'\f and \w scans'

_diffrn_detector_area_resol_mean 9.091
_diffrn_standards_number

none

_diffrn_standards_interval_count ?
_diffrn_standards_interval_time ?
_diffrn_standards_decay_%
_diffrn_reflns_number

negligible
17171

_diffrn_reflns_av_R_equivalents 0.0651
_diffrn_reflns_av_sigmaI/netI

0.0760

_diffrn_reflns_limit_h_min

-35

_diffrn_reflns_limit_h_max

35

_diffrn_reflns_limit_k_min

-6

_diffrn_reflns_limit_k_max

7

_diffrn_reflns_limit_l_min

-14

_diffrn_reflns_limit_l_max

14

_diffrn_reflns_theta_min

2.97

_diffrn_reflns_theta_max

27.49

_reflns_number_total

3958

_reflns_number_gt

2535

_reflns_threshold_expression

>2sigma(I)

_computing_data_collection

?

_computing_cell_refinement

'DENZO, COLLECT'

_computing_data_reduction

'DENZO, COLLECT'

_computing_structure_solution

'SHELXS-97 (Sheldrick, 1997)'

_computing_structure_refinement 'SHELXL-97 (Sheldrick, 1997)'
_computing_molecular_graphics

'PLATON (Spek, 2003)'

_computing_publication_material ?

_refine_special_details
;
Refinement of F^2^ against ALL reflections. The weighted R-factor wR and
goodness of fit S are based on F^2^, conventional R-factors R are based
on F, with F set to zero for negative F^2^. The threshold expression of
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F^2^ > 2sigma(F^2^) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is
not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based
on F^2^ are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and Rfactors based on ALL data will be even larger.
;

_refine_ls_structure_factor_coef Fsqd
_refine_ls_matrix_type

full

_refine_ls_weighting_scheme

calc

_refine_ls_weighting_details
'calc w=1/[\s^2^(Fo^2^)+(0.0641P)^2^+0.5579P] where P=(Fo^2^+2Fc^2^)/3'
_atom_sites_solution_primary

direct

_atom_sites_solution_secondary

difmap

_atom_sites_solution_hydrogens

geom

_refine_ls_hydrogen_treatment

mixed

_refine_ls_extinction_method

none

_refine_ls_extinction_coef

?

_refine_ls_number_reflns

3958

_refine_ls_number_parameters
_refine_ls_number_restraints

263
0

_refine_ls_R_factor_all

0.1033

_refine_ls_R_factor_gt

0.0543

_refine_ls_wR_factor_ref

0.1448

_refine_ls_wR_factor_gt

0.1219

_refine_ls_goodness_of_fit_ref
_refine_ls_restrained_S_all
_refine_ls_shift/su_max
_refine_ls_shift/su_mean

1.040
1.040

0.000
0.000

loop_
_atom_site_label
_atom_site_type_symbol
_atom_site_fract_x
_atom_site_fract_y
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_atom_site_fract_z
_atom_site_U_iso_or_equiv
_atom_site_adp_type
_atom_site_occupancy
_atom_site_symmetry_multiplicity
_atom_site_calc_flag
_atom_site_refinement_flags
_atom_site_disorder_assembly
_atom_site_disorder_group
H1N H -0.0925(10) 0.179(4) 0.559(2) 0.040(7) Uiso 1 1 d
...

C18 C 0.36150(7) 0.5502(4) 1.03515(19) 0.0216(5) Uani
11d...

H2N H -0.0418(9) 0.046(4) 0.558(2) 0.034(7) Uiso 1 1 d .
..

H18 H 0.3850 0.4284 1.0455 0.026 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C7 C 0.40084(7) 0.7536(3) 1.20975(18) 0.0206(5) Uani 1
1d...
C8 C 0.40450(8) 0.5680(4) 1.29023(18) 0.0232(5) Uani 1
1d...
H8 H 0.3841 0.4337 1.2800 0.028 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C9 C 0.43752(8) 0.5779(4) 1.38433(19) 0.0253(5) Uani 1
1d...
H9 H 0.4392 0.4520 1.4393 0.030 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

F1' F 0.39657(8) 0.3774(4) 1.0436(2) 0.0258(6) Uani 0.50
1dPB1
C19 C 0.25110(7) 0.6702(4) 0.83471(19) 0.0235(5) Uani
11d...
H19 H 0.2611 0.5379 0.7829 0.028 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C20 C 0.24284(8) 0.8851(4) 0.7571(2) 0.0309(6) Uani 1 1
d...
H20A H 0.2292 1.0135 0.8031 0.046 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
H20B H 0.2200 0.8449 0.6921 0.046 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C10 C 0.46822(8) 0.7707(4) 1.39899(19) 0.0262(5) Uani
11d...

H20C H 0.2739 0.9356 0.7261 0.046 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H10 H 0.4910 0.7769 1.4638 0.031 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C21 C 0.20446(8) 0.5921(4) 0.89290(18) 0.0214(5) Uani
11d...

C11 C 0.46566(8) 0.9537(4) 1.31921(18) 0.0243(5) Uani
11d...
H11 H 0.4871 1.0846 1.3283 0.029 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C12 C 0.43179(7) 0.9469(4) 1.22549(18) 0.0213(5) Uani
11d...
H12 H 0.4297 1.0750 1.1719 0.026 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C13 C 0.36426(7) 0.7417(3) 1.11041(18) 0.0198(5) Uani
11d...
C14 C 0.32960(7) 0.9169(4) 1.08788(18) 0.0216(5) Uani
11d...
H14 H 0.3306 1.0544 1.1355 0.026 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
F1 F 0.32840(9) 1.1098(4) 1.1619(2) 0.0303(6) Uani 0.50
1dPA1
C15 C 0.29387(7) 0.9010(4) 0.99990(19) 0.0231(5) Uani
11d...
H15 H 0.2710 1.0253 0.9881 0.028 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C16 C 0.29150(7) 0.7014(4) 0.92836(18) 0.0206(5) Uani
11d...

O2 O 0.21176(5) 0.4019(3) 0.95834(14) 0.0291(4) Uani 1
1d...
H2 H 0.1866 0.3734 0.9955 0.044 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
O3 O 0.16547(5) 0.6918(3) 0.88062(14) 0.0301(4) Uani 1
1d...
C1 C -0.07138(7) 0.4993(3) 0.40672(17) 0.0186(5) Uani 1
1d...
C2 C -0.05382(8) 0.6236(4) 0.31246(18) 0.0210(5) Uani 1
1d...
H2 H -0.0244 0.5763 0.2781 0.025 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C3 C -0.07955(8) 0.8169(4) 0.26902(19) 0.0240(5) Uani 1
1d...
H3 H -0.0683 0.9028 0.2040 0.029 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C4 C -0.12172(8) 0.8822(4) 0.32189(19) 0.0243(5) Uani 1
1d...
H4 H -0.1393 1.0151 0.2920 0.029 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .
C5 C -0.11426(7) 0.5778(4) 0.45388(18) 0.0205(5) Uani 1
1d...

C17 C 0.32662(7) 0.5262(4) 0.94628(19) 0.0225(5) Uani
11d...

H5 H -0.1267 0.4932 0.5180 0.025 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H17 H 0.3265 0.3908 0.8973 0.027 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C6 C -0.04241(7) 0.2931(4) 0.45273(18) 0.0193(5) Uani 1
1d...
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N1 N -0.13910(6) 0.7665(3) 0.41380(15) 0.0236(4) Uani 1
1d...

O1 O -0.00199(5) 0.2532(2) 0.41262(12) 0.0234(4) Uani
11d...

N2 N -0.06059(7) 0.1603(3) 0.53735(16) 0.0229(4) Uani 1
1d...

loop_
_atom_site_aniso_label
_atom_site_aniso_U_11
_atom_site_aniso_U_22
_atom_site_aniso_U_33
_atom_site_aniso_U_23
_atom_site_aniso_U_13
_atom_site_aniso_U_12
C7 0.0169(11) 0.0209(11) 0.0240(12) 0.0006(9)
0.0029(9) 0.0039(8)

C19 0.0169(11) 0.0258(11) 0.0281(12) 0.0004(10)
0.0042(9) 0.0005(9)

C8 0.0220(12) 0.0202(11) 0.0275(12) 0.0001(10)
0.0040(10) 0.0016(9)

C20 0.0233(12) 0.0388(14) 0.0308(13) 0.0064(11)
0.0029(10) 0.0022(10)

C9 0.0292(13) 0.0239(11) 0.0231(12) 0.0030(10)
0.0038(10) 0.0069(10)

C21 0.0194(12) 0.0223(11) 0.0225(12) -0.0042(10) 0.0008(9) -0.0026(9)

C10 0.0245(12) 0.0323(13) 0.0215(11) -0.0048(10) 0.0014(9) 0.0079(10)

O2 0.0206(8) 0.0288(8) 0.0383(10) 0.0080(7) 0.0078(7) 0.0014(7)

C11 0.0224(12) 0.0234(11) 0.0271(13) -0.0031(10)
0.0022(10) 0.0009(9)

O3 0.0192(8) 0.0316(9) 0.0400(10) 0.0019(8) 0.0054(7)
0.0051(7)

C12 0.0198(11) 0.0219(11) 0.0225(11) 0.0020(9)
0.0027(9) 0.0018(9)

C1 0.0170(11) 0.0187(10) 0.0200(11) -0.0038(9)
0.0000(9) -0.0009(8)

C13 0.0176(11) 0.0179(10) 0.0242(12) 0.0043(9)
0.0042(9) -0.0022(8)

C2 0.0182(11) 0.0233(11) 0.0215(11) -0.0038(9)
0.0030(9) 0.0015(9)

C14 0.0238(12) 0.0160(10) 0.0253(12) -0.0028(9)
0.0045(10) -0.0005(9)

C3 0.0225(12) 0.0284(12) 0.0211(11) 0.0051(10)
0.0014(9) 0.0001(9)

F1 0.0340(15) 0.0248(13) 0.0323(15) -0.0052(12)
0.0019(12) 0.0013(11)

C4 0.0223(12) 0.0234(11) 0.0269(12) 0.0029(10) 0.0019(10) 0.0030(9)

C15 0.0179(11) 0.0228(11) 0.0288(12) 0.0067(10)
0.0031(10) 0.0015(9)

C5 0.0166(11) 0.0231(11) 0.0218(11) -0.0001(9)
0.0007(9) -0.0014(9)

C16 0.0172(11) 0.0229(11) 0.0220(11) 0.0052(9)
0.0026(9) -0.0043(9)

C6 0.0181(11) 0.0205(11) 0.0195(11) -0.0033(9)
0.0023(9) 0.0004(9)

C17 0.0228(12) 0.0190(11) 0.0258(12) 0.0009(9)
0.0034(10) -0.0023(9)

N1 0.0213(10) 0.0232(9) 0.0263(10) -0.0013(8) 0.0029(8)
0.0030(7)

C18 0.0165(11) 0.0195(11) 0.0289(12) 0.0037(10)
0.0017(10) 0.0037(8)

N2 0.0176(10) 0.0234(10) 0.0279(11) 0.0041(9)
0.0050(8) 0.0040(8)

F1' 0.0240(13) 0.0188(12) 0.0343(14) 0.0003(11) 0.0016(11) 0.0080(10)

O1 0.0180(8) 0.0246(8) 0.0278(8) 0.0004(7) 0.0048(6)
0.0037(6)

_geom_special_details
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;
All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes)
are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken
into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles
and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only
used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic)
treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes.
;

loop_
_geom_bond_atom_site_label_1
_geom_bond_atom_site_label_2
_geom_bond_distance
_geom_bond_site_symmetry_2
_geom_bond_publ_flag
C7 C12 1.394(3) . ?

C1 C2 1.389(3) . ?

C8 C7 C13 119.79(18) . . ?

C7 C8 1.398(3) . ?

C1 C6 1.497(3) . ?

C9 C8 C7 120.7(2) . . ?

C7 C13 1.488(3) . ?

C2 C3 1.385(3) . ?

C8 C9 C10 120.3(2) . . ?

C8 C9 1.380(3) . ?

C3 C4 1.377(3) . ?

C11 C10 C9 119.8(2) . . ?

C9 C10 1.386(3) . ?

C4 N1 1.342(3) . ?

C10 C11 C12 120.2(2) . . ?

C10 C11 1.381(3) . ?

C5 N1 1.339(3) . ?

C11 C12 C7 120.46(19) . . ?

C11 C12 1.391(3) . ?

C6 O1 1.238(2) . ?

C18 C13 C14 115.04(19) . . ?

C13 C18 1.385(3) . ?

C6 N2 1.337(3) . ?

C18 C13 C7 121.89(18) . . ?

C13 C14 1.392(3) . ?

C14 C13 C7 123.04(18) . . ?

C14 C15 1.380(3) . ?

loop_

C15 C14 C13 123.3(2) . . ?

C15 C16 1.395(3) . ?

_geom_angle_atom_site_label_1

C14 C15 C16 119.70(19) . . ?

C16 C17 1.393(3) . ?

_geom_angle_atom_site_label_2

C17 C16 C15 118.36(19) . . ?

C16 C19 1.521(3) . ?

_geom_angle_atom_site_label_3

C17 C16 C19 120.13(19) . . ?

C17 C18 1.375(3) . ?

_geom_angle

C15 C16 C19 121.50(19) . . ?

C19 C20 1.518(3) . ?

_geom_angle_site_symmetry_1

C18 C17 C16 119.8(2) . . ?

C19 C21 1.531(3) . ?

_geom_angle_site_symmetry_3

C17 C18 C13 123.75(19) . . ?

C21 O3 1.214(2) . ?

_geom_angle_publ_flag

C20 C19 C16 113.93(18) . . ?

C21 O2 1.322(3) . ?

C12 C7 C8 118.6(2) . . ?

C20 C19 C21 112.16(18) . . ?

C1 C5 1.387(3) . ?

C12 C7 C13 121.62(18) . . ?

C16 C19 C21 109.11(17) . . ?
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O3 C21 O2 123.92(19) . . ?

N1 C4 C3 122.9(2) . . ?

O3 C21 C19 124.4(2) . . ?

N1 C5 C1 123.48(19) . . ?

O2 C21 C19 111.73(18) . . ?

O1 C6 N2 122.03(19) . . ?

C5 C1 C2 117.70(19) . . ?

O1 C6 C1 118.96(18) . . ?

C5 C1 C6 124.13(18) . . ?

N2 C6 C1 119.00(18) . . ?

C2 C1 C6 118.16(17) . . ?

C5 N1 C4 117.77(18) . . ?

_diffrn_measured_fraction_theta_
max 0.968
_diffrn_reflns_theta_full
27.49
_diffrn_measured_fraction_theta_f
ull 0.968
_refine_diff_density_max

0.268

_refine_diff_density_min -0.330
C3 C2 C1 119.41(19) . . ?
_refine_diff_density_rms
C4 C3 C2 118.8(2) . . ?

2.1.4 Salicylic acid: nicotinamide
_chemical_formula_moiety
'C7 H6 O3, C6 H6 N2 O'
_chemical_formula_sum
'C13 H12 N2 O4'
_chemical_formula_weight

260.25

_atom_type_symbol
_atom_type_description
_atom_type_scat_dispersion_real
_atom_type_scat_dispersion_imag
_atom_type_scat_source
'C' 'C' 0.0033 0.0016
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'
'H' 'H' 0.0000 0.0000
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'
'N' 'N' 0.0061 0.0033
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'
'O' 'O' 0.0106 0.0060
'International Tables Vol C Tables 4.2.6.8 and 6.1.1.4'
_symmetry_cell_setting

Monoclinic

_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M

'P 21/n'

_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz
'x, y, z'
'-x+1/2, y+1/2, -z+1/2'
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0.064

'-x, -y, -z'
'x-1/2, -y-1/2, z-1/2'

_cell_length_a

11.0751(2)

_cell_length_b

4.9441(1)

_cell_length_c

22.8470(5)

_cell_angle_alpha

90.00

_cell_angle_beta

97.556(1)

_cell_angle_gamma
_cell_volume

90.00
1240.16(4)

_cell_formula_units_Z

4

_cell_measurement_temperature

120(2)

_cell_measurement_reflns_used

3121

_cell_measurement_theta_min

2.91

_cell_measurement_theta_max

27.48

_exptl_crystal_description
_exptl_crystal_colour

blade
colourless

_exptl_crystal_size_max

0.45

_exptl_crystal_size_mid

0.03

_exptl_crystal_size_min

0.01

_exptl_crystal_density_meas

?

_exptl_crystal_density_diffrn

1.394

_exptl_crystal_density_method
_exptl_crystal_F_000

'not measured'

544

_exptl_absorpt_coefficient_mu

0.105

_exptl_absorpt_correction_type

multi-scan

_exptl_absorpt_correction_T_min 0.954
_exptl_absorpt_correction_T_max 0.999
_exptl_absorpt_process_details

'SADABS V2.10 (Sheldrick, 2003)'

_exptl_special_details
_diffrn_ambient_temperature

120(2)

_diffrn_radiation_wavelength

0.71073

_diffrn_radiation_type
_diffrn_radiation_source

MoK\a
'Bruker-Nonius FR591 rotating anode'
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_diffrn_radiation_monochromator graphite
_diffrn_measurement_device_type 'Bruker-Nonius KappaCCD'
_diffrn_measurement_method

'\f and \w scans'

_diffrn_detector_area_resol_mean 9.091
_diffrn_standards_number

none

_diffrn_standards_interval_count ?
_diffrn_standards_interval_time ?
_diffrn_standards_decay_%
_diffrn_reflns_number

?
18385

_diffrn_reflns_av_R_equivalents 0.0560
_diffrn_reflns_av_sigmaI/netI

0.0462

_diffrn_reflns_limit_h_min

-14

_diffrn_reflns_limit_h_max

14

_diffrn_reflns_limit_k_min

-5

_diffrn_reflns_limit_k_max

6

_diffrn_reflns_limit_l_min

-27

_diffrn_reflns_limit_l_max

29

_diffrn_reflns_theta_min

3.07

_diffrn_reflns_theta_max

27.50

_reflns_number_total

2853

_reflns_number_gt

2214

_reflns_threshold_expression

I>2\s(I)

_computing_data_collection

'DENZO, COLLECT'

_computing_cell_refinement

'DENZO, COLLECT'

_computing_data_reduction

'DENZO, COLLECT'

_computing_structure_solution

'SHELXS97 (Sheldrick, 1997)'

_computing_structure_refinement 'SHELXL97 (Sheldrick, 1997)'
_computing_molecular_graphics

'PLATON (Spek, 2003)'

_computing_publication_material ?

_refine_special_details
;
Refinement of F^2^ against ALL reflections. The weighted R-factor wR and
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goodness of fit S are based on F^2^, conventional R-factors R are based
on F, with F set to zero for negative F^2^. The threshold expression of
F^2^ > 2sigma(F^2^) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is
not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based
on F^2^ are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and Rfactors based on ALL data will be even larger.
;

_refine_ls_structure_factor_coef Fsqd
_refine_ls_matrix_type

full

_refine_ls_weighting_scheme

calc

_refine_ls_weighting_details
'calc w=1/[\s^2^(Fo^2^)+(0.0542P)^2^+0.5739P] where P=(Fo^2^+2Fc^2^)/3'
_atom_sites_solution_primary

direct

_atom_sites_solution_secondary

difmap

_atom_sites_solution_hydrogens

geom

_refine_ls_hydrogen_treatment

mixed

_refine_ls_extinction_method

none

_refine_ls_extinction_coef

?

_refine_ls_number_reflns

2853

_refine_ls_number_parameters
_refine_ls_number_restraints

182
0

_refine_ls_R_factor_all

0.0652

_refine_ls_R_factor_gt

0.0461

_refine_ls_wR_factor_ref

0.1226

_refine_ls_wR_factor_gt

0.1109

_refine_ls_goodness_of_fit_ref
_refine_ls_restrained_S_all
_refine_ls_shift/su_max
_refine_ls_shift/su_mean

1.030
1.030

0.007
0.001

loop_
_atom_site_label
_atom_site_type_symbol
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_atom_site_fract_x
_atom_site_fract_y
_atom_site_fract_z
_atom_site_U_iso_or_equiv
_atom_site_adp_type
_atom_site_occupancy
_atom_site_symmetry_multiplicity
_atom_site_calc_flag
_atom_site_refinement_flags
_atom_site_disorder_assembly
_atom_site_disorder_group
C1 C 1.00826(13) 1.0462(3) 0.28292(6) 0.0196(3) Uani 1
1d...

H1N H 0.8177(17) 0.623(4) 0.0093(8) 0.030(5) Uiso 1 1 d
...

C2 C 0.97753(13) 1.2578(3) 0.32436(6) 0.0198(3) Uani 1
1d...

C8 C 0.86250(14) 0.2510(3) 0.03241(7) 0.0212(3) Uani 1
1d...

C3 C 1.06209(14) 1.3245(3) 0.37376(7) 0.0227(3) Uani 1
1d...

C9 C 0.94553(14) 0.3305(3) 0.08699(6) 0.0200(3) Uani 1
1d...

C4 C 1.03362(16) 1.5208(4) 0.41354(7) 0.0291(4) Uani 1
1d...

C10 C 0.91886(14) 0.5446(3) 0.12247(6) 0.0206(3) Uani
11d...

H4 H 1.0903 1.5644 0.4471 0.035 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H10 H 0.8472 0.6476 0.1110 0.025 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C5 C 0.92264(16) 1.6515(4) 0.40391(8) 0.0325(4) Uani 1
1d...

C11 C 1.09316(14) 0.4703(3) 0.18771(7) 0.0226(3) Uani
11d...

H5 H 0.9036 1.7857 0.4310 0.039 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H11 H 1.1452 0.5205 0.2224 0.027 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C6 C 0.83812(16) 1.5891(4) 0.35495(8) 0.0307(4) Uani 1
1d...

C12 C 1.12631(14) 0.2530(3) 0.15477(7) 0.0246(3) Uani
11d...

H6 H 0.7621 1.6808 0.3486 0.037 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H12 H 1.1993 0.1558 0.1668 0.029 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

C7 C 0.86587(14) 1.3929(3) 0.31573(7) 0.0249(3) Uani 1
1d...

C13 C 1.05055(14) 0.1810(3) 0.10393(7) 0.0222(3) Uani
11d...

H7 H 0.8083 1.3494 0.2825 0.030 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

H13 H 1.0702 0.0311 0.0810 0.027 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

O1 O 0.92465(9) 0.9936(2) 0.23870(5) 0.0232(3) Uani 1
1d...

N1 N 0.99087(12) 0.6117(3) 0.17251(6) 0.0217(3) Uani 1
1d...

H1 H 0.9496 0.8719 0.2176 0.035 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

N2 N 0.80259(13) 0.4487(3) 0.00129(6) 0.0270(3) Uani 1
1d...

O2 O 1.10869(10) 0.9304(2) 0.28991(5) 0.0259(3) Uani 1
1d...

O4 O 0.85171(11) 0.0098(2) 0.01844(5) 0.0274(3) Uani 1
1d...

O3 O 1.17286(10) 1.2023(3) 0.38394(5) 0.0301(3) Uani 1
1d...
H3 H 1.1788 1.0869 0.3575 0.045 Uiso 1 1 calc R . .

loop_

H2N H 0.7566(17) 0.397(4) -0.0351(9) 0.031(5) Uiso 1 1
d...

_atom_site_aniso_label
_atom_site_aniso_U_11
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_atom_site_aniso_U_22

O2 0.0221(6) 0.0300(6) 0.0244(6) -0.0052(5) -0.0017(4)
0.0068(5)

_atom_site_aniso_U_33
O3 0.0287(6) 0.0346(7) 0.0246(6) -0.0082(5) -0.0060(5)
0.0089(5)

_atom_site_aniso_U_23

C8 0.0265(8) 0.0194(7) 0.0186(7) -0.0019(6) 0.0058(6) 0.0056(6)

_atom_site_aniso_U_13
_atom_site_aniso_U_12
C1 0.0199(7) 0.0206(7) 0.0182(7) 0.0013(6) 0.0022(6) 0.0012(6)
C2 0.0222(7) 0.0193(7) 0.0181(7) 0.0002(6) 0.0033(6) 0.0007(6)
C3 0.0247(8) 0.0233(8) 0.0197(7) 0.0008(6) 0.0014(6)
0.0016(6)
C4 0.0358(9) 0.0289(9) 0.0220(8) -0.0052(7) 0.0018(7) 0.0002(7)
C5 0.0404(10) 0.0295(9) 0.0298(9) -0.0072(7) 0.0130(8)
0.0031(8)
C6 0.0273(8) 0.0306(9) 0.0358(9) -0.0030(7) 0.0102(7)
0.0060(7)
C7 0.0224(7) 0.0257(8) 0.0267(8) -0.0001(6) 0.0034(6)
0.0012(6)
O1 0.0207(5) 0.0265(6) 0.0214(5) -0.0066(4) -0.0004(4)
0.0002(4)

C9 0.0251(7) 0.0173(7) 0.0181(7) 0.0014(6) 0.0043(6) 0.0049(6)
C10 0.0245(7) 0.0185(7) 0.0188(7) 0.0007(6) 0.0027(6) 0.0039(6)
C11 0.0225(7) 0.0241(8) 0.0209(7) -0.0007(6) 0.0015(6) 0.0051(6)
C12 0.0220(8) 0.0244(8) 0.0275(8) 0.0008(6) 0.0042(6) 0.0029(6)
C13 0.0271(8) 0.0190(7) 0.0215(7) -0.0012(6) 0.0073(6) 0.0038(6)
N1 0.0249(7) 0.0213(7) 0.0187(6) -0.0011(5) 0.0024(5) 0.0039(5)
N2 0.0375(8) 0.0188(7) 0.0224(7) -0.0002(6) -0.0051(6) 0.0047(6)
O4 0.0382(7) 0.0178(6) 0.0254(6) -0.0039(4) 0.0009(5) 0.0047(5)

_geom_special_details
;
All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes)
are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken
into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles
and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only
used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic)
treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes.
;

loop_

C1 O2 1.2424(18) . ?

C3 C4 1.394(2) . ?

_geom_bond_atom_site_label_1

C1 O1 1.3037(17) . ?

C4 C5 1.380(2) . ?

_geom_bond_atom_site_label_2

C1 C2 1.480(2) . ?

C5 C6 1.395(3) . ?

_geom_bond_distance

C2 C7 1.397(2) . ?

C6 C7 1.383(2) . ?

_geom_bond_site_symmetry_2

C2 C3 1.408(2) . ?

C8 O4 1.2362(19) . ?

_geom_bond_publ_flag

C3 O3 1.3597(19) . ?

C8 N2 1.333(2) . ?
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C8 C9 1.501(2) . ?

O2 C1 O1 122.71(14) . . ?

C10 C9 C13 118.52(14) . . ?

C9 C10 1.389(2) . ?

O2 C1 C2 121.38(13) . . ?

C10 C9 C8 122.03(14) . . ?

C9 C13 1.390(2) . ?

O1 C1 C2 115.91(13) . . ?

C13 C9 C8 119.41(14) . . ?

C10 N1 1.3465(19) . ?

C7 C2 C3 118.98(14) . . ?

N1 C10 C9 122.38(14) . . ?

C11 N1 1.338(2) . ?

C7 C2 C1 121.44(13) . . ?

N1 C11 C12 122.61(14) . . ?

C11 C12 1.388(2) . ?

C3 C2 C1 119.58(13) . . ?

C13 C12 C11 118.60(15) . . ?

C12 C13 1.387(2) . ?

O3 C3 C4 118.31(14) . . ?

C12 C13 C9 119.26(15) . . ?

O3 C3 C2 121.55(14) . . ?

C11 N1 C10 118.60(13) . . ?

loop_

C4 C3 C2 120.15(14) . . ?

_geom_angle_atom_site_label_1

C5 C4 C3 119.68(15) . . ?

_geom_angle_atom_site_label_2

C4 C5 C6 120.92(15) . . ?

_geom_angle_atom_site_label_3

C7 C6 C5 119.45(16) . . ?

_geom_angle

C6 C7 C2 120.82(15) . . ?

_geom_angle_site_symmetry_1

O4 C8 N2 123.03(14) . . ?

_geom_angle_site_symmetry_3

O4 C8 C9 119.66(14) . . ?

_geom_angle_publ_flag

N2 C8 C9 117.31(13) . . ?

_diffrn_measured_fraction_theta_
max 0.996
_diffrn_reflns_theta_full
27.50
_diffrn_measured_fraction_theta_f
ull 0.996
_refine_diff_density_max

0.277

_refine_diff_density_min -0.338
_refine_diff_density_rms

0.054

#===END

2.2 Nicotinamide form II failed growth conditions

Sublimation- This was attempted under vacuum for 1 week at 50 and 70°C.Resultant crystals were
then analysed by PXRD.
Crash cooling from ethanol- this was attempted in both ice and liquid nitrogen.
Ice- 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50ml of hot solvent was used to dissolve 5g of nicotinamide. This was then
left to stand in a bucket of ice until crystallisation took place. Any resultant crystals were then
analysed by PXRD.
Liquid nitrogen- 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50ml of hot solvent was used to dissolve 5g of nicotinamide. This
was then submerged in liquid nitrogen and resultant crystals were analysed by PXRD.
Crash cooling from melt- This was attempted on two scales 50mg and 100mg with an air cool, an
ice cool and a liquid nitrogen cool. Where crystalline material was produced this was analysed
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Appendix 3- Ternary phase diagram points
Initial tables show low % water, later tables show high % as plotted.
Result = Ibuprofen = 1, Nicotinamide= 2, Co-crystal= 3, Ibuprofen + co-crystal= 4, Nicotinamide + cocrystal= 5.
15ml
1159

103

mol
water
0.831833

1.201114886

0.009491

0.000499

4

1098

206

0.831833

1.201114886

0.008991

0.000999

4

1037

309

0.831833

1.201114886

0.008492

0.001498

4

976

412

0.831833

1.201114886

0.007992

0.001997

4

915

515

0.831833

1.201114886

0.007493

0.002497

4

854

618

0.831833

1.201114886

0.006993

0.002996

4

793

721

0.831833

1.201114886

0.006494

0.003495

4

732

824

0.831833

1.201114886

0.005994

0.003995

4

671

927

0.831833

1.201114886

0.005495

0.004494

4

610

1030

0.831833

1.201114886

0.004995

0.004993

4

549

1133

0.831833

1.201114886

0.004496

0.005493

4

488

1236

0.831833

1.201114886

0.003996

0.005992

4

427

1339

0.831833

1.201114886

0.003497

0.006491

4

366

1442

0.831833

1.201114886

0.002997

0.00699

1

305

1545

0.831833

1.201114886

0.002498

0.00749

1

244

1648

0.831833

1.201114886

0.001998

0.007989

1

183

1751

0.831833

1.201114886

0.001499

0.008488

1

122

1854

0.831833

1.201114886

0.000999

0.008988

1

61

1957

0.831833

1.201114886

0.0005

0.009487

1

2061

0.831833

1.201114886

0.009991

1

mol water

Mol of solid%

40ml

mol % of solid

mol nic

mol ibu

mol nic

Result

mol ibu

result

1159

103

2.218222

0.450418082

0.009491

0.000499

4

1098

206

2.218222

0.450418082

0.008991

0.000999

4

1037

309

2.218222

0.450418082

0.008492

0.001498

4

976

412

2.218222

0.450418082

0.007992

0.001997

4

915

515

2.218222

0.450418082

0.007493

0.002497

4

854

618

2.218222

0.450418082

0.006993

0.002996

4

793

721

2.218222

0.450418082

0.006494

0.003495

4

732

824

2.218222

0.450418082

0.005994

0.003995

4

671

927

2.218222

0.450418082

0.005495

0.004494

4

610

1030

2.218222

0.450418082

0.004995

0.004993

4

549

1133

2.218222

0.450418082

0.004496

0.005493

1

488

1236

2.218222

0.450418082

0.003996

0.005992

1

427

1339

2.218222

0.450418082

0.003497

0.006491

1

366

1442

2.218222

0.450418082

0.002997

0.00699

1

305

1545

2.218222

0.450418082

0.002498

0.00749

1

244

1648

2.218222

0.450418082

0.001998

0.007989

1

183

1751

2.218222

0.450418082

0.001499

0.008488

1

122

1854

2.218222

0.450418082

0.000999

0.008988

1

223

61

1957

2.218222

0.450418082

2061

2.218222

0.450418082

15ml

Mol water

Mol % of solid

0.0005

0.009487

1

0.009991

Mol nic

Mol Ibu

Result

144.9

12.9

0.831833

0.150183002

0.001187

6.25849E-05

4

137.2

25.8

0.831833

0.150183002

0.001123

0.00012517

4

129.6

38.6

0.831833

0.150183002

0.001061

0.00018727

4

122

51.5

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000999

0.000249854

4

114.4

64.4

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000937

0.000312439

4

106.8

77.2

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000875

0.000374539

4

99.1

90.1

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000811

0.000437124

4

91.5

103

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000749

0.000499709

4

83.9

115.9

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000687

0.000562294

4

76.3

128.8

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000625

0.000624879

4

68.6

141.6

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000562

0.000686978

4

53.4

167.4

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000437

0.000812148

4

45.8

180.2

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000375

0.000874248

4

0.831833

0.150183002

38.1

193.1

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000312

0.000936833

4

30.5

206

0.831833

0.150183002

0.00025

0.000999418

4

22.9

218.9

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000188

0.001062003

4

15.25

231.8

0.831833

0.150183002

0.000125

0.001124588

4

7.6

244.6

0.831833

0.150183002

6.22E-05

0.001186687

1

257.5

0.831833

0.150183002

0

0.001249272

15ml

Mol water

Mol % of solid

Mol nic

Mol ibu

Result

289.8

25.8

0.831833

0.300191304

0.002373

0.000125

4

274.5

51.5

0.831833

0.300191304

0.002248

0.00025

4

259.3

77.25

0.831833

0.300191304

0.002123

0.000374

4

244

103

0.831833

0.300191304

0.001998

0.000499

4

228.8

128.8

0.831833

0.300191304

0.001874

0.000624

4

213.5

154.5

0.831833

0.300191304

0.001748

0.000749

4

198.3

180.3

0.831833

0.300191304

0.001624

0.000874

4

183

206

0.831833

0.300191304

0.001499

0.000999

4

167.8

231.8

0.831833

0.300191304

0.001374

0.001124

1

152.5

275.5

0.831833

0.300191304

0.001249

0.001336

1

137.3

283.3

0.831833

0.300191304

0.001124

0.001373

4

122

309

0.831833

0.300191304

0.000999

0.001498

4

106.75

334.8

0.831833

0.300191304

0.000874

0.001623

1

91.5

360.5

0.831833

0.300191304

0.000749

0.001748

4

76.3

386.3

0.831833

0.300191304

0.000625

0.001873

4

91

412

0.831833

0.300191304

0.000745

0.001997

4

45.8

437.8

0.831833

0.300191304

0.000375

0.002122

4

30.5

463.5

0.831833

0.300191304

0.00025

0.002247

4

15.25

489.3

0.831833

0.300191304

0.000125

0.002372

1

224

515.1

20ml

0.831833

Mol water

0.300191304

0.002497

289.8

25.8

1.109111

Mol % of
solid
0.225143

Mol nic

Mol ibu

Result

0.002373

0.000125

4

274.5

51.5

1.109111

0.225143

0.002248

0.00025

4

259.3

77.25

1.109111

0.225143

0.002123

0.000374

4

244

103

1.109111

0.225143

0.001998

0.000499

4

228.8

128.8

1.109111

0.225143

0.001874

0.000624

4

213.5

154.5

1.109111

0.225143

0.001748

0.000749

4

198.3

180.3

1.109111

0.225143

0.001624

0.000874

4

183

206

1.109111

0.225143

0.001499

0.000999

4

167.8

231.8

1.109111

0.225143

0.001374

0.001124

1

152.5

275.5

1.109111

0.225143

0.001249

0.001336

4

137.3

283.3

1.109111

0.225143

0.001124

0.001373

1

122

309

1.109111

0.225143

0.000999

0.001498

1

106.75

334.8

1.109111

0.225143

0.000874

0.001623

1

91.5

360.5

1.109111

0.225143

0.000749

0.001748

1

76.3

386.3

1.109111

0.225143

0.000625

0.001873

1

91

412

1.109111

0.225143

0.000745

0.001997

1

45.8

437.8

1.109111

0.225143

0.000375

0.002122

1

30.5

463.5

1.109111

0.225143

0.00025

0.002247

1

15.25

489.3

1.109111

0.225143

0.000125

0.002372

1

515.1

1.109111

0.225143

0.002497

1

% ibu

mol % of water

Result

% ibu

Mol% of water

result

100

98.79888511

2

100

99.54958192

2

95

98.79888511

4

95

99.54958192

4

90

98.79888511

4

90

99.54958192

4

85

98.79888511

4

85

99.54958192

4

80

98.79888511

4

80

99.54958192

4

75

98.79888511

4

75

99.54958192

4

70

98.79888511

4

70

99.54958192

4

65

98.79888511

4

65

99.54958192

4

60

98.79888511

4

60

99.54958192

4

55

98.79888511

4

55

99.54958192

4

50

98.79888511

4

50

99.54958192

4

45

98.79888511

4

45

99.54958192

1

40

98.79888511

4

40

99.54958192

1

35

98.79888511

4

35

99.54958192

1

30

98.79888511

1

30

99.54958192

1

25

98.79888511

1

25

99.54958192

1

20

98.79888511

1

20

99.54958192

1

15

98.79888511

1

15

99.54958192

1

225

10

98.79888511

1

10

99.54958192

1

5

98.79888511

1

5

99.54958192

1

0

98.79888511

1

0

99.54958192

1

226

% ibu

Mol % of water

Result

% ibu

Mol % of water

Result

100

99.849817

2

100

99.6998087

2

95

99.849817

4

95

99.6998087

4

90

99.849817

4

90

99.6998087

4

85

99.849817

4

85

99.6998087

4

80

99.849817

4

80

99.6998087

4

75

99.849817

4

75

99.6998087

4

70

99.849817

4

70

99.6998087

4

65

99.849817

4

65

99.6998087

4

60

99.849817

4

60

99.6998087

4

55

99.849817

4

55

99.6998087

1

50

99.849817

4

50

99.6998087

1

45

99.849817

4

45

99.6998087

4

40

99.849817

4

40

99.6998087

4

35

99.849817

4

35

99.6998087

1

30

99.849817

30

99.6998087

4

25

99.849817

4

25

99.6998087

4

20

99.849817

4

20

99.6998087

4

15

99.849817

4

15

99.6998087

4

10

99.849817

4

10

99.6998087

4

5

99.849817

1

5

99.6998087

1

0

99.849817

1

0

99.6998087

1

% ibu

Mol% of water

Result

100

99.77485652

2

95

99.77485652

4

90

99.77485652

4

85

99.77485652

4

80

99.77485652

4

75

99.77485652

4

70

99.77485652

4

65

99.77485652

4

60

99.77485652

4

55

99.77485652

1

50

99.77485652

4

45

99.77485652

1

40

99.77485652

1

35

99.77485652

1

30

99.77485652

1

25

99.77485652

1

20

99.77485652

1

15

99.77485652

1

10

99.77485652

1

227

5

99.77485652

1

0

99.77485652

1
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Appendix 4- NMR titration specifications and dilution
Ibuprofen nicotinamide co-crystal dilution

Amounts used- (spectra can be found on attached CD)
Amount used of original

mg/800

mg/800

mol/800

mol/800

1000/592 to 2.8ml

ibuprofen

nicotinamide

ibuprofen

nicotinamide

800

192

113.6

0.930774

0.93023256

600

144

85.2

0.69808

0.69767442

400

96

56.8

0.465387

0.46511628

300

72

42.6

0.34904

0.34883721

200

48

28.4

0.232693

0.23255814

150

36

21.3

0.17452

0.1744186

100

24

14.2

0.116347

0.11627907

75

18

10.65

0.08726

0.0872093

50

12

7.1

0.058173

0.05813953

37.5

9

5.325

0.04363

0.04360465

25

6

3.55

0.029087

0.02906977

16.25

4.5

2.6625

0.021815

0.02180233

12.5

3

1.775

0.014543

0.01453488

8.125

2.25

1.33125

0.010908

0.01090116

6.25

1.5

0.8875

0.007272

0.00726744

4.0625

1.125

0.665625

0.005454

0.00545058

3.125

0.75

0.44375

0.003636

0.00363372

1.5625

0.5625

0.221875

0.001818

0.00181686

0.78125

0.375

0.1109375

0.000909

0.00090843

0.390625

0.28125

0.05546875

0.000454

0.00045422

Hydrogen positions associated with peak shifts
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Peak shifts for Ibuprofen-nicotinamide dilution
A

B

C

D

E

9.0595

8.6227

8.2894

7.1877

7.0421

7.1877

5.457

9.0504

8.6351

8.2921

7.185

7.0568

7.185

5.3095

9.0394

8.6511

8.2958

7.1832

7.0687

7.1832

5.1465

9.0339

8.6594

8.2976

7.1832

7.0678

7.1823

5.0842

9.0284

8.6685

8.2995

7.1832

7.076

7.1832

5.011

9.0266

8.6731

8.3013

7.1841

7.0806

7.1841

4.9835

9.0238

8.6795

8.3031

7.1841

7.0852

7.1841

4.9533

9.0229

8.6823

8.304

7.185

7.0943

7.185

4.9341

9.0211

8.685

8.305

7.185

7.0971

7.185

4.9194

9.0211

8.6868

8.3059

7.1859

7.0989

7.1859

4.9139

9.0202

8.6878

8.3059

7.1859

7.0998

7.1859

4.9038

9.0193

8.6887

8.3059

7.1859

7.1007

7.1859

4.8988

9.0193

8.6896

8.3068

7.1859

7.1017

7.1859

4.8974

9.0193

8.6905

8.3068

7.1868

7.1017

7.1868

4.8974

9.0193

8.6905

8.3068

7.1868

7.1017

7.1868

4.8919

9.0193

8.6905

8.3068

7.1868

7.1017

7.1868

4.8906

9.0193

8.6905

8.3068

7.1877

7.1017

7.1877

4.891

9.0193

8.6914

8.3077

7.1877

7.1007

7.1877

4.8929

9.0138

8.6914

8.3068

7.1896

7.0998

7.1896

4.9496

9.0101

8.6914

7.1914

4.8892

G

7.1914

F

H

I

J

K

K

L

3.6612

3.304

2.3846

1.7628

1.4038

1.4304

0.83605

3.6566

3.3031

2.3947

1.7738

1.4029

1.4295

0.84613

3.652

3.3031

2.4112

1.7903

1.4038

1.4304

0.8617

3.6506

3.3031

2.413

1.7994

1.4047

1.4313

0.86902

3.6493

3.3031

2.4249

1.8095

1.4066

1.4322

0.8791

3.6493

3.3031

2.4359

1.815

1.4066

1.4331

0.88367

3.6493

3.3031

2.4359

1.8214

1.4084

1.435

0.88917

3.6493

3.3031

2.445

1.8242

1.4093

1.435

0.89192

3.6493

3.3031

2.4487

1.8278

1.4093

1.4359

0.89466

3.6493

3.3031

2.4505

1.8297

1.4102

1.4368

0.89649

3.6483

3.3031

2.4524

1.8306

1.4102

1.434

0.89741

3.6483

3.3031

2.4533

1.8324

1.4102

1.4368

0.89833

3.6483

3.3031

2.4542

1.8333

1.4102

1.4368

0.89924

3.6483

3.3031

2.4551

1.8333

1.4102

1.4368

0.89924

3.6474

3.3031

2.4551

1.8342

1.4102

1.4368

0.90016

3.6474

3.3031

2.4551

1.8342

1.4102

1.4368

0.90016

3.6465

3.3031

2.4551

1.8342

1.4102

1.4368

0.90016

3.6447

3.3031

2.4551

1.8342

1.4093

1.4359

0.90016

3.3031

2.4551

1.8342

1.4084

1.435

0.90016

3.3031

2.4533

1.4066

1.4331

0.89924
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Ibuprofen into nicotinamide co-crystal titration

Amounts used- (spectra can be found on attached CD)
No.

mcL added

mg nic/ml (4.3 total)

mg ibu added

mmol nic (total)

mmol ibu (total)

1

0

186.8604651

0

6.579593842

0

2

10

186.8604651

4.6627907

6.579593842

0.022604182

3

20

186.8604651

9.3255814

6.579593842

0.045208364

4

35

186.8604651

16.31976745

6.579593842

0.079114638

5

50

186.8604651

23.3139535

6.579593842

0.113020911

6

75

186.8604651

34.97093025

6.579593842

0.169531366

7

100

186.8604651

46.627907

6.579593842

0.226041822

8

140

186.8604651

65.2790698

6.579593842

0.316458551

9

180

186.8604651

83.9302326

6.579593842

0.406875279

10

230

186.8604651

107.2441861

6.579593842

0.51989619

11

280

186.8604651

130.5581396

6.579593842

0.632917101

12

340

186.8604651

158.5348838

6.579593842

0.768542194

13

400

186.8604651

186.511628

6.579593842

0.904167287

14

475

186.8604651

221.4825583

6.579593842

1.073698654

15

550

186.8604651

256.4534885

6.579593842

1.24323002

16

650

186.8604651

303.0813955

6.579593842

1.469271842

17

750

186.8604651

349.7093025

6.579593842

1.695313663

18

850

186.8604651

396.3372095

6.579593842

1.921355485

19

1000

186.8604651

466.27907

6.579593842

2.260418218

20

1150

186.8604651

536.2209305

6.579593842

2.599480951

21

1350

186.8604651

629.4767445

6.579593842

3.051564594

22

1550

186.8604651

722.7325585

6.579593842

3.503648238

23

1800

186.8604651

839.302326

6.579593842

4.068752792

24

2150

186.8604651

1002.500001

6.579593842

4.859899169

25*

2375

151.6226415

1064

6.579593842

5.158037619

26*

2625

151.6226415

1176

6.579593842

5.700988947

27*

2875

151.6226415

1288

6.579593842

6.243940275

28*

3125

151.6226415

1400

6.579593842

6.786891604

*25 to 28 were collected on a repeat titration

Hydrogen positions associated with peak shifts
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Peak shifts for Ibuprofen into nicotinamide titration
A

B

C

Amide

D

9.0348

8.6713

8.2931

7.6374

7.5275

E

F

9.0357

8.6704

8.2921

7.641

7.5266

7.1942

7.0476

4.9386

9.0357

8.6704

8.2921

7.6438

7.5257

7.2006

7.0476

4.9414

9.0357

8.6694

8.2921

7.6484

7.5247

7.2006

7.0476

4.9451

9.0367

8.6685

8.2921

7.6475

7.5202

7.1996

7.0467

4.9505

9.0367

8.6685

8.2921

7.6511

7.522

7.1996

7.0458

4.9579

9.0339

8.6676

8.2912

7.6502

7.5211

7.2006

7.0458

4.9643

9.0385

8.6658

8.2912

7.652

7.5183

7.2006

7.0449

4.9762

9.0394

8.6649

8.2912

7.6511

7.5165

7.2006

7.0449

4.9863

9.0458

8.6722

8.2912

7.6529

7.5138

7.196

7.0449

5.011

9.0412

8.6621

8.2903

7.6548

7.511

7.2006

7.0431

5.0156

9.0421

8.6594

8.2903

7.6557

7.5073

7.2015

7.0421

5.0348

4.935

9.044

8.6584

8.2876

7.6566

7.5046

7.2024

7.0421

5.0513

9.0449

8.6557

8.2894

7.6566

7.5009

7.2024

7.0412

5.0733

9.0467

8.6539

8.2876

7.6566

7.4973

7.2033

7.0412

5.0952

9.0486

8.6511

8.2885

7.6594

7.4918

7.2042

7.0403

5.1291

9.0504

8.6484

8.2867

7.6603

7.482

7.2051

7.0394

5.1575

9.0522

8.6456

8.2876

7.6639

7.4817

7.2061

7.0385

5.1905

9.055

8.6429

8.2857

7.663

7.4762

7.207

7.0385

5.2299

9.0568

8.6392

8.2867

7.663

7.4707

7.2088

7.0385

5.2692

9.0586

8.6356

8.2857

7.6612

7.4643

7.2106

7.0385

5.3178

9.0614

8.6328

8.2848

7.6612

7.4579

7.2116

7.0385

5.3636

9.0641

8.6291

8.283

7.6621

7.4506

7.2134

7.0385

5.4203

9.0678

8.6227

8.283

7.6612

7.4387

7.217

7.0385

5.511

9.0605

8.6328

8.2848

7.6301

7.4561

7.2161

7.0485

5.3984

9.0614

8.631

8.2839

7.6337

7.4524

7.2161

7.0485

5.4286

9.0605

8.6282

8.2821

7.6319

7.4478

7.218

7.0485

5.4588

9.0614

8.6264

8.2894

7.6355

7.4451

7.218

7.0476

5.4881
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G

H

I

J

K

L

3.3031
3.6776

3.3031

2.3507

1.7491

1.4231

0.82507

3.6786

3.3031

2.3498

1.7491

1.4221

0.82415

3.6786

3.3031

2.3489

1.7481

1.4221

0.82323

3.6786

3.3031

2.348

1.7472

1.4221

0.82232

3.6795

3.3031

2.3471

1.7459

1.4221

0.8214

3.6795

3.3031

2.3471

1.7449

1.4221

0.82049

3.6795

3.3031

2.3461

1.7445

1.4221

0.81957

3.6795

3.3031

2.3452

1.7445

1.4221

0.81957

3.6758

3.3031

2.3406

1.7399

1.4221

0.81866

3.6804

3.3031

2.3434

1.7427

1.4221

0.81774

3.6813

3.3031

2.3425

1.7417

1.4221

0.81682

3.6813

3.3031

2.3425

1.7417

1.4221

0.81682

3.6813

3.3031

2.3425

1.7417

1.4221

0.81682

3.6822

3.3031

2.3416

1.7417

1.4221

0.81682

3.6822

3.3031

2.3406

1.7408

1.4221

0.81591

3.6831

3.3031

2.3397

1.7399

1.4231

0.81591

3.6841

3.3031

2.3379

1.7381

1.4231

0.81408

3.685

3.3031

2.3388

1.739

1.4231

0.81499

3.6859

3.3031

2.3388

1.7399

1.424

0.81499

3.6859

3.3031

2.3397

1.7408

1.4249

0.81591

3.6877

3.3031

2.3397

1.7417

1.4258

0.81591

3.6886

3.3031

2.3397

1.7417

1.4267

0.81682

3.6905

3.3031

2.3416

1.7445

1.4276

0.81866

3.6868

3.3031

2.3819

1.7601

1.4285

0.83331

3.6868

3.3031

2.3828

1.7601

1.4295

0.83331

3.6877

3.3031

2.3828

1.7601

1.4295

0.83422

3.6877

3.3031

2.3828

1.7601

1.4295

0.83422
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Nicotinamide into ibuprofen co-crystal titration

Amounts used- (spectra can be found on attached CD)
No.

mcL host
added

total host
volume

mg ibu/ml
(4.550ml
total)

mg nic
added

mmol ibu/L

mmol nic

mmol nic/L

1

0

2275

250.45

0.00

0.00242825
3

0

0

2

10

2285

251.55

2.66

0.00242825
3

0.021809

2.18088E-05

3

20

2295

252.65

5.33

0.00242825
3

0.043618

4.36177E-05

4

35

2310

254.30

9.32

0.00242825
3

0.076331

7.6331E-05

5

50

2325

255.95

13.32

0.00242825
3

0.109044

0.00010904
4

6

75

2350

258.71

19.97

0.00242825
3

0.163566

0.00016356
6

7

100

2375

261.46

26.63

0.00242825
3

0.218088

0.00021808
8

8

140

2415

265.86

37.29

0.00242825
3

0.305324

0.00030532
4

9

180

2455

270.27

47.94

0.00242825
3

0.392559

0.00039255
9

10

230

2505

275.77

61.26

0.00242825
3

0.501604

0.00050160
4

11

280

2555

281.27

74.57

0.00242825
3

0.610648

0.00061064
8

12

340

2615

287.88

90.55

0.00242825
3

0.741501

0.00074150
1

13

400

2675

294.49

106.53

0.00242825
3

0.872354

0.00087235
4

14

475

2750

302.74

126.51

0.00242825
3

1.03592

0.00103592

15

550

2825

311.00

146.48

0.00242825
3

1.199487

0.00119948
7

234

16

650

2925

322.01

173.11

0.00242825
3

1.417575

0.00141757
5

17

750

3025

333.02

199.75

0.00242825
3

1.635664

0.00163566
4

18

850

3125

344.02

226.38

0.00242825
3

1.853752

0.00185375
2

19

1000

3275

360.54

266.33

0.00242825
3

2.180885

0.00218088
5

20

1150

3425

377.05

306.28

0.00242825
3

2.508018

0.00250801
8

21

1350

3625

399.07

359.55

0.00242825
3

2.944195

0.00294419
5

22

1550

3825

421.09

412.81

0.00242825
3

3.380372

0.00338037
2

23

1800

4075

448.61

479.39

0.00242825
3

3.925593

0.00392559
3

24

2050

4325

476.13

545.98

0.00242825
3

4.470814

0.00447081
4

25

2275

4550

500.90

605.90

0.00242825
3

4.961513

0.00496151
3

Hydrogen positions associated with peak shifts

Peak shifts for nicotinamide into ibuprofen titration
A

B

C

8.674

8.3004

9.0321

8.674

8.2995

9.0321

8.674

8.2995

9.0321

8.6731

9.033
9.033

Amide

D

E

F

7.218

7.0934

5.033

7.217

7.0934

5.033

7.5302

7.217

7.0925

5.0385

7.5293

7.217

7.0925

5.0449

8.2995

7.5284

7.217

7.0916

5.0458

8.6722

8.2995

7.5275

7.217

7.0907

5.0513

8.6722

8.2995

7.5238

7.217

7.0898

5.0577

9.033

8.6713

8.2995

7.522

7.2161

7.0879

5.0623

9.0302

8.6704

8.2986

7.5211

7.2161

7.087

5.0623

9.0312

8.6694

8.2986

7.5192

7.2152

7.0852

5.0678

9.0321

8.6676

8.2976

7.5165

7.2143

7.0824

5.0769

9.0321

8.6667

8.2976

7.5183

7.2143

7.0806

5.0852

235

9.033

8.6649

8.2976

7.5165

7.2143

7.0788

5.0888

9.033

8.6639

8.2967

7.5138

7.2134

7.076

5.0888

9.0339

8.663

8.2967

7.5128

7.2134

7.0742

5.0989

9.0348

8.6612

8.2958

7.5101

7.2125

7.0714

5.1007

lost

lock

data lost

Machine

lost

9.0367

8.6584

8.2958

7.5614

7.5055

7.2106

7.065

data lost
5.1172

9.0385

8.6557

8.2949

7.5788

7.5009

7.2106

7.0614

5.13

9.0394

8.6539

8.2949

7.587

7.4982

7.2097

7.0586

5.1355

9.0412

8.653

8.2949

7.6035

7.4964

7.2088

7.054

5.1474

9.0449

8.6511

8.294

7.6127

7.4936

7.2079

7.0522

5.1548

9.0431

8.6502

8.294

7.6209

7.4918

7.2079

7.0495

5.1593

9.044

8.6493

8.294

7.6282

7.4899

7.207

7.0467

5.1621

9.0476

8.6484

8.294

7.6337

7.4881

7.207

7.0449

5.1658

G

H

I

J

K

L

3.674

3.304

2.4469

1.8269

1.435

0.89466

3.674

3.3031

2.446

1.8269

1.435

0.89375

3.674

3.304

2.445

1.826

1.435

0.89375

3.674

3.3031

2.4441

1.8251

1.435

0.89283

3.674

3.3031

2.4432

1.8242

1.434

0.89192

3.674

3.3031

2.4423

1.8232

1.434

0.891

3.674

3.304

2.4414

1.8214

1.434

0.89008

3.674

3.304

2.4386

1.8196

1.4331

0.88734

3.6749

3.304

2.4368

1.8168

1.4331

0.88551

3.6749

3.304

2.434

1.815

1.4331

0.88367

3.6749

3.304

2.4313

1.8113

1.4322

0.88093

3.6758

3.3031

2.4286

1.8086

1.4313

0.87818

3.6758

3.3031

2.4258

1.8058

1.4313

0.87543

3.6767

3.3031

2.4221

1.8013

1.4313

0.87177

3.6767

3.3031

2.4185

1.7976

1.4304

0.86811

3.6776

3.3031

2.4148

1.793

1.4295

0.86444

Machine

lost

lock

Machine

lost

lock

3.6786

3.3031

2.4066

1.7839

1.4285

0.8562

3.6795

3.3031

2.4002

1.7775

1.4276

0.84979

3.6795

3.3031

2.3956

1.7729

1.4267

0.84521

3.6795

3.3031

2.3901

1.7665

1.4258

0.84063

3.6804

3.3031

2.3864

1.7628

1.4258

0.83605

3.6813

3.3031

2.3819

1.7573

1.4249

0.83148

3.6813

3.3031

2.3782

1.7536

1.424

0.82781

3.6822

3.3031

2.3754

1.7509

1.424

0.82507
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Ibuprofen dilution

Amounts used- (spectra can be found on attached CD) and peak positions for protons A and B
Concentration (mg/800mcL)

mMol/800mcl

ibu meoh

Peak pos

Peak pos

A

B

7.2134

7.054

5.9716

800

2.116976925

7.2033

7.0522

5.6465

600

1.587732693

7.1942

7.0531

5.3517

400

1.058488462

7.1914

7.0559

5.2189

300

0.793866347

7.1887

7.0595

5.1062

200

0.529244231

7.1877

7.0632

5.0311

150

0.396933173

7.1868

7.065

4.989

100

0.264622116

7.1868

7.0669

4.9542

75

0.198466587

7.1868

7.0687

4.9322

50

0.132311058

7.1868

7.0696

4.9176

37.5

0.099233293

7.1868

7.0705

4.9066

25

0.066155529

7.1868

7.0714

4.9029

16.25

0.049616647

7.1868

7.0714

4.9011

12.5

0.033077764

7.1868

7.0724

4.8965

8.125

0.024808323

7.1868

7.0724

4.8919

6.25

0.016538882

7.1868

7.0724

4.8919

4.0625

0.012404162

7.1868

7.0724

4.8938

3.0125

0.008269441

7.1877

7.0714

4.8892

1.5625

0.006202081

7.1877

7.0714

4.9423

0.78

0.004134721

7.1887

7.0714

4.8892

0.39

0.00310104

0.1953

0.00206736

4.891

Hydrogen positions associated with peak shifts
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Predicted shifts
Peak shifts for nicotinamide into ibuprofen titration
C

D

E

F

G

H

3.6914

3.304

2.4386

1.8251

1.4459

0.89466

3.6831

3.304

2.4359

1.8214

1.4395

0.89008

3.6767

3.3031

2.4368

1.8205

1.435

0.8917

3.6749

3.031

2.4395

1.8223

1.434

0.89008

3.674

3.3031

2.4432

1.8251

1.434

0.89192

3.674

3.3031

2.446

1.8269

1.435

0.89466

3.674

3.3031

2.4487

1.8287

1.435

0.89558

3.674

3.3031

2.4505

1.8306

1.4359

0.89741

3.6749

3.3031

2.4524

1.8315

1.4368

0.89833

3.6749

3.3031

2.4533

1.8324

1.4368

0.89924

3.6749

3.3031

2.4542

1.8333

1.4368

0.89924

3.6749

3.3031

2.4551

1.8342

1.4377

0.90016

3.6749

3.3031

2.4551

1.8342

1.4377

0.90016

3.6749

3.3031

2.456

1.8342

1.4377

0.90016

3.6749

3.3031

2.456

1.8351

1.4377

0.90107

3.6749

3.3031

2.456

1.8351

1.4377

0.90107

3.674

3.3031

2.456

1.8351

1.4377

0.90107

3.674

3.3031

2.456

1.8351

1.4368

0.90107

3.6722

3.3031

2.456

1.8351

1.4368

0.90107

3.6694

3.3031

2.4551

1.8333

1.4359

0.90016

3.3635

3.3031

1.434

0.90016
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Nicotinamide dilution

Amounts used (spectra can be found on attached CD) and shifts associated with protons
Concentration
(mg/800mcL)

conc Mol

Peak
pos

Peak
pos

Peak
pos

Peak
pos

Peak
pos

Peak
pos

A

B

C

D

F

E

Amide
proton

nic meoh

800

1.637733377

9.0367

8.6584

8.2912

7.5128

4.9487

3.3031

8.3929

600

1.228300033

9.0321

8.6685

8.2921

7.5238

4.9331

3.3031

8.3791

400

0.818866689

9.0266

8.6731

8.2949

7.5376

4.9148

3.3031

8.37

300

0.614150016

9.0248

8.6777

8.294

7.544

4.9139

3.3031

8.3544

200

0.409433344

9.022

8.6804

8.2967

7.5495

4.9002

3.3031

150

0.307075008

9.0211

8.6832

8.2976

7.5531

4.897

3.3031

100

0.204716672

9.0202

8.6859

8.2986

7.5568

4.8929

3.3031

75

0.153537504

9.0193

8.6878

8.2986

7.5605

4.8892

3.3031

50

0.102358336

9.0193

8.6887

8.2995

7.5614

4.8874

3.3031

37.5

0.076768752

9.0193

8.6896

8.2995

7.5623

4.8864

3.3031

25

0.051179168

9.0193

8.6896

8.3004

7.5632

4.8864

3.3031

16.25

0.038384376

9.0193

8.6905

8.3004

7.5641

4.8874

3.3031

12.5

0.025589584

9.0183

8.6905

8.3004

7.5641

4.8837

3.3031

8.125

0.019192188

9.0183

8.6914

8.3013

7.565

4.8883

3.3031

6.25

0.012794792

9.0161

8.6942

8.3013

7.566

4.8869

3.3059

4.0625

0.009596094

9.0193

8.6923

8.3013

7.566

4.8855

3.3031

3.0125

0.006397396

9.0193

8.6914

8.3013

7.566

4.8846

3.3031

1.5625

0.004798047

9.0193

8.6914

8.3013

7.566

4.8846

3.3031

0.78

0.003198698

9.0193

8.6914

8.3013

7.566

4.8883

3.3031

0.39

0.002399024

9.0193

8.6914

4.891

3.3031

0.1953

0.001599349

8.6914

4.8901

3.3031
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ABSTRACT: Co-crystal screening is routinely undertaken using high-throughput solution growth. We report a low- to mediumthroughput approach, encompassing both a melt and solution crystallization step as a route to the identification of co-crystals. Prior
to solution studies, a melt growth step was included utilizing the Kofler mixed fusion method. This method allowed elucidation of
the thermodynamic landscape within the binary phase diagram and was found to increase overall screening efficiency. The
pharmaceutically acceptable adduct nicotinamide was selected and screened against a small set of active pharmaceutical ingredients
(APIs) (ibuprofen (both the racemic compound (R/S) and S-enantiomer), fenbufen, flurbiprofen (R/S), ketoprofen (R/S), paracetamol,
piracetam, and salicylic acid) as part of a larger systematic study of synthon stability. From the screen, three new co-crystal systems
have been identified (ibuprofen (R/S and S) and salicylic acid) and their crystal structures determined. Because of poor crystal
growth synchrotron radiation was required for structure solution of the S-ibuprofen nicotinamide co-crystal. Two further potential
systems have also been discovered (fenbufen and flurbiprofen), but crystals suitable for structure determination have yet to be
obtained. A greater ability to control crystallization kinetics is required to yield phase-pure single-crystalline material for full verification
of this crystal engineering strategy.
Introduction
Co-crystals are widely documented in the literature,1,2 with
the definition of a co-crystal subject to current active debate.3–5
Within a crystal engineering context, the notion of co-crystal
design relies on directing synthon elements, which are allied to
a tecton within the target assembly.6 This is a supramolecular
process with tecton assemblies forming motifs of a desired
configuration, which subsequently lead to three-dimensional
architectures containing the target elements. In this work we
seek to assemble multicomponent crystalline materials, motivated by the need to improve the physicochemical properties,
such as solubility,7 of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs).
Within a pharmaceutical context, co-crystals are increasingly
employed in this way, to alter the physical properties of active
pharmaceutical ingredients8–10 with many pharmaceutical cocrystals now reported.11–16
Various methodologies for co-crystal screening are employed, and to date most are centered on high-throughput
solution growth, presumably due to the activity within highthroughput polymorph and salt screening.17 Liquid-assisted
(solvent-drop) grinding18,19 and slurry20 have also been
demonstrated as effective methodologies for co-crystal
screening. Thermal methods have been utilized as a means
of identifying co-crystal phases21 and to determine the phase
diagrams of binary molecular complexes.22,23 However, the
application of thermal methods to the screening of potential
* Corresponding author. Tel.: (0044) 1274 234765. Fax: (0044) 1274 236155.
E-mail N.Blagden@bradford.ac.uk.
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University of Bradford.
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Newcastle University.
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co-crystal systems is not, to our knowledge, widespread.
Thermal microscopic methods have the advantage of determining the thermodynamic landscape for a given binary
system over composition. This allows, from a single experiment, elucidation of the stoichiometric composition of cocrystalline material for a given set of components. This
suggests that a thermal step may speed the attrition rate for
a screen when compared to a high-throughput solution state
screen, as phase composition is easily qualified, and the work
reported herein tests this approach.
For this study nicotinamide was employed as a molecular
scaffold former with a series of APIs which possess carboxylic
acid and amide functionalities. Nicotinamide (also known as
niacinamide) was chosen as it is the amide of niacin, one of
the vitamin B family (B3). It has been used extensively in man
and is largely considered to be safe.24 Worthy of note is the
polymorphic behavior of nicotinamide, which has been reported
to possess six polymorphs.25 Only one form can be obtained
from solution (form 1), the others being metastable with respect
to it. The other forms are obtained by supercooling of the melt26
or by sublimation. We note this, but no attempt to select one
form or another has been made in the synthetic approach
outlined here.
The APIs employed fall into two broad structural groups:
carboxylated nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, mainly
of the propionic acid family (salicylic acid being the active
component of aspirin) (Figure 1, group I), and the nitrogenous
APIs paracetamol and piracetam, an analgesic and a nootropic
(cognitive enhancer), respectively (Figure 1, group II).
The APIs in group I (Figure 1) were chosen to probe the
effect of steric hindrance on the formation of co-crystalline
material, as the bulk of the aromatic portion varies across
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Figure 1. APIs and co-crystallizing agent (nicotinamide) used in this investigation.

Figure 2. Nicotinamide hydrogen bonding patterns.

Figure 3. Higher melting point component (A) melted and recrystallized
before molten component (B) is brought into contact with it, creating
a zone of mixing.

the group. Two APIs warrant specific note. Flurbiprofen is
of interest due to the potential effect of the fluorine on the
hydrogen bonding and packing of the system, while salicylic

acid was included to study the changes an intramolecular
hydrogen bond would bring to the intermolecular bonding
patterns. Flurbiprofen has well-documented polymorphic
behavior,27 but again only the stable form has a published
single-crystal structure, although powder X-ray diffraction
data have been recorded for the three polymorphic forms.
The differing behavior due to chiral form was also investigated in this group, with both racemic (R/S) and single
enantiomer (S) ibuprofen being included.
Group II APIs in Figure 1 were included to further probe the
robustness of the interaction of the amide with other nitrogenous
functionalities as compared to the reported amide bonding found
with the antiepileptic carbamazepine.28 Both paracetamol29 and
piracetam30 have polymorphic forms, and these have been
extensively reported. Again the polymorphic state of the starting
components was not examined in this work.
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Table 1. Crystallographic Data45

API

(RS)-ibuprofen

(S)-ibuprofen

salicylic acid

formula
form wt
cryst syst
space group
a, Å
b, Å
c, Å
β, deg
V, Å3
Z
reflns collected
independent reflns
Rint
refined params
R (F2, F > 2σ)
Rw (F2, all data)
GOF (F2, all data)
max, min el density, e Å-3

C13H18O2 · C6H6N2O
328.4
orthorhombic
Pca21
11.652(2)
5.4473(11)
56.607(11)

C13H18O2 · C6H6N2O
328.4
monoclinic
P21
5.4110(6)
55.883(6)
11.9006(13)
90.004(2)
3598.5(7)
8
27400
7159
0.057
883
0.051
0.138
1.05
0.25, -0.19

C7H6O3 · C6H6N2O
260.3
monoclinic
P21/n
11.0751(2)
4.9441(1)
22.8470(5)
97.556(1)
1240.16(4)
4
18385
2853
0.056
182
0.046
0.123
1.03
0.28, -0.34

3593.0(12)
8
17958
3110
0.062
441
0.058
0.155
1.09
0.33, -0.28

Table 2. New Phases Found in the Hot-Stage Screen

With regard to the crystal engineering strategy of these
co-crystals, with the potential synthon compatibilities of
amines, amides, and carboxylic acids, the following was
undertaken. Searches of the literature and version 5.28 of
the Cambridge Structural Database31 (CSD) identified 23
structures containing nicotinamide. Twenty-one of these
structures were in the CSD, of which only 19 entries
possessed coordinates. Of these 19, four are re-determinations
of nicotinamide form I, and seven are salts. This leaves eight
molecular adducts or co-crystals. Visual inspection of the
packing present indicates that these are predominantly
isostructural, with five [FIFLAI (heptadecanoic acid), IACNCA (indole-3-acetic acid), JEMDIP (palmitic acid), PEQBES
(octadecanoic acid), VCOTUC (lauric acid)] displaying a

nicotinamide-to-nicotinamide amide dimer and linkages to
carboxylic acids via the pyridyl ring of nicotinamide (Figure
2). The remaining three feature an amide-to-amide structure
with the API carbamazepine [UNEZES], an acid-to-amide
structure [XAQQIQ (3-hydroxybenzoic acid)], and a threecomponent co-crystal [XAQPUB]. Recently nicotinamide cocrystals with mandelic acid32 and cinnamic acid33 have also
been reported. The mandelic acid co-crystal takes the
“standard” conformation (Figure 2, structure I), whereas the
structure of the cinnamic acid co-crystal has not yet been
reported.
While this is not a representative sample, we would expect,
from the acid structures reported, to see a common binding
structure in nicotinamide co-crystals involving the group I
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Figure 4. Parts I-XI outline the new phases determined in the hot-stage screen.
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Table 3. New Phases Determined vs. Suitable Single Crystal Growth
API

new phase grown?

single crystal structure?

fenbufen
flurbiprofen
salicylic acid
ibuprofen R/S
ibuprofen S

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
yes
yes
yes

acidic APIs under investigation (Figure 2, structure I).34 The
expected structure would involve four-membered molecular
assemblies, held together via N-H · · · O and O-H · · · N
hydrogen bonds. In each assembly, the central part would
consist of a nicotinamide dimer, based on a supramolecular
amide-amide homosynthon involving an R22(8) hydrogen
bond ring motif. Carboxylic acid moieties would be positioned in the peripheral part of the assembly, attached to the
nicotinamide dimer through O-H · · · N bonds. Indeed, such
a structure has been earlier proposed for the nicotinamide
cocrystal with either S- or RS-ibuprofen, and has been often
encountered in carboxylic acid co-crystals of isonicotinamide,
a nicotinamide isomer.32,35 Likewise, amide-to-amide/amine
bonding patterns could arise from group II adducts, with
amide laddering like that seen in the case of carbamazepine
a possible option for the amide-to-amide motif (Figure 2,
structure II). In the case of paracetamol an acetamide(NH · · · N) or phenol-to-pyridine (OH · · · N) linkage is also a
viable option.
Historically nicotinamide has been regularly used as an adduct
for the formation of molecular complexes.36 Although hot-stage
data for these systems have been published, few of the reported
combinations have reported single-crystal structures. Nicotinamide is used to hydrotropically increase the solubility of other
adducts such as riboflavin,37 and it has been found to increase
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the solubility of ibuprofen.38 Powder X-ray diffraction evidence
of a co-crystal of nicotinamide and ibuprofen has been
published,23,32,38 but to date no single-crystal structure exists.
In the hydrotropy work a complex of ibuprofen and nicotinamide
was found to be 62 times more soluble in aqueous solutions
than the parent drug. There is suggestion from this literature
that a distinctive link between historical knowledge and the
current activity within API co-crystals will be made once the
notion of co-crystal definition is addressed, and work on
hydrotropy and molecular complexes of APIs is examined.39
Of the APIs, co-crystals have been reported for flurbiprofen,
ibuprofen, salicylic acid, paracetamol, and piracetam. Flurbiprofen has been shown to co-crystallize with the two nitrogenous
heterocycles 4,4-bipyridine and trans-1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene
(HUPPEN, HUPPIR). Ibuprofen is also reported to form a cocrystal with 4,4-bipyridine (HUPPAJ). These structures all
display the same hydrogen bonding with the carboxylic acid
interacting with the ring nitrogen. Salicylic acid has 10 reported
co-crystal structures; the most interesting with respect to this
study is that of the isonicotinamide co-crystal (XAQQEM). This
structure will be discussed later. Paracetamol has been cocrystallized with a set of seven hydrogen-bond-accepting
heterocycles containing nitrogen or oxygen (AHEPUY, MUPPES,
MUPPIW, MUPPOC, MUPPUI, MUPQAP, MUPQET). Overall the hydrogen bonding behavior commonly observed consists
of a motif involving the electronegative atom of the heterocycle
accepting from the nitrogen of the acetamide group, leading to
a chain through the paracetamol molecule, OH · · · O. The second
common bonding motif involves the hydroxyl group donating
to the heterocycle, with chains running through the acetamide
group. There is potential for this bonding to occur with
nicotinamide. Two co-crystals have been reported with piracetam, contain gentesic acid and 4-hydroxybenzoic acid (DAV-

Figure 5. Comparison of X-ray powder diffraction data for the flurbiprofen and nicotinamide system. (A) Nicotinamide (calculated), (B) flurbiprofen
form I (calculated), (C) Kofler hot-stage melt material, (D) New phase and flurbiprofen form I mixture. In D, peaks at 2 θ 9.6, 10.4, and 12.9°
indicate growth of a new phase (the peak at 10.4° is also evident in C).
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Figure 6. Comparison of X-ray powder diffraction data for the fenbufen and nicotinamide system. (A) Nicotinamide form I (calculated); (B)
Fenbufen (calculated); (C) Kofler hot-stage melt material; (D) New phase and starting materials (mixture). In D, peaks at 2θ 3.2, 9.6, and 14.4°
indicate growth of a new phase. These peaks can be seen for the Kofler melt material (C).

Figure 7. Unit cell contents of the salicylic acid/nicotinamide co-crystal.
Table 4. Salicylic Acid: Nicotinamide Hydrogen Geometriesa
D-H · · · A

d(D-H)

d(H · · · A)

d(D · · · A)

∠(DHA)

O(1)-H(1) · · · N(1)
O(3)-H(3) · · · O(2)
N(2)-H(1N) · · · O(4i)
N(2)-H(2N) · · · O(3ii)

0.84
0.84
0.89
0.96

1.75
1.81
1.96
2.02

2.5849 (18)
2.5546 (17)
2.8442 (18)
2.9660 (18)

176
147
174
175

Symmetry operators: i: x, 1 + y, z; ii: ½ + x, 3/2 - y, -½ + z.

Figure 8. Salicylic acid/nicotinamide hydrogen bonding viewed down
the a-axis.

PAS, DAVPEW), both showing a motif involving the acid
groups binding to the amide.
Here we report a hybrid melt and solution crystallization
approach which employs the Kofler contact method. This is a
thermal microscopic method which allows the melt profile of a
two-component system to be mapped and will be further
discussed in Experimental Section. Here the Kofler method was

used to ascertain if a molecular complex or co-crystal phase is
present versus systems with simple eutectic profiles. For those
systems possessing a positive thermal profile a limited screen
with a selection of solvents was undertaken. Those systems
found to fail were also taken forward into the solution screen
to validate the thermal methodology. The issue of co-crystal
formation in melt versus solution is assessed within the context

a
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Figure 9. Comparison of X-ray powder diffraction data for the salicylic acid and nicotinamide system. (A) Nicotinamide (calculated); (B) salicylic
acid (calculated), (C) salicylic acid/nicotinamide co-crystal (calculated). (D) Kofler hot-stage melt material. (E) Co-crystal from ethanol. In E bulk
of powder is in good agreement with the pattern predicted from the single-crystal structure (C).

Figure 10. Comparison of hydrogen bonding motif (blue R/S, red S).

of our work, along with assessment of the crystal engineering
strategy as a whole.
Experimental Section
Materials. Ibuprofen (racemic mixture and S-enantiomer), nicotinamide, paracetamol, piracetam, salicylic acid, ketoprofen (R/S),
fenbufen, and flurbiprofen (R/S) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
at >98% purity. These materials were used as received. All solvents
(toluene, tetrahydrofuran (THF), acetone, ethanol, and methanol) were
HPLC grade and purchased from Reidel de Haën or Fisher Scientific
(those in italics).

Powder X-Ray Diffraction. The data were collected on a Bruker
D8 FOCUS diffractometer in Bragg–Brentano θ-θ geometry with Cu
KR (λ ) 1.5418 Å) radiation using a zero-background holder and a
scintillation counter. X-ray powder diffraction data for co-crystals of
nicotinamide and ibuprofen prepared by liquid-assisted grinding were
recorded on a Philips X’Pert Pro diffractometer equipped with an
X’celerator RTMS detector, using Ni-filtered Cu KR radiation (λ )
1.5406 Å).
Hot-Stage Polarized Optical Microscopy. The mixed fusion (or
contact) method was first described by Lehmann40 in 1877, and Kofler
and Kofler36 then refined the methodology as instrumentation improved;
McCrone has also published extensively on the subject.41 The technique
has also been mentioned in texts by Kitaigorodsky42 and Bernstein43
and is recognized as an effective means to identify phase behavior in
a two-component system, hence its use in this screening strategy. In
the mixed fusion method one component is melted then allowed to
solidify, before another molten component is brought into contact with
it, solubilizing a proportion of the first component (Figure 3) as
described in the literature.
Once all material is recrystallized a zone of mixing is created. This
zone is then comparable to the composition of the binary phase diagram
for two components, with one side of the mixing zone representing
100% of one component and the other side 100% of the other
component, and with a concentration gradient across the zone. It is
then possible to elucidate the number of phases present within a system,
when viewed under crossed polar filters on a light microscope, while
heating. This is done by visualizing the number of eutectic melting
points within the viewed system.
Microscopy was performed on a Zeiss Axioplan-2 microscope using
a Linkam44 hot stage (THMS600). Data were visualized using Axiovision (4.5) software with the linksys 32 patch for hot stage control.
Contact thermal microscopy was conducted by heating from room
temperature using a 1 °C/min heating rate and discontinued on melting
of all material. Ascertainment of possible co-crystal formation was
verified visually and by powder X-ray diffraction. X-ray analysis was
achieved by comparison of the X-ray pattern of the mixture obtained
from the Kofler melt with the calculated patterns of the starting materials
and subsequent single-crystalline material. X-ray powder patterns were
collected by mounting the whole bulk of melt material for each system
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Figure 11. Packing of the ibuprofen co-crystals, displaying the similarity.

Figure 12. Comparison of the unit cell contents of ibuprofen (as a single component).
on the D8 powder diffractometer; hence all data from Kofler melts
will contain mixtures of starting components and potential new phases.
Unseeded Solution Screen. Unseeded solution screening was
conducted using 1:1 stoichiometric mixtures of the APIs with nicotinamide in the solvents documented in the materials section. Crystals
were grown by slow evaporation. Details of individual crystallizations
can be found in the Supporting Information. Crystalline material was
identified by powder X-ray diffraction analysis.
Seeded Solution Growth. For the seeded solution screen, crystal
seeds for the racemic (R/S) ibuprofen nicotinamide system were
prepared via slow evaporation of a solution in methanol or ethanol,
containing a 1:1 stoichiometric mixture of R/S ibuprofen and nicotinamide. Twenty milligrams of seed was used in the preparation of single
crystals. Suitable crystals for single-crystal diffraction were prepared
via slow cooling, utilizing a Grant LTC 6-30 water bath, of a seeded
mixture of R/S ibuprofen (9.69 mmol) and nicotinamide (9.82 mmol)
in ethanol (15 mL). The sample was sequentially cooled and heated in
a saw-toothed cycle from 288 to 278 K over 72 h; crystalline material
consisting of colorless slabs was then harvested by filtration.
Crystal seeds for salicylic acid, flurbiprofen, fenbufen, and single
enantiomer (S) ibuprofen were prepared by removal of the material
from the “zone of mixing” of the contact method sample corresponding
to the composition of the co-crystal (approximately 10 mg).
S-Ibuprofen co-crystals were grown from a seeded mixture of
S-ibuprofen (2.42 mmol) and nicotinamide (2.45 mmol) in 1 mL of
methanol utilizing a Grant LTC 6-30 water bath. The sample was
sequentially cooled and heated in a saw-toothed cycle from 288 to 275.5
K over 150 h.
Salicylic acid co-crystals were grown from a seeded mixture of
salicylic acid (0.724 mmol) and nicotinamide (0.7 mmol) in 2 mL of
ethanol via slow evaporation in a 25 °C incubator. Crystalline material
consisting of colorless needles was then harvested by filtration.
Fenbufen powder mixtures were grown from a seeded mixture of
fenbufen (1.968 mmol) and nicotinamide (1.965 mmol) in 35 mL of
ethanol, the temperature being cycled utilizing a Grant LTC 6-30 water

bath. The sample was sequentially cooled and heated in a saw-toothed
cycle from 288 to 283 K over 50 h.
Flurbiprofen powder mixtures were grown from a seeded mixture
of flurbiprofen (R/S) (0.614 mmol) and nicotinamide (0.614 mmol) in
500 µL of ethanol, the temperature being cycled utilizing a Grant LTC
6-30 water bath. The sample was sequentially cooled and heated in a
saw-toothed cycle from 288 to 283 K over 50 h.
Crystallography. Co-crystals of racemic ibuprofen and salicylic acid
with nicotinamide were examined at 120 K on a Bruker-Nonius
KappaCCD diffractometer with rotating-anode Mo KR radiation (λ )
0.71073 Å), while those of (S)-ibuprofen with nicotinamide were small
and weakly diffracting, requiring access to synchrotron radiation
(Daresbury Laboratory SRS station 9.8, Bruker APEX2 diffractometer
at 120 K, λ ) 0.6926 Å). Standard methods and software were used;
the structures were solved by direct methods and refined on all
independent F2 values, with anisotropic displacement parameter and
constrained riding H atoms (except for those bonded to N in the
relatively small salicylic acid co-crystal structure, which were refined).
Selected details are given in Table 1.

Results and Discussion
Melt Screen. Five out of eight potential co-crystal systems
were identified using the Kofler hot-stage method (Table 2).
These were ibuprofen (R/S and S), salicylic acid, flurbiprofen,
and fenbufen, each of which displayed three eutectic points over
the course of the hot-stage profile. A composition was verified
for the ibuprofen systems, with the previously reported32 melting
points (82 °C for S, 91 °C for R/S) agreeing well with those
seen in the melt material here, confirming (in combination with
X-ray data) growth of the identified co-crystal phase. There is
no indication that the co-crystal phases are polymorphic as no
morphological changes within the binary (co-crystal) phases
were observed during the heating process.
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Figure 13. Though the axes are labeled differently as a consequence of the different crystal systems, a half-cell shift down the c-axis of the
S-ibuprofen co-crystal (II) would allow approximate overlap of the unit cells and their contents.

The hot-stage images for the systems studied can be seen in
Figure . Each image shows progression through the heating cycle
and displays one or more eutectic points which appear as black
regions; the temperature at which this occurs is displayed. Figure
parts I-IV are for the R/S ibuprofen nicotinamide system in
which the co-crystal phase can be seen centrally. Parts V-VII
are for the S-ibuprofen system with the co-crystal phase present
centrally. Parts VIII, IX, X, and XI show four separate systems:
VIII for paracetamol, which does not display a co-crystal phase,
IX for salicylic acid, with the co-crystal appearing centrally, X
for fenbufen, displaying the co-crystal phase and the second
eutectic region, and XI for flurbiprofen, showing nicotinamide
polymorphism and a co-crystal phase.
Neither of the nitrogenous APIs led to the production of a
new phase, with both systems displaying simple (single) eutectic
profiles indicative of solid solutions. Paracetamol, which would
be expected to hydrogen bond to the amide or the ring nitrogen
of nicotinamide, was a failure; this is potentially suggestive that
the carbamazepine molecule aids the packing and allows the
commonly displayed nicotinamide amide dimer to be broken
(see Figure 2). Further structures and energetic profiles of these
systems are required for comparison and further, ongoing study
is needed to prove this hypothesis. From the acid drugs only
ketoprofen fails to form a new phase. This suggests that the
position of the ketone group may cause energetic unfavorability
in the packing, or changes in the hydrogen bonding. Without

further structures with which to compare there is little means
of attaining proof at this stage for the hypothesis.
Systems in which a new phase was formed were taken
forward to a solution screen to obtain single-crystal structures.
For our work the elucidation of the thermodynamic landscape,
before conducting a solution screen, is a critical step in our
screening philosophy, from the perspectives of both efficiency
and green chemistry. For completeness a solution screen was
also conducted on systems where no co-crystal was observed
during thermal analysis.
Solution Screen. The co-crystal systems containing ibuprofen
(R/S and S) have been previously reported to grow directly from
unseeded solutions of nitromethane or acetonitrile.32 In this work
the unseeded solution screen yielded one co-crystal system, that
of R/S ibuprofen and nicotinamide, giving a crystalline powder
of the co-crystal phase. All other unseeded crystallizations
resulted in starting materials as determined by powder X-ray
diffraction analysis; this includes those systems in which cocrystal formation was not expected.
This issue of solvent selection highlights the importance of
a thorough understanding of the phase behavior of a system
when attempting to grow co-crystals.34 In the absence of such
knowledge solutions were templated by seeding supersaturated
solutions with materials grown from the Kofler melt. Suitable
crystals for single-crystal structure determination were not
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Table 5. Hydrogen Bonds [Å and °] for the Ibuprofen Co-Crystals
I. Hydrogen Bonding in the R/S Co-Crystala

D-H · · · A

d(D-H)

d(H · · · A)

d(D · · · A)

∠(DHA)

O(1)-H(1) · · · N(42i)
O(21)-H(21) · · · N(52ii)
N(41)-H(41A) · · · O(51)
N(41)-H(41B) · · · O(2)
N(51)-H(51A) · · · O(41)
N(51)-H(51B) · · · O(22)

0.84
0.84
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.88

1.84
1.83
2.05
2.25
2.06
2.25

2.658 (11)
2.664 (10)
2.901 (8)
3.116 (6)
2.916 (8)
3.113 (6)

165
170
164
167
164
165

II. Hydrogen Bonding in the S Co-Crystalb

a

D-H · · · A

d(D-H)

d(H · · · A)

d(D · · · A)

∠(DHA)

O(2)-H(2O) · · · N(1)
O(5)-H(5O) · · · N(3)
O(8)-H(8O) · · · N(5)
O(11)-H(11O) · · · N(7)
N(2)-H(2N1) · · · O(12i)
N(2)-H(2N2) · · · O(1i)
N(4)-H(4N1) · · · O(9ii)
N(4)-H(4N2) · · · O(4ii)
N(6)-H(6N1) · · · O(6i)
N(6)-H(6N2) · · · O(7i)
N(8)-H(8N1) · · · O(3ii)
N(8)-H(8N2) · · · O(10ii)

0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.88

1.82
1.81
1.82
1.81
2.04
2.11
2.07
2.28
2.02
2.10
2.03
2.30

2.652 (6)
2.625 (5)
2.653 (5)
2.632 (5)
2.898 (5)
2.971 (5)
2.924 (5)
3.135 (6)
2.883 (5)
2.968 (5)
2.897 (5)
3.157 (6)

168
163
174
166
164
167
164
165
167
167
166
166

Symmetry operators: i: x, 1 + y, z; ii: x, -1 + y, z. b Symmetry operators: i: 1 + x, y, z; ii: -1 + x, y, z.

Figure 14. Hydrogen bonding patterns in the R/S and S cocrystals of
ibuprofen/nicotinamide.

always obtained when seeding was employed (Table 3), and
single-crystal structures have been identified for only three of
the five possible systems: R/S ibuprofen, S ibuprofen, and
salicylic acid. Growth of crystals suitable for single-crystal
determination has not been possible to date for the flurbiprofen
and fenbufen systems and thus they cannot be confirmed as cocrystals, although powder X-ray data show evidence for the
growth of new phases.
Flurbiprofen. For the flurbiprofen system a single-crystal
structure has not yet been determined; however, the Kofler hotstage result does indicate the formation of a new two-component
phase. The existence of this phase is corroborated by new peaks

in the X-ray powder pattern from the solution-grown phase and
the Kofler melt material (Figure 5). None of these peaks match
those of nicotinamide or those found for the published polymorphs of flurbiprofen, of which there are three.27 Only the
single-crystal structure of flurbiprofen form I has been determined to date; for the other two modifications (II and III) only
powder data have been reported. When compared to the reported
powder pattern, form III of flurbiprofen is clearly evident in
the Kofler melt. This is of interest as this form is unstable at
room temperature both thermodynamically and kinetically and
is reported to transform to form I in minutes. In this case the
material was subjected to X-rays after standing at room
temperature for 8 h, suggesting a stabilization mechanism46
which warrants future study. A minor peak at 2θ 10.4° can be
seen for both the Kofler material and the seeded solution
mixture, which does not tally with the starting materials. The
low intensity of this peak for the Kofler material is not
surprising, as the intensity of all “new phase” peaks in the Kofler
melt material is low. This is due to the minor fraction of new
“melt-phase” present, versus starting material.47 This phenomenon is evident in all Kofler melt material subjected to X-rays.
The peak at 2θ 10.4° alone is not strong evidence of seeded
phase growth; the new phase grown in seeded solution was not
seen in unseeded solution growth attempts. The new phase was
found in a mixture with flurbiprofen form I; this is potentially
due to the seed obtained from the Kofler melt not being a pure
phase, possibly leading to the growth of other seed materials
present. This is also further evidence that form III of flurbiprofen
is unstable in solution with respect to form I.
Unfortunately, as only mixtures have so far been attained from
seeded solutions and the crystals obtained are of inferior quality,
further study is required on this system to confirm co-crystal
production.
Fenbufen. For the fenbufen system it has not yet been
possible to grow suitable single crystals from seeded solutions,
but evidence of new phase formation can be seen in the Kofler
melt and PXRD (Figure 6). As can be seen, there is a clear
peak at 2θ 3.2° for both the Kofler material and the solutiongrown crystals, indicative of a new phase with a long unit cell
axis. Further peaks at 2θ 9.6 and 14.4° help confirm this. Only
mixtures have been obtained to date, so further study into the
phase behavior is required for this system also.
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Figure 15. Final Rietveld plot for R/S-ibuprofen/nicotinamide showing observed data (red dots), calculated profile (black line), difference (black
line) and reflection points.

Salicylic Acid. The salicylic acid nicotinamide system was
found to have a monoclinic unit cell and is in the space group
P21/n (Figure 7) with one molecule of each component in the
structural asymmetric unit. The structure contains four discrete
hydrogen bonds (Table 4), one of which is intramolecular. The
second level of hydrogen bonding involves two infinite chains
(Figure 8), one C22(12) through both the salicylic acid and
nicotinamide molecules and one C(4) through the amide group
of nicotinamide, stacking in the b axis direction. Interestingly,
in the C22(12) chain the intermolecular donor oxygen atom (O3)
accepts to continue the chain. A large ring (R66(30)) underpins
the packing. This system lacks amide or acid dimerization, as
seen in other two-component nicotinamide structures so far
reported. In contrast the isonicotinamide co-crystal (XAQQEM)
possesses an isonicotinamide amide dimer and salicylic acid
hydrogen bonding to the ring nitrogen of isonicotinamide.
As can be seen from the X-ray powder patterns the bulk of
the new phase is in good agreement with the powder pattern
predicted from single-crystal data (Figure 9); there are clear
peaks at 2θ 7.8, 8.4 and 9.4°.
Ibuprofen. An ibuprofen and nicotinamide co-crystal was
grown for both the racemic (R/S) form and the S-enantiomer
(S) of ibuprofen. In the R/S ibuprofen nicotinamide system, cocrystal growth is achieved directly from ethanol or methanol.
However, crystals suitable for single-crystal structure determination were grown from slow-cooled seeded solutions for both
systems (R/S and S).
The single-crystal structures of these co-crystals feature a
long cell axis (56.6 Å for the R/S and 55.9 Å for the S); this
is an uncommon feature for small organic materials and has
contributed to the low data completeness (75.3%) of the R/S
structure.
The R/S crystals are orthorhombic, with the noncentrosymmetric space group Pca21. A pseudoinversion center is also

present, a situation that is not uncommon and has been
previously discussed in the literature.48 The S co-crystal is
monoclinic, with the spacegroup P21, but the cell parameters
are very similar to those of the racemic co-crystal (with the
axes in a different order to conform to standard conventions
for the space groups). It shares the same hydrogen bonding motif
as the R/S and the structures are almost isostructural (Figure
10). To study this, the XPac program49 was used. In both
structures there are discrete sheets of either nicotinamide or
ibuprofen, and it is best to split the crystal structures into their
two components. These nicotinamide sheets are two molecules
thick and are identical in both co-crystals (Figures 10 and 11).
It is the ibuprofen sheets (also two molecules thick) where the
differences occur, but even then they are quite small. Both
structures (R/S and S) contain an infinite 1-D “tape” (two
molecules thick) of the S enantiomer of ibuprofen. The next
tape in the sheet is either the R enantiomer only in the racemic
co-crystal, or the S enantiomer again in the pure S structure
(Figure 11). The R tape is still very similar to the S tape, giving
rise to the similarity in unit cells and structures between the
two co-crystals.
The structures of ibuprofen R/S and S as pure single
components are also very similar, and, although the packing of
the two differs slightly (Figure 12), they share a carboxylic acid
dimer motif; the packing of the single components is not
comparable to that of the two co-crystals (Figure 13).
The S co-crystal suffers from poorer crystal growth than the
R/S and so synchrotron-based structure determination was
required. Both systems exhibit Z′ > 1; the Z′ of the S co-crystal
is 4, with Z′ ) 2 for the R/S co-crystal. The higher Z′ appears
to have been “carried over” from the single-component ibuprofen structures, where the S-form again has lower crystallographic symmetry and a Z′ of 2. Current literature debate on
this subject50–54 suggests that higher Z′ is often associated with
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Figure 16. Final Rietveld plot for S-ibuprofen:nicotinamide showing observed data (red dots), calculated profile (black line), difference (black line)
and reflection points.

poorer crystal growth and thermodynamically unstable crystal
forms. The thermodynamic vs kinetic argument in this case is
nullified due to the Kofler melt results, for both materials,
showing a single co-crystal phase with no polymorphism,
although crystal growth has been shown to be worse for the S
form.
The crystal structures of the R/S and S co-crystals are
dominated by the formation of six discrete H-bonds, which are
based on three bond types. The bond distances and angles can
be found in Table 5. Two major interactions dominate: a ring
motif R22(8) formed by the noncentrosymmetric dimerization
of nicotinamide (N—H · · · O) and a chain C22(10) forming
infinite ladders along the b-axis in the R/S (Figure 14). The shortrange organization of molecules in both co-crystals resembles
the one that was expected from database searches.32 In particular,
nicotinamide and ibuprofen molecules assemble to form fourmembered molecular assemblies containing a central nicotinamide dimer to which ibuprofen molecules are attached by
hydrogen bonding to the pyridine groups of nicotinamide.
However, in contrast to the expected structures, the molecules
of ibuprofen attach to nicotinamide molecules through a simple
O-H · · · N hydrogen bond, rather than through a carboxylic acidpyridine synthon that would involve a pair of O-H · · · N and a
C-H · · · O bonds organized into a R22(7) ring. As a result of
this difference, the arrangement of the assemblies differs
significantly from the one proposed for each co-crystal. In
particular, the assemblies in both co-crystals connect via
N-H · · · O hydrogen bonds that are formed between amide and
carboxylic acid groups from adjacent assemblies, rather than
between amide groups of neighboring assemblies.
The nicotinamide amide dimer is of note in this case as it is
coplanar with the ring (torsion angles of 170–174°); this
flattening does not occur in other nicotinamide co-crystal
structures (see Supporting Information). The chain utilizes the

carboxylic acid group of ibuprofen to link both nitrogen
functionalities (pyridine ring and amide) of independent nicotinamide molecules. This is achieved by donating (O–H · · · N)
from the hydroxyl group to the pyridine ring of the first
nicotinamide molecule and accepting (N–H · · · O) from the amide
of the second molecule to the carbonyl group of the acid. This
interaction leads to a herringbone ladder for the ibuprofen
molecules, developing a hydrophobic region. The major ternary
structure present is a ring (R66(24)) which underpins the layering.
It is interesting to note that a comparable structure exists in the
squaric acid: nicotinamide salt (EMINUJ), further strengthening
arguments that salts and co-crystals are merely two ends of a
common scale.23
The single-crystal structures were used as the starting points
for a full-profile fit to the powder data collected for the samples
obtained by liquid-assisted grinding, to confirm the identity of
the material. In the case of the R/S co-crystal, the lattice and
profile parameters were initially refined using the whole-profile
fitting LeBail method in GSAS.55 A subsequent Rietveld
refinement was undertaken with all atomic positions subject to
soft constraints (weighting factor of 0.001 on bond lengths and
0.5 on bond angles) on standard geometry. Because of instabilities in the refinement all hydrogen atoms were excluded from
the model. The final Rietveld fit is shown in Figure 15, along
with the agreement factors. Because of the difference in
temperature between the single-crystal and powder data collections the lattice parameters shift from 11.652, 5.447, 56.607
to 11.830, 5.554, 56.455 Å. From the plot, it is clear that the
majority of the sample is the co-crystal, with the unindexed
peaks corresponding to peaks for nicotinamide, which was not
included in the refinement. In the case of the S co-crystal, the
lattice and profile parameters were again refined using the
whole-profile fitting LeBail method. In this case this clearly
indicated that the sample was purely co-crystal (Figure 16), so
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Figure 17. Ibuprofen co-crystals powder pattern comparisons. (I) R/S ibuprofen system, (II) S-ibuprofen system. (I) Comparison of X-ray powder
diffraction data for the R/S ibuprofen and nicotinamide system. (A) Nicotinamide (calculated), (B) ibuprofen (calculated), (C) ibuprofen/nicotinamide
co-crystal (calculated), (D) Kofler hot-stage melt material, (E) Co-crystal from ethanol. In the R/S ibuprofen/nicotinamide co-crystal system (C-E).
The peak at 2θ 3.1° most clearly displays growth of the new phase. (II) Comparison of X-ray powder diffraction data for the S ibuprofen and
nicotinamide system. (A) Nicotinamide (calculated), (B) ibuprofen (calculated), (C) ibuprofen/nicotinamide co-crystal (calculated), (D) Kofler hotstage melt material, (E) Co-crystal from ethanol. In the S ibuprofen/nicotinamide cocrystal system (C-E). The peak at 2θ 3.1° most clearly displays
growth of the new phase. In the S-ibuprofen/nicotinamide co-crystal system (C-E) again the peak at 2θ 3.1° clearly shows growth of the new
phase.

no Rietveld refinement was undertaken. The change in temperature again adjusts the lattice parameters from 5.411, 55.883,
11.901 Å, 90.004° to 5.525, 56.088, 11.804 Å, 91.12°.
As previously suggested,32 the extensive hydrogen bonding in
the two co-crystals explains why each co-crystal exhibits a higher
melting point than the corresponding API. Furthermore, that the
hydrogen bonding is equivalent in both co-crystals suggests that

the differences in melt behavior of individual cocrystals can be
explained by crystal packing arguments. Packing coefficients
calculated in PLATON56 reflect this, with the R/S enantiomer filling
67.5% of the volume of the unit cell and the S enantiomer filling
67.3%. This tallies with the melt behavior (89.5 °C for R/S vs 80.3
°C for S). Calculation of packing energetics would further elucidate
the reasons for these differences.
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It is evident from the powder patterns (Figure 17) that the
co-crystal phase is present in the Kofler melt (as seen most
clearly by the peak at 3.1°) and that the bulk of the material
harvested correlates with the single crystal examined.
Conclusions
The Kofler method has been shown to successfully probe the
binary phase behavior of a given co-crystal system, revealing
potential co-crystal phases in five API mixtures. Such knowledge
speeds the attrition rate in screens of thermally stable material,
making this method a useful tool in the armory of crystal engineers.
Three systems were failures with respect to new phase
formation; this is thought to be due to a combination of
incompatible hydrogen bonding and steric hindrance. Seeding
from melt material was seen to ease the production of the cocrystal phases by “cheating” the ternary phase behavior. Seeding,
leading to new phase growth, can occur to the detriment of phase
purity as in the fenbufen and flurbiprofen systems.
The initial outcomes of the crystal engineering strategy
employed here have been successful, though optimization of
the crystal growth, via ternary phase knowledge, is required
for the attainment of phase purity. From the crystal structures
generated it is apparent that some of the common hydrogen
bonding patterns predicted are present, but not all in all cases.
Salicylic acid co-crystals show amide laddering but lack the
expected amide dimer, whereas the ibuprofen co-crystals lack
the amide ladder, replacing it with a large ring structure.
Thermodynamic and energetic studies of nucleation and crystal
growth would be needed to characterize the reasons for such
differences, along with further structures to allow statistical
comparisons to be made.
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In this feature article we will focus on the issues relating to the crystal growth of co-crystals, with
a particular emphasis on drug development. The initial focus of this perspective is on the relevant
literature examples that may be able to inform our understanding with regards co-crystal
crystallisation and the allied supramolecular concepts. The second part of this perspective
contains selected examples from our own work, which add to the literature perspective. Topics
include; nucleation templates, in situ synchrotron XRD studies, solid-state synthesis through
mixing and screening strategies.

1.0.

Introduction

The application of molecular complexes and co-crystals in
pharmaceutics is driven by the need to improve the physicochemical properties of an active pharmaceutical ingredient
(API) during drug development. Recently the focus has been
on the crystal engineering of co-crystals,1 and this activity has
displayed potential to improve drug solubility and dissolution
leading to an alteration in bioavailability. Historically cocrystals have been referred to as molecular complexes or, for
clarity, multi-component crystals containing charge neutral
species, as opposed to salts.w Within the literature a variety of
other multi-component assemblies including hydrotropes2
have also been utilised. In this particular eﬀect a solution state
complex is formed to improve the solubility of a drug entity.
Typically, pharmaceuticals are processed as molecular solids and co-crystallisation is emerging as an attractive solid
a
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state alternative to the usual salts and solvates. This is
especially important during the drug development process
where designing the dosage form of an API is critical.1 The
intention of this step is to improve the bulk material and
physico-chemical properties of the API whilst preserving the
intrinsic activity of the drug molecule. Allied with this intent is
an intellectual property issue, by virtue of the desired modiﬁcations which may be achieved.
The re-emergence of interest in the synthesis of these binary
materials as dosage forms has focused on a design approach3
that requires developing a supramolecular library of cocrystallising agents.4 Within the library, a hierarchy of guest
functional groups exists, classiﬁed according to a speciﬁc
contribution to a crystal packing arrangement which is dependent on the functionalities contained on the host molecule.5
These are derived from examining structure–property relationships present in classes of known crystal structures contained
in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD).6

2.0. Co-crystal design
The literature is extensive on the strategies for co-crystal
design; two complementary approaches have been employed.
One is the structural ﬁt between the components, based upon
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similarities in packing between the pure components. The
other considers speciﬁc pairwise interactions (supramolecular
synthons7). The energetics of these pairwise interactions is one
consideration and from examination of existing structures,
empirical rules to predict robust supramolecular synthons may
be developed. Etter and co-workers proposed guidelines to
promote the deliberate design of hydrogen-bonded solids
along with graph set descriptors and classiﬁcation of packing.8
The inferred rules of hydrogen bonding are:
1. All good proton donors and acceptors are used in
hydrogen bonding.
2. Six-membered ring intramolecular hydrogen bonds form
in preference to intermolecular hydrogen bonds.
3. The best proton donor and acceptor remaining after
intramolecular hydrogen bond formation will form intermolecular hydrogen bonds to one another (but all acceptors may
not necessarily interact with donors).
The CSD may be utilised to identify stable hydrogen bonding motifs9 with the intention that the most robust motifs will
remain intact across a family of related structures. For example, carboxylic acids and amides are self-complementary and
capable of forming heterosynthons. This motif has been studied for some time in the context of crystal engineering and the
interaction of carboxylic acids with heterocyclic bases is
perhaps the most widely studied type of synthon.10
Supramolecular synthon competition and prediction investigations have been made in an attempt to aid the prediction of
co-crystal formation.3 The results of this study suggested that
it is often the most energetically stable hydrogen-bonded
synthon which features in the structural packing landscape;
these assumptions are veriﬁed experimentally through comparisons to single-crystal structures generated. A review of
progress in this area has recently been published.11
Additionally some studies into co-crystallisation have considered the pKa of the co-crystal components.11c,12 Solution
chemistry empirically demonstrates that a pKa diﬀerence of at
least two units (between an acid and a base moieties) is
required to form a salt that is stable in water.12 This point
of view is still undergoing re-evaluation as more co-crystal
growth experiments, where pKa proﬁles would suggest formation of a complex, lead to salt formation. This breakdown of
the pKa rule combined with evidence obtained from examining
proton location within hydrogen bonds has developed into the
notion of a continuum between salts and co-crystals.13
The use of hydrogen bonding rules, synthons and graph sets
may aid in the design and analysis of co-crystal systems. Yet
the prediction of whether co-crystallisation will occur is not
yet possible and must, at present, be answered empirically.
Examples include the co-crystallisation of cis-itraconazole
with a series of 1,4-dicarboxylic acids capable of extended
(anti-) conformations.11 Interaction between succinic acid and
the strongest base position of itraconazole, however, was not
present in the co-crystal structure. Co-crystals could not be
formed from maleic acid with Z regio-chemistry about the
CQC bond (with pKa1 = 1.9), or from 1,3- or 1,5-dicarboxylic
acids. Therefore, in this case interactions based on speciﬁc
directed intermolecular combinations appear to be far more
important than acid–base strength complementarities for successful co-crystallisation.
1660 | New J. Chem., 2008, 32, 1659–1672
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Early examples of co-crystals of APIs reported in the
literature as molecular complexes include many sulfonamides,14 with a speciﬁc example being sulfadiamine.15 Cocrystals in the more contemporary sense however, as a product
of more rational design, have been reported more recently.16
As with other crystalline systems, polymorphic co-crystals are
not uncommon.17 Observation of such systems should be
rationalised in the context of previous work on polymorph
selection.17 In particular, the challenge would be to integrate
the demands of co-crystal phase growth with those of polymorph selection. The ideal result would be a component
required for co-crystal formation disrupting, on a molecular
basis, the nucleation of one polymorphic phase over another;
biasing the subsequent crystal growth in addition to any eﬀect
from solvent or additives.
Previous studies into co-crystallisation have focused on the
interpretation of the ﬁnal crystal structure and role played by
supramolecular synthons in creating this structure. Consideration of the mechanics of crystal growth and how concepts such
as supramolecular synthons interact with those concepts such
as growth units from crystal growth theory have been studied
less. An understanding of such factors is required to develop
successful co-crystal screening methodologies and the reproducible production of co-crystals as suitable phases for drug
delivery.

3.0. Phase diagrams for co-crystallisation
Within crystal growth the ﬁrst rational step is to deﬁne the
equilibria between the solid phases and, where applicable, with
the chosen solvent; the phase diagrams deliver this information. The binary phase diagram between the two components
exhibits eutectic points between each phase and so indicates
the existence and number of co-crystalline phases for a given
system. A recent issue for some binary systems is whether or
not a submerged eutectic is present. In this situation solid-state
contact between one component and another leads to the
formation of the co-crystal phase via a melt interface.18
Solvent crystallisation adds a further layer of complexity and
when solvent is used phase space can be mapped by use of a
ternary phase diagram. Discussion here only relates to isothermal methods, accounts of variable temperature phase
space manipulation are available in the literature.
Ternary phase diagrams allow understanding of co-crystal
formation from a given solution, since they describe the threephase behaviour of a system (for the components, the cocrystal and the solvent). A limited number of experimentally
derived phase diagrams exist,14,19 of those reported the trends
that emerge are summarised in Fig. 1(a) and (b).
Component solubilities are an important feature in these
diagrams, as diﬀerences alter the location and size of the phase
space regions where a potential co-crystal phase is thermodynamically stable.20
From Fig. 1(a) (components with similar solubilities), solution crystallisation with equimolar components will lead to the
formation of the 1 : 1 co-crystal from solvent evaporation. For
systems with non-equivalent component solubilities a more
complicated picture exists, such as that described by Fig. 1(b).
As can be seen in this example, solution co-crystallisation from
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Fig. 1 Schematic representations of isothermal ternary phase diagrams with (a) similar solubilities between components 1 and 2 in solvent S and
(b) diﬀerent solubilities of 1 and 2 in S. Region A = component 1 and solvent, B = component 1 + co-crystal, C = co-crystal, D = component 2
+ co-crystal, E = component 2 and solvent, and F = solution.

slow evaporation of an equimolar solution may result in the
growth of purely the starting material, or a mixture of cocrystal and single component phase. This situation develops
when the crystallisation route passes either through the mixed
phase region D or the single phase region E. For both Fig. 1(a)
and (b), if a kinetic phase were embedded into one of the phase
regions it would account for the possible early formation of a
metastable phase over a stable phase, as well as the observation of new polymorphs of either of the components21 or the
co-crystal. Application of such phase space observations leads
to a starting point with regards to rational design of a crystallisation experiment.

4.0. Accessing the binary phase diagram using
hot-stage polarised optical microscopy
Early indication of co-crystal phase formation and the phase
behavior of the components in the presence of each other and
a co-crystal phase is essential. Multi-component DSC screening22 has recently been used to this end, though historically hot
stage microscopy has oﬀered a proven route to access the
binary phase diagram. The technique most useful in this arena
is the mixed fusion method. The mixed fusion (or contact)
method was ﬁrst described by Lehmann23 in 1877 and Koﬂer
and Koﬂer24 then reﬁned the methodology as instrumentation
improved.25 McCrone has also published extensively on the
subject. The technique has also been mentioned in texts by
Kitaigorodsky26 and Bernstein27 and is recognised as a means
to identify phase behaviour between two components; hence
its use as a co-crystal screening strategy. In this method one

Fig. 2 Higher melting point component, (A), melted and re-crystallised before molten component, (B), is brought into contact with it,
creating a zone of mixing.
This journal is
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component is melted then allowed to solidify, before another
molten component is brought into contact with it, solubilising
a proportion of the ﬁrst component (Fig. 2).
Once all material is re-crystallised a zone of mixing is
created. This zone is then comparable to the composition of
the binary phase diagram for two components. One side of the
mixing zone represents 100% of one component and the other
side 100% of the other component and with a concentration
gradient across the zone. It is then possible to identify the
number of phases present within a system, when viewed under
crossed polar ﬁlters on a light microscope, whilst heating. This
is achieved by visually tracking the emergence and number of
eutectic melting points for the potential co-crystal system
being screened. This method oﬀers direct visualisation of the
binary phase diagram, yielding information on the number of
phases and melt temperatures. It also oﬀers the potential to
witness polymorphic transitions both in the single components
and any co-crystal phase. In our work we have used material
from melt zones to seed solution crystallisations in order to
further develop the crystallisation protocol.

5.0. Solubility models
To optimise a crystallisation protocol, an appreciation of the
solubility behaviour of co-crystals is needed. Historically, the
application of a solubility model to this problem has been
reported. In this early study on the molecular compounds of
organic medicines, the application of the solubility product
principle and consideration of the phase rule to the solubility
phenomena of the molecular compound of sulfanilamide and
sulfathiazole was undertaken.14 Signiﬁcant reﬁnement and
improvements to this approach have only recently appeared.28
The key ﬁndings, without a recount of the theory of the model
are as follows.
The theoretical and experimental analysis of solubility
proﬁles for carbamazepine (CBZ) co-crystals have been shown
to be dependent on the concentration of co-crystal components in solution with nicotinamide, NCT.28 The proﬁle of this
dependency may be explained by the application of a solubility
product model to the complexes formed in solution, the
relative ratio of components present in solution and the
respective binding constants of the complexes formed in
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solution. It was noted that the solubility behavior was analogous to that of sparingly soluble salts. The co-crystal solubility
dependence on ligand concentration highlighted the interdependence of 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 complexes in solution on the
overall 1 : 1 co-crystal and indicates how such analysis can aid
tuning the crystallisation of co-crystals. The studies on
CBZ–NCT co-crystal solubility, showed a decrease in solubility as the NCT concentration increases in organic solutions. A
theoretical minimum was observed at a 2 : 1 loading of
components, this was rationalised in terms of the eﬀect
of the coupled equilibria of the system and solubility product
of the co-crystal. These ﬁndings present a route to gaining an
appreciation of solution supramolecular complexation as
described by the solubility proﬁles and deﬁnes a route to
inducing co-crystal formation by virtue of component
composition.

sustain a supersaturated solution can have a dramatic impact
on drug absorption and bioavailability.31
It has also been shown that glutaric acid co-crystals of a
development candidate API have eighteen times the aqueous
dissolution rate compared to the homomeric crystalline form.32a
Studies in beagle dogs showed the co-crystal form also gave
notably increased plasma bioavailability compared with the
parent crystal form. Further evidence of such bioavailability
improvements have recently appeared in the literature.32b,c
Nevertheless, whilst these studies have shown the potential
beneﬁts of co-crystal formation on drug dissolution and
bioavailability, this embryonic area of pharmaceutical research is still relatively unexplored and requires further study
before co-crystals are considered a reliable toolbox technology
for enhancing oral drug absorption.

7.0. Practical considerations for co-crystal design
6.0. Physicochemical property improvements
by co-crystals
The overall motivation of examining API co-crystals as an
alternative during the drug development is one of physiochemical
property adjustment to improve the overall stability and eﬃcacy
of a dosage form.
Supramolecular complexes of carboxylic acid APIs with
di-pyridyl co-crystallizing agents have been prepared:
(ibuprofen)2(4,4 0 -bipyridine), A, (ﬂurbiprofen)2(4,4 0 -bipyridine), B, (ﬂurbiprofen)2(1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene), C, and
(aspirin)2(4,4 0 -bipyridine), D, and their respective melting
points determined.29 The melting points of A–C were higher
than their pure individual components, whereas the melting
point of D (which exhibited dramatically diﬀerent molecular
packing compared to the other co-crystals) had a signiﬁcantly
lower melting point than its pure components.
The melting points of thirteen carbamazepine co-crystals
have also been cited, with only two having a melting point
higher than pure carbamazepine, as part of a study into the
crystal engineering of pharmaceutical phases.30 However,
many of the systems formed with materials that are liquids
at room temperature e.g. acetone and acetic acid. In addition,
only three of the co-crystallizing agents are generally regarded
as safe (GRAS); saccharin, nicotinamide and acetic acid,
limiting the pharmaceutical applications of this work.
Another important intrinsic property of APIs is stability to
hydration, as hydrate formation alters the physical behaviour.
Again co-crystals have proved useful in this area; as displayed
by a number of caﬀeine systems.16 In this work the model API
(caﬀeine) was found to be more stable to 98% relative
humidity (for up to 7 weeks) when a caﬀeine–oxalic acid
2 : 1 co-crystal was employed. Recent advances have also tied
this eﬀect to crystalline symmetry.10j
Remenar et al.12b compared the dissolution of co-crystals of
itraconazole (a triazole drug) with succinic acid, malic acid
and tartaric acid, with that of the pure crystalline and amorphous drug. In general, the co-crystals behaved in a similar
manner to the amorphous form compared with the crystalline
drug in achieving and sustaining from 4- to 20-fold higher
concentrations on dissolution testing. The practical implications of this ﬁnding are important, as the capacity to form and
1662 | New J. Chem., 2008, 32, 1659–1672
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Co-crystal screening is a process similar to salt screening and is
suited to high-throughput technologies,16a although co-crystal
formation as described in the literature indicates diﬃculty
concerning preparation for some systems. For example it has
been known to take six months or more to prepare a single cocrystal of suitable quality for single X-ray diﬀraction
analysis.12a Combined with this is a high attrition rate in
identifying successful co-crystal formers. An example is given
from the study into carbamazepine co-crystals; for the 10 new
co-crystals of carbamazepine reported, approximately 50 cocrystal agents were used, giving a success rate of 20%.30 This is
partly because such a heteromeric system will only form if the
non-covalent forces between two (or more) molecules are
stronger than between the molecules in the corresponding
homomeric crystals. Design strategies for co-crystal formation
are still being researched and the mechanism of formation is
far from being understood.1
Once an API has been selected for co-crystallisation studies,
a pharmaceutically acceptable, non-toxic co-crystallising
agent(s) should be chosen. This limits the co-crystallising agent
to those that have been approved for consumption by humans.
This would include pharmaceutical excipients and compounds
classiﬁed as GRAS for use as food additives (as classiﬁed by
the US department of Health and Human Services). For
example the maximum additive level of malic acid (which
has been co-crystallised with the antifungal drug itraconazole),
in hard candy is o7%.33 A number of co-crystals have been
formed with co-crystallising agents classiﬁed as GRAS.33 For
a viable application in drug development, the required therapeutic level will have to be balanced with the level of active
drug. Therefore, unless the resulting stoichiometric amount of
co-crystal agent is less than the allowed additive level, their
pharmaceutical applications will not be realised.
Co-crystallisation between two APIs has also been proposed
as a basis for both compounds to be pharmaceutically acceptable. This may require the use of sub-therapeutic amounts of
drug substances such as aspirin or acetaminophen,16b or the
APIs would have to exhibit similar levels of therapeutic active
concentration.
The majority of co-crystallisation research has rarely involved
using pharmaceutically acceptable co-crystallising agents and
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conditions. Forming paracetamol adducts with hydrogen-bond
acceptors has been reported.16c However, the co-crystallisation
agents used were not GRAS substances, and piperazine, dihydrochloride and morpholine as the salt(s) of one or more fatty acids,
are only permitted as food additives at the relevant level.34
It has been suggested that it may be useful to consider
polymorphic compounds as co-crystallising components.35 If a
molecular compound exists in several polymorphic forms it
has demonstrated a structural ﬂexibility and is not locked into
a single type of crystalline lattice or packing mode. Thus, the
chance of bringing such a molecule into a diﬀerent packing
arrangement in coexistence with another molecule is
increased.4b Again, polymorphism of a component alone does
not guarantee the functionality of a compound to act as a cocrystallising agent, but the ability of a molecule to participate
in intermolecular interactions obviously plays a critical role.1

8.0.

Methods of preparation of co-crystals

A range of methodologies for the synthesis of co-crystals has
been reported in the literature. These include evaporation of a
heteromeric solution, solid state grinding, kneading, sublimation, growth from the melt, reaction crystallisation, and slurry
preparation.10,16,17
When preparing co-crystals, the product obtained from
grinding is generally consistent with that obtained from
solution.10j This may indicate that hydrogen-bond connectivity
patterns are not idiosyncratic or determined by non-speciﬁc
and unmanageable solvent eﬀects or crystallisation conditions.
Nevertheless, there are exceptions where a given co-crystal
phase can only be obtained through grinding.36 An example
is given by the co-crystallisation of 1,3,5-trinitrobenzoic acid
and indole-3-acetic acid, where diﬀerent crystal forms are
obtained from solution compared with grinding.37
Co-crystal formation by solid-state grinding has been established since the mid-nineteenth century.38 The recent technique
of adding small amounts of solvent during the grinding was
shown to enhance the kinetics and promote co-crystal formation and this has lead to increased interest of solid-state
grinding as a method of co-crystal preparation.39 Cyclohexane-1,3-cis,5-cis-tricarboxylic acid with bipyridine,3,9 was
previously found to co-crystallise from methanol solutions,
while grinding an equimolar mixture for 60 min results in
partial conversion. The addition of B0.05 ml of methanol to
the milling accelerated co-crystallisation and complete conversion was achieved in 20 min. When a solvent in which neither
starting component was soluble was added to the milling
process (cyclohexane), kinetic enhancement was not observed
and reaction did not occur even after 90 min grinding. This
kinetic enhancement was rationalised by the additional degrees of orientational and conformational freedom open to the
molecules at the various interfaces with increased opportunities for molecular collisions. The details of a possible
mechanism are starting to emerge.40
A mixture of two components is capable of spontaneous cocrystal formation,18 if the eutectic points between the components form a metastable ‘submerged’ point. The eﬀect of this is
that on placing the two components together, a melt is formed;
this solution is then seeded by remaining solid material and the
This journal is
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co-crystal forms. In addition, a diﬀusion step of one component into the other is reported to occur for solid-state
co-crystal formation.40a The diﬀusion process relates to an
increase in particle size, and this aspect of particle mixing,
deﬁnes the propagation of the components.
The role of solvents at low percentage compositions where a
slurry or capillary state is present (leading to a localised surface
dissolution process) have also been discussed in the literature.40b
In this mechanism quantities of component dissolve in adsorbed
atmospheric water (via deliquescence) and due to the supersaturation generated, allow co-crystal formation. Another reported route relies on the application of amorphous phases of
the components being metastable to the co-crystal phase, and
on grinding or melting an intermediate amorphous phase is
generated.40c Once in this plastic state, consequent transformation to the stable crystalline co-crystal phase occurs.
It has also been noted previously that for systems with no
submerged eutectic, and with pre-milled components, a signiﬁcant shearing force above a threshold needs to be applied in
order for transformation to occur.40d
8.1 Summary of co-crystal crystallisation strategies
Considering the literature to date the strategies for co-crystal
crystallisation include:
 Conducting the crystallisation with a molar excess of one
of the components, and taking advantage of the dip in
solubility of the co-crystal in the presence of one of the
components.
 Conducting the crystallisation in a slurry situation as
deﬁned by the low percentage solvent region of the phase
diagram.
 Manipulation of solvent choice in order to utilise phase
space considerations, thus maximising the pure co-crystal
regions available or broadening the region, where strategies
using an excess of one component to drive complex formation
would be an option.
 Seeding solutions, using samples generated from hostagemelt.
 Wet milling, with prudent choice of solvent which leads to
saturation of the co-crystal phase.
 Use of an amorphous or hydrate as an intermediate phase
during synthesis using a solid-state route.
 Use of a metastable polymorphic form of one of the
components to provide an energetically unstable intermediate
phase from which the co-crystal may form. Or to build in a
wider ﬂexibility into the pairwise association between the
components by virtue of the diversity a polymorphic system
exhibits with regards hydrogen bonding; as identiﬁed by
examining the packing landscape of polymorphs.
In addition to thermodynamic requirements, a clear synergy
needs to exist between the pairwise associations of the cocrystal in the envisaged co-crystal as previously discussed.

9.0. Examples with regards co-crystal synthesis
and design
The outcomes of crystallisation studies on the benzoic acid–
isonicotinamide co-crystal system will be given, highlighting a
route which exploits solubility diﬀerences across two solvents
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therefore targeting the desired regions of ternary phase space,
as a means of directed crystallisation design. This experience
yields a number of crystal growth observations that may be
transferable to other systems. These include nucleation template behaviour and in situ monitoring of co-crystallisation
using a previously developed energy-dispersive X-ray diﬀraction (ED-XRD) protocol. The impact of particle size on the
formation of caﬀeine–malonic acid co-crystals by a solventfree synthesis is presented. Allied to this activity the authors
have also continued to explore the challenges of non-ideal
former pairing (with benzamide and nicotinamide), an issue
which may arise when preparing API co-crystals. Along with
this a low-throughput screening approach to co-crystal formation will be presented.
9.1 The 2 : 1 benzoic acid–isonicotinamide co-crystal
The crystal structure of the 2 : 1 benzoic acid–isonicotinamide
molecular complex has been determined by single-crystal
X-ray diﬀraction.41 The structure displays the same supramolecular synthons as other complexes of carboxylic acid with
isonicotinamide. Computational studies of the molecular pairs
indicate that these bindings are the lowest energy pairs for the
individual molecules, yet the relative ordering of energies is
dependant upon the choice of solvent. This is supported by the
experimental studies where co-crystallisation from ethanol
results in only the 1 : 1 complex independent of the initial
composition. However, the ﬁnal product from aqueous and
methanolic solutions is dependant on the initial concentrations. Methanol predominately forms the 1 : 1 complex with
trace amounts of the 2 : 1 complex with increasing amounts of
benzoic acid. Aqueous solutions result in the 2 : 1 complex for
systems with excess benzoic acid or for dilute equimolar
solutions. Increasing the concentrations of both components,
results in an increased formation of the 1 : 1 complex.
Therefore, selection of the desired form of the complex is
achieved through tuning of the experimental conditions. These
outcomes in general agree with the trends identiﬁed by the studies
into co-crystal phase diagrams.14,18 The large diﬀerence in solubility of isonicotinamide and benzoic acid in water would be
expected to result in a skewed phase diagram and so equimolar
solutions would be unlikely to form a 1 : 1 co-crystal. By contrast,
the solubilities in ethanol and methanol are similar, and so the
1 : 1 co-crystal would grow from an equimolar solution. The
crystal growth of this system has been further studied in relation
to nucleation templates and in situ monitoring. While this work
has focused on solution growth, it has been reported that variation of the solvent used to form the Fe(Z5-C5H4C5H4N)2–pimelic
acid co-crystal by vapor digestion can be used to control the ﬁnal
composition between 1 : 1 and 1 : 2.42 Solubility diﬀerences again
play a role in the selection of the product. While the organometallic compound has a similar solubility in all solvents except
water, protic solvents, where pimelic acid is highly soluble, form
1 : 1 complexes, while aprotic solvents, where pimelic acid is
almost insoluble, form the 1 : 2 complex.

system. This system is suited to these studies due to the
signiﬁcant diﬀerences in solubility between single components
and so saturated solutions for benzoic acid may be easily
prepared. Template crystals of benzoic acid (BZ-template)
were grown by slow evaporation of an aqueous solution; these
were then used as the sub-phase. The overall composition of
the growth solution for the epitaxy studies was based on the
solubility of benzoic acid in water to ensure a saturated
solution at 40 1C.
For the template studies, an equimolar solution of benzoic
acid (0.355 g, 0.003 mol) and isonicotinamide (0.334 g,
0.003 mol) in water (50 ml) was heated to 70 1C to ensure
complete dissolution of the components. This solution was
then cooled to 45 1C over 3 h and the BZ-template was
suspended in the solution. During the growth cycle, the
solution was further cooled to 30 1C over a 15-h period. After
this time the BZ-template crystal was removed, washed and
examined using optical micrographs and previously reported
characterization proﬁles of the 2BZ : INA and BZ : INA
co-crystals.
Through molecular modelling, epitaxy registry calculations
and an examination of the habit of crystals in relation to the
crystallography, the following molecular registry is proposed.
A successful template at the molecular level requires creating
an interaction between an INA molecule and the BZ-template,
since the alternative would just increase the benzoic acid
surface. From consideration of the existing co-crystal structures this would occur through either CO2H  Nring or
CO2H  C(O)NH2 interactions. Subsequent addition of benzoic acid would then form the packing motifs of 2BZ : INA
(Fig. 3). Epitaxial calculations indicate that both the {100} and
{001} faces of 2BZ : INA would have lattice agreement with
the {010} of benzoic acid that the crystals were observed to
grow upon. They also oﬀer the required functionality to bind
through such motifs and so are the faces are the most likely
binding sites to support a nucleation template process. Critical
to this interpretation of the interface, was a single-crystal
study of 2BZ : INA habit which identiﬁes the {001} face as
potential binding face, and the 2BZ : INA interface with BZ
was subsequently identiﬁed using this indexing; this is also
labelled in Fig. 3.
The ability of achieving a nucleation templates process adds
to the number of underlying crystal growth process, which may
occur whilst examining multi-component crystallisation. These

9.2 Nucleation templating studies43
The potential of nucleated growth of co-crystals by a suitable subphase was investigated for the benzoic acid–isonicotinamide
1664 | New J. Chem., 2008, 32, 1659–1672
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Fig. 3 Schematic projection of the crystallographic relationship
between the component and co-crystal.
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Fig. 4 Time-resolved diﬀractogram using ED-XRD. Regions relating to the dashed arrow show the solution prior to nucleation, transient form I
(full arrow), and evolution of form III (dotted arrow). Peaks due to Teﬂon occur at 4.4 and 4.9 Å.

may include habit modiﬁcation, polymorph selection, reactive
crystallisation and polymorphic or solvated co-crystal phases.
9.3 Synchrotron studies
Previously, a purpose-built clarifying crystalliser cell with a
cooling over the range 10–80 1C, has been utilised to examine
the polymorph inter-conversions of piracetam during crystallisation.44 For this reported study the nootropic drug piracetam was crystallised from diﬀerent solvents using a multistep
quench-cooling method and three polymorphs were isolated
(forms I, II and III). The respective solution crystallisations
were monitored in situ by energy dispersive X-ray diﬀraction
(ED-XRD) performed with synchrotron radiation at station
16.4 of Daresbury Laboratory CCLRC, UK. The modiﬁcations implemented to the previously used ED-XRD protocol45
at Station 16.4 enabled good temperature and stirring control
throughout and generated consistent results.
A typical example observed for piracetam when cooling
from methanol (Fig. 4), showed piracetam form I appearing at
around 33 1C (identiﬁed by characteristic diﬀraction lines at
3.09, 4.00 and 4.73 Å). Form I competes with form III which
dominates within 1 min after cooling to 31 1C with strong
peaks at 2.41 and 3.47 Å.
This solid-state transition explains the appearance of only
polymorph III in all previously performed crystallisations
from methanol. Piracetam forms I, II and III and phase
inter-conversions in water and propanol were evident from
the diﬀraction data, although the eﬀect of agitation on phase
conversion needs to be examined.
The step heating–cooling system enabled good control over
experimental conditions and generated consistent results from
which polymorph inter-relationships were examined. Complementary observations from the diﬀraction monitoring indicated the link with Raman data that provides key insights into
the molecular organisation of the studied environments and
how this initial molecular recognition process translates to
polymorph crystallisation in solution.
Building from the success in studying polymorphism, the
initial work on the application of this approach to studying cocrystal crystallisation was undertaken. This has focused on the
BZ–INA systems as a result of the solvent dependent behaviour
of the appearance of the 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 phase, described earlier.
The experimental approach was the same as that described for
This journal is
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the polymorphic system. A 2 : 1 composition ratio of benzoic
acid (0.825 g, 0.007 mol) and isonicotinamide (0.440 g,
0.0036 mol) was dissolved in 50 ml of water. This composition
was investigated since the phase diagram indicated the potential
for both the 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 co-crystal to crystallise.
Upon cooling from 60 1C, the onset of crystallisation occurs
at 23 1C (Fig. 5). The ﬁrst phase to appear is BZ-INA,
identiﬁed by the peaks at 11.2 Å. This 1 : 1 phase rapidly
converts to 2BZ–INA at 14 1C, with the diﬀractograms
showing peaks of the 2 : 1 phase at B14.4 Å. Heating of the
crystallised solution to 60 1C reveals the dissolution of the 2 : 1
phase and no transformation back into the 1 : 1 co-crystal.
This may be indicative of a monotropic phase stability between the two phases. This type of study is still ongoing and the
intention is to examine the crystallisation from other solvents
in order to identify any solvent mediated processes.
These results clearly indicate a co-crystal crystallisation for
a speciﬁc ratio may go via an intermediate composition for the
crystallisation route encountered. Any end point crystal
screening studies indicates that a 2 : 1 composition from water
yields the 2 : 1 complex as a solid or a trace of the 1 : 1
composition. The route to any phase diagram is obtained in a

Fig. 5 Time-resolved diﬀractogram measured by ED-XRD for
BZ–INA system.
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similar manner, and would leave an unclear picture of interconversions, as only mixtures may be observed for this system
and the level of mixture seen would be dependant only on the
weight fraction of all components. In contrast, the in situ
results reveal that transformations between the potential
phases may occur. The observation of a transformation
renders one of the available compositions as a metastable
phase to the other solid-state composition.
9.4 Inﬂuence of particle size and co-crystal formation through
mixing only46
Determining the processes that control the creation of cocrystals during solid-state grinding or milling are important
for the further development of such methods. One largely
unstudied aspect is the aﬀect of particle size on the rate of
conversion although work in this ﬁeld does exist.40a In this
work the caﬀeine–malonic acid 1 : 1 co-crystal system was
investigated. This system has been well documented in the
literature.47 To ensure that only the particle size contributed to
rate changes, the components were pre-ground and sieved to
speciﬁc particle size and then low-energy convection mixing
was used to introduce the components together.
The progression of the co-crystal formation, from the sieved
starting components, was monitored using X-ray powder
diﬀraction for particle size fractions of 45, 125 and 250 mm
(Fig. 6). The 45 mm particles converted within 2 days, the
125 mm particles within 4 days and 250 mm particles after 14
days. Overall transformation can be seen in the diﬀractograms
as the physical mixture possesses a pair of peaks with a 2y
value of 271 whereas the co-crystal posses a single peak at 281.
The transformation is further characterized by the evolution
of peaks at 15 and 251.
In our work decreasing the initial particle size accelerates
the formation of the co-crystal upon convection mixing.
Historically systems with a submerged eutectic are reported
to have an accelerated formation as the particle size
increases.40a This suggests that in our system the surface
energetics of the particles are increased as particle size is
reduced. Thus favouring any surface aided processes. The
possibilities with regards a mechanism driving the co-crystal
formation may include submerged eutectic, role of an amorphous state or uptake of water from the atmosphere (deliquescence).40 From observations of single-crystal contact
(components held together for 48 h at 25 1C on a hot-stage
microscope) no conversion to the co-crystal phase was seen.
DSC and TGA have been undertaken on mixed un-sieved
powder fractions pre and post 2 days and no change indicative
of water uptake or new phase formation was observed.
With regards to the role of an amorphous phase, the PXRD
and DSC do not show the presence of such a phase, although
further study is required to rule out the presence of sub-micron
surface domains of amorphous material due to milling. At this
stage we can state that no eutectic route appears available and
no signiﬁcant bulk levels of water or amorphous material are
present, at the thresholds previously seen for these factors to
contribute.40
The current ﬁndings suggest that on mixing it is the resulting
particle contact of the pre-milled crystals that contributes to
1666 | New J. Chem., 2008, 32, 1659–1672
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Fig. 6 XRPD of the phase transformation from components to cocrystal in gently mixed powders of caﬀeine–malonic acid. The process
was monitored within the diﬀering size fraction: (i) 45 mm, (ii) 125 mm,
(iii) 250 mm.

co-crystal formation; with the observation that the rate of the
process increases as the particle size decreases. This also
suggests that the sub-micron detail of the surface would yield
insight into the driver of solid-state co-crystal formation.
This approach does not rule out contributions from surface
defects, arising from milling which generate amorphous or
polymorphic surface zones, or water droplets on the surface of
a drug particle which can then contribute to conversion. The
issue of localised surface phases have been previously reported
with regards physical transformation of pharmaceutical ingredients through drug surface conversion, from amorphous,
hydrate and polymorph sites generated by milling.48 The
challenge would be to characterize such surface zones, through
AFM analysis, IGC, and sorption in order to determine the
rate enhancement associated with these classes of site.
Overall, the mechanisms of co-crystal growth via grinding
and solid-state interaction have been rationalised by the
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additional degrees of orientation and conformational freedom
open to the molecules, at the various interfaces; allowing
increased opportunities for molecular collision. The additional
caveat must be in deﬁning the process by which the interfaces
involved are energetically activated to support the transformation. This would require further understanding of how particle
size reduction adds to these processes; in order to better grasp
the underlying detail of surface catalysis. An ongoing eﬀort is
therefore required to deﬁne the role of sub-micron environments on the solid-state conversions of the macro environment.
9.5 Low-throughput screening for benzamide co-crystals
Determining eﬃcient approaches to co-crystal screening presents
a challenge; one route is through an extensive automated search.
This can be deﬁned as the combinatorial approach to identiﬁcation of new phases. From a crystal growth perspective, this
would potentially give rise to a snapshot of the crystallisation
behaviour and would include combinations which are thermodynamically unfavourable with respect to co-crystal growth.
Another approach, used in this work, is to combine thermal
and solution screening, performing multi-solvent solution
growth experiments on the thermally favourable combinations.
Within our work the solvents include water, methanol, ethanol,
ethyl acetate, tetrahydrofuran and nitromethane for instance.
Using the above (thermal then solution based) screening
methodology an investigation into related molecules which
theoretically favour the formation of isostructural supramolecular entities/synthons was undertaken. The ﬁrst example was
led by the diﬀering application of isonicotinamide compared
to benzamide as a co-crystal former. Consideration of potential supramolecular synthons suggests that both would be
successful co-crystal formers. However, examination of the
literature and the CSD reports six co-crystals of benzamide
(2 : 1 succinic acid, 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 pentaﬂuorobenzamide, 1 : 1
pentaﬂuorobenzoic acid, 1 : 1 (E)-benzaldehyde oxime and
1 : 1 N-pentaﬂuorophenylurea).49 In contrast over thirty
co-crystals of isonicotinamide are reported. Therefore, a cocrystal screen was undertaken between benzamide and
arboxylic acids that have been shown to successfully form
co-crystals with isonicotinamide. Benzamide was found to cocrystallise with 5 of the 13 acids investigated but displayed a
lower quality of crystal growth. These factors may contribute
the diﬀerences in number of reported structures.
The observation was that isonicotinamide out-performed
benzamide in these respects. The supramolecular synthons
obtained in the benzamide co-crystals were the expected
acid  amide ring motif, as shown by the 2 : 1 co-crystal with
fumaric acid and the 1 : 1 co-crystal with 4-nitrobenzoic acid
(see Table 1 for the relevant crystallographic data).
The pairs of molecules in the benzamide–fumaric acid cocrystal bind together about a pair of two R22(8) acid  amide
interactions (Fig. 7). These molecular clusters are then stack
along the b-axis by p  p interactions. The stacks pack in a
herringbone fashion to form the ﬁnal 3-D structure (Fig. 8).
The hydrogen bonding distances and angles for the acid–
amide dimer in benzamide : fumaric acid are listed in Table 2.
The two components in the benzamide–4-nitrobenzoic acid
co-crystal are bound together through a R22(8) acid  amide
This journal is
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Table 1 Crystallographic data for benzamide co-crystals
Compound

Benzamide–
fumaric acid

Benzamide–
4-nitrobenzoic acid

Formula
Mr
T/K
Crystal system
Space group
Z
a/Å
b/Å
c/Å
a/1
b/1
g/1
V/Å3
R-Factor (%)

C9H9NO3
179.18
150(2)
Monoclinic
P21/n
4
5.318(6)
5.351(6)
29.64(4)
90
96.03(5)
90
838.8(18)
5.69

C14H12N2O4
272.26
296(2)
Triclinic
P1
4
6.3184(4)
6.8802(5)
15.6401(11)
95.749(5)
98.806(4)
106.239(4)
637.72(8)
12.03

motif. These pairs of molecules assemble through a discrete
amide  acid interaction to form a 2-D sheet in the a–c plane
(Fig. 9). However, the poor quality of the crystal (indicated by
the relatively high R factor of 12%) prevents location of the
hydrogen atoms attached to acid and amide groups. Growth
of crystals of a greater quality is currently underway. The
sheets stack along the b-axis through p  p interactions to
generate the ﬁnal 3-D structure.
The creation of co-crystals also allows for the exploration of
structural eﬀects on crystal packing as the thermal environment is varied.50 This approach reveals the eﬀect of packing
and complexation on the proton equilibrium behaviour, and
also contributes to the body of evidence around the co-crystal
salt continuum, as previously discussed.
From a crystal growth point of view the critical issue is the
variation in the weak interaction between viable growth sheets.
In eﬀect switching from benzamide to isonicotinamide introduces this by virtue of ortho atom on the phenyl ring being
activated for hydrogen bonding in isonicotinamide and deactivated in benzamide. This leads to an important concept in multicomponent crystal design, where consideration of the possible
packing landscapes and the interactions that arise can outweigh
the structural contribution from the typical pairwise descriptors.

Fig. 7 Formation of molecular cluster in the benzamide–fumaric acid
co-crystal.
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Fig. 8 Herringbone stacking packing (i) down the a-axis, highlighting the stacking in the zig-zag stack, (ii) packing in a single unit cell, (iii) shows
the packing down the b-axis.

Fig. 9 (i) Dimer hydrogen bonding, (ii) view of the packing down a-axis, (iii) packing down b-axis, which shows the oﬀset stacking over the nitro group.
Table 2 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å, 1) in benzamide : fumaric acid
co-crystal
D–H  A
N8–H81  O4
O3–H31  O7

D–H
0.95
0.96

H  A
1.95
1.67

D  A
2.893 (2)
2.620 (2)

D–H  A
169
171

9.6 Low-throughput screening for API with nicotinamide
co-crystal51
To further explore the application of a thermal, then solution
screen approach co-crystal growth experiments with an
API and nicotinamide have also been undertaken. The
outcomes from this are as follows. Five out of eight potential
API co-crystal systems were identiﬁed using the Koﬂer
hot-stage method (Table 3) with nicotinamide. These were
ibuprofen (R/S and S), salicylic acid, ﬂurbiprofen and fenbufen, each of which displayed three eutectic points over the
course of the hot-stage proﬁle. A composition was veriﬁed
for the ibuprofen systems, with the previously reported melting points (82 1C for S, 91 1C for R/S)52 agreeing well with
those seen in the melt material here, conﬁrming (in combination with X-ray data) growth of the identiﬁed co-crystal
1668 | New J. Chem., 2008, 32, 1659–1672
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phase. There is no indication that the co-crystal phases
are polymorphic as no morphological changes within the
binary (co-crystal) phase were observed during the heating
process.
Signiﬁcantly, neither of the nitrogenous APIs led to the
production of a new phase, with both systems displaying
simple (single) eutectic proﬁles. From the acid drugs only
ketoprofen fails to form a new phase. Systems in which a
new phase was formed were taken forward to a solution screen
to obtain single-crystal structures.
The combination of ibuprofen–nicotinamide as forming a
co-crystal has been reported in the literature52 however due to
the diﬃculties in growing crystal suitable for single crystals the
crystal chemistry has only recently been discussed, and a
summery is as follows. Both the co-crystal formed by the
racemic and S-phase ibuprofen bind to nicotinamide through
acid  pyridine motif. Pairs of dimers are then bound through
a R22(8) amide  amide motif between the nicotinamide molecules. This is reinforced by an amide  acid interaction between the nicotinamide and the ibuprofen, the combination of
which forms a supramolecular macrocycle structure (Fig. 10).
The remaining packing features of these structures have been
reported.51
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Table 3 New phases found in the hot-stage screen
API

Structure

New phase formed

Mp of new phase/1C
89.5
80.3

Polymorphic API

Ibuprofen (R/S and S)

Yes
Yes

No

Paracetamol

No

N/A

Yes

Salicylic acid

Yes

138

No

Fenbufen

Yes

150.8

Reported polymorphism

Flurbiprofen

Yes

73.4

Ketoprofen

No

N/A

No

Piracetam

No

N/A

Yes

Yes

This situation adds to the debate that salts and co-crystals are
essentially the two extremes of interaction possible.13 Ongoing
eﬀort into rationalising the impact of crystal packing contribution focused on whether or not protonation occurs from
system to system, utilising the same localised packing, is
essential for reﬁning this debate.

10.0. Conclusions

Fig. 10 Hydrogen bonding patterns in the R/S and S co-crystals of
ibuprofen–nicotinamide.

It is worthwhile to note that this ternary mode of packing in
the R/S and S co-crystals of ibuprofen–nicotinamide are also
found in the salt of squaric acid and nicotinamide (EMINUJ).
This journal is
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Successful growth of co-crystals requires an understanding of
not only the intermolecular pairwise interactions from the
crystal engineering design strategy, but also an appreciation
of the crystal growth process for multi-component materials.
The work reported in the literature and the authors’ ﬁndings
to date point to an awareness of the crystallographic concepts
underlying co-crystal formation, and the increasing selectivity
achievable by applying classical phase diagram approaches. In
this respect the phase diagram, be it binary or ternary, maps
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the conditions needed to optimise the growth of a desired
co-crystal.
Through this appreciation of the phase space and crystal
engineering strategies, a small-scale low-throughput approach
was developed and this has resulted in a successful approach
to API co-crystal identiﬁcation and potential co-crystal former
utilisation (benzamide, and nicotinamide in this instance). In
the authors’ experience the contrast of well documented coformers to those less well documented tends to be due to
crystal quality, with those well documented formers producing
‘good’ crystals, and those less well documented found to have
issues. This is highlighted by the benzamide and nicotinamide
studies presented herein. One issue allied to this is that for
many of the API co-crystal systems studied there is a tendency
towards atypical complementarity between the target components; such an issue is intensiﬁed by the constraints induced by
pharmaceutical regularity issues. Alongside this debate the
propensity towards large unit cells with systems containing
z 0 4 1, requires analysis and correlation between solution
chemistry and nucleation for such systems.53
Phase diagrams may also be used to identify experimental
conditions that allow for the creation new materials, such as
nucleation templated composites or alternative phases of cocrystals. Within this activity, the authors own ﬁndings develop
concepts in co-crystal growth by component sub-phase support. Such ideas are rooted in a lock-and-key concepts of
crystal growth. These have been applied to crystal habit
modiﬁcation, where an impurity disrupts the growth of a set
of faces over another, expressed by the morphology of the
crystal. These nucleation templates are part of a set of crystal
growth processes which include twinning, epitaxy and polymorph selection or intergrowth crystal through capping additives. This area lays the foundation of truly composite
crystals across two length scales; utilising molecular (cocrystals) and multilayer crystals (co-crystal on component).
Looking ahead for polymorphic systems, be it of a component
or co-crystal, the recognition that stabilisation may occur
within phase domains of excess component would need to be
developed with an appreciation of co-crystal growth linked to
criteria deﬁned by the underlying principled of Ostwald’s rule
of stages.
Expansion of these associated ideas will allow better understanding of co-crystal phase domains and their relationship to
the components, the polymorphic behaviour of these components and that of the co-crystal.
Within this thermodynamic picture of the co-crystallisation
process and optimisation, the issue of kinetic eﬀects is never
far away; in this respect the application of in situ dispersive
X-ray diﬀraction is being pursued. Kinetic factors also play a
role in co-crystal formation by solid-state grinding. Investigations have shown that acceleration of co-crystal formation
accompanies a reduction in particle size, if pre-milling and
low-energy mixing of the components is undertaken.
The suggestion we wish to leave with is that alongside the
molecular focused debate; a parallel debate should be engaged
in, around habit modiﬁcation, polymorph selection, and composite crystal within co-crystallisations. With a focus on
determining the impact these processes may have on co-crystal
isolation. This will be a particular challenge when scaling up
1670 | New J. Chem., 2008, 32, 1659–1672
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the co-crystallisation of active pharmaceutical ingredients
(within the context of the pharmaceutical sector) as solution
crystallisation routes are typically adopted on the large scale
and variability has led to consequences on API processing and
formulation.
All of which challenge what is meant by intent and control
and the underlying debate on solution chemistry, nucleation54
and the impact these issues have on crystal engineering.55 This
is an important next step, and will need to continued to further
any understanding of co-crystallisation beyond a structural
perspective.
To conclude, the future direction of the area requires the
continuing collaboration of the crystallography and crystal
growth disciplines; with the product of this interaction fuelling
progress.
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